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Don’t forget the little criminals so that they don’t change sides
at the last minute and pretend that nothing happened.

—circular of the White Rose resistance group

We do not have the right to judge,
but we have the duty to accuse.

—Hildegard Knef and Ernst Wilhelm Borchert,
The Murderers Are Among Us
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Raphael, Portrait of a Gentleman, from the
Czartoriski family collection. Painting is still
missing today (NA).

Leonardo da Vinci, Lady with an Ermine
(also known as Portrait of Cecilia Gallerani),
from the Czartoriski family collection (NA).



Introduction

1

Imagine the thoughts that passed through the
mind of Kajetan Mühlmann in June 1941 as he sat in the first-class
compartment of the Reichsbahn train carrying him from Cracow to
Berlin. Next to him, wrapped tightly in protective packaging, were
three paintings: Raphael’s Portrait of a Gentleman, Leonardo da Vinci’s
Lady with an Ermine, and Rembrandt’s Landscape with the Good Samar-
itan. They were three of the most prized artworks in Poland—taken
from the Czartoryski family’s collection—and they were in his personal
care.

Mühlmann, it would seem, had very mixed emotions as he watched
the Polish countryside pass outside the window. On the one hand, he
was a Nazi, a German nationalist, and took great satisfaction in the
notion that these masterpieces, these examples of “Aryan” superiority,
were returning heim ins Reich (“home to the Reich”). Mühlmann later
testified about the excitement he felt merely transporting these mas-
terpieces and the prospect of reporting their arrival in Berlin to Reichs-
marschall Hermann Göring, his patron and protector, undoubtedly



enhanced this sentiment. Göring was then at the height of his power
and had undeniable presence.To be summoned by the Reichsmarschall
to his grandiose Carinhall estate was a heady experience that helped
bolster Mühlmann’s ego and made him feel a part of the Nazi elite. Yet
this excitement and self-satisfaction was tempered by a certain frustra-
tion and dread. This was now the second trip to hand over these paint-
ings: after the first delivery to Berlin, when Göring had stored the works
in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, General Governor Hans Frank,
another of his superiors, had responded by ordering them returned to
Cracow, and Mühlmann had complied.1 He recounted later that he
hated being caught in a struggle between rapacious Nazi leaders and
feared that it might not only undermine his career, but jeopardize his
life.This scholar, who had earned his doctorate by writing a dissertation
on baroque fountains in his native Salzburg, also knew at some level
that he was violating fundamental ethical precepts, although he remon-
strated after the war, “we were art historians; what did we know about
international law, the Geneva Convention and such.” He added defen-
sively, “we carried out our project in Poland with absolute humanity.”2

Mühlmann was close friends with several high-ranking SS leaders who
played prominent roles in the persecution of Jews and other subject
peoples and was actually well aware of the Germans’ policies. Feeling
powerful and a part of a historical process, yet at that same time com-
plicit in grave deeds beyond his control, Kajetan Mühlmann expressed
his ambivalence about his undertaking in Poland by jumping at the
opportunity to transfer his operations to the less brutal occupation
administration in the Netherlands.

These conflicting thoughts and emotions were common to nearly all
of the experts who implemented the Nazi leaders’ art policies. The
scene above was not unique. When museum director Ernst Buchner
entered a chateau in the south of France and encountered the multi-
paneled Ghent altarpiece by the Van Eyck brothers, he, too, later testi-
fied in 1945 to a flood of mixed emotions.3 An expert in early modern
northern European painting, he had a profound appreciation of this
altar, one of the greatest artworks of its kind. Yet despite his belief that
the altar belonged to Germany and should be repatriated, there was the
stark reality that he was escorted by an armed detachment and that the
work was being taken by force. Both Mühlmann and Buchner found
ways to assuage these pangs of guilt.They rationalized their behavior on
the grounds that they were safeguarding cultural property, following
orders, and taking what was rightfully Germany’s. It is these varying
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emotions, this psychic drama, that makes the history of the Nazi art
experts so compelling.

The “art world” is a somewhat vague term that encompasses a host of
professions, ranging from dealers to museum officials and from acade-
mics to practicing artists.Additionally, this term conjures up varied and
at times conflicting associations. On the one hand, it is characterized by
a certain mystery—a place where personal connections are paramount
and clandestine transactions not infrequent. Conversely, it is populated
by erudite and polished professionals, members of a glamorous interna-
tional elite who have mastered vast stores of arcane knowledge.4 It is
important to emphasize at the outset that the subjects of this book
qualify as intellectuals. Most had the benefit of formal education, were
cognizant of contemporary political and cultural trends, and possessed
a veneer of sophistication. This is the history of skilled and successful
individuals who collaborated with the Nazi leaders and helped imple-
ment a nefarious cultural program.

While it is naïve and without historic foundation to expect members
of the intelligentsia to behave in a more scrupulous and humane fash-
ion than those who do not lead the life of the mind, there has nonethe-
less been a persistent expectation that they will do so. This was
especially the case in the nineteenth century, when those who were
educated were imagined to have greater insight and a more highly
developed social conscience.5 This expectation was also shared by the
U.S. intelligence agents in the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)—
many of them academics—who hatched a plan during the war to con-
tact intellectuals as part of the invasion of Germany. The OSS agents
believed that German intellectuals, along with labor and church leaders,
would be most inclined to join the anti-Nazi resistance as soon as it
became feasible.6 The OSS agents were sorely mistaken, and as we have
subsequently discovered, those in the learned professions were often
among the first to be co-opted, not to mention frequently supportive of
the Nazi regime right until the end.7 Even later, in the German Demo-
cratic Republic, with the lessons of National Socialism all too clear, the
professoriate was overrepresented among Stasi (the East German secret
police) informers: Timothy Garton Ash cites the statistic that “one in
every six professors and one in ten university employees had worked for
or in some way cooperated with the secret police under the old
regime.”8 In both dictatorships, the Third Reich and the former East
Germany, one cannot help but ask, why was this the case and what
were they thinking?
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Part of the project of this book is to understand the various motiva-
tions that induced talented and respected professionals in the art world
to become accomplices of the Nazi leaders—in most cases, to become
art plunderers. This is admittedly a daunting project. Because it deals
with the complexities of human nature, motivation is at some funda-
mental level inexplicable. Scholars will never get it entirely right. But
this limitation does not mean that one should give up trying. Motiva-
tion lies at the core of most history and is central to the drama; as with
others who have tackled the subject (such as Michael Kater and his
study of musicians in the Third Reich), I proceed knowing that certain
critics will be dissatisfied with the conclusions.9 I have not attempted to
construct a system to categorize the subjects. While this has been tried
in a cursory way at least once before, it seems best to appreciate the
uniqueness of the subjects depicted here and leave this project to soci-
ologists or those in other disciplines.10 Some common traits—patterns
in gender and class, perhaps even a “syndrome”—emerge in the course
of this study. But it is essential to appreciate that the subjects treated
here were individuals who acted for their own reasons.

It is also not my intention to demonize either these figures or the
Nazi leaders. Timothy Garton Ash made a relevant observation about
Stasi informers: “If only I had met, on this search, a single clearly evil
person. But they were all just weak, shaped by circumstance, self-
deceiving; human, all too human. Yet the sum of all their actions was a
great evil.”11 This formulation offers a satisfying balance. On the one
hand, the subjects, like most people, fell somewhere in the gray area of
behavior. On the other, their story has an important ethical component
inextricably linked with the more systematic persecution of the period.

The phrase “Faustian bargain” is often used in an imprecise manner to
describe any immoral or amoral act that leads to self-advancement. One
sees this, for example, in a Newsweek article about Swiss bankers serv-
ing the Nazis in return for greater profits.12 In fact, since its inception in
the sixteenth century, the story of Faust and his pact with
Mephistopheles entailed more than self-interest. He made his deal with
the devil in return for greatness and in pursuit of a lofty ideal (in many
versions, for knowledge).13 The figures in this study were not simply
corrupt or self-promoting.They were at or near the top of their respec-
tive fields and held ambitions for even loftier accomplishment. They
collaborated with the Nazi leaders, whom they often recognized as bru-
tal and vainglorious, because they perceived opportunities in terms of
their own work. They were not concerned with mere survival, but pur-
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sued a vision of greatness that would ultimately yield fame and a kind
of immortality. Additionally, they themselves would have been familiar
with the Faustian myth. It was a well-known trope at this time for those
who were culturally literate (Oswald Spengler, in Decline of the West,
even talked about the twentieth century as the “Faustian era”).14 One
finds cases like Albert Speer, who remarked in his memoirs, “For the
commission to do a great building, I would have sold my soul like Faust.
Now I had found my Mephistopheles. He seemed no less engaging than
Goethe’s.”15 The Faustian metaphor, then, is useful not only because of
its expressiveness, but also because it was central to the culture dis-
cussed in this book. Nonetheless, the metaphor should not be viewed as
a procrustean bed where all are trimmed to fit. It is meant as a kind of
shorthand for the ethical compromises that occurred and not as an all-
encompassing explanation for these highly complex histories.

These figures in the art world had the opportunity for a Faustian bar-
gain because the Nazi leaders themselves cared so much about cul-
ture—the visual arts in particular.This book is intended to complement
my earlier study, Art as Politics in the Third Reich (1996), which docu-
mented the leaders’ involvement in arts administration and their pas-
sion for collecting paintings and sculpture.The Nazi leaders devoted an
inordinate amount of time to cultural matters. Indeed, culture and pro-
paganda may indeed have been “the war that Hitler won.”16 Their con-
trol of the arts was an important element of their totalitarian system.
Similarly, their commitment to amassing both private and state art col-
lections stands as a remarkable aspect of their rule. Never before, with
the possible exception of Napoleon and his cohorts, had an entire lead-
ership corps been responsible for the acquisition of so much art.
Through purchase and plunder (the Third Reich was a “kleptocracy”),
their harvest amounted to hundreds of thousands of pieces.17

The Nazi leaders could not have dominated the artistic sphere or
have amassed such collections without the assistance of figures in the
art world. It was a joint project.The leaders provided the political lever-
age and the operating capital, and the subordinates offered their skill
and expertise. This collaboration occurred in all branches of the art
world, hence the organization of this study. It is divided according to
various professions that collectively comprise the art world: museum
directors and curators, art dealers, art critics, art historians, and artists
themselves. One could have added the profession of conservationists,
which was a burgeoning field at a time when military actions increas-
ingly threatened civilian areas. But the history of the conservation
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experts, because of the nature of their employment, is subsumed within
other categories, especially that of museum personnel. One could have
also included architects, a group usually included in the German term
“bildende Künstler” (visual artist); but such individuals often had little to
do with actual artworks, and there is already a substantial literature
devoted to their activities in the Third Reich.This book is intended as a
contribution to the history of professions in modern Germany. While
there have been studies on a range of occupations—from doctors and
lawyers to engineers and scientists—there has been no comprehensive
work on the professions that comprised the art world.18 It is important
to note that these professions are so interrelated that boundaries often
are blurred. It is not uncommon to find museum directors who were art
historians or critics who took over galleries. Placing individuals in spe-
cific categories sometimes proved difficult, but I have situated them in
a manner reflecting their primary area of activity and the core of their
professional identity.

While scholars of the Third Reich have long been aware that the
Nazi leaders relied upon technocrats to implement their ideologically
determined policies—including coordinating the deportations by rail
and designing the gas chambers—this study shows how individuals in
the cultural realm were also co-opted.19 It is striking how the Nazi lead-
ers elicited the cooperation of not just ideological zealots, but also many
who were ostensibly apolitical. One finds a situation in the art world
that is analogous to the findings of Christopher Browning and Daniel
Goldhagen, who have both shown that “ordinary” people participated
in the murder of Jews and other victims of the Holocaust. Of course,
one must tread carefully when making comparisons between mass mur-
derers and art looters; the distinction is profound and must be pre-
served. But, as I argued in Art as Politics, the two projects were
interlinked, part of a continuum. With respect to the cultural sphere,
one sees a progression from persecution in the professional realm (dis-
missing Jewish and left-wing employees) to the expropriation of Jewish
property (part of the efforts to dehumanize the victims) to the spolia-
tion of cultural property of neighboring countries and, in certain cases
(especially in the East), outright destruction. In short, the Nazi leaders’
cultural policies were inextricably bound up with their racial and
geopolitical agendas. The collusion of figures in the art world certainly
involved the creation of propaganda and the legitimation of the Nazi
leaders’s cultural ambitions (as was the case, for example, with philoso-
pher Martin Heidegger).20 Yet the subjects of this book went a step fur-
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ther because they were deeply implicated in the regime’s criminal pro-
grams. And while the figures in the art world discussed here must be
regarded as second rank when viewed with respect to the entirety of the
political and social structure of the Third Reich, they were not merely
reactive to the policies and programs of the Nazi state. They often con-
ceived initiatives and then presented these plans to the leaders for
approval. Alternatively, they induced the Nazi elite to amend orders.
One of the themes in this study concerns the manner in which the
experts influenced the Nazi regime’s aesthetic policies. These figures
exercised considerable power with regards to art, and they frequently
had official positions—often made up on the spot and involving titles
like “commissar” or “delegate”—which denoted this influence.

The first of the five main figures, Dr. Ernst Buchner, served during
the Nazi era as the General Director of the Bavarian State Painting Col-
lections. This post, where he oversaw a network of fifteen museums,
constituted one of the most important in all of Europe. A knowledge-
able and well-respected expert on premodern German art, Buchner
evolved into a politicized accomplice of the Nazi leaders in the initia-
tive to amass huge collections.

The second chapter, on art dealers, focuses on Karl Haberstock,
arguably the most successful dealer during the Third Reich. Haber-
stock’s greatest coup was earning the confidence of Hitler and convinc-
ing the dictator to appoint one of his friends, Hans Posse, as the director
of the Führermuseum in 1939. This led to special opportunities during
the war. Haberstock was exonerated by a denazification court in 1949
and reestablished his business in Munich. He and his wife, who often
assisted him in the gallery, left their collection to the city of Augsburg,
his place of birth.

The third chapter is dedicated to art critics, who served as important
mediators between the regime and the public during the Third Reich
because they communicated ideological precepts manifest in contem-
porary art. The most important critic in Nazi Germany was Robert
Scholz, who wrote for the Party newspaper, Der Völkische Beobachter,
and, as of 1937, edited the flashy official Nazi art journal, Kunst im
Deutschen Reich (KiDR). Scholz served as the art expert for Nazi ideo-
logue Alfred Rosenberg, and this drew him into the plunder of France as
his chief established a notorious agency. In the 1960s, Scholz revived his
career as a leading art critic in radical right-wing German publications.

Art historians, although usually concerned with works from previous
epochs, were closely bound up in the cultural program of the Nazi
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regime; that relationship is discussed in chapter 4. Kajetan Mühlmann
serves as an apt example there because he was arguably the single most
prolific plunderer in the twentieth century. An Austrian who once
worked for the Salzburg festival, Mühlmann led plundering commandos
in Poland and the Netherlands. Mühlmann was truly chameleonlike, and
toward the end of the war, he relocated to his native region in the Aus-
trian Alps and appeared to join the resistance. In the 1950s, he lived out
his life on the idyllic Lake Ammersee outside Munich, reportedly gener-
ating income by selling artworks that he had hidden during the war.

The final chapter is devoted to artists, in particular Arno Breker.
Breker was simultaneously representative of those who chose to collab-
orate with the Nazi leaders and exceptional because of his stature
within the Third Reich. Breker produced monumental sculptures that
have become closely identified with the regime, and indeed, he was one
of the most celebrated artists in Nazi Germany. Breker’s Faustian bar-
gain included changing the style of his art. His work shifted from a vari-
ant of naturalism, where he was strongly influenced by August Rodin,
to a monumental and characteristically fascist idiom.21 Until his death
in 1991, he was never able to acknowledge that he had compromised
his art or helped sustain the Nazi regime. Like many other figures in this
study, Breker’s later years were characterized not only by rehabilitation,
but also denial.

Within each chapter, three or four ancillary figures are discussed in
order to show that the representative figures were not unique. Joining
Buchner in the chapter on museum directors, for example, are Hans
Posse, who made his Faustian bargain by accepting the directorship of
the Führermuseum for the opportunity to build the greatest museum
of all time, and Otto Kümmel, who headed the Berlin museums and led
a wartime effort to reclaim works removed from Germany during the
past four centuries. Although these figures receive shorter treatment,
their stories are significant and often quite extraordinary. Prince Philipp
of Hessen, the son-in-law of the king of Italy who served as a liaison
between Hitler and Mussolini while procuring art for the Nazi elite,
offers another example of a remarkable life that merits closer examina-
tion.There were a number of factors that mitigated against an intensive
exploration of each of the art experts discussed in the book: one was
access to extant documentation. It is often extremely difficult to
research these second-rank figures. The data protection laws of Ger-
many, Austria, and France, among other countries, limit the release of
information for those not considered to possess “world historical
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stature.” In Germany, the archival law states that one must normally
wait until thirty years after the death of the subject to gain access to
personal files. Even then, it is not always possible to see documents, and
institutions still reject requests to work with files on the grounds of data
protection.

The prosapographical (comparative biographical) approach, as
adopted in studies of the courts in ancient Rome or in imperial Ger-
many, is usually pursued when the subjects have had some fundamen-
tal connection with one another.22 This is the case with the subjects in
this book. The art world tended to be close-knit to begin with, and it
was not unusual to have mentors, academic advisers, or clients in com-
mon. Frank McDonald, in a well-researched popular novel on the art
world, appreciated this, writing, “They’re all connected, the people in
the trade, the dealers, international rings, politicians, the people who
run the legal side, even the police. Business is business.”23 Yet those in
the art world who served the Nazi leaders had even more extensive
contact with one another than is customary. Robert Scholz, to take just
one example, wrote about Arno Breker and attended the latter’s open-
ings; he saw Haberstock as part of a commission to sell off the purged
modern art; and he worked with Ernst Buchner in the storage of plun-
der of the Einsatzstab Reichsleiter Rosenberg (Special Staff of Reichs-
leiter Rosenberg, or ERR) in the Neuschwanstein castle at war’s end. In
other words, Scholz encountered nearly all of the figures discussed in
this book.This was frequently the case for those who were art plunder-
ers. Because the looting was directed by a limited number of subleaders
administering agencies that were ordered to cooperate with one
another and because the experts who comprised the staff moved
throughout the Reich and the occupied lands in order to carry out their
various projects, there was significant contact between them. Even
more remarkable is their interaction in the postwar period. As will
become evident from the individual histories, these figures continued to
have contact with one another after 1945.They were often incarcerated
together pending interrogations (or more rarely, during trials) and this
deepened the ties between them. Whatever the reasons—and this
would include common histories, a shared interest in art, a similar
worldview, the same quest for profit, and an equal need for protection
from investigators—many of these figures kept in touch after the war.
This interaction was both professional and social, and as a result, one
can talk about a clandestine postwar network of former Nazi art experts
who operated primarily in Bavaria and Austria.
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This study underscores the extent to which individuals who partici-
pated in the criminal programs of the Nazi regime were able to rehabil-
itate their careers after 1945. This continuity from the Third Reich to
the Federal Republic has been recognized in a wide range of other fields
extending from medicine and law to academia and the opera24; most
famously, the U.S. government engaged Nazi rocket scientists as part of
the cold war space race.25 But these histories have been known for some
time. The art world is one of the last areas where misconceptions have
endured. This is perhaps partly due to a reluctance to implicate certain
cultural figures in the crimes of the Nazis. Frank Whitford, for example,
has written of the myths that continue to surround certain modernists:

The admittedly more ambiguous sympathies of some of the other
heroes of German modernism have been kept under wraps more
successfully.Architect Mies van der Rohe, for example, director of
the Bauhaus when it was closed by storm troopers as a hotbed of
“cultural bolshevism” in 1933, signed an open letter in the
Völkischer Beobachter less than a year later, urging that Hitler be
given absolute power. Among his co-signatories were [Emil]
Nolde, the painter Erich Heckel, and the sculptor Ernst Barlach. In
1937 Mies went to work with Speer on the interiors of the Ger-
man pavilion at the 1937 Paris Universal Exhibition. . . . The fas-
cist or nationalist leanings of leading modernist heroes such as
Mies, Nolde, and Barlach make it clear that the conventional pic-
ture of art in Nazi Germany is much more complicated than it
might seem.26

Just as the myths of the modernist heroes have recently been
exploded, the impression that cultural figures were removed from poli-
tics during the Third Reich has gradually been amended. Were those
involved with the arts embroiled in politics more than members of most
other professions? One is reminded of the remark made by the charac-
ter Wilhelm Furtwängler in Ronald Harwood’s play, Taking Sides: “only
tyrannies understand the power of art.” The Nazi leaders possessed a
totalistic ideology in which their cultural policies were inextricably
linked with their other goals, and they appreciated how culture could be
manipulated so as to secure the support of the German people.

Within the cultural realm, then, what started out as compromise and
collaboration on the part of a few individuals became a widespread
phenomenon. For those who remained in Germany, so many were co-
opted that one can talk of trends that applied to entire professions. In
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short, prosapography becomes social history and, in the process, shows
us one of the most insidious aspects of Nazi Germany: that the regime
co-opted “ordinary” people—or alternatively, individuals induced them-
selves—to support the Nazi policies and participate in criminal acts.
This brings us back to the knotty and even paradoxical metaphor of
Faust. He was, like the figures in this book, exceptional in many respects
as he pursued knowledge and power. But Faust’s story also speaks to
humans more generally. He shows that ambitions leave us vulnerable
and that we often make unfortunate decisions in the face of a greater
power. It is in this spirit—knowing that these art experts made unique
choices, but ones that many others, perhaps even we ourselves, might
have made—that we examine their pacts with the devil.
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Art Museum Directors

Chapter 1

13

The history of art museum directors in 
Germany is an illustrious one, as royal collections were transformed 
into public ones in the nineteenth and early twentieth century under
the guidance of a number of talented and committed experts. Indeed,
it has often been rendered as a kind of hagiography: a succession of
great men, from Wilhelm von Bode (1845–1929) and Alfred Lichtwark
(1852–1914) to Hugo Tschudi (1851–1911) and Ludwig Justi (1876–
1957).1 These complimentary portrayals are not entirely unjustified:
museum directors often combined public service with stellar scholar-
ship. But this history cannot be written as a story of uninterrupted
progress and triumph. Because these individuals oversaw significant
portions of Germany’s cultural patrimony and occupied such highly
visible positions, they were subject to extreme political pressures.
Scholars including Peter Paret, Christopher With, and Robin Lenman
have documented the tribulations and sometimes compromised behav-
ior of museum officials during the Wilhelmine period.2

The profession, of course, suffered even more intrusive political
interference during the Third Reich. Those museum directors who



endured the early purges of the Third Reich were pressured to conform
to National Socialist ideological dictates to an extent that not only com-
promised the ethical principles traditionally associated with humanistic
enterprises, but made them complicit in the crimes of the regime. The
Nazi administration provoked an unprecedented series of crises and so
devastated this once august group that the postwar recovery and recon-
struction process could not be—or at least was not—carried out with-
out the involvement of tainted members.

Museum directors, while possessing considerable erudition and even
international renown, comprised one of the most nazified professions in
Germany.An inspection of directors’ dossiers from the Reich Chamber
for the Visual Arts files housed in the former Berlin Document Center
reveals a frequency of Party membership that rivals those of physicians,
one of the most highly nazified professions (Michael Kater estimates
that 44.8 percent of doctors in the Third Reich “followed the Nazi
Party”).3 One should note that below the level of director, museum staff
remained more professional and were not as highly nazified.The Berlin
State Museums, for example, had fifty-eight staff members in 1943 who
were curators, conservators, or scholarly associates; of these, ten were
members of the National Socialist German Workers’ Party (National-
sozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter-Partei, or NSDAP), or about one-and-
a-half times the national average of 10 percent.4 Like physicians,
museum directors—as the case of Ernst Buchner demonstrates—facili-
tated and even occasionally initiated significant components of the
National Socialist ideological program of Gleichschaltung (“coordina-
tion, which really meant the elimination or nazification of the social
and political institutions”), racially based persecution, and military con-
quest.5 Of course, there are limitations to this comparison: doctors were
involved in the killing operations far more directly. But the purging of
Jews from museum staffs, the expropriation of Jews’ artistic property,
and the rapacious forays into neighboring lands must be seen as related
to the genocidal program.

Similarly, a number of museum experts espoused a mixture of hate-
ful anti-Semitism and Teutonic arrogance that characterized many per-
petrators of the Holocaust. Certain subfields in particular attracted
Nazi ideologues.Archeology (Früh- und Vorgeschichte, literally, early and
prehistory), for example, became so nazified that one postwar adminis-
trator lamented in a letter to Bavarian Prime Minister Franz Meyers that
a “Professor Wagner is the only pre-historian in Bavaria left over from
the war.”6 Besides Wagner, the Bavarian administrator thought, archeol-
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ogists were either so politically tainted so as to preclude rehabilitation
or they were dead. Others in the museum field, such as Ernst Buchner,
the director of the Bavarian State Painting Collections (Bayerischen
Staatsgemäldesammlungen, or BSGS) from 1933 to 1945 and then
from 1953 to 1957, did not adhere to a zealously Nazi outlook. How-
ever, his complicity in the oppressive policies of the regime is a central
theme in this chapter.

Another concern is the postwar rehabilitation of many museum offi-
cials who committed criminal acts in the service of the regime. As with
many fields, two explanations can be offered.The first was a perception
of necessity: millions of artworks had been displaced during the war and
the physical state of German museums was disastrous. Even with the
assistance of Allies’ Monuments, Fine Arts, and Archives (MFA and A)
officers, trained professionals were at a premium, and many compro-
mised German museum directors began to resurrect their reputations
by cooperating with the Allies in their postwar reconstruction efforts.
The second reason was a general antipathy on the part of Germans for
postwar justice. Norbert Frei has documented in his recent study on the
Germans’ engagement with their own Nazi past:

In autumn 1949, immediately after the opening of the Bundestag,
all parties began efforts to end, even in part to reverse, the politi-
cal cleansing [of Nazis] that had been implemented by the Allies
since 1945. . . . Above all, this entailed lifting sentences and [pur-
suing] integration measures to the benefit of an army of millions
of former Party members, who almost without exception regained
their previous social, occupational, and civil—if not political—sta-
tus that they had lost in the course of denazification, internment,
or similar “political” penalties. By the middle of the 1950s, almost
no one continued to fear that their Nazi past would be exposed by
state or legal authorities.7

In other words, unless fired and prosecuted by Allied authorities
prior to 1949, those responsible for criminal acts normally went free
and resumed their lives.8 And during the occupation the Allies were,
with reason, almost exclusively concerned with murderers. The failure
of postwar justice and denazification is not a new story, but what has
not been recognized is that so highly regarded a profession as museum
administration featured such criminal behavior and that there was such
tremendous continuity between the Third Reich and the Federal
Republic.
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It should be underscored that not all museum directors in the post-
war period had been complicit in the crimes of the National Socialist
regime. But this is because many either emigrated or pursued a course
of “inner emigration” after 1933. Many chose one of these options out
of necessity: the 7 April 1933 Law for the Restoration of the Profes-
sional Civil Service, which provided for the firing of individuals who
were Jewish or politically “unreliable,” was invoked to dismiss museum
directors, as well as numerous professors at art academies.9 Across the
Reich, twenty-seven museum directors and numerous art academy pro-
fessors were removed from their offices.10 The former included Gustav
Hartlaub in Mannheim, Ludwig Justi in Berlin, Gustav Pauli and Max
Sauerlandt in Hamburg (the directors of the Kunsthalle and Art and
Crafts Museum, respectively), Carl Georg Heise in Lübeck, Karl With
in Cologne, Karl Ernst Osthaus in Hagen, Julius Baum in Ulm, Alois
Schardt in Berlin, and Emil Waldmann in Bremen.11 Others attempted
to work with the new regime and endured a little longer: Georg
Swarzenski continued on in Frankfurt through 1934 and Eberhard 
Hanfstaengl remained at the Berlin Nationalgalerie until 1937. For
those museum directors who were not National Socialists and who
tried to resist from within, the challenges were often overwhelming.
Between intrusive politicians and aggressive local organizations, such as
the Combat League for German Culture (Kampfbund für deutsche
Kultur), the pressures could be, and often were, tremendous.12

But the fact remains that the museum officials always had the option
of resigning (and the choice of remaining in Germany or leaving). It is
true that emigration, even before 1939, was not easy: museum profes-
sionals were tied to language and national culture more so than artists
or musicians, and they often specialized in German art, which had less
appeal abroad than in their native country.13 But these educated men
had options and were not forced down the path of criminality. Eberhard
Hanfstaengl, for example, even at the late date of 1937, when forced out
as director of the Nationalgalerie in Berlin, went to work as an editor for
the Bruckmann publishing house in Munich.14

Ernst Buchner was raised in Munich, arguably the artistic center of Ger-
many after 1871.As Peter Gay wrote of Walter Gropius, “he had Kultur
in his bones.”15 Born on 20 March 1892 as the son of an academic
painter, Georg Buchner (a representative of the conservative though
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flourishing “old Munich school” and then a member of the more pro-
gressive Munich Secession), the future director of the Bavarian State
Painting Collections was constantly surrounded by artists and members
of the related professions.16 His father was quite successful, with paint-
ings in the Munich Glaspalast, the municipal museum devoted to con-
temporary art. His mother was the sister of sculptor Josef Flossmann,
who was sufficiently famous to have a street named after him in the
Munich suburb of Pasing where Buchner grew up.17 Buchner was raised
in an environment populated by artistically inclined individuals, and
this also seemingly affected his brother Georg, who became a success-
ful architect and professor at the Munich Arts and Crafts School.18

Buchner was raised with a high regard for artistic accomplishment.
From the time of his youth he was brought up with an awareness of the
prestige and power possessed by museum directors, and he admitted in
later accounts that he had long dreamed of holding the preeminent post
in his native Bavaria. It was extremely common for members of the
artistic professions to come from backgrounds where they had been
exposed to the arts early in their lives. While one commonly finds that
writers with bourgeois roots, like the Mann brothers or Franz Kafka,
rebelled against parents who worked in the commercial or mercantile
sphere, those who entered into the arts administration typically
stemmed from backgrounds where their parents were already familiar
with this world.19

Buchner was educated to revere high culture and to believe in Ger-
man superiority in this regard. Such ideas were not uncommon, espe-
cially in Bavaria, where conservative forces were among the strongest in
the nation.These views were perhaps best reflected by the transplanted
Munich citizen Thomas Mann in his wartime reflections on the rela-
tionship between culture and nationality, including “Thoughts in the
War” (1914) and Reflections of an Unpolitical Man (1918): German Kul-
tur, with its depth, profundity, and engagement with spiritual matters,
towered over rational French Zivilisation, let alone the English with
their empiricist obsessions. Ernst Buchner shared such views with Mann
prior to the latter’s evolution into a liberal democrat and critic of fas-
cism during the Weimar Republic.20 As OSS officer Theodore Rousseau
noted after an extensive interrogation of his prisoner at Altaussee, Aus-
tria, in 1945: “Any conversation with [Buchner] on his own subject,
German painting, reveals at once his fixed belief in a Greater Ger-
many—whether the Führer be Frederick the Great, William II, or
Hitler.”21
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Such nationalistic sentiments were inculcated at an early age in a tra-
ditional education of a Volksschule (1902–9), followed by three years at
the Theresien Gymnasium (1909–12). Buchner went on to the Ludwig
Maximilian University in Munich, but abandoned his studies when war
erupted in 1914. He volunteered for the Seventh Bavarian Field
Artillery and spent four years at the front. He demonstrated remarkable
courage in the field, meriting the Iron Crosses (both first and second
class), the Bavarian Military Service Award with Honors, and the War
Service Cross.22 By the end of the war, he had been promoted to first
lieutenant and commanded a battery. These experiences during his
youth were formative and arguably explain later behavior. Historian
Neil Gregor, discussing managers at Daimler Benz, has commented on
this link between conservatism in Wilhelmine Germany and National
Socialism: “Although many were by no means Nazis, they shared the
nationalist attitudes of their class and generation and had been social-
ized in an authoritarian political culture which facilitated their compli-
ance.”23 Buchner himself was to claim after the war, “I felt and acted
nationalistically and as a patriot, not as a National Socialist or Party
member.”24

When Buchner returned from the front in 1919, he resumed his
studies in art history at the university in Munich, with an interlude in
Berlin, and developed his professional persona. He became a student of
the famed art historian Heinrich Wölfflin (1864–1945), who wrote,
among other landmark works, The Principles of Art History, which
offered a systematic approach to the analysis of paintings.25 Buchner
was not as theoretical as his mentor, but exhibited an aptitude for con-
noisseurship and developed a remarkable knowledge of Bavarian paint-
ing. Buchner was also perhaps influenced by the political views of his
Doktorvater:Wölfflin was a conservative nationalist who later joined the
pro-Nazi Combat League for German Culture in 1929 and evinced
sympathy for Hitler’s cultural program.26 But Buchner’s relationship
with Wölfflin predated the Nazis’ rise to power and the two focused
more on scholarship, even if there was talk of artistic “instincts” found in
the “blood” of certain people, and other ideas not incompatible with
National Socialism.27 Buchner was very hardworking and needed only
three years to complete his dissertation, titled “Jan Polack: The City
Painter of Munich.”28 Focusing on a local figure proved a shrewd deci-
sion not just because of the availability of sources, but because he
widened his circle of contacts and developed an area of expertise that
would have direct application in finding a job. Buchner’s scholarly
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method here, where he examined virtually all of Polack’s works and
subjected them to careful formalist analysis, laid the foundation for his
later reputation as the preeminent authority on early Bavarian painting.

As was often the case in the fine arts administration in Germany,
those seeking to make their career relied upon the patronage of senior
members of the profession. Accordingly, Buchner remained close to
home at the start of his career, as he utilized the connections that his
father and he had made over the years. His links to Wölfflin, who pos-
sessed considerable influence, were also helpful: Buchner’s longtime
assistant in both Cologne and Munich, Dr. Ernst Holzinger (1901–?), as
well as Dr. Karl Feuchtmayr (1893–1961), who left the BSGS to suc-
ceed Buchner at the Wallraf-Richartz Museum in Cologne in 1933, all
shared the same supervisor.29 A more important and lasting supporter,
however, was the Generaldirektor of the BSGS, Dr. Friedrich Dörnhöf-
fer (1865–1934). Dörnhöffer thought highly of Buchner, as his recom-
mendation of Buchner for a curatorial position in 1926 attests: “Dr.
Buchner is a museum man of the very first rank. . . . He combines to a
very rare degree all the qualities of intellect and character that consti-
tute a museum expert: an unusually receptive artistic talent, a passion-
ate devotion to the researching and investigation of individual artworks,
a strong sense for quality, an astonishing memory, a love for organiza-
tional work, [and] practicality.”30 Dörnhöffer’s concern for his protégé
later extended to encouraging Buchner in 1933 to become a Nazi Party
member, thinking that this step would aid his career.31

With Dörnhöffer’s help, Buchner rose through the ranks of the
Bavarian State Painting Collections, beginning with an unpaid intern-
ship in 1921. From 1922 to 1928, Buchner occupied junior staff posi-
tions at various Munich museums. He began as a technical assistant in
the graphic arts collection and then moved over to the Residenzmu-
seum. By 1923 he had become an assistant curator, and by 1926, with
the help of the recommendation quoted above, he was promoted to the
position of curator at the BSGS.32 Another major break came in 1928
when, at the age of thirty-six, he was offered the directorship of the
Wallraf-Richartz Museum in Cologne by Lord Mayor Konrad Ade-
nauer.The museum, arguably the finest in Rhineland-Westphalia, was a
perfect stepping-stone for an ambitious young museum official with
eyes set upon the first-tier positions in Berlin, Munich, and Dresden.
Buchner spent four years in Cologne, staging well-received exhibitions,
including the 1928 retrospective of Wilhelm Leibl, and developing a
reputation as a scholar. In addition to his position as director, he edited
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the Wallraf-Richartz Jahrbuch, which, although founded only in 1924,
was rapidly growing into a distinguished journal.

For curators and museum directors in Germany during the first half
of the century, advancement within the profession depended upon not
only patronage but scholarly productivity. These two elements deter-
mined most appointments in what was a highly competitive profession,
so scholarship could not be ignored. One need only look at the other
top museum administrators to see that they had carved out areas of
expertise: Otto Kümmel of the Berlin State Museums was a leading fig-
ure in the study of Asian art, and Hans Posse in Dresden published
numerous studies on Dutch masters and Renaissance art. Ernst Buchner
built on his knowledge of Bavarian art to become a respected authority
on the broader field of Northern Renaissance and German Baroque
painting, which featured masters such as Grünewald, the Cranachs, and
Dürer. He subsequently published a number of studies, including The
German Portrait in the Late-Gothic and Early Dürer Period, Historical
and Battle Pictures of the German Renaissance, Concerning the Work of
Hans Holbein the Elder, and Martin Schongauer as Painter.33 Buchner was
frequently consulted by other curators concerning this field. His stature
as a scholar was later confirmed in 1941 when he was inducted into the
Bavarian Academy of Scholarship and in 1942 when Hitler elevated
him to professor at the Ludwig Maximilian University in Munich. His
specialization in German art not only reflected his nationalist orienta-
tion, but was also a calculated decision that would position him well for
the post he coveted most: director of the museums of his native
Munich. Bavaria housed more examples of the German old masters
than any other region in the country, thanks to the long tradition of 
Wittelsbach patronage.

Buchner realized his longtime ambition to become director of the
Bavarian State Paintings Collections in July 1932. This post was
regarded as the second most important in Germany, just behind the
head of the Berlin network of museums. Thus, the forty-one-year-old
Buchner, after a successful interview with the Bavarian Education Min-
ister, Franz Goldenberger, and “highly confidential” discussions with
Konrad Adenauer in Cologne (who let him out of his contract), suc-
ceeded his friend, the venerable Geheimrat (Privy Counsel) Dr.
Friedrich Dörnhöffer, who had held the post since 1914.34 Because of
Buchner’s contractual obligations, he did not begin in Munich until 1
March 1933.35 Still, he had realized his ambition to oversee the collec-
tions of what were then fifteen institutions (the number has now more
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than doubled), including the Alte and Neue Pinakotheken, the Neue
Staatsgalerie, provincial museums in Aschaffenburg, Augsburg, Bam-
berg, Burghausen, Ingolstadt, Landshut, Schleisheim, Speyer, and
Würzburg, and the castles at Ansbach, Bayreuth, and Neuschwanstein
(Füssen).36 These various museums housed some 10,500 pictures.37

Despite the worsening economic crisis, which cut into budgetary allo-
cations and made acquisitions increasingly difficult, it was a dream job
for an ambitious young museum administrator. Buchner oversaw a tal-
ented curatorial staff and started with the considerable salary of RM
14,000 per year (RM 2.5=$1); by comparison, his colleague Ernst
Holzinger, a curator, earned RM 4,800 in 1933.38

With the National Socialist seizure of power in January 1933, Buch-
ner faced the prospect of losing his new job. The 7 April 1933 Law for
the Restoration of the Professional Civil Service sanctioned the wide-
ranging purges, especially of Jews and socialists, and many non-Party
members perceived a threat. While Buchner was not vulnerable
because of ethnicity or a left-wing past, it was abundantly clear that top
positions, such as his directorship, would be evaluated in terms of the
current political climate. Buchner joined the Nazi Party on 1 May
1933—one of approximately a million Märzgefallenen (March violets)
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who entered the Party that spring—and he viewed the affiliation as a
career move.39 It should be stressed that Party membership was not nec-
essary to retain one’s museum position. Many of Buchner’s colleagues
kept their posts without joining.40 But Buchner felt vulnerable. He had
been attacked in a 28 March article in the Nazi Party paper, Der
Völkische Beobachter, for “his relation to Jews,” and letters between him
and a colleague, the curator August Levy Mayer, were found when the
police searched the latter’s home in March 1933.41 Buchner therefore
perhaps thought that he needed protection from similar attacks in the
future. After the war, Buchner reflected that many museum directors
perceived challenges on the part of “opportunists hungry for jobs and
unleashed by kitsch painters.”42 He was apparently not a very demon-
strative Nazi: he refrained from using the Heil Hitler greeting, refused to
wear the Party pin on his lapel, and occasionally elicited substandard
evaluations from Party functionaries.43 One evaluator even suggested
that Buchner intentionally avoided interviews and contact with the
Party representatives.44 While it is difficult to gauge the degree to which
Buchner initially embraced National Socialism, his behavior suggests
that he qualified as what Martin Broszat, in his study of German elite of
the period, called a “pre-National Socialist.” That is, Buchner stood
among the national conservatives who embraced many of the Nazis’
objectives of revising the Treaty of Versailles and reorganizing the coun-
try, without supporting their “boundless racial and geopolitical goals.”45

Buchner, despite having certain reservations about the Nazi Party,
complied with most official policies. His three children, for example, all
joined either the Hitler Youth or the Association for Young Girls (Bund
deutscher Mädel) before membership became compulsory.46 In the pro-
fessional sphere, Buchner carried out his administrative functions in line
with the new regulations specified by the Nazi regime. In one recom-
mendation supporting a subordinate’s promotion, he wrote to the
Bavarian Education Ministry, “Dr. Busch is of Aryan extraction and his
orientation is national.”47 Granted, Buchner had limited autonomy and
his decisions concerning personnel were vetted by the Bavarian Educa-
tion Ministry. But Buchner, like most Germans, did not buck the sys-
tem. When one of his employees, the restorer Franz Xaver Durneder,
was turned down for promotion because he was not a member of the
Party, Buchner communicated the decision to Durneder, and there is no
evidence of any argument or appeal.48

Buchner was fortunate that he did not have to contend with the
purges that arose from the Law for a Restoration of the Professional
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Civil Service.There was only one individual in the employ of the BSGS
to whom the law appeared to have some application—the Jewish cura-
tor, Professor August Levy Mayer, who specialized in Spanish Old Mas-
ters—and he was evidently already on his way out because he had been
caught dealing art on the side (behavior which to this day constitutes
grounds for dismissal among museum staff).49 Levy Mayer and Buchner
had a cordial relationship, but Buchner never came to the defense of Pro-
fessor Levy Mayer.Then again, the curator’s situation was hopeless both
because of the art dealing and his Jewishness. It is therefore not surpris-
ing that Buchner chose not to intervene here.What is more remarkable
is that the BSGS in 1933 had no other Jewish or left-wing employees, a
fact that speaks to the conservative orientation of the institution.

Buchner generally played according to the rules as they were pre-
sented to him by the Nazi regime, and this meant that he at times
became a cog in the propaganda machinery. In mid-October 1933, for
example, as Hitler laid the foundation stone for the House of German
Art, Buchner oversaw the work of artists and artisans as they turned the
city into “a sea of banners, floral decorations, pine branches, [and] red
cloth. . . white-blue Bavarian flags were expressly prohibited.”50 And
prior to the opening of the House of German Art in 1937, he suc-
cumbed to political pressure and provided space in the Neue
Pinakothek for the work of living, officially approved artists. Buchner
evidently did not welcome these annual shows. As he noted in 1945,
“the temple of art became the annual art fair. . . the great masterpieces
of Schwind, Feuerbach, Böcklin, among others, were stuck in a corner
each year in order to make room for modern works that were mostly
mediocre.”51 But neither did he do much to protest these shows either,
as he waited patiently until the House of German Art was completed in
1937 when he could “reclaim” the exhibition space.52

The files of the Bavarian State Painting Collections also record the
loans made by Buchner and his colleagues to other institutions and
groups that staged exhibitions. The BSGS, for example, lent art in sup-
port of the 1935 show Blood and Soil, organized by the local chapter of
the National Socialist Cultural Community (NS-Kulturgemeinde, or
NS-KG), and for Volk and Family, which was arranged by the
Schutzstaffel (SS) Race and Settlement Main Office, which appeared in
the Hamburg Kunsthalle.53 In general, Buchner did not appear overly
enthusiastic about crudely political shows (he turned down Robert
Scholz, the subject of chapter 3, who requested works for Sea Travel
and Art).54 But throughout the 1930s, he proved compliant with
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respect to requests made by those who embraced the Nazi line. There
were even instances with regard to exhibitions when he himself
appeared rather “brown.” In 1935, for example, Buchner voiced “the
strongest objections” to the idea of sending German Romantic art on a
tour of the United States, noting that, “America is one of the lands that
shelters many enemies of Germany, who persecute with hate all that is
German.”55 In sum, despite his occasional discomfort with Nazi policies
and practices, it is not surprising that a 1940 evaluation of Buchner by
Party functionaries “raised no political objections.”56

Buchner took great pride in his professional reputation, and there
were instances when official policies conflicted with his duties as a cus-
todian of these collections. He claimed after the war that he could not
bring himself to purchase “Nazi art” that was exhibited in the official
shows, and indeed, he resisted pressure to add such works to the BSGS
collection.57 Buchner also maintained that he was censored by the Bavar-
ian Education Ministry for criticizing officially sponsored art shown at
the Munich Kunstverein (he used the word “banal”).58 Additionally, he
continued to promote premodern German art, even when this provoked
controversy.The best example of this was the 1938 exhibition, Albrecht
Altdorfer and His Circle, which commemorated the 400th anniversary
of the death of the artist.59 Because of the religious nature of the art,
Hitler, Minister President Siebert, and Gauleiter (Party District Leader)
Adolf Wagner all refused to visit the exhibition, and Buchner was
accused of turning the gallery into a “Catholic platform.”60 Although he
had been promised a subvention of RM 45,000 for the exhibition, Buch-
ner received only RM 15,000.Yet because of positive public and critical
reception, revenues came to RM 96,000 (against costs of RM 92,000).61

The difficulties associated with staging exhibitions in Nazi Germany
eventually became moot for Buchner: with the advent of war in 1939,
the Alte and Neue Pinakotheken closed their doors to the public and the
artworks were sent to the provinces for safekeeping. Although restora-
tion work continued in the museums’ workshops through 1944, there
were no wartime exhibitions to organize.62

Yet prior to this point, Buchner became embroiled in a more vivid
and important conflict concerning the purging of the so-called “degen-
erate” works from the state collections.This program began in the sum-
mer of 1937, but had roots earlier in the decade. In 1935, Buchner had
resisted the efforts of Bernhard Rust and other officials in Berlin to sell
works by Manet, Van Gogh, and others that had been acquired largely
by legendary museum director Hugo von Tschudi before World War I.63
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Later, in July 1937, Adolf Ziegler, the president of the Reich Chamber
for the Visual Arts, led a commission that toured museums and selected
works to be removed. Ziegler wielded orders from Propaganda Minister
Joseph Goebbels, and later from Hitler, and himself occupied an 
important post where he had the ability to issue fines of up to RM
100,000 to members of the Reich Chamber of Culture who failed to
obey regulations.64

Buchner did not recognize the right of the Ziegler commission to
seize artworks from public galleries. He considered such actions to be
an unlawful incursion into an independent (or quasi-independent)
sphere, and accordingly, he defended most of the works in his care with
great tenacity. Buchner, like Eberhard Hanfstaengl at the Nationalga-
lerie, refused to meet Ziegler and the commission; he was absent when
they appeared at the Neue Staatsgalerie on 9 July 1937 to undertake
their “cleansing” action and then even stood up to Hitler directly in a
face-to-face meeting that took place shortly thereafter.65 Hitler made
certain concessions in this meeting, promising that all affected muse-
ums would be compensated for their losses after the seized works had
been sold abroad. OSS officer Theodore Rousseau noted that Buchner
“was one of the very few German museum directors who succeeded in
holding on to their collections of ‘degenerate’ art.”66 While this is not
completely true—108 works from the BSGS were taken, including
paintings by Franz Marc and Emil Nolde—Buchner did resist this sort
of encroachment and also ultimately obtained at least RM 100,000 and
certain traditional works as compensation for the Bavarian State Paint-
ing Collections.67

Buchner’s record with respect to modernist art is a mixed one—
arguably the best that could be expected of a museum official who
endured until the end of the Third Reich. There were certainly cases
where his sentiments were laudable: he fought to keep works by the
German-Jewish Impressionist Max Liebermann in the galleries; he
defended the art of Edvard Munch, citing Goebbels’s letter of praise on
the artist’s seventieth birthday in 1933; he defended a number of
younger Bavarian artists whose work was proscribed; and he vehe-
mently opposed proposals to destroy the purged art, though he was
unable to prevent works from being burned in the furnaces of the
Berlin Nationalgalerie in 1936 or at Berlin’s Main Fire Station in 1939
(only the latter contained works from the Bavarian collections).68 But
Buchner’s record with regard to modern art is not entirely unambigu-
ous. Buchner, for example, wrote to Emil Nolde in 1935 declining the
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artist’s request for a show, and he noted two years later in an August
1937 letter to Professor Lösche that he had never bought or even
wanted to buy art created by Emil Nolde (and signed this letter “Heil
Hitler!”).69 Ernst Buchner, like a number of Nazis with “moderate” aes-
thetic views, admired much modern art, including the French Impres-
sionists and Van Gogh but also extending to the more abstract work of
Franz Marc.70 Yet he evinced little sympathy for many other Expres-
sionists (especially those often viewed as more “primitive”) or for the
exponents of the New Objectivity (who, like George Grosz, were often
politically engaged in support of the left).

While Buchner demonstrated certain scruples with respect to the
“degenerate” art to be confiscated from the collections under his
purview, the same cannot be said about his behavior regarding Jewish-
owned artworks that were seized by the Gestapo in the wake of
Kristallnacht (Night of Broken Glass) in November 1938. Just as 1938
marked a turning point in the broader history of the regime—in terms
of not only cultural matters, but also foreign policy and the persecution
of the Jews—it was also a critical juncture in Buchner’s own personal
evolution. By this time, he was on frequently familiar terms with the
top Nazi leaders. His meeting with Hitler about the “degenerate art”
was the first of many, as the Führer frequently consulted with Buchner
on artistic matters while amassing a collection for a great museum he
planned at Linz. Yet it is difficult to explain Buchner’s behavior, which,
as will be seen, became gradually more immoral with greater proximity
to those with power. His motivation for collaborating with the Nazi
leaders reflected a combination of rationalization and indoctrination, a
very complex process that entailed an inner struggle.

Ernst Buchner undoubtedly believed that he was safeguarding the
artworks that came under his care. He later portrayed himself as a pro-
tector of art with respect to both confiscated works and those endan-
gered by aerial bombardment. There was certainly an element of the
classic rationalization: “If I don’t take these paintings, somebody else is
going to do it; and it is better that they are in the hands of an expert
who will care for them.” He was also faced with the dilemma, what else
could be done that would be more credible? Buchner was hardly in a
position to countermand the orders of Hitler, Himmler, and the other
Nazi leaders. And other German museums were also adding to their
collections by way of works seized from Jews. In many respects, his eth-
ical principles were compromised once he had decided to work with
the Nazis.Yet he saw himself as a moderate in the arts administration—
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someone who mitigated the destructiveness of the regime’s policies.
Buchner, however, did not act solely due to these considerations or

rationalizations; he also internalized many of the beliefs that formed the
basis of Nazi policies. From an early point in the Third Reich, he exhib-
ited a willingness to administer confiscated art. In December 1933 he
wrote the Bavarian Education Ministry, expressing the desire to acquire
a bronze sculpture that belonged to, in his words, the “known pacifist
and women’s rights activist Anita Augspurg,” who was now in exile
(with the collection in custody of the Bavarian Political Police).71 Buch-
ner also gradually evinced less sympathy for Jews. After the difficulties
he experienced as a result of his relationship with Professor Levy
Mayer, he exhibited a reluctance to assist old friends or acquaintances
who came under attack. By the late 1930s, he had become involved
with the artworks taken from local Jews by the Gestapo—first as a
response to emigration, then as part of the more extensive Aryanization
measures. “Aryanization” was the Nazi term for the transfer of Jewish
property to gentiles as a means of ridding the economy of Jewish influ-
ence, and the regime developed the idea as an organized program: in
1938, Jews were required to report all wealth and register businesses;
they were prohibited from functioning as business managers, then
finally pressured to cede their assets or sell them for a fraction of the
true value.72 Individuals lost their collections in this manner, and many
Jewish galleries, like the renowned Bernheimer firm in Munich, were
taken over by Aryan trustees. As the confiscated works mounted up,
Buchner cooperated with the Gestapo by making rooms available in the
Bavarian National Museum.

Yet Buchner did far more than store the works. Utilizing his contacts
within the Gestapo, he began to purchase the prized pieces for his own
collections. Although Führermuseum director Hans Posse had first
choice of the confiscated works, Buchner was next in line when it came
to the Munich loot.73 In one instance, he inspected seized artworks in
the galleries of the Kameradschaft Münchener Künstler (the new name
for the Aryanized Bernheimer firm), and bought three works for RM
37,500, including Spitzweg’s That is Thy World, a work that came from
the Bernheimers’ stock.74 Later, during the war, Buchner visited another
exhibition of confiscated Jewish art at the Baer Gallery in the Kaulbach
Strasse.75 Between 1939 and 1944, Buchner bought at least twenty-
eight works that had been taken from Jews, including paintings by
Delacroix and Trübner.76 He made payments to the Gestapo via the
Bank der Deutschen Arbeit and spent at a minimum RM 253,610.77
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These works were kept separate from the other objects in the collection
and were never exhibited publicly. Because this sort of transaction was
unprecedented, it was not even entirely clear if the sales were legal.78 In
spring 1943, Gauleiter Paul Giesler suggested that the money paid by
the BSGS for the confiscated Jewish art be returned by the Gestapo to
the State Painting Collections and that the works be considered “Reich
property” that was on loan.79 It is evident that this did not occur. Buch-
ner up through April 1944 was still adding to collections under his con-
trol by purchasing “artworks out of non-Aryan property.”80 And the fact
remains that when Buchner signed off on such purchases, he had few
illusions about the enterprise. He cleared all transactions with Gauleiter
Adolf Wagner and even sent reports about which second-rank works
were suitable for leaders’ offices.81

Beyond his dealings with the Gestapo and the local Gauleiter, Buch-
ner took the initiative and tried to induce Jews to sell their artworks to
him at bargain prices, lest they be seized. Buchner later argued that this
was humane in that it kept the police away from the owners. He also
maintained that he was under pressure to report Jewish collections to
the authorities, and that in the case of the Jewish doctor and art histo-
rian Dr. August Goldschmidt, who entrusted his art to Friedrich Dörn-
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höffer, Buchner kept silent, which “easily could have cost me my posi-
tion.”82 But Dörnhöffer was Buchner’s mentor, and his silence in this
case was arguably more out of loyalty to this important supporter—
who would have come under attack for shielding a Jew—rather than a
concern for Goldschmidt. Other episodes also cast doubt on Buchner’s
concern for Jewish victims. He reportedly visited one Jewish couple,
Hugo and Else Marx, who lived on the Franz-Josef Strasse, and
expressed an interest in the art they owned. Else Marx, who along with
her son filed a claim for lost works after the war, told how, “one day at
the end of 1938 or the beginning of 1939 the director of the Bavarian
State Gallery appeared at the residence of a member of the Jewish faith
Hugo Marx. . . . He forced the persecuted one under the threat of con-
siderable disadvantages to sell against his will the following three pic-
tures to the State Gallery (by Gustave Courbet, Alois Erdtelt, Eduard
Schleich).”83 Buchner purchased the artworks on behalf of the state col-
lection for RM 5,000, RM 1,200, and RM 1,200 respectively—well
below market-value (the Courbet, for example, was worth approxi-
mately RM 15,000).84 Buchner derived a particular advantage by buying
directly from the owner because Hitler and the other top political lead-
ers had first choice of the works taken by the Gestapo. By approaching
the actual owners, Buchner circumvented this pecking order.

While Buchner may have maintained that he was saving works by
keeping them in a public collection, the truth was not nearly as straight-
forward: his sales sometimes appeared as forced because he raised the
specter of the Gestapo’s involvement; he did not pay market prices for
the works; and he never did anything for the sellers aside from relieve
them of their property; that is, there is no evidence that he attempted
to help them emigrate or even retain the remainder of their property. In
short, Buchner played an important role in the seizure of Jewish collec-
tions and the Aryanization of Jewish art dealerships in Munich. In terms
of the latter, which included the Kunsthandlung Helbing on the Wag-
müllerstrasse, the Kameradschaft Münchner Künstler, the Heinemann
Galerie, and the Fleischmann Galerie, he had good relations with their
new non-Jewish “trustees.”85

As a result of such acquisition tactics, the collections under Buch-
ner’s purview grew at an unprecedented rate between 1938 to 1944.
The BSGS collections swelled from about 10,500 to 12,000 paintings
during his tenure.86 Of course, he was not alone among museum direc-
tors in taking advantage of the dislocated Jewish property, the prolific
booty flowing from the conquered lands, and the favorable rates of
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exchange in the occupied lands. The Folkwang Museum in Essen, for
example, spent 6.9 million francs in Paris alone and museum officials in
the Rhineland also expanded their collections via purchases in France.87

While Buchner evidently did not embark on purchasing trips abroad
like many other directors, he knew most of the major dealers who
worked in the occupied Western territories and bought works acquired
there from them. This included purchases from many figures featured
in chapter 2: Göring’s agent Walter Andreas Hofer in Berlin; Linz deal-
ers Karl Haberstock of Berlin, the Brüschwiller brothers in Munich,
Maria Almas Dietrich in Munich, Hildebrand Gurlitt in Hamburg, and
Eduard Plietzsch of the Dienststelle Mühlmann (the looting organiza-
tion in the Netherlands); as well as Theodor Fischer, a Swiss dealer who
auctioned off the “degenerate” art and traded for art plundered by Nazis
from French Jews.88 Buchner himself rarely traveled to the occupied
West, but let these dealers represent him. In the case of Haberstock, the
two would sometimes resort to communication via shortwave radio
(the Reichssender) as Buchner made decisions on purchases in Paris.89

While this was a rather unusual procedure for German museum direc-
tors, Buchner was clearly an important customer for German dealers.
Quite typically, he worked more with compatriots who would travel to
the occupied lands rather than with foreign agents.These German deal-
ers sometimes acknowledged their lucrative business relationship by
making “gifts” to the BSGS, such as Haberstock’s presentation of Max
Klinger’s painting On the Beach in 1943 (which still occupies a promi-
nent place in the Neue Pinakothek), and his gift of a rare volume to the
museum’s library.90

The problematic nature of much of this commerce should be
stressed. In one document, Buchner discussed utilizing the revenue
from the sale of “degenerate” art and noted that the BSGS had bought a
Madonna with angel by the Master of the Aachener Altar from Baron
von Pöllnitz (who worked with Haberstock in France) for RM 100,000,
and two paintings by Ferdinand Waldmüller for RM 30,000, the latter
two having been confiscated from the Viennese Bloch-Bauer collection
and sold by the Aryanization trustees, the Deutsche Allgemeine Treu-
hand-AG.91 Furthermore, because foreign currency was in short supply,
Buchner was in regular contact with Nazi leaders in Berlin: he was
ordered in December 1938 to get Reich Minister Rust’s approval for all
acquisitions requiring foreign funds.92

Buchner was able to purchase in quantity from these dealers because
he was successful in obtaining funds from both the Reich and provincial
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administrations. This was never an easy task, and he made repeated
pleas so as to keep up with the institutions of other major cities. As he
noted in one appeal to the Bavarian State Education Ministry (Bay-
erische Staatsministerium für Unterricht und Kultus, or BSUK) for
more funds, “the extraordinarily modest allocation for purchases of RM
48,000 cannot [permit the BSGS] to enter seriously into competition
with the museums from Cologne, Frankfurt a. M., Bonn, Essen, etc. As
the responsible head of the famous galleries of ‘the city of art,’ it is dif-
ficult for me to have to see how the collections of the mentioned cities
at this time have a budget for new acquisitions at their disposal that is
more than ten times ours.”93 He met partial success with his requests
early on in the war. In 1942, for example, the Bavarian Education Min-
istry allocated him RM 250,000 for new acquisitions.94 The following
year he requested RM 500,000 aside from the normal budget (ausser-
planmässig), and he compared this sum to grants given to the Frankfurt
Municipal Museums (RM 2.5 million to obtain a private arts and crafts
collection), to the Wallraf-Richartz Museum (RM 3.5 million for the
Carstanjensche painting collection which included works by Rem-
brandt, Hals, and others), to Vienna and Berlin (RM 1 million each),
and to the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg (RM
500,000 for new acquisitions).95 Reich Finance Minister Schwerin von
Krosigk ultimately granted the BSGS RM 350,000 in 1943 and raised
this sum to RM 450,000 in 1944.96 But Buchner was never entirely sat-
isfied with the financial support provided to his institutions, especially
in light of the fact that Munich had been declared one of the five “Hitler
cities,” specifically, “the city of German art.”97

As a result of budgetary allocations that he considered inadequate,
and because foreign currency proved difficult to procure, Buchner
entered into a number of trades during the war; these had a discernible
impact on the nature of the collections under his supervision.98 After
the war, Bavarian authorities and the experts they engaged were very
critical of these exchanges, viewing them as financially ill-advised and
ideologically biased.99 Indeed, Buchner was required to offer justifica-
tions for his deals on several occasions after 1945. It is more generous
to say that Buchner’s love for premodern German art got the best of
him, as he made disadvantageous trades for such works. In this respect,
he shared with Hitler the notion that German art of past epochs was
underappreciated and undervalued and that greater recognition would
come with time.100 Therefore, Buchner gave up at least 112 pictures in
exchanges; most notably a portrait of Bindo Altoviti by Raphael (now
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in the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C.) that King Ludwig
of Bavaria had acquired at great cost (20,000 ducats in Florence),
which Buchner traded for a work that he thought was by Matthias
Grünewald, Portrait of a Holy Man, although other experts disputed
the attribution.101 In this trade for a work by one of the venerated Ger-
man Old Masters, Buchner also deaccessioned Gerard Dou’s Market
Criers (now in the Boymans-van Beuningen Museum in Rotterdam)
and Rubens’s Maria with Child. In another trade in 1940, where he
came to terms with Karl Haberstock in Berlin, he exchanged works by
Renoir (St. Marks in Venice), Monet (Cliffs of St. Adresse), Menzel (The
Contribution), and three Dutch works for Hans Thoma’s Girl Feeding
Chicken.102 And in one of many deals with Eduard Plietzsch, Buchner
traded a landscape by Jan van Goyen and a work attributed to Adam
Elsheimer in exchange for a predella by Wolf Huber and Johann Jakob
Zeiler’s Study for a Church Ceiling (neither of which are exhibited
today).103

Many of Buchner’s exchanges and sales—and only a few are noted
above—were made without consulting the curator of the Wittelsbacher
Provincial Foundation (Landesstiftung), and this constituted a violation
of procedure.104 A representative of the foundation complained after
the war that they “had not been kept informed [of exchanges and sales]
between 1933 and 1945 and that “the collection of Dutch paintings was
hard hit” (at least seventy-four Dutch works were deaccessioned).105

Buchner, then, behaved in a rather autocratic way, but he had Hitler’s
personal support to this.The two met in early 1941 to discuss “museum
questions,” and the dictator expressed complete confidence in the direc-
tor.An ancillary idea that both agreed upon was that the Bavarian State
Painting Collections would sell certain works to the Führermuseum in
Linz and then use the revenue to purchase works that would fill holes
in the two Pinakothek collections. Hitler asked Buchner for more spe-
cific suggestions, and the director offered a painting from Rubens’s
workshop that had been in the Aschaffenburg filial gallery (after thirty
years in a depot). Hitler paid RM 200,000 and Buchner used the rev-
enue to buy works by Van Ruisdael, Rottmann, Kalckreuth, and Zick.106

OSS investigators found at least eighteen other works in the Linz col-
lection that came from the BSGS and indicated that there were proba-
bly more.107 The deaccessioning of works to the Führermuseum, like the
trades, were means of creating opportunities to bolster the Bavarian col-
lections, but they were not uncontroversial in terms of either method or
result.These exchanges speak more to a poor job of directing a museum
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than to any criminal behavior, but they are important because they
grew out of an increasingly nazified worldview.

Buchner was instrumental in shaping the venerable collections in his
care according to Nazi precepts, and the legacy of his actions is still
apparent today. It should be stressed that foreign currency was at a pre-
mium and that trades were therefore a common acquisition tactic. But
trades, by definition, entail cutting into the permanent collection. Buch-
ner was sufficiently professional to realize that a great encyclopedic
museum (that is, the entire collection of the BSGS), needed examples
from all the important phases and schools in the history of art, and he
tried to prevent any one area from being gutted completely. He turned
down a request to trade French modern works for a Bellini, noting
explicitly that he intended to preserve this part of the collection, and he
rebuffed Karl Haberstock’s approach to trade for paintings by Max
Liebermann.108 Yet, as noted above, Buchner’s love of German art was
too strong, and he made poor decisions. One need only see the letters in
the files of the BSGS; they document the postwar efforts by Eberhard
Hanfstaengl (1886–1973), Buchner’s successor as director, attempting
to nullify or reverse certain trades. In 1950, he was pressuring Karl
Haberstock to return a Renoir and a Degas, which had been exchanged
for another work by Hans Thoma (The Bible Lesson), and Generaldirek-
tor Hanfstaengl’s tone was one approaching desperation.109 He was not
able to undo Buchner’s work, and even today, many curators in the
BSGS view Buchner’s trades as unmitigated disasters. Very few paint-
ings Buchner acquired by trade, one curator noted, still hang on the
walls today. Another BSGS curator, Konrad Renger, who is an expert in
Flemish Old Masters noted with wit, “Berlin lost artworks due to the
war; Munich lost them due to the director.”110

The trend toward unbridled arrogance continued as the war pro-
gressed and led to an increased disregard for both museological conven-
tion and international law. For Buchner, the nadir came with the peak of
the Germans’ expansion in the summer of 1942 when he led an expe-
dition into unoccupied France in search of the famed Ghent altarpiece,
the Van Eyck brothers’ elaborate work, The Mystic Lamb. This twelve-
paneled depiction of Christ surrounded by prophets, martyrs, and
knights was one of the first oil paintings, and ranks, in the words of art
historian Colin Eisler, “among the very greatest works of art in Northern
Europe from the fifteenth century.”111 The mayor of Ghent had taken
the altar from St. Bavo’s Cathedral and entrusted it to the French in
May 1940 as he and other compatriots feared a repeat of the Schlieffen
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plan, a German invasion of the West through Belgium. The French
authorities evacuated the altar from Paris to Pau in the unoccupied
region as part of their own safeguarding measures, which included mov-
ing most of the Louvre’s contents to châteaus in the south. The altar
remained in a local museum in Pau until 1942, when Buchner received
orders from the Reich Chancellery in June 1942 to remove the multi-
paneled altar and transport it to Germany.

During postwar interrogations, Buchner remarked that the order
came by complete surprise and that he had never discussed the subject
with authorities. But this claim seems rather disingenuous considering
Buchner’s area of expertise (he knew this work exceedingly well,
including its provenance) and the fact that this piece had great political
significance: four panels had been repatriated to the Belgians in the
Treaty of Versailles as compensation for the destruction of cultural trea-
sures by the Germans in World War I (two from the Kaiser-Friedrich
Museum in Berlin and two from the Alte Pinakothek in Munich), and
the altar had emerged as a focal point of the revanchist art policy of the
Nazis.112 Buchner also maintained that the order he received from the
Reich Chancellery “specifically stated that the altarpiece was not being
confiscated by the German Reich, but was being put out of danger from
air attacks so that it could eventually be restored to its legal owners.”113

While Buchner’s experience at the front in World War I had exposed
him to the ravages of war, and he perhaps genuinely feared the destruc-
tion of art that he loved, there were actually no military operations or
air raids in this region at the time. Buchner later confessed to OSS inter-
rogators “in an unguarded moment” that the altar was destined for the
Kaiser Friedrich Museum in Berlin (now the Bode Museum).114 It is also
significant that the panels were first stored with more than 21,000 art-
works plundered from French Jews by the Einsatzstab Reichsleiter
Rosenberg (ERR), at Schloss Neuschwanstein, which was part of Buch-
ner’s bailiwick.115 In the summer of 1944, he helped transfer the altar to
the salt mine at Altaussee, where Hitler safeguarded the works destined
for the Führermuseum, among other treasures.116 Throughout the entire
undertaking, Buchner was sworn to strict secrecy, which is arguably also
an indication that it was not an entirely legal maneuver.117

Buchner’s sojourn to Pau remains a remarkable, if still murky, episode
in his career. On the exculpatory side, one finds that Buchner’s museum
would not have been the beneficiary of the “transfer” and that the enter-
prise was apparently sanctioned by the French authorities.Vichy Prime
Minister Pierre Laval approved an order on 3 August 1942 assenting to
the removal, and the Vichy militia escorted Buchner and his associates
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to the demarcation line as the altar made its way back to Germany via
Bordeaux, Tours, Dijon, and Belfort.118 Buchner was accompanied by
the chief restorer of the Bavarian Museums, Professor Reinhard 
Lischka, and they used the professional transport firm that they nor-
mally engaged, the Spedition Wetsch (Wetsch had also carted off the
purged modern art from the BSGS in 1937).119 Additionally, Buchner’s
actions might be justified on the grounds that Himmler and the SS
were hatching plans to seize the altar. An art historian and expert on
the Van Eycks by the name of Dr. Martin Konrad had been charged
with securing the treasure in June 1941, and the SS very well may have
succeeded if not for the efforts of the head of the Wehrmacht’s Art 
Protection (Kunstschutz) office, Franz Graf von Wolff-Metternich
(1893–1978), who managed the astonishing feat of preventing Himm-
ler’s agents from crossing over the demarcation line into the unoccu-
pied zone. The leaders of the Security Service (SD) in France were
confident they could pull off a secret raid with Dr. Konrad but decided
that this was inappropriate considering the renown of the altar.120 The
role of the SS in the removal of the altar remains uncertain. According
to some postwar reports, Buchner was escorted by an SS commando,
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but this seems not to have been the case, and the files in the Bavarian
State Painting Collections contain letters where he thanks a Wehrmacht
captain named Wilhelm Abert and his cohorts in a motor pool for their
assistance.121 What was less ambiguous was that the Germans were
claiming ownership of the masterpiece.Additionally, it was obvious that
Laval had no authority to sign over Belgian property entrusted to the
French for purposes of safekeeping.

In the end, one must recognize that the Reich was planning to seize
the altar as its own, and Buchner knew it. As he wrote his counterpart
in the capital, Otto Kümmel of the Berlin State Museums, who was not
only director of the Berlin State Museums but also special commissar for
Securing Foreign Museums and German Cultural Objects: “with you I
enthusiastically greet the fact that finally the screaming injustice of the
Versailles Treaty, in which top works of European art that were paid for
with good German royal currency (Königtalern) were robbed from us,
and that they will again be restituted.”122 While Buchner may have been
acting out of principle and because of orders from above, he himself ben-
efited from the enterprise: after the altar was removed to Germany
Hitler awarded Buchner a special honorarium of RM 30,000 (officially
justified as compensation for evaluating potential purchases).123

The seizure of the Ghent Altar was followed by a similar incident
approximately one month later, in late August 1942, when Buchner led
an expedition to Leuven to confiscate four panels of Dirk Bouts’s trip-
tych The Last Supper.124 This work, like the Van Eyck brothers’ altar, had
also been awarded to the Belgians in the Treaty of Versailles as stipu-
lated in Article 247. Two of the four panels had been in the Alte
Pinakothek until 1920, and this perhaps induced Buchner to take the
lead in pushing for its “repatriation.”125 On 7 July 1942, he wrote to
Walter Hanssen at the Führerhaus in Munich,

Through the dictated peace of Versailles, not only the panels of
the Ghent Altar of Hubert and Jan van Eyck, but also four panels
of the Leuven Last Supper Altar of Dirk Bouts were carried off to
Belgium without justifiable legal title. The panels are among the
most exquisite in old Netherlands painting. The panels are cur-
rently housed in the Church of Peter in Leuven and are in great
danger from air attack. In consideration of the reparations and the
screaming injustice of the Versailles Treaty, nothing stands in the
way of an immediate return of the panels. Permit me the sugges-
tion that the four panels be returned to Germany.126
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Hitler approved Buchner’s request to pursue the Bouts altar and the
actual seizure took place on 28 August.127 The trips to Pau and Leuven,
although comparable in many respects (including Buchner’s repetition
of the phrase “screaming injustice of the Versailles Treaty”), should be
viewed as separate. What distinguished Buchner’s involvement in the
seizure of the Bouts altar was his role as instigator. Quite possibly, his
experience with the Van Eyck work emboldened Buchner to propose
another such “restitution.” In his own words (in another letter to Küm-
mel), Buchner concluded, “I have consequently suggested that the Last
Supper Altar of Dirk Bouts . . . also be returned.”128 With the Bouts altar,
it was Buchner who approached the Reich Chancellery and initiated
the seizure (he and his colleagues at the BSGS had even identified it as
a target for “repatriation” as early as June 1940 in a letter to the Bavar-
ian Education Ministry).129 This was not a case of being ordered to carry
out an unpleasant project, but of initiating one.

By the midpoint of the war Ernst Buchner had become part of the
regime’s plundering bureaucracy. This development, it should be
stressed, was gradual: he had helped with the expropriation of Jewish
property in 1938 to 1939; he had attended meetings convened by
Joseph Goebbels in 1940 to discuss plans to “repatriate” artworks of
“German origin”; and finally, he personally led looting commandos.130

While his most egregious behavior occurred in 1942, the critical point
of his transformation took place earlier. Buchner had evidently partici-
pated in the Germans’ campaign against France and the Low Countries
in May 1940, although again, it is not clear in what capacity. In a 15
June 1940 letter to art historian Heinz Braune in which he sounded
very determined to “repatriate” German art from the South Tyrol and
Sweden, among other European lands, Buchner described how he had
just returned from “leading an interesting commando in Northern
France and Paris.”131 In this letter, Buchner does not elaborate on his mis-
sion, and there are no other extant documents that shed light on his role
in this phase of the war. Slightly later, in a letter to the Bavarian Educa-
tion Ministry in October 1940, which was marked “Confidential!” (Ver-
traulich!) and titled “Secured Artworks From Jewish Property in Paris,”
Buchner discussed the plundering in France. He noted that “a series of
German museum officials from Berlin and Vienna. . . had been ordered
to Paris” and complained of being excluded. He reasoned, “a just distri-
bution of the artworks in question appears possible only when it takes
place under an elevated central authority with the guidance and partic-
ipation of representatives of the great German art collections.”132
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In this letter, he counted Hans Posse as an ally and claimed that both
Dresden and Munich were being shut out in the division of the art.
Buchner went so far as to request a specific work out of the “Pariser
Judenbesitz” (Parisian Jewish property) that he thought especially
important for “Bavarian art history”: Matthias Gerung’s The Trojan War,
which had once been in Schloss Neuburg on the Danube. Buchner’s
pleas to the Bavarian Education Ministry led Minister Adolf Wagner to
write letters to Reich Education Minister Rust and to Reich Foreign
Minister Ribbentrop, where he requested that Buchner be involved in
the evaluation of the confiscated Jewish art in Paris.133 While Buchner
never received the assignment in Paris that he sought, he did what he
could to secure plundered art for the Bavarian museums, and this
included overseeing a report documenting all the paintings that the
French had removed from Munich since 1800.134 This list, which was
similar to those compiled by museum directors all over the Reich, was
to serve as a basis for German claims against France when a peace treaty
was negotiated.

It is also evident that during the war Buchner was increasingly
involved with the dealers and experts who facilitated the expansion of
the Nazi leaders’ art collections. Buchner’s relationship with this circle
was again characterized by a certain ambivalence. On the one hand, he
welcomed the contact because it enabled him to acquire prized works
for his own galleries. On the other hand, these dealers and agents were
often woefully unprofessional. Buchner, for example, was known to
become “exasperated” with the Munich vendor Maria Almas Dietrich,
who brought him “so many second-rate and fake pictures.”135 One
episode, which culminated with Dietrich being “put out of his office,”
has become so well-known as to qualify as apocryphal.136 The tale was
originally told by Buchner himself and had two obvious purposes: to
make him appear more knowledgeable about art than Dietrich and her
clique (which in fact he was) and to distance himself from them (a
more dubious endeavor). In fact, Buchner got on quite well with Diet-
rich, to the point where she donated a picture by the Scottish painter
John Lewis Brown to the Bavarian State Painting Gallery in 1941 “as an
expression of thanks for art historical information.”137 Concerning
Hitler’s photographer and artistic adviser, Heinrich Hoffmann, Buchner
again exhibited ambivalence. While he thought the photographer to be
an amateur and refused to write articles for Hoffmann’s propagandistic
but high-profile art journal, Kunst dem Volk, he nevertheless had
numerous dealings with him.138 Even after the war, Buchner stood by
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Hoffmann in the latter’s quest to effect the return of part of his art col-
lection. From 1954 through 1956, Buchner endorsed many of the
claims of the photographer and wrote letters of support to the Bavarian
State Education Ministry—although the BSGS was also a beneficiary
and received several dozen works from the photographer’s collection,
including paintings by Pieter Brueghel the Younger and Carl
Spitzweg.139 Buchner’s views about the art dealers and advisers who
served Hitler were more positive than he would later admit, and his
interactions with them far more self-interested.

Buchner actually assumed a semiofficial position within the agency
that Hitler created to amass a collection for the Führermuseum in Linz.
Initially, he sold works to Hitler that were being deaccessioned by the
BSGS.140 In 1943, he became a member of a commission that made
selections from among the works submitted for the museum. Serving
along with two other curators and Bormann’s adjutant, Helmut von
Hummel, Buchner passed judgment on the works sent in by the dealers.
The commission usually gathered at the Führer Building on the Arcis-
strasse in Munich to review the works, although Buchner also evaluated
works in his Alte Pinakothek office and submitted written reports to
the Reich Chancellery.141 Most often, he assessed the authenticity and
condition of the objects and left the determination of the price to the
dealers. Yet he was called upon to appraise works of dubious prove-
nance, such as 250 works from the Schloss collection that had been
acquired for the Führermuseum after a notorious liquidation action was
undertaken by French Commissar for Jewish Affairs Louis Darquier de
Pellepoix and the Vichy government.142 (Buchner also consulted for
Himmler and other SS leaders as they collected art.)143

For his services, Buchner was paid handsomely: his customary fee
was RM 500 per consultation, and Hitler awarded him more on special
occasions, such as the Führer honorarium that coincided with the
“return” of the Ghent Altar.144 There were other awards from Hitler, too,
including the War Service Cross that Hitler signed personally and had
bestowed by Munich Gauleiter Paul Giesler.145 Buchner also con-
tributed to the Linz Project (the Führermuseum) by alerting Martin
Bormann’s office about works on the market that might be suitable (for
example, he passed on information about work by Franz von Stuck
offered in Prague) and by serving on the commission that made recom-
mendations about the use of the Altaussee salt mine as a storage facility.
In December 1943, he joined in the inspection of the mine and
declared it suitable for housing artworks.146 At war’s end, it contained
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6,577 paintings, 137 sculptures, and 484 cases with various other art
objects, making it one of the most important repositories in the
Reich.147 Buchner’s oversight of both the Neuschwanstein and
Altaussee repositories made him one of the key figures in the safe-
guarding of the Nazis’ loot.

Buchner was aware both of the provenance of the artworks and the
stakes of the jurisdictional battle that emerged as a result of the com-
peting plans for the depots. Regarding the former, he sent a top secret
memo to Martin Bormann on 30 January 1941 that had the subheading
“Re: The safeguarding of the artworks confiscated in Paris from Jewish
collections.”148 In this communication, Buchner suggested storing the
plunder in the castle at Dachau, noting that there were no military or
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industrial facilities located nearby. As an alternative, he mentioned
Schloss Neuschwanstein, which he thought even safer from aerial
attack.The decision to utilize Neuschwanstein was made shortly there-
after, as noted in a 15 April 1941 letter from Posse to Bormann that
reported Buchner’s role in the matter.149 Approximately 2,000 works
from the BSGS, including most of the masterpieces, were stored with
the French loot in the castle, and two members of Buchner’s staff were
stationed there to watch them.150 To Buchner’s credit, he took personal
care of the artworks he was responsible for moving. He accompanied
each of the seventeen transports that left Munich in the middle of the
night, and the BSGS collection suffered virtually no losses during the
war.151 Indeed, Buchner showed both foresight and even courage in
evacuating collections at an early point in time. The first transports left
the city in September 1939, and though Hitler had given orders in Sep-
tember 1938 about safeguarding museum objects, such actions were
sometimes construed as defeatist and could therefore be dangerous to
one’s career.152 Buchner also managed to stay clear of the vitriolic
exchanges among Reich and Party officials precipitated by competing
safeguarding plans, although he was often very emotional about the
bombing (for example, he repeatedly used the phrase “barbaric terror
attacks” in letters to Haberstock, and his son was seriously injured in the
March 1943 bombing attacks on Munich).153 Later in the 1950s, when
he had successfully reestablished his career, he emphasized and modi-
fied this aspect of his wartime activities to his advantage. When he
retired from museum administration, one local Munich paper lauded
him as “The Savior of the Alte Pinakothek.”154

Buchner proved very shrewd, if somewhat self-interested, when safe-
guarding the artworks during the war. While he helped shelter some
two hundred private collections in addition to those belonging to the
state (thereby helping out friends like Haberstock), he wavered when
the General Governor of Poland, Hans Frank, asked for assistance.155

Frank, who supervised Kajetan Mühlmann and his commandos in one
of the most extensive plundering campaigns of World War II, attempted
to stash a number of the Polish paintings in the depot of the Bavarian
State Painting Collections, but Buchner, who met with Frank’s wife on
17 March 1945, refused to touch these plundered works.156 This deci-
sion, while arguably related to the Germans’ military fortunes—booty
often appears alluring with victory and dangerous when defeat is immi-
nent—also shows that he differentiated among plundered art: while he
had justified the seizures of the Ghent and Bouts altars on the grounds
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of an unfair treaty, Frank’s unvarnished thievery defied rationalization.
Buchner also exhibited an aptitude for self-preservation by avoiding
involvement in the conflict surrounding the plans to blow up the
Altaussee salt mine repository. Gauleiter Adolf Eigruber, supported by
elements within the SS, conceived a plan to prevent the works from
falling into the hands of the Allies. Nearly all others involved in the stor-
age of the Nazis’ collections and loot told dramatic stories about the
final days of the war.157 Buchner was notably quiet at war’s end amidst
the struggles to control the repositories. In fact, Buchner kept such a
low profile that it is not possible to say with certainty where he was in
April and May 1945.

Ernst Buchner was arrested on 18 June 1945 by the Americans and
initially held at the Police Headquarters in Munich, where he was inter-
rogated at length by the OSS.158 Buchner cooperated fully with the
Americans, in particular with OSS officer Theodore Rousseau, who
later became a curator at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. The results
of these conversations yielded the second Detailed Interrogation Report
of the Art Looting Investigation Unit.This and the related reports on indi-
viduals, along with the synthetic Consolidated Interrogation Reports, have
become the most important sources on the art world during the Third
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Reich. Buchner clearly made a good impression on the Americans. In
1957 Rousseau noted, “Among the many slimy and crooked people that
I interrogated, Buchner stood out as rather honest and straightforward
in his attitude. Nothing that he told us turned out to be a falsehood—
an unusual case in this group.”159 It should be noted that Buchner was a
charming and charismatic individual; acquaintances even recall how he
loved to entertain with his guitar.160 And because Buchner cared about
most kinds of art and hoped to save his career, he made himself useful
to the art administration in the new Federal Republic of Germany.
Buchner volunteered as a consultant and lent his services in the recov-
ery of works that had been stolen or had disappeared in combat.161

Despite his cooperation, Ernst Buchner was removed from office in
May 1945.162 As a Party member who had served the regime, he was
required to undergo denazification proceedings if he wanted to resume
his career as a civil servant. The way denazification policy worked,
Buchner was assumed guilty prior to a hearing. But pending the out-
come of the legal proceedings, he was placed in a sort of limbo and paid
a nominal salary (Wartegeld) so that he could get by. Denazification was
carried out by local boards according to the Law for the Liberation from
National Socialism and Militarism of 5 March 1946 and was required
for all Party members who wished to continue their careers (one could
refuse to appear, but this would hamper future employment, especially
as a civil servant). The denazification boards collected evidence about
the subject; typically a prosecutor and a defense attorney presented
statements from witnesses that were either accusatory or exculpatory.
The board then rendered a verdict, placing the individual in one of five
categories: (1) major offender; (2) offenders; (3) lesser offenders; (4)
fellow travelers; and (5) those exonerated. While the process was ini-
tially overseen by each of the occupying powers in their respective
zones, the Federal Republic assumed responsibility in September 1949.
Henceforth, only those placed in category one or two faced further
prosecution or impediments with regard to employment. Ultimately, 98
percent of those who went through denazification were placed in the
categories “fellow travelers” or “exonerated.”163

Ernst Buchner was tried by a board in Munich in 1948. The court
found evidence that attested to ambivalent behavior: while he had been
in the service of the regime (the Führerhonorar of RM 30,000 was
noted), he also supposedly “up until the end stood in the closest confi-
dence of clear opponents of the National Socialists.”164 Buchner was also
credited for criticizing certain ideological exhibitions, such as the show
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Blood and Soil in 1935, and for eliciting attacks from Nazi extremists
(the 1933 article in the Völkischer Beobachter was noted).165 Due to a
variety of factors, including Buchner’s mixed record, incomplete docu-
mentation (for example, the full extent of his involvement of the
removal of the Van Eyck and Bouts altars was not known), his impres-
sive testimony, and a reluctance to view noncapital offenses as serious
crimes, the board ruled that he was a fellow traveler (Mitläufer).And as
noted above, this permitted his rehabilitation. Indeed, Buchner imme-
diately applied for reinstatement to his former position.166 The Bavarian
Kultusministerium weighed various opinions, including that of the rec-
tor of the Ludwig-Maximilian University in Munich, where Buchner
had an honorary appointment. The rector could see no reason to end
Buchner’s career in the arts administration and noted that his expertise
was not in question.167

Buchner’s appeal was successful. However, because his job had
already been filled by Eberhard Hanfstaengl, he received the title
“Director of the BSGS Slated for Reappointment (zur Wiederverwen-
dung)”, which meant that he retained his former rank but not the actual
position. Buchner requested either a corresponding position within the
jurisdiction of the Bavarian Education Ministry or placement in Warte-
stand (provisional retirement with the possibility of returning). Some
within the Bavarian Education Ministry suggested that Buchner either
head the Dörner Institute (dedicated to restoration work), take over the
Haus der Kunst in Munich, or assume the deputy director position at
the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg.168 There was also
discussion of giving Buchner a university appointment. Ultimately,
Buchner received a subvention from the state to research and write
until a suitable post opened up for him.169

Buchner’s success in salvaging his reputation—both officially and in
the public sphere—found clearest expression in his reappointment as
the director of the Bavarian State Painting Collections on 1 April 1953.
He held this post for over four years until his retirement at age sixty-
five in September 1957. This step in the rehabilitation process proved
much more controversial than his earlier return to state service. Edgar
Hanfstaengl, a Christian Social Union (CSU) member active in the for-
mation of cultural policy, and a relation of the retiring director, for
example, opposed Buchner’s reappointment. He noted in a letter to the
Bavarian Education Minister Josef Schwalber that Buchner had a tar-
nished reputation both nationally and internationally not only because
of his former Party membership, but because he had “extensively iden-
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tified with the policies of the Third Reich.”170 Hanfstaengl also listed
other widespread criticisms, most notably, that Buchner engaged in dis-
advantageous trades where he had deaccessioned important works, that
he was too old to oversee the extensive project of reconstruction, that
he had little regard for contemporary art, and that he, like all other
museum directors, had done no more than his duty in saving the collec-
tions during the war.

The local press was divided yet restrained about Buchner’s reap-
pointment. On the one hand, the conservative Münchener Merkur
argued that Buchner should succeed Hanfstaengl.The Social Democra-
tic Party (SPD)-oriented Süddeutsche Zeitung, on the other, published
an editorial expressing disappointment that a younger person “allied
with modernity” was not selected.171 One journalist, Susanne Carwin,
launched the most hard-hitting attack in a radio broadcast on the Bay-
erishe Rundfunk: she focused on Buchner’s seizure of the Ghent and
Bouts altars and the RM 30,000 honorarium in a critique so withering
that it elicited a response from Buchner’s allies; one week later Erhard
Göpel, an art critic (discussed in chapter 3) who bought works in the
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occupied Netherlands for the Führermuseum, spoke in defense of
Buchner.172 In the end, neither Carwin’s criticisms nor those of others
derailed Buchner’s appointment, and he was confirmed by the Bavarian
Landtag, the Prime Minister’s Council, and the Education Ministry.

The question remains: why was Buchner reappointed to this high-
profile position in the Federal Republic’s arts administration? First, his
timing was propitious because Buchner stood on the sidelines as the
Director Slated for Reappointment at a time when Eberhard Hanf-
staengl had surpassed the pension age of sixty-five (this had occurred in
1950 and he was, effectively, working on borrowed time). Some argued
that financial considerations were a factor: Buchner was going to receive
a pension and it was better to have him work for the money.173 Others
were impressed with Buchner’s commitment to rebuild the bombed-
out museums. In 1949, he had been a cofounder of the Association for
the Friends of the Alte Pinakothek, which proved effective at raising
funds for the museum’s reconstruction.174 Buchner also attracted sup-
porters because he opposed Hanfstaengl’s program of exhibiting the
paintings from the BSGS in foreign cities. Hanfstaengl reasoned that
with no viable local venue, it was appropriate to show the works
abroad, and there were exhibitions of masterpieces of the Pinakothek in
Brussels, Amsterdam, Paris, London, and Bern. He planned a similar
show in the United States as an expression of gratitude for the support
given in the difficult postwar years, but this provoked controversy and
the Bavarian Parliament passed a resolution prohibiting the exhibition
(the issue arose in the wake of the controversial exhibition of 202 Ger-
man masterpieces from the U.S. arts depots, which even the American
arts officers had protested).175 The reappointment of Ernst Buchner,
then, represented support for continuity and tradition, as well as an
overriding concern for restoring local cultural institutions.

Ernst Buchner’s second tenure was relatively successful as he was
able to take credit for a number of positive developments. Granted,
with all the baggage that he carried from the past, Buchner was no
longer an unburdened Wunderkind. The Bavarian Education Ministry
reflected the commonly held reservations about Buchner by creating a
system of more stringent checks on the director’s authority. Minister
Josef Schwalber, for example, created a commission to oversee the pur-
chase and sale of artworks in the collection, and he himself appointed
the members (who then reported to the parliament).176 This limitation,
which Buchner publicly supported (he noted that his predecessors
Tschudi and Dörnhöffer had answered to a committee of experts), was
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intended to deflect criticisms about Buchner’s earlier trades. Despite
this arrangement, which drew attention to earlier difficulties, Buchner’s
rehabilitation proceeded apace. For instance, he was confirmed by the
University of Munich faculty senate as an honorary professor.177 He led
the popular movement to rebuild Leo von Klenze’s Alte Pinakothek in
accordance with its traditional architectural style (in contrast to West
Berlin, for example, where the Dahlem museums incorporated much
more modern architecture).178 He then organized the celebrations in
June 1957 when the Alte and Neue Pinakotheken were reopened in fes-
tivities featuring Federal President Theodor Heuss.179 In the meantime,
Buchner had reordered the state galleries, and this involved establishing
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new facilities, such as the Schackgalerie. He was therefore able to over-
see the BSGS at a critical time of development and to take much of the
credit for the resuscitation of Bavaria’s great museums.

Like many other directors in the Federal Republic, Buchner also
endeavored to reach out to the once proscribed modern artists and
repair the damage done during the Third Reich. In March 1953, just
after resuming the general directorship, he announced, “The first exhi-
bition that I have planned for the near future will be dedicated to
Edvard Munch and Die Brücke. The people who see me exclusively as
a prime exponent of premodern German painting hardly know how
much types like Marc and Beckmann were interested in old German
masters, and how much they learned from them.”180 Buchner at least
took steps to recover the lost modernist heritage, even if he lacked a
natural affinity for it.181 As one critic noted, Buchner had “connections
to modern art that were not the most congenial, as he, for example,
wanted to regard Leo Samberger as the greatest German painter among
the moderns”182 (Samberger was a fin-de-siècle painter from Munich
greatly influenced by Franz von Lenbach).

Even with Buchner’s struggle to change his ways, rumors about his
tarnished past persisted.These had blown up again in 1956 in what was
termed a scandal when the Süddeutsche Zeitung published incriminating
wartime documents and journalist Susanne Carwin reemerged to pen
an article in the journal Frankfurter Hefte that focused on the Van Eyck
and Bouts altars, as well as the collections confiscated from Bavarian
Jews.183 After the ensuing exchanges, which included Buchner’s
response in the January 1957 issue of the periodical and four letters of
support, the Bavarian Education Ministry issued a statement that Buch-
ner’s contract would not be extended beyond the retirement age of
sixty-five, which he reached in 1957.184 The Bavarian government, in a
decision of the prime minister’s council, extended his tenure a few
months beyond his birthday in March so that he could preside at the
reopening of the Pinakothek. Yet because of the mounting political
pressure, even this became difficult to arrange, and he was kept on for
the last three months as a temporary employee (Angestellte) rather than
as a permanent civil servant (Beamter).185

Despite his almost being forced out, Buchner upon his retirement in
1957 was widely celebrated as a hero for his work in safeguarding Bavar-
ian art collections. He was even awarded the Bavarian Service Medal
(Verdienstorden) in 1959.186 The Alte Pinakothek also received two paint-
ings as bequests in his honor: Georg and Otto Schäfer from Schweinfurt
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donated Orazio Gentileschi’s Two Women Before the Mirror, which was
placed in the Titian Room of the museum; and the Munich art dealer
Julius Böhler (who had a long history of business with Buchner, Hitler,
and other Nazi leaders) gave Moyses van Uyttenbroeck’s Shepherd’s
Scene, which was placed in the Elsheimer Cabinet.187

Buchner retired as gracefully as possible. He announced that he
would pursue his scholarship on the history of old Bavarian painting,
the work, he noted “that I began already as a student.”188 This yielded
the 1960 study Painting of the Late Gothic: Masterpieces of the Alte
Pinakothek in Munich.189 Occasionally he wrote an introduction for an
exhibition catalog, as he did for a show of German and Austrian art
from 1780 to 1850.190 But for the most part, Ernst Buchner maintained
a low profile and pursued his scholarship. He died on 3 June 1962,
while working toward the completion of a five-volume series on old
Bavarian panel painting. His scholarly papers were considerable, and in
addition, he compiled an important library of some 6,000 volumes and
a unique photo archive depicting artworks. It is interesting that, accord-
ing to Buchner, he used most of the RM 30,000 honorarium given to
him by Hitler after the Van Eyck and Bouts “expeditions” to build these
collections.191 Part of the agreement he had arranged after the war and
prior to his reappointment in 1953 was that in exchange for financial
support from the Bavarian government Buchner would turn over his
scholarly production to the state.192 He did not prove entirely reliable in
this respect. Before his death, he sold his photo archive to Dr. Georg
Schäfer in Schweinfurt—an act that infuriated his successor and long-
time supporter Dr. Kurt Martin. What he did not sell to Dr. Schäfer in
Schweinfurt ended up in the library of the Central Institute for Art His-
tory in Munich, where there is, even today, a Buchner Archive.

Neither the American nor German authorities who evaluated Ernst
Buchner’s career during the Third Reich grasped the real significance of
his behavior. The Americans came closest to recognizing the import of
Buchner’s actions. In July 1945, Theodore Rousseau wrote,

No amount of passive resistance could counterbalance the moral
effect of his official allegiance. Buchner, one of the countless
“white” Germans, prominent men in their communities who, in
spite of an inner dislike for Nazism and a realization of its evils,
nevertheless agreed to act as its representatives, through a mixture
of personal ambition and fear of consequences of standing aside.
These men bear a heavy responsibility to the mass of their com-
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patriots, for they provided the fanatics and criminals with the nec-
essary cloak of respectability. . . . It is recommended (a) that Buch-
ner be kept under house arrest at the disposition of the
Monuments, Fine Arts and Archives authorities, Third U.S. Army
for consultation, and (b) that he be placed on the list of those offi-
cials who are to be prohibited permanently from holding any posi-
tion in a newly constituted German fine arts administration.193

It is remarkable that Buchner was not only allowed to return to his
profession, but to reclaim one of its most important posts.There was, of
course, the matter of personality. Buchner was unusually intelligent and
accomplished and could be very charming. He also had long-standing
relationships with influential people in a variety of spheres, including
government, business, and high society. Equally important was the Ger-
mans’ strong desire to rebuild their country and, more specifically, its
cultural edifices. Buchner carefully associated himself both with the
preservation of German cultural treasures and with the reconstruction
of Munich’s great museums.

Germany, of course, needed to construct not just new buildings, but
a new national identity. Buchner’s case illustrates the importance of cul-
ture to that effort.194 Most Germans believed that they lived in the land
of not only Goethe and Schiller, but also of Grünewald and Dürer.
Buchner and others benefited from the widespread desire to restore to
Germany, and specifically to Munich, an image as a cultural center. As
noted in the Süddeutsche Zeitung in a 1953 article, “whoever came to
Munich from Illinois or Iserlohn [a small city in the Ruhr region] in the
decades before the last war had three items on their agenda: the Ger-
man Museum, the Pinakothek, and the Hofbräuhaus.”195 Buchner
headed one of the most public and famous of German institutions—the
centerpiece of the city that called itself the “city of art.”196 It was much
preferable to highlight this epithet rather than the more notorious
appellation, “capital of the Nazi movement.” It was so important to
reclaim this artistic legacy that the director of the Bavarian Provincial
Office for the Care of Monuments, Professor Dr. Georg Lill, noted with
respect to Buchner, “As I communicated to American art officers years
ago, Buchner belongs among those art historians who cannot easily be
dispensed with in the cultural construction of Germany since we do not
possess an overabundance of leading personalities with practical expe-
rience in this region.”197
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In short, the impulse toward reconstruction—this wish to rebuild the
museums and celebrate the art within them—induced officials to
ignore the findings of the Americans and support Buchner’s rehabilita-
tion. And Buchner was not unique. Other colleagues who were
Mitläufer, or “fellow travelers,” retained their positions, such as the
restorer Hermann Lohe, who became the chief restorer of the BSGS in
1959.198 This pervasive ambition to reclaim a position as a cultural cen-
ter elicited Gordon Craig’s observation, “Munich’s astonishing rise from
the ashes after 1945, so that by the 1960s it was the richest, fastest
growing, most culturally ambitious city in the Federal Republic, draw-
ing 1.7 million foreign tourists a year . . . was accompanied by a remark-
able amnesia about the past.”199

This inclination to turn a blind eye to complicity in Nazi criminal
endeavors of course extended beyond the art world, but the case of
Ernst Buchner follows a typical pattern of collaboration during the
Third Reich and rehabilitation after the war for many within his pro-
fession. Buchner’s counterpart in Vienna, Dr. Friedrich Dworschak
(1890–1974), head of the Kunsthistorisches Museum from 1938 to
1945, was involved in a range of initiatives involving plundered art and
served on the staff of the Führermuseum (in charge of the coin collec-
tion). After the war, Dworschak was made a court counsel (Hofrat) in
1960 and publicly celebrated by Austrian President Adolf Schärf.200

Even Buchner’s successor as BSGS director, Kurt Martin, who assumed
the post in the later 1950s, had aspects of his career that are question-
able: one U.S. intelligence report listed him as a “personal expert” for
Ambassador Otto Abetz in Paris during the war and noted that he had
acquired works in the occupied lands in his capacity as director of the
Karlsruhe Kunsthalle.201 After the war, it was difficult to find experi-
enced art personnel who had not been complicit in the official Kunst-
politik. Buchner, then, was not unique in using history in a selective
manner in the search to forge both a personal and collective identity
that would help him work through a difficult National Socialist past.

There were many others who worked in the museum world during the
Third Reich who confronted difficult choices. This chapter focuses on
directors, in part because as heads of their institutions they had more
contact with the Nazi leaders and, arguably, were more conscious of the
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political and ethical ramifications of their behavior.The directors of the
top museums in the Reich—institutions not only in Munich, but also
Berlin, Dresden, Vienna, Essen, and a number of other cities—all made
accommodations with the Nazi leaders. Like Buchner, they began their
collaboration with the regime by implementing the prejudicial person-
nel policies that applied to all branches of the civil service, and by the
early 1940s they, too, attempted to enlarge the collections in their care
by way of the persecution of Jews and the conquest of foreign lands.
Ernst Buchner was by no means a unique figure.

There is a compelling argument that Hans Posse, the director of the
Führermuseum, conforms to the paradigm of the Faustian bargain more
than any other figure treated in this volume. Posse would likely have
replaced Ernst Buchner as the main figure in this chapter had he not
died in late 1942. (As a result of which he never experienced the last
phases of the Third Reich, denazification, and rehabilitation, all of which
are major topics in this study.) A protégé of Wilhelm von Bode and
gifted scholar who was recognized early on for his abilities, Posse was
appointed director of the famed Dresden Gemäldegalerie in 1910 at the
age of thirty-one.This titan of the museum world seemed to have main-
tained his integrity and resisted the pressure tactics of the National
Socialists up until 1939: he was even forced into semiretirement in 1938
when antimodernist activists, supported by the local Gauleiter, Martin
Mutschmann, attacked him for his earlier acquisitions (pictures by Dix,
Klee, and Kandinsky, among others, as well as the Jewish Impressionist
Max Liebermann).202 Had he fully retired or died then, he would be con-
sidered representative of the best of the German intelligentsia. But Posse
entered into one of the most quintessentially Faustian of bargains to
occur during the Third Reich. He was approached by Hitler personally
and presented with the opportunity to create the greatest museum of all
time in exchange for his efforts and loyalty.203 Posse did not need the
money and his career was already a tremendously distinguished one.204

But he simply could not resist the temptation to utilize the dictator’s
resources and shape a remarkable assemblage of objects.

Posse, like his successor Hermann Voss (1884–1969), worked assidu-
ously to build the Linz Project collection. Together, they incurred bills
of over RM 100 million and acquired some 8,000 paintings (as com-
pared to the 3,000 housed today in the National Gallery in Washington
or the 5,000 in Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum).205 Despite all these pur-
chases, Posse could have no illusions about his project. At the outset he
was charged with cataloguing the plundered art taken from Vienna’s
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Jews, which by January 1939 numbered in the thousands and was val-
ued, according to Himmler, at between RM 60 and 70 million (one
Nazi bureaucrat estimated in 1939 that “70 percent of the art in private
hands was in the hands of non-Aryans,” a statement that is difficult to
corroborate).206 Shortly thereafter, Posse was making selections from
seized works in the Altreich, followed by systematic and bald expropri-
ations from collections in Poland and the other conquered countries.207

As one scholar noted, “Posse had to quickly ascertain that some art
objects came from Jewish property and were only available because
they had either been confiscated or come on the market due to politi-
cal regulations. He had no qualms when it came to the confiscation of
Jewish property.”208 When it came to prized artworks, Posse was a ruth-
less competitor. He not only defended the so-called Prerogative (Vorbe-
halt) of the Führer, but recommended that limitations be imposed on
certain markets (for example, the Netherlands) in order to thwart com-
petitors. (Hitler realized that with his vast financial resources he would
be best served by an open market and rejected the suggestion.)209 In
short, Posse worked like a man possessed. He traveled incessantly and
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viewed thousands of artworks in the process. His pace did not slow
noticeably even when he contracted cancer of the mouth.

Hitler was clearly impressed with Posse’s efforts. In May 1940, he
arranged for Posse to be appointed a professor, one of the highest hon-
ors that could be accorded in Germany. Hitler also made time in his
schedule for the museum director. The Linz Project was one of the dic-
tator’s favorite undertakings, as shown by letters from Bormann to
Posse: one, for example, noted that a travel report “had overjoyed the
Führer” and that Posse’s description of the “trash of the Netherlands
greatly amused him.”210 There are also reports that Hitler evinced a true
respect for Posse. He generally accepted the director’s suggestions, with
the exception of those concerning nineteenth-century German art.
Posse did not value these works to the same degree as Hitler and often
bought them with reluctance. Albert Speer recounted one episode
where Hitler tried to convince Posse of the merits of Hans Grützner’s
work: “Objective and incorruptible, [Posse] turned down many of these
expensive acquisitions. ‘Scarcely useful,’ or ‘Not in keeping with the
stature of the gallery, as I conceive it.’ As was so often the case when
Hitler was dealing with a specialist, he accepted the criticisms without
demur.”211 While Speer’s assessment of Posse’s scruples is questionable,
there is no doubt that the dictator and director were in agreement
about how to create the Führermuseum. Hitler’s high regard for Posse
found expression upon the latter’s death in December 1942 when the
dictator ordered a state funeral. The Staatsakt took place in the Marble
Room of the Zwinger palace in Dresden, and Joseph Goebbels deliv-
ered the eulogy.212

Despite the recognition brought by a state funeral, it was not fame
that Hans Posse sought. In fact, he was so content to amass the Führer’s
collection in an unobtrusive, businesslike way that many scholars
claimed incorrectly that the Linz Project was top secret. And as noted
above, Posse also did not seek financial gain from the enterprise. When
he died, he possessed an “artistic estate” (künstlerischer Nachlass), which
included two wooden Madonnas from the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-
turies and a number of unremarkable paintings. His widow sold these
works, some furniture, his scholarly library and his diary, which
recorded his professional activities on behalf of Hitler, for RM 75,000—
an amount that provided her with a modest income.213 Posse dreamed
that his exertions on Hitler’s behalf would yield something more per-
manent and unique: the greatest art collection in the world. Contem-
porary observers also recognized this ambition.As stated in a December
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1942 obituary in the Frankfurter Zeitung, “What Posse created here will
in future times be an object of general admiration.” The article contin-
ued, “May the name of the man live on inseparable from his works.”214

These passages suggest Faustian quest for immortality. Of course, Posse
ultimately failed. It is instructive that the OSS agents recommended in
1945 that the entire Linz Project that he set up be considered a “crimi-
nal organization”—the same status accorded to the SS at Nuremberg.215

While Hans Posse had a uniquely close relationship with Hitler,
other prominent museum directors were also prepared to lend their
services to the regime. Professor Dr. Otto Kümmel (1874–1952), head
of the Berlin State Museums from 1933 to 1945, provides another
striking case of an illustrious museum administrator who implemented
the Nazis’ policies. Unlike Posse, Kümmel was a convinced Nazi—
although he joined the Party only in May 1933 when it could in no way
jeopardize his career. Kümmel wore his Party badge with pride, and a
1937 evaluation noted that “[Kümmel] is an original Nazi (Ur-Nazi),
old Party member, and enjoys everywhere the greatest respect and
trust!”216 Douglas Cooper of the British intelligence service noted after
the war that Kümmel had exhibited no difficulty in implementing the
Nazi cultural policies and that he had “fired all non-Nazis he could and
replaced them by Nazis.”217 Kümmel’s political beliefs, however, did not
negate the fact that he was one of the top experts in the field of Asian
art. From his start at the Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe in Hamburg
through his work under Wilhelm von Bode in Berlin, he built impres-
sive Asian collections in the decades before and after World War I. Even
in the 1960s, he was described as “a scholar of world renown.”218

Kümmel is perhaps now best remembered for working with Joseph
Goebbels and the Propaganda Ministry to organize the “repatriation” of
German artworks upon the advent of war in 1939. Given the title “Spe-
cial Commissar for Securing Foreign Museums and German Cultural
Objects,” Kümmel oversaw a group of experts that compiled a list of
artworks of German origin (or that had been removed from German
collections since 1500) located abroad. Their findings were assembled
into the now notorious Kümmel report. The three volume, five-hun-
dred-plus-page document was the Nazis’ wish list for art in foreign
lands, and it established Kümmel as a leader among museum officials in
the plundering campaign.219 Although Kümmel was ultimately pushed
aside by others in the looting bureaucracy, his support for the Nazi pro-
gram was important because he provided both technical assistance and
a kind of intellectual legitimation.
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Otto Kümmel, like all figures in this study, had moments when he
acted laudably, episodes that induce one to place him in the gray area
between innocence and criminality. Most notably, he displayed courage
at the end of the war as he struggled to safeguard the Berlin collections.
He visited the depot in the Flakturm Zoo on 22 April when the fighting
was at its most intense. On 28 April, after emerging from a bunker at
the Dahlem museum complex (he had been forced underground for a
few days because of the shelling), he immediately sought out a German
speaking Red Army officer and subsequently, during the next couple of
weeks, worked tirelessly to safeguard the works in the various depots.220

Kümmel later cooperated with the Allies’ MFA & A units in Berlin and
penned from memory the twenty-seven-page “Report Concerning the
Berlin State Museums Measures to Protect Against War Damage.”221

Kümmel appreciated the value of artworks, which explains his concern
for them before, during, and after the war. Unlike many of his peers,
however, his career came to an end in 1945: Otto Kümmel was sacked
as director by the Soviets on 17 May and lived a quiet life until his
death in 1952.222
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The case of Otto Kümmel raises an issue about the Faustian para-
digm: was there really a bargain or breach of ethics if one was a true
believer? Certainly not all the figures in this study made identical sacri-
fices in terms of their own principles and values. But most realized their
responsibility for wrongdoing, even if it came after the fact, with defeat,
and this indicates an awareness that a moral compromise occurred. It is
perhaps more difficult to reckon with individuals who expressed no
regrets and who continued to defend their behavior. Such is the case, for
example, with Klaus Graf (Count) von Baudissin, the notoriously anti-
modernist director of the Folkwang Museum in Essen, who in July 1936
was the first in Germany to purge his museum of modern art (Wassily
Kandinsky’s painting Improvisation 28 of 1912, which Baudissin placed
in “protective custody,” then sold a few days later to the Ferdinand
Möller Gallery in Berlin for RM 9,000), and who attracted attention for
his remark that the most beautiful object ever created was the
Stahlhelm (or steel helmet of the armed forces, often viewed as a sym-
bol of militarism and illiberal politics).223 The Folkwang Museum,
because it housed such a remarkable collection of modern art, lost more
works to the Nazi government’s purges than any other German
museum.

Early in his career Baudissin expressed sympathy for modernism, but
he gradually moved to the more conservative and intolerant wing of the
Party.224 Already by 1933 he conceived and organized one of the first
exhibitions of shame (Schandausstellungen): works by George Grosz,
Otto Dix, and Max Beckmann, among others, were displayed in an
ignominious manner in The Spirit of November: Art in the Service of
Decay, which caused an uproar when it appeared in Stuttgart.225 Baud-
issin’s unilateral decision in the autumn 1935 to have all names that
sounded Jewish stricken from the Folkwang’s membership rolls also
stunned many observers.226 Furthermore, around this time he joined the
SS (his brother-in-law was Himmler’s adjutant Karl Wolff) and later
served in a Death’s Head regiment during the war.227 The Death’s Head
branch of the SS was responsible for operating the concentration and
death camps, although Baudissin appears to have been deployed in pris-
oner of war (POW) camps and done mostly administrative work.228

Himmler on several occasions placed art experts in regular SS forma-
tions: Karl Diebitsch, for example, who was the artistic adviser to the
Reichsführer-SS, was assigned to duty in the Eleventh SS-Totenkopf-
standarte and then led the SS-Standarte Germania.229

Like Buchner, Posse, and Kümmel, Baudissin was a scholar. His work
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did not approach theirs in terms of its importance to the field of art his-
tory, but with a doctorate and numerous publications to his name, he
was not without some ability.230 Baudissin was engaged by Reich Edu-
cation Minister Rust in July 1937 to oversee museum policy and played
a leading role in the purging of modern art from state collections. He
joined Ziegler’s commission, which visited museums and selected the
works to be removed and even advocated extending the purge of pri-
vate collections—a position that did not find acceptance, primarily for
legal reasons.231 His radicalism also found expression in the meeting of
museum directors that he and Rust convened in late November 1937 in
the Pergamon Museum: Baudissin’s colleague Walter Hansen (see chap-
ter 3) delivered an address in which he argued that degeneration was so
pervasive in European cultural history that it even extended to pictures
by “the painter of the ghetto, Rembrandt,” as well as to works by
Matthias Grünewald, which lacked heroism.232 Ernst Buchner was one
of eight museum directors to leave the meeting in protest of Baudissin,
Hansen, and company. Baudissin’s response to this protest (which was
also related to the general program to purge modern works from muse-
ums) was to accuse the directors of “acts of indiscipline.”233 Baudissin
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was a central figure in the implementation of the Nazis’ Kunstpolitik
and became associated with the most radically antimodernist and anti-
Semitic circles (even Bruno Lohse, who later served as one of Göring’s
agents and a cataloger of the ERR plunder in Paris turned down a
chance to work with Baudissin in Essen in 1936 because he considered
him too extreme).234 Yet as far as the records reveal, Baudissin was not
involved in the plundering program. His wartime history is nonetheless
remarkable as he was a member of an SS Death’s Head regiment and
offers another striking example of the nexus of culture and barbarism.

When Baudissin emerged from postwar incarceration—a Soviet
POW camp in 1947 and the internment camp Neuengamme at the end
of 1948—he set about defending and justifying his actions.235 Baudissin
believed that he had behaved honorably during the Third Reich and
had been treated unfairly both then and in the present. He devoted his
remaining years to rehabilitating his reputation, or as one scholar noted,
“to minimizing his role in the National Socialist state and thereby por-
traying himself as an actual opponent or even victim of the regime.”236

On 20 July 1949, he filed suit against the city of Essen for releasing him
from his post at the museum.237 He wished to return to the Folkwang
Museum, but his successor, his former assistant Dr. Heinz Köhn, who
had become acting director in 1937 when Baudissin had gone to work
for Reich Minister Rust, held the post and continued to do so until
1962.238 The city responded that Baudissin had been released because
his initial appointment had been due to political reasons. Although he
won several legal victories—a local court in Gelsenkirchen found that
he had “sufficient training as a museum director” and he was exonerated
(or placed in Group V) after a lengthy denazification trial—Baudissin
was not able to salvage his reputation.239

Baudissin had too much information to refute. There were the find-
ings of the American officers who set about to restore the arts adminis-
tration in postwar Germany: even prior to the end of the war, Harvard
scholar and Fogg Museum director Paul Sachs, in consultation with
expatriate director Georg Swarzenski, described Baudissin in a list of
German art personnel as “poor knowledge; unscrupulous Nazi, dis-
agreeable personality, no professional reputation.”240 The initial postwar
accounts of Baudissin also hindered his rehabilitation. Paul Ortwin Rave
(1893–1962), a curator at the Nationalgalerie in Berlin, included a very
negative portrayal in his pathbreaking study Art Dictatorship in the Third
Reich (Kunstdiktatur im Dritten Reich). Baudissin accused Rave of “mur-
dering his reputation” (Rufmord) and made legal threats to both the
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author and the publisher.241 They avoided litigation with an under-
standing that if there was a second edition, Rave would revise the study
in light of Baudissin’s annotations. But the book was published again
only after Rave’s death and the changes were never made. Baudissin
actually distributed his “corrections” to a circle of individuals who had
been part of the art world during the Third Reich.242 Despite his legal
success and his energetic efforts to cast a different light on his role in
the National Socialist cultural administration, Baudissin failed to revive
his career. He lived out his life a frustrated man—still writing exculpa-
tory notes to Paul Rave, who detested him and responded reluctantly—
and died unrepentant in 1961 at the age of seventy.243

There were other professionals within the field of museology besides
directors who faced similar dilemmas: curators, conservationists, and
administrators were all forced either to serve Nazi masters or leave their
posts. Many compromises occurred in these related professions because
the Nazi leaders needed and valued the contributions of non-Nazis.
When it came to acquiring and safeguarding artworks, the leaders were
quite practical. They generally wanted the best people in their service,
and politics, if not irrelevant, were a secondary concern, as Hitler’s rela-
tionship with Hans Posse suggests. Similarly, Posse’s successor, Hermann
Voss, was in Lynn Nicholas’ words, “a known anti-Nazi, who had been
passed over for the more prestigious directorship of the Kaiser Friedrich
Museum ‘for cosmopolitan and democratic tendencies, and friendship
with many Jewish colleagues.”244 As a result of this need for experts, the
Nazis recruited decent and principled people who were sincere in their
desire to safeguard the artworks and to minimize the destruction. Paul
Rave, for example, mentioned earlier as a curator at the Nationalgalerie
during the Third Reich (and therefore partially complicit in the purge
of modern art, as well as a contributor to the official magazine Kunst im
Deutschen Reich), was extremely conscientious in his work to protect
Berlin’s artistic treasures.245 At war’s end, he accompanied artworks to
the Merkers mine and stayed until the arrival of the Red Army.246

Another honorable figure was Franz Graf Wolff-Metternich, who
headed the Wehrmacht’s Art Protection (Kunstschutz) unit from just
before the outbreak of war until 1942, when he was forcibly retired
after repeatedly protesting the confiscations by the ERR and the com-
mandeering of works by Göring and other Nazi leaders.247
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The portraits of the more laudable figures, like Rave and Wolff-
Metternich, and of those who were more responsible for the Nazis’ cul-
tural policies all need to be rendered in shades of grey. After the war,
Hans Posse’s widow was not wholly without reason in still professing to
be “proud of his accomplishments.”248 Posse, like many others in the
museum world, appreciated the artworks in his care and wanted them
preserved for humanity. Museum professionals worked with the
National Socialist regime for a variety of reasons. Some thought that
they could exert a moderating influence on the Nazi policies. Others
were true believers for whom little ethical compromise was required.
Still others did not think much about the issues at stake and sought only
to continue on in their jobs.

Regardless of the motivation, one can clearly discern certain conse-
quences that resulted from the collaboration of museum directors and
curators. Exhibitions were a form of propaganda for the regime, and
they articulated the ideological tenets of nationalism, ethnocentrism,
racism, and conformity (Gleichschaltung). Nearly all museums articu-
lated these messages. When, for example, the Ulm Stadtmuseum deac-
cessioned most of the pieces in its Moderne Galerie, it was effectively
transformed into a Heimatmuseum, or a museum of German folk art. It
therefore communicated a new message to visitors, one that stressed
Nazi themes (for example, the so-called “blood and soil” notions about
Aryans rootedness in the German earth) and affirmed a positive stance
in relation to the regime.249 The individuals administering museums
were remarkably important to the Nazi leaders because they helped
communicate ideas fundamental to the regime. What started as fairly
straightforward propaganda, however, evolved into an elaborate and
multidimensional program.The careers of Buchner, Posse, Kümmel, and
Baudissin have shown that many directors were not merely compliant,
but also even instigated some of the Nazis’ activities.They became part-
ners in this ideological aesthetic program from beginning to end.
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Art Dealers

Chapter 2

63

The world of art dealers has long been charac-
terized by secrecy. It has been a business where knowledge means both
power and profit. As a result, a great deal of activity in this area was
concealed in the Third Reich and especially during World War II, when
the business had such high political and financial stakes.

Art dealer Karl Haberstock appreciated this quality of his trade. Early
in the war, he wrote to the Reich Ministry of Finance concerning regu-
lations about the import of artworks from the occupied western lands,
bemoaning the new procedures for securing export licenses: “German
buyers are very much interested in purchasing paintings and works of
art, most of which are in the hands of private persons who do not wish
to publicize such sales; not with any intent to evade French law but sim-
ply out of consideration of their official standing in public life.”1 True to
form, Haberstock was not entirely forthright about the reasons for the
sellers’ wish for anonymity—most wanted to avoid being identified as
collaborators—but he was correct about the wish for secrecy. Due not
only to politics, but also to taxes, export restrictions, and a variety of



other concerns, it was not uncommon during the Third Reich, nor is it
today, to arrange clandestine cash sales and trades of artworks. And
within the circumscribed art world, where the real players knew one
another and where there was relatively little litigation prior to 1945
(thereby reducing the need for contracts and written agreements),
many deals were made with only a handshake. This makes it exceed-
ingly difficult to write a comprehensive history of the profession.

Although there were attempts in many German lands to profession-
alize the art-dealing business dating back to the nineteenth century,
most practitioners made their way by means of an almost premodern
business culture. Professionalization came primarily in the form of the
Union of German Art and Antiques Dealers (Bund Deutscher Kunst- &
Antiquitätenhändler), although smaller associations also existed and
competed with the union. Its purpose was to grant legitimacy to dues-
paying members, represent common interests with respect to the gov-
ernment and other external entities, and foster a sense of solidarity
among the dealers. In fact, it was fairly impotent and had no authority
to regulate the trade, despite the guildlike quality of the profession.

Art dealers had varying mind-sets and catered to vastly different
clienteles. Art historian Robert Jensen, in his study of the art market in
fin-de-siècle Europe, distinguished between entrepreneurial dealers and
those he termed “ideological,” that is, who claimed “to be dedicated not
merely to making money, but to be an advocate for a particular kind of
art, held above all others in the name of its ‘authenticity.’”2 Any gener-
alization about art dealers, however, has many exceptions. One can
nonetheless identify common features, beginning with, as noted above,
that the art trade was rather premodern in character. Family businesses
were very common and one often began a career by way of a kind of
apprenticeship. Peter Watson has noted, “the descendants of the Brame,
Bernheim, and Wildenstein families are still active in the art business
today.”3 Additionally, successful dealers typically had a certain polish:
besides connoisseurship, a knowledge of foreign languages was impor-
tant. Much of this training occurred on the job. If not born into an art-
dealing family, one often entered a firm at a very junior level, which
entailed considerable mundane labor and paying one’s dues. During the
Third Reich, it was very common to find knowledgeable and cos-
mopolitan dealers who had never attended a university.

Despite the limitations to the professionalization of the art-dealing
business, the Nazi leaders still sought control of it almost from the out-
set. With the creation of the Reich Chamber of Culture and the subor-
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dinate arts-specific chambers in September 1933, the Union of German
Art and Antiques Dealers was subsumed into the Reich Chamber for
the Visual Arts.The union initially retained a semiautonomous identity
in that it continued to exist and had a chairman, Adolf Weinmüller
(1887–1958), a well-known Munich dealer. But the organization expe-
rienced the pressures of Gleichschaltung (coordination) from the begin-
ning. For example, members were obliged to make an annual
“contribution” of 12 RM (plus an additional 6 RM per employee) to the
Adolf Hitler Fund of the German Economy.4 The revenue was then
directed to Hitler, who used it as a discretionary fund. Weinmüller was
supportive of the Nazi regime and facilitated this effort at coordination.
In October 1934, he sent a circular to all members ordering them to
refrain from going outside the association to Party authorities in their
attempts at self-advancement, or alternatively, denunciation. Wein-
müller demanded that such actions occur through the dealers’ union; to
do otherwise, he contended, was pointless and displayed a general lack
of discipline.5 Weinmüller also endeavored to make his association the
preeminent one in the country and evinced a competitive outlook with
respect to other organizations. He noted that when certain dealers were
approached about joining his association, they sometimes resisted and
argued that they already belonged to one of the smaller rivals, such as
the Combat Community of Aryan Art Dealers in Berlin.6 Of course,
these feuds between professional organizations proved rather pointless,
as the Reich Chamber for the Visual Arts dominated them all and made
any independence impossible. The union was ultimately dissolved in
1935.

The art trade in Germany, as in many other parts of the world, had
long featured a considerable Jewish presence. This obviously changed
during the Third Reich, although it did so gradually. Jews were initially
permitted to join the Reich Chamber of Culture, and many did so in
order to continue their business. It was not until 1935, when the Nazi
government increased racial persecution (with the Nuremberg Laws, for
example), that Hans Hinkel undertook the “de-Jewification” (Entjudung)
of the Reich Chamber of Culture, and concerted efforts were made to
force Jews out of the profession. In that year, the first of a series of mea-
sures concerning the commerce of artworks, the Auction Law, was
passed, prohibiting Jews from owning auction houses.7 Further govern-
ment initiatives, including Hans Hinkels’s decree of 21 January 1937
concerning the Entjudung of the art and antique trade and the more gen-
eral De-Jewification Measures of 26 April 1938 continued this process.8
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Collectively, they led to the Aryanization of a number of establishments,
including that of Hugo Helbing, which one Nazi official in 1940
acknowledged had been “the leading auction house in Munich.”9

Not surprisingly, considering the importance of personal connections 
in the Nazi hierarchy, the Helbing auction house was taken over by
Adolf Weinmüller, the former head of the dealers’ union. The above-
mentioned Nazi official remarked on Weinmüller’s friendship with an
official in the local police headquarters (Polizeipräsidium) and noted,
“Through the exclusion of Jews, Weinmüller had the possibility to con-
tinue under optimal conditions the tradition of Munich as the city of
great art auctions, where he was virtually without competition.”10

Yet it is important to stress that there was a period at the outset of
the Third Reich when certain Jewish dealers remained in business and
attempted to weather the storm. There were clearly customers who
were still willing to patronize their establishments. And even after the
Aryanizations, Jews continued to work in the profession, using Christ-
ian colleagues to cover for them. The Nazi official who penned the
complaint about Weinmüller noted that the dealer continued to
employ Jews as experts up through Kristallnacht in November 1938
and listed four individuals by name, including the “book Jew” (Bücher-
jude) Heinrich Hirsch.11 Jewish dealers, despite the spate of laws and
decrees that limited their room to maneuver, continued their businesses
to a remarkable extent up through 1938. This is borne out by the mas-
sive scale of the confiscations that occurred after November 1938,
when the pace of the Aryanizations picked up dramatically.12 The per-
sistence of Jewish dealers up until Kristallnacht also speaks to the fact
that many erroneously believed that there was a place for them in Nazi
Germany.

German Jewish art dealers found it very difficult to emigrate and
retain their assets. Even before 1938 when Adolf Eichmann pioneered
the “Viennese model” of “one-stop” preparation for emigration—an
arrangement in the Aryanized Schwarzenberg villa in Vienna where he
denuded the departing Jews of virtually all their wealth and property
before allowing them to leave the Reich—German officials had become
deft at this kind of confiscation. In 1933, they passed laws whereby
those emigrating were permitted to take only RM 200 with them, and
this sum was down to RM 10 by 1938.13 As one scholar noted, “for
most, emigration meant starting from scratch, and this under extremely
difficult conditions.”14 Nonetheless, most German Jewish dealers did
decide to leave Germany, despite the costs. Many revived their careers
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in their new homelands, favoring centers of the art market such as Paris,
London, and New York. During the war, for example, Harvard Museum
director Paul Sachs assisted the OSS by providing a (far from complete)
list of seventeen German dealers in New York, including Jacob Gold-
schmidt, Friedrich Seligmann, and Justin Thannhauser.15 In 1939 and
early 1940, a number of Jewish dealers in Western Europe, including
Paul Rosenberg in France, followed suit and also left the Continent in
order to continue their businesses.16

In addition to ethnically persecuted dealers, there were those who
suffered what one might label repression. Above all, these were the
supporters of modern art, often dealers whose careers and identities
were closely entwined with Expressionism and other avant-garde
movements. Ferdinand Möller, for example, remained committed to
artists of Die Brücke to the extent to which it was possible.Throughout
the 1930s, Karl Nierendorf would utilize his home for exhibitions and
invite selected “guests,” as he did for a show of Franz Marc’s work.
Nierendorf also had a branch in New York and sometimes helped out
artists whose work was proscribed by staging shows abroad, as he did
with painter Xaver Fuhr in 1938.17 And Günther Franke in Munich
retained his Nolde watercolors, “which he would pull from under the
table for visitors he could trust.”18 Somewhat ironically, more than a half
dozen of these dealers who supported modernism worked with the
Nazi regime to help sell off “degenerate” works in state collections; but
they rightly feared that works that were not exported would be
destroyed.

The “liquidation” of modern works from state collections in many
cases marked the beginning of business relationships between the deal-
ers and the Nazi leaders. Only a select number of dealers received com-
missions between 1937 and 1941 to dispose of the purged artworks
from state collections: the decision was made by Goebbels and the Pro-
paganda Ministry, although Bernhard Rust and the Reich Education
Ministry also played a role. Goebbels and his associates engaged some of
the most renowned firms for the task of selling modernist art abroad in
exchange for foreign currency and desirable traditional art, and this
included Ferdinand Möller (Berlin); Karl Buchholz (Berlin); Wolfgang
Gurlitt (Berlin); Karl Haberstock (Berlin); Hildebrand Gurlitt (Ham-
burg); Bernhard Böhmer (Güstrow in Mecklenburg); Galerie Valentin
(Stuttgart); Harold Halvorson (Oslo); and Galerie Z. R. (Paris).19 These
were chosen not only because they had reputations and came to mind,
but because they had the international contacts and were best suited for
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this business. Karl Haberstock, for example, wrote to his niece in 1944
to congratulate her on her master’s thesis in art history and noted that
“the men whom you cite, for example [Otto] Benesch [a professor at
Harvard University] and [Wilhelm Reinhold] Valentiner [an illustrious
art historian], I personally know very well.They now live abroad.Valen-
tiner has often been very useful to me in America.”20

While some of these dealers were recruited or retained by the
regime, in many cases they initiated contact with Nazi officials because
they hoped to enrich themselves through the sale of modern art in 
German museums. Goebbels, Ziegler, and their cohorts removed over
17,000 artworks from state collections, and at the outset the potential
for sales appeared enormous. Of course, certain dealers sincerely
believed that they were saving modern art by exporting it; the book
burnings of 1933 constituted an unforgettable alert, and a few may have
known about the clandestine burning of works from the Littmann col-
lection in the Berlin National Gallery in 1936. But the overriding factor
was undoubtedly profit.21 The dealers wrote to the Propaganda Ministry
and offered their services. It is interesting to see how they kowtowed to
the Nazi leaders. They were prepared to accept almost all conditions,
including secrecy.As one observer noted of the dealers who helped with
the disposal, “Participation on the disposal commission must naturally
be on a voluntary basis. Also, the appearance of private business on the
part of the art dealers must be avoided so as to prevent damaging pro-
paganda abroad against Germany.”22 In other words, they were to avoid
any appearance of self-interest or impropriety in order to protect the
reputation of both Germany and the Nazi leaders. The dealers also fre-
quently used Nazi parlance, as if to curry favor. It is striking to find that
Bernhard Böhmer, who was Ernst Barlach’s friend and the trustee of his
estate, wrote to the Propaganda Ministry about Verfallskunst (art of
decay), and the like.23

The dealers of “degenerate” art sold in tremendous volume, but they
did not reap the profits that they had initially envisioned. They took a
standard commission of 10 to 25 percent on each work, but the purge
of the German museums led to a glut in the market for modern works.24

As the bottom fell out, the dealers concluded sales and trades that today
seem unbelievable: Kirchner’s Hanging for $10, Schlemmer’s Winter
Landscape for $30, and an Otto Dix Self-Portrait for $40.25 They still
reaped profits, if only due to the scale of the business. For certain deal-
ers, the real payoff, however, came in the form of improved relations
with the Nazi leaders. Through their involvement in the disposal of
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purged modern works, they became known to Hitler, Göring, Goebbels,
Himmler, Ribbentrop, Schirach, and others, who amassed sizeable 
collections. This familiarity enabled them to make huge sums during
the war.

The European centers of the wartime art market were in France and
the Low Countries, more specifically, in Paris, Amsterdam, Rotterdam,
and to a lesser extent Brussels. The German dealers arrived soon after
the fighting had ended and bought at a prodigious rate from the start.
They began in the Netherlands, which was the first Western country to
capitulate. Hans Posse wrote regular reports to Bormann about the
Dutch market: in one, from January 1941, he noted that “up to the end
of 1940, paintings were exported from Holland to Germany amounting
to 8 million gulden” and calculated that he had personally sold Hitler
and Göring works totaling 3 million gulden (divided about evenly),
thereby comprising 37.5 percent of the total.26 Despite the booming
market in the West, German dealers were often frustrated by what they
perceived as a shortage of works. Posse noted, “the main Dutch art col-
lectors are on the whole not selling, but would be prepared under the
existing circumstances to get rid of one item or another.”27 Many collec-
tors were quite patriotic and wanted to keep cultural treasures in the
country. But certain dealers and speculators did sell art to the Germans.
With so many people fleeing and trying to liquidate assets, both Dutch
and German dealers experienced unprecedented opportunities to pur-
chase objects. The Nazi regime, while imposing currency restrictions
that varied from country to country, created a financial system that gave
those with Reichsmarks (that is, the Germans) tremendous advantages.
Because of the lopsided exchange rates and the sizeable reparations
extracted from the defeated countries (the latter giving the occupiers
additional funds with which to purchase), the Allies issued a declaration
from London in January 1943 where they reserved the right to declare
transactions in the occupied lands invalid, even “when they purport[ed]
to be voluntarily effected.”28 This, like the Allies’ Operation Safehaven,
which followed in 1944 and aimed to deny refuge for the Nazis’ assets,
was meant to discourage collaboration, but neither measure dampened
the art market in the West.29

The Parisian art market, which was depressed in the apprehensive
climate of the Phony War in 1939–40, began to take off after the
armistice in June 1940. So many agents and brokers gravitated to the
French capital that the Resistance leader Jean Moulin disguised himself
by masquerading as a dealer. Hector Feliciano described the precipitous
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rise in business there: “in fact, the war was a godsend for Paris’ art mar-
ket. It brought an end to the crisis of the 1930s, when art prices
declined by as much as 70 percent, forcing a third of Paris’ galleries to
close their doors.”30 Incomes soared for those who collaborated. The
Hôtel Drouot, for example, enjoyed record profits during the war.
Granted, the market remained very competitive.According to Wilhelm
Jakob Mohnen, a German intelligence operative in Paris at the time,
“German dealers, he told the OSS, never did any favors for each other,
and the French traders’ competition with one another was fierce.”31 But
the Germans bought art like never before: even the Reichsbank spent
“at least 40 million francs” on art and antiques.32 They, like others,
sought to acquire artworks as a hedge against inflation.33 As one con-
temporary recalled, “people had plenty of cash, but there were no
pretty clothes, no new cars, no vacations, and no restaurants and
cabarets in which to spend money. All you could do was buy butter on
the black market.”34 Art, which was highly fungible and easily trans-
ported, proved a very attractive investment.

Switzerland served as a kind of satellite to the French market. Feli-
ciano, who has analyzed this link, wrote, “if the French capital was the
place to stock up on art, Switzerland offered an outlet.”35 Switzerland
did not have as many import or export restrictions, although the Ger-
mans had difficulty securing foreign currency they needed to do busi-
ness. Switzerland also had a legal framework that made it a preferred
center for trade: after possessing a work for five years, an “owner in good
faith” had legal title to a work (regardless whether it was stolen).36 The
Swiss dealers were capable and enthusiastic businessmen who worked
all of Western Europe’s markets—not just Paris and Amsterdam, but
also German cities.They flourished as intermediaries, as a kind of grease
that lubricated the art market machine. A number of Swiss dealers
lacked scruples and served as fences for plundered art. The most
notable, as indicated earlier, was Theodor Fischer (1878–1957), who
trafficked in works looted from French Jews by the ERR.37 The trades
were imbalanced, often with dozens of modern works exchanged for a
desirable Old Master. But the deals satisfied the needs of both the Ger-
mans and Swiss.The Nazis needed a conduit for the confiscated art, and
Fischer and his colleagues were prepared to enrich themselves.

The Nazi leaders, who devoted considerable time to artistic matters,
were of two minds with respect to art dealers. In most cases, they had a
long-standing mistrust of dealers, whom they viewed as profit minded
and secretive. Hitler, in particular, thought that art dealers were avari-
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cious and unscrupulous.38 During the war, German dealers were closely
watched by Himmler’s and Heydrich’s notorious SD. The dispatches
that constitute the Meldungen aus dem Reich include regular reports on
the art trade with informers throughout the profession, and those work-
ing abroad were also monitored closely.39 One dealer, Walter Borchers,
who after the war became the director of the art museum in
Osnabrück, was pursued by the SD while he was in Paris because he
uttered defeatist statements. He claimed that Robert Scholz and Bruno
Lohse, who worked sorting objects looted from Jews by the ERR, saved
him from a concentration camp.40

Yet in contrast to this desire for control was the realization that the
market would dry up if there was too much interference. Price regula-
tions or increased restrictions on the importing and exporting of art-
works would reduce the number of available works. As noted earlier,
Hans Posse suggested regulating the market in the Netherlands in a
manner he thought would give him a competitive advantage. And in
late 1941, the Reich Economic Ministry floated a proposal that would
have established stricter guidelines for the art trade.41 In both cases,
Hitler, Bormann, and those who had the ultimate say in policy decided
that the leaders’ interests were best served by a free market. The Nazi
leaders, after all, had the greatest resources at their disposal: Hitler
alone spent over RM 163 million on artworks.42 Art dealers in Germany
and the occupied Western lands therefore proceeded without signifi-
cant governmental interference, save the restrictions on foreign cur-
rency and the import of modern art into the Reich.

Certain dealers who were prominent during the Third Reich were
devastated by the defeat in 1945. Bernhard Böhmer, who had sold
purged modern artworks, helped Goebbels amass a collection, traded
for works in occupied France, and overseen the estate of his close friend
Ernst Barlach in Güstrow, committed suicide when Soviet troops
invaded the Mecklenburg province.43 Böhmer had made preparations
for the Soviet invasion in early 1945. He had sold off some of his stock
just prior to the capitulation, including a work by Paul Signac to a Herr
von Praun of Berlin-Nikolassee.44 But the combination of fear and the
thought of life after defeat proved overwhelming. Indeed, when the
Red Army units arrived, they behaved in the destructive fashion for
which they became known and used Barlach’s studio (which Böhmer
had taken over after the artist’s death in 1938) as a garage for military
vehicles.According to Kurt Reutti, a German monuments officer active
in the Soviet zone, Red Army troops even used certain canvasses to cre-
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ate street signs.45 What was left of Böhmer’s estate went to the Nation-
algalerie on the Museum Island in East Berlin and became an important
part of the modern collection.46

Yet many of the dealers who collaborated with the National Socialist
regime were able to resume their business activities after the war. Karl
Haberstock, Theodor Abel (Cologne), Ferdinand Möller (Berlin/
Cologne), Gustav Rochlitz (Baden/Baden), Bruno Lohse (Berlin/
Munich), Maria Almas Dietrich (Munich), and Walter Andreas Hofer
(Berlin/Munich) were among those dealers active during the Third
Reich who returned to the art trade. In order to do this, they had to set
up operations in western Germany.

Initially a few dealers attempted to work in the Soviet zone. Ferdi-
nand Möller, for example, agreed to help the German Central Adminis-
tration for People’s Education in their project to create a gallery for
modern art by supplementing the contents of former museums with
works from his own collection.47 As Kurt Reutti noted, “this museum
was comprised of loans and gifts of artists and art dealers and gave an
overview of the development of German Expressionism.”48 In pursuit of
this goal, Möller suggested a conference between former Reich Aes-
thetic Adviser (Reichskunstwart) Edwin Redslob, architect Hans
Scharoun, and Dr. Gerhard Strauss of the German Central Administra-
tion for People’s Education. Their ambition was to make Berlin once
again a center for modernism in Europe. Yet conducting business in the
Soviet Military Administrative District was exceedingly difficult. The
Central Administration passed a law that allowed for the seizure of all
works confiscated as part of the Nazis’ “degenerate” art campaign.49 And
before the museum could be created, as Reutti noted, “Socialist Realism
was promoted in the Eastern Zone and therein, the ‘degenerate art’ was
yet again degenerate in the East.”50 While the Soviet/East German aes-
thetic program did not bring about a purge of modern art or even com-
pletely prevent directors from acquiring such work, it was a sign of
heavy-handed government intervention. In the face of the many restric-
tions, Möller decided that it was not possible to sustain an art gallery in
the Soviet zone and fled west. In a September 1949 letter to Ludwig
Justi of the Nationalgalerie, Reutti reported, “As I already told you, the
art dealer Ferdinand Möller has fled to Cologne with all the works out
of German museum collections that he had in his hands. I estimate the
loss for the Eastern Zone to be approximately 1 million (eastern)
marks.”51 He noted further that it was pointless to pursue the works
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because of the legal code in the West, and on behalf of his agency,
Reutti accepted blame for the Möller debacle.52 Möller’s flight was
quite hasty, and he left certain works behind as he fled to the West.53

These machinations underlay the postwar development of separate
artistic establishments in the two Germanies. The West German trade,
of course, also had pathological elements. The revival of the careers of
dealers who flourished during the Third Reich has already been noted.
It was a strange reversal of history to see the dealers who had overseen
the liquidation of the purged modern works play a central role in the
reestablishment of modern collections in West German museums.
They frequently offered paintings to the institutions that once pos-
sessed them— on occasion to museums in the GDR: Ferdinand Möller,
for example, arranged to sell six modern pictures back to the
Moritzburg Galerie in Halle for 350,000 marks before the currency
reform.54 After 1948, institutions in East Germany could rarely muster
the foreign currency for such purchases. Even West German institu-
tions had difficulty rebuilding their modern collections. Reutti noted,
for example, that Möller erected a gallery at the Hanhnentor in
Cologne for DM 100,000 and demanded such high prices that the
West Berlin museums could not buy back property formerly in
Berlin.55 Although modern German art remained fairly inexpensive
until about 1960, when prices skyrocketed,56 German institutions,
both in the East and West, had limited funds and other priorities, such
as reconstructing the actual buildings.

Prominent among those who could afford the works that resurfaced
were the Americans, and German dealers had little difficulty selling to
the occupation forces, including the Office of the Military Government
of the U.S. In one incident, in May 1946, it was discovered that the
Horn Brothers’ firm in Berlin had sold to the Americans a number of
works to decorate the office of General Lucius Clay and his deputy
Major General Frank Keating. It turned out that seven works, which the
Americans had purchased for 89,000 marks, were stolen property from
the Netherlands (they were promptly returned).57 The immediate post-
war period and the thriving black market, then, created precarious cir-
cumstances. This included experts who, for the right price, could be
induced to testify about the authenticity of dubious works.58 Kurt
Reutti described a Professor Zimmermann, a nephew of “the great
[Wilhelm von] Bode [who], “for coffee and butter will write what one
wants.”59 Despite the hazards presented by the abundance of works
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with problematic provenance, a number of ever-adaptable art dealers
found a niche in a market that offered new opportunities.

The life of Karl Haberstock reflected a Bavarian-Prussian dichotomy
common in the German art world. Born in the Bavarian city of Augs-
burg into a Catholic family on 19 June 1878, Karl Haberstock estab-
lished his reputation in Berlin and became the most successful dealer in
the capital during the Third Reich. Haberstock’s rise went so far that he
has been called “the most important German and international art
dealer of this time.”60 He stemmed from modest origins, what Theodore
Rousseau described as “a middle class family of peasant origin” (only
seven of the fifteen children born survived to adulthood), and he had a
very limited education.61 He finished höhe Handelschule, secondary
trade school, in Augsburg in 1896.62 Not only did he never attend uni-
versity, but he reportedly “expressed contempt for people” who had the
benefit of higher education.63 His route to a career as an art dealer was
determined more by business considerations than intellectual inclina-
tions. Despite his eventual involvement with the Nazi leaders and his
considerable role in the formulation of official aesthetic policies, Haber-
stock was never one of Robert Jensen’s “ideological” dealers.64 Upon fin-
ishing school in 1896, Karl Haberstock embarked on a business career.65

He first became an intern at the bank of the Gutmann brothers in Augs-
burg, a Jewish-owned firm where he was employed as a bookkeeper
and clerk. A few years later, in 1899, he set off for Brussels in search of
international experience and was an employee of the Cassel brothers.
He returned to Bavaria when his father died in 1900 and worked for the
Bayerische Vereinsbank for three years. Haberstock gravitated to the art
world by way of a porcelain shop. He had used his inheritance and sav-
ings to set up a store in Würzburg in 1903. Appropriately enough, he
had sold artworks from his father’s small collection, including works by
Wilhelm Piloty (a family friend), in order to raise the capital for his
shop.66 Haberstock began selling paintings on the side, and this business
proved so promising that he moved to the resort of Bad Neuenaar and
established a gallery. This enterprise was short-lived. After six months,
he moved to Berlin and opened what he later called a “picture shop.”
Haberstock was dealing in low-end merchandise, but the experience
enabled him to learn about art. He spent summers at a resort on the
North Sea island of Sylt, where he began to cultivate a more affluent
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clientele. By 1907, he had moved to a larger space on the Motzstrasse in
Berlin; a year later he changed addresses to the Marburgerstrasse; and
by 1912, he moved into stately quarters on the Bellevuestrasse.The lat-
ter was a truly impressive establishment, and he paid RM 14,000 per
year in rent.

Haberstock was an energetic entrepreneur. Before World War I, he
was a bachelor and was prepared to move wherever he thought he
would find business. His experience at the resort on Sylt impressed
upon him the profitability of upper-class customers, and Haberstock
learned to cultivate a loyal clientele.The profiles of the individuals with
whom he got on best became increasingly clear: they were typically
wealthy, right wing, and anti-Semitic. He sold them what they wanted:
mostly nineteenth-century German genre and landscape paintings, as
well as Old Masters. They in turn gravitated to Haberstock because he
was not Jewish. Haberstock played up this latter point and maintained
(at least to his customers) that the art market was dominated by Jews.
Later, during the 1930s, Haberstock’s friend and associate in Switzer-
land, Theodor Fischer, tried to attract customers in a similar manner—
and Fischer had even been trained at the Cassirers, the famed Jewish
firm in Berlin.67 Haberstock’s anti-Semitism, which early on was a ploy
to enhance his business, gradually became more pronounced. One
observer after the war testified that Haberstock “demonstrated a fero-
cious anti-Semitism quite in sympathy with [the Nazis].”68 However,
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those who knew him better insist that he was not personally anti-
Semitic, but just a highly competitive businessman who was prepared
to play on others’ prejudices. They point to his friendships with certain
Jewish colleagues and collectors: among the former was art historian
and curator Max Friedländer, who for many years headed the prints col-
lection at the Kaiser Friedrich Museum in Berlin, as well as Jewish deal-
ers such as the Seligmanns and Georges Wildenstein; among his
customers was Felix von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, whose illustrious
family had long patronized the arts in Berlin.69 While the sincerity of
Haberstock’s anti-Semitism is difficult to gauge, there is no doubt that
he was an opportunistic businessman who continued to play both sides,
catering to conservative anti-Semites while maintaining relationships
with a select number of Jews.

Karl Haberstock’s business in what he called “the great German mas-
ters of the 19th century[,] . . . Leibl, Trübner, Thoma, Böcklin, Feuer-
bach,” flourished prior to World War I. By 1913, he reported an income
between 200,000 and 300,000 gold marks and had become so closely
identified with this German art that he boasted after the war that he
“monopolized to a great extent” the trade in such works.70 This claim
was his ego talking, but he was certainly an important dealer and had an
especially close relationship with the important Bavarian painter Wil-
helm Trübner (1851–1917), who executed Haberstock’s portrait in
1912. Haberstock gave Trübner credit for launching his career: in addi-
tion to providing valuable works to sell and helping Haberstock estab-
lish his reputation, Trübner helped him sell the works of his friends,
including those in the estate of Carl Schuch in Vienna.71

Haberstock steadily built upon this foundation in German art, and in
the 1920s, widened the scope of his activities to include more expen-
sive Old Masters and an increasingly international clientele. He utilized
the capital he had amassed prior to the war to take advantage of the
economic crises that plagued the early years of the Weimar Republic.
Beginning in 1919, Haberstock, in his own words, “bought substantial
parts of collections to be dissolved at this time,” when even wealthy
individuals were forced to economize in order to survive.72 His niece,
who studied art history and visited the gallery on many occasions, noted
that after 1919 Haberstock dealt in only “museum art.”73 Haberstock
also married in 1919. His wife, Magdalene, was an impressive and well-
educated person, and evidently quite charming: family members
referred to her by the nickname “Möla” and even Bruno Lohse, a rival
art dealer, admitted that he was smitten with her. Theodore Rousseau
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observed in 1945, “When he was not successful in obtaining the results
he wanted, Haberstock usually brought in his wife, who was known
generally as one of the chief reasons for his success.”74 Karl and Magda-
lene Haberstock therefore formed an imposing team, although she let
him assume the more public role.

Karl Haberstock gradually became a player in the international art
world. He was also serious about educating himself, and beginning
before the war, he made numerous study trips to world-class museums
and top galleries.As he later noted, “The things I saw, I impressed in my
mind [sic] anew at home through the study of art books.”75 It helped
that he learned French and English. His file in the State Library in
Berlin, which primarily contains correspondence from the 1920s, fea-
tures letters from among others, Abraham Bredius (the Dutch expert
on Old Masters who was later taken in by the Han van Meegeren Ver-
meer forgeries) and Otto von Falke (the director of the State Museums
in Berlin), as well as the aforementioned Max Friedländer.76 The art
world, especially at that time, was circumscribed in size, and it is not
surprising that the files contain correspondence with individuals who
later played central roles in the cultural bureaucracy of the Third Reich,
including the second Führermuseum director, Hermann Voss (then at
the Kaiser Friedrich Museum), and the president of the Arts and Crafts
Section of the Berlin Academy, Professor Arthur Kampf.77 And as an
obiturary of Haberstock noted years later, “Wilhelm von Bode, Gustave
Glück, Dörnhöffer, von Falcke, Pauli, Posse, Koetschau, and many other
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German and foreign art historians not only had business connections
with him, but also private friendships.”78

Because Haberstock emerged as a prestigious dealer, his clientele
grew more illustrious and international and came to include many aris-
tocrats, notably Baron Fritz von Thyssen-Bornemisza.79 By 1928, Haber-
stock had standing associates in London: after the war there were
reports that he had a branch gallery located there whose assets had been
frozen as “enemy owned,” but the evidence in this respect is skimpy.80

Haberstock’s business certainly extended to the United Kingdom, and
he had a bank account in London with the Swiss Bank Corporation that
was later utilized to sell off modern art from German state collections.81

In mid-1920s he purchased a tapestry from the collection of James
Simon for RM 1.5 million, a price suggestive of his move to a high-end
trade.82 By 1928, he could acquire an exquisite painting by Paris Bor-
done entitled Venus and Amor from the London dealer Otto Neumann.
This work was to be the first that he sold to Hitler, but that did not
occur until 1936; the fact that he was able to hold on to the work for so
long is evidence that he had amassed ample resources.And that he sold
it to Hitler for RM 65,000, after having paid “about half the amount,”
hints at the profits he reaped.83 Haberstock maintained after the war
that he took a commission of 10 percent on the works that passed
through his hands, but he was referring largely to the deals that he bro-
kered.84 When he purchased art with his own funds and then resold it,
the profits were usually much greater. At the highest level of the art
world, one did not need many sales in order to sustain the business.
Because works were so expensive, it was not uncommon to form part-
nerships to purchase stock. This is where the cooperation with the
Seligmanns and the Wildensteins—the Jewish dealers mentioned
above—came into play.

When the Nazis came to power in 1933, Haberstock was a well-
established, forty-five-year-old dealer, although he was still not at the
top of his profession. His gallery on the Bellevuestrasse, for example,
although proximate to the Prussian Academy of Art, was not the most
prestigious locale for an art dealer. Put simply, Haberstock wanted
more, including a high-profile establishment in the fashionable West
End: on the Kurfürstendamm. It was evidently this ambitious spirit that
compelled Haberstock to join the Nazi Party in the spring of 1933. Like
Ernst Buchner and so many others in the art world, he viewed Party
membership as not only a type of insurance policy, but as a means 
of furthering his career. And Haberstock admitted that he, too, was 
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hard hit by the Depression. His business dipped after 1931, and he 
lost a considerable amount on the stock market. Haberstock nonethe-
less maintained a working capital in excess of RM 500,000, mostly in
paintings.85

It is not clear to what extent he endorsed the Nazi program, but as
noted earlier, Haberstock was not uncomfortable with the Party’s anti-
Semitism. Family members recall that he was very domineering, assum-
ing the role of patriarch; more to the point, there was one episode
where a younger brother wanted to marry a woman, but Haberstock
opposed the union on the grounds that her complexion was too dark
(ironic considering his own non-Nordic appearance, but it speaks to his
prejudices).86 Yet, his own postwar account of his gravitation to the
Party stressed the economic advantages he sought. Haberstock claimed
that he joined “because I hoped to gain influence and be able to avoid
extreme measures.”87 In a file concerning his denazification proceedings,
a Berlin neighbor corroborated this view, commenting that Haberstock
“joined the Nazi Party out of pure business reasons. He in no way
worked for the Party and almost never wore his Party pin.”88 OSS agent
Rousseau, who interviewed Haberstock in 1945 elaborated on this
theme, noting that Haberstock “never liked risks, and he always saw to
it that he had something to fall back on should his plans miscarry. Even
after he became a Nazi, he maintained his membership in International
Rotary.”89 And scholar Günther Haase later went so far as to portray
him as apolitical and described him as being “always an independent
spirit.”90 This interpretation of his collaboration with the Nazis due to
economic self-interest has become widely accepted. But it should be
stressed that Haberstock endorsed many of the Nazis’ political and cul-
tural views and was fervently nationalistic (even before the outbreak of
war between Germany and the USA he reportedly commented that
“dollars would not be a desirable currency after they (the Germans) fin-
ished with America.” Even prior to joining the Party in 1933, he
attended events organized by the Combat League for German Culture,
Alfred Rosenberg’s pressure group, which attempted to organize cul-
ture along National Socialist lines. But it was with characteristic
shrewdness that Haberstock cultivated contact with the new leaders
while keeping his options open for as long as possible.

Haberstock worked to make himself known to the Nazi elite, a slow
and arduous process. He reportedly approached the Propaganda Min-
istry in 1935 and inquired about selling off modern works, predomi-
nantly French Impressionists, from the collections of the state
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Advertisement for the Haberstock Gallery in
Berlin in the official Nazi magazine, Kunst im
Deutschen Reich, 1940 (photo by author).



museums, but this initiative was rebuffed.91 It is interesting that he later
testified to having known two individuals with connections to
Goebbels: a Dr. Koska, a friend of the minister who purchased art for
him in the occupied territories during the war, and Franz Hofmann,
who was one of the instigators of the “degenerate art” purge.92 Despite
these contacts, it was Hitler’s purchase of the aforementioned Paris Bor-
done, which hung in the dictator’s Obersalzburg home until war’s end,
as well as a nineteenth-century historical painting, Out of the War of Lib-
eration by Franz von Defregger, for RM 25,000 that provided Haber-
stock with real legitimacy and distinction. Haberstock claimed after the
war that an unidentified member of Hitler’s entourage approached him
seeking the Bordone, but this claim must be viewed with skepticism.
Regardless of who initiated the deal, Haberstock quickly capitalized on
it and soon began to sell works to Göring, Goebbels, Speer, Wilhelm
Frick (the Minister of the Interior), and other leaders.93 Business picked
up to the extent that he was able to move his gallery in 1938 to a larger
and more desirable space at Kurfürstenstrasse 59, where he stayed until
it was destroyed by bombs on 30 January 1944. It was a grandiose estab-
lishment, and the Haberstocks, who had a residence upstairs above the
gallery, were waited on by white-gloved servants.94 For someone who
stemmed from a “pure peasant family” in the Allgäu, this constituted
some pretty impressive social climbing.95 The dealer did so well with 
his new Nazi clients that in postwar remarks to U.S. investigators he
made these sales seem like a burden: “From that time [the sale of the
Bordone and Defregger to Hitler] I was permanently pressed to supply
paintings.”96

Haberstock’s most important customer, of course, was Hitler. The
dealer sold him over a hundred works between 1936 and 1943.97 The
two shared a taste for nineteenth-century German art, as well as Old
Masters, and all the works in their deals fall into these categories.
Because of their like-minded views about art, the two developed a rela-
tionship between 1936 and 1938, one in which they discussed artistic
matters. After Hitler had returned from a tour of Italy in May 1938,
they met and agreed it was lamentable that Germany did not have
museums of the same caliber as, for instance, the Uffizi in Florence. It is
unclear whether Hitler approached Haberstock with the idea of creat-
ing such a collection or whether the idea formed out of their discussion;
the former seems more probable. Regardless, Haberstock’s enthusiasm
encouraged Hitler, and in the process, he became increasingly influen-
tial as an artistic adviser.This meeting in the late spring of 1938 marked
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the advent of the period of Haberstock’s greatest influence over the
nation’s Kunstpolitik.

Hitler and the other Nazi leaders took Haberstock’s opinions about
aesthetic issues very seriously, and this is reflected in the success of his
recommendation of Hans Posse as the first director of the Führermu-
seum. Haberstock regarded the distinguished scholar and director of
the Dresden Paintings Collections as the preeminent expert on Old
Masters in Germany. He was also aware of Posse’s current difficulties
stemming from the director’s support of certain kinds of “degenerate
art,” which he had purchased during his nearly twenty-five-year tenure
in Dresden. Posse, as noted earlier, had agreed to begin his pension in
March 1938, and then, out of pride, resigned his office.98 Haberstock’s
forceful recommendation was crucial in reviving Posse’s career. When
Hitler had asked Haberstock how he could make the art dealer happy
on his birthday, Haberstock replied, “Put Posse back in his position as
director.”99 The two men and their spouses were all friends. Posse repaid
the favor by patronizing the art dealer on a vast scale, and his widow
helped the Haberstocks out in early 1944 by providing them sanctuary
when they had been bombed out of their Berlin residence.100
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Haberstock also had the ability to damage the careers of certain
museum directors. He tried, albeit unsuccessfully, to engineer the dis-
missal of Walter Zimmermann, the director of the Germanisches
Nationalmuseum in Nuremberg, when the latter rejected a trade pro-
posed by Haberstock (a Spitzweg, which later proved to be a forgery,
for a Pieter de Hooch).101 Haberstock also undermined the career of
Alfred Hentzen, a curator at the Kaiser Friedrich Museum.As Hentzen
reported to his OSS interrogators after the war, in 1939 “he had to take
a second nine-month enforced leave due to the influence of Herr
Haberstock.”102 The involvement of an art dealer in matters of museum
personnel was highly unusual and did not endear Haberstock to many
in the museum establishment. Dr. Zimmermann, noted above, returned
a cake Haberstock had sent him upon being appointed director of the
Berlin Painting Gallery, and John Phillips and Denys Sutton of the OSS
noted simply that he “liked to interfere in the direction of the Berlin
Museum which had not made him popular.”103

Haberstock’s growing influence was also reflected in his involvement
in the disposal of the “degenerate” art that had been purged from the
state galleries. Although the removal of the works had begun in mid-
1937 and was largely completed by the end of the year, the “liquida-
tion”—to use Nazi parlance—took longer. Goebbels, who headed the
entire project, appointed Haberstock to the Disposal Commission,
which was charged with selling off the art. Haberstock attended every
meeting between 17 November 1938 and 11 December 1941.104 Addi-
tional members of this commission included Franz Hofmann, Hans
Schweitzer, and Rolf Hetsch of the Propaganda Ministry; art/antiquities
dealers Max Täuber and Hans Sauermann (both from Munich); as well
as Robert Scholz from Rosenberg’s office.105 For practical reasons—as
well as a wish to have the disposal carried out by nongovernmental fig-
ures who were not involved in the decision to purge the state collec-
tions—a number of prominent dealers were engaged; as noted earlier,
this included Ferdinand Möller, Bernhard Böhmer, Karl Buchholz, and
Hildebrand Gurlitt.106 The dealers sold the works for foreign currency
and were themselves allowed to acquire pieces for shockingly low prices.

Haberstock also personally disposed of certain purged modern
works; moreover, he initiated this activity prior to the engagement of
the other dealers. Notably, in June 1938 he received special permission
to sell off Paul Gauguin’s Riders to the Sea from the Wallraf-Richartz
Museum in Cologne.107 The picture fetched £2,901, but Haberstock
delivered only £801 to the state because he arranged simultaneously to
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hand over to Hitler Peter Paul Rubens’s The Miraculous Haul of Fish,
which came from his own holdings: Haberstock kept £2,100 as pay-
ment for the Rubens.108 This incident reveals various aspects central to
Haberstock’s business during the Third Reich: he was very close to the
Nazi leaders, he knew how to arrange creative and complicated deals
that crossed national boundaries, and he ensured himself a handsome
profit. There were subsequent deals where he “liquidated” modern
works and used the proceeds to purchase Old Masters for Hitler; an ini-
tiative in May 1939, for example, brought a Canaletto and two still lifes
from London, which were sent on to the dictator.109

By 1938, Karl Haberstock had been elevated from dealer to adviser
with respect to the regime’s visual arts program. His participation on
the Disposal Commission, a body primarily concerned with carrying
out policy, also provided the opportunity to play an advisory role.
Haberstock told Bormann in November 1938 not to sell the confiscated
works en masse to a Swiss concern called Fides in exchange for Sperr-
marks or “blocked marks.” He noted the minimal foreign currency that
would be gained because Sperrmarks were not convertible.110 It was also
Haberstock who suggested the international auction of the finest works
in Lucerne in June 1939. He approached Bormann with the suggestion
and even identified his friend and colleague, Theodor Fischer, as the
suitable intermediary.111 Haberstock also suggested another auction for
graphic art at the Swiss firm Gutekunst und Klipstein in Bern, although
this did not come off.112 He was clearly filled with ideas regarding the
liquidation program, and this fit in well with the governing style of the
Third Reich where subleaders were encouraged to suggest initiatives
that could be decided upon by superiors. It helped that Haberstock’s
ideas were so profitable. Indeed, it seemed that everyone made out:
even the Reich Chamber for the Visual Arts received a 7.5 percent
commission on all sales of the purged art, and this sum amounted to
approximately RM 120,000 for the years 1938 to 1941.113

Haberstock’s involvement with the purged modern art extended to
advising Hitler, Bormann, Goebbels, and other Nazi leaders about the
legal implications of the project.Although Haberstock was not a lawyer,
his business experience provided him with insight into the art of deal
making, and he realized that without the proper legal foundation the
disposal of the confiscated art would prove difficult. He therefore
advised Hitler in two letters in April and May 1938 to pass a law that
would entitle the regime to sell off artworks from state collections.114

Haberstock perused drafts of what would become the Degenerate Art
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Law of 31 May 1938, a statute that sanctioned the disposal of modern
art in state collections (and was recognized in the postwar period as
having been legal), therefore costing Germany much of its remarkable
national patrimony of modern art.115

There were, of course, limits to the influence that Haberstock and
the other art experts had on the Nazi leaders.At the meeting of 27 Feb-
ruary 1939 of the Disposal Commission, they were asked to identify
those works that could be sold and notified that the rest would be
burned.116 Haberstock, Scholz, and certain others were uncomfortable
with this course of action and expressed their opposition, but they
could not block it. Even though they stated for the record that they did
not want to be associated with this action, and arranged for the minutes
to read that they would be “released . . . from responsibility for this
measure before the act of destruction,” they cooperated with Propa-
ganda Ministry officials and inspected the depot one more time to cer-
tify that the works slated for destruction were “fully worthless.”117

Therefore, while Haberstock opposed the immolation, he played a role
in the process, and over a thousand oil paintings and 3,825 watercolors
and graphic works were incinerated at Berlin’s main fire station on 20
March 1939.118 Franz Hofmann supported the measure, as did his chief,
Joseph Goebbels. Haberstock’s protest, not surprisingly, did not entail
resigning any of his positions or breaking off his business relationship
with the Nazi leaders.

As the career of Ernst Buchner showed how museum directors often
moved from involvement in the “degenerate” art project to complicity
in the expropriation of Jewish property, Haberstock’s experience
reveals how this was also the case with a number of dealers. Haberstock
became engaged in the confiscation of Jewish-owned artworks in Aus-
tria after the 1938 annexation of Austria (the Anschluss), where this
policy of dispossession was first implemented. Granted, Austrian Jews
began to lose their property directly after the German troops crossed
the border in March 1938 and Haberstock did not arrive as an adviser
until March 1939,119 when Hitler sent him to Austria in an effort to sort
out conflicting claims on the confiscated art. Due to his knowledge of
art and because foreign dealers had made offers to buy collections—the
Duveens and Fischer, among others, had attempted to purchase the
Rothschild and Guttmann collections—Haberstock appeared a logical
choice to advise on the various options.120 Hitler even considered giving
Haberstock an official appointment as adviser on Austrian-Jewish art,
but decided against this because the dealer was not Austrian and was
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based in Berlin.121 As Haberstock soon discovered, he had entered into
a fiercely combative situation and did not possess the support from the
local powers that he needed in order to act effectively.

The struggle to determine the fate of the art plundered from Aus-
trian Jews revealed the nature of the alliances among Nazi leaders and
the art professionals who served them. Haberstock, despite selling
works to Göring and other Nazi elite, owed his status to Hitler alone.
When Hitler decided not to interfere directly, or at least immediately,
to resolve the dispute over the Austrian-Jewish art, Haberstock was left
to flounder. The dealer’s dispatches back to Berlin testify to his frustra-
tion, as local officials were so uncooperative that he could not even
obtain inventories or photographs of the plunder housed in the Neue
Burg and the Rothschilds’ hunting lodge.122 Kajetan Mühlmann, the
subject of chapter 4, presented a rival plan, one that kept nearly all the
artworks in Austria. Mühlmann had the support of Göring as well as
Gauleiter Seyss-Inquart, although he, too, lost his position in June 1939
and was unable to realize his vision for the loot seized from Jews. After
only four months in the Austrian capital, Haberstock returned to Berlin
in the summer of 1939, but he took solace in the fact that his successor
as Hitler’s representative was his ally Hans Posse.

The increasing success of Hans Posse in amassing an art collection
and influencing German art policy translated into a lucrative advantage
for Haberstock. Theodore Rousseau commented that “Haberstock’s
career was crowned with his appointment by Hitler as chief adviser to
Posse.”123 Once the war commenced, Haberstock carried highly effec-
tive letters of support from Bormann and Posse with him on all of his
buying expeditions.As of 1940, he also took with him on trips to France
letters from Göring, from the adjutant of Wehrmacht Field Marshal
Walter von Brauchitsch (the German military commander of occupied
France), and from Graf Wolff-Metternich of the Army’s Kunstschutz
unit.124 While the privileges these endorsements permitted stemmed
from his relationship to Posse, the relationship between the museum
director and dealer was not entirely without friction or competition.
Haberstock, of course, made a profit on the works he sold to Posse and
Linz. But he was known widely as a shrewd and even devious business-
man—someone difficult to trust fully.125

Even though Posse was indebted to Haberstock, he kept a watchful
eye on him. When Posse embarked on his first purchasing expeditions
to the Low Countries after the German victory in May 1940, he speci-
fied that he wanted to go alone. At the outset, Haberstock was not
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granted the necessary visas to travel westward. The letters noted above
from Göring, Brauchitsch’s adjutant, and Metternich came later, in mid-
1940, and permitted Haberstock to travel only to France. Posse had
been so overwhelmed by the opportunities in the Netherlands that he
had little time for the French market. He therefore consented to Haber-
stock’s trips and effectively divided the western market. Posse rarely
traveled to Paris during the war prior to his death in December 1942.
Haberstock still faced competition from other German agents, but he
enjoyed tremendous advantages by virtue of his access to Hitler,
Göring, and other leaders and because he possessed permits to travel to
both the occupied and unoccupied territories. In 1945,American agents
described Haberstock as “the most prolific German buyer in Paris dur-
ing the war.”126

Haberstock’s visits to France became legendary, even during his own
time. He no doubt acted flamboyantly in order to attract attention.
Prior to his arrival in Paris, he would place an advertisement in the
Beaux Arts Gazette with an invitation to approach him with offers. He
invariably stayed at the Ritz Hotel—perhaps also because this is where
Göring, Speer, and many other top Nazis stayed—and among the
receipts found after the war were bills for shipping crates of wine back
to Germany.127 While Haberstock’s ostentatious ways served a purpose,
especially at the beginning of the occupation when he sought a higher
profile, he soon discovered that there were also negative consequences.
Certain sellers inflated their prices when they approached him while
others who needed to hawk works in order to survive, but who felt
patriotic sentiments, did not want to sell to this German, let alone this
front for the Nazi leaders. Haberstock, like other Germans, therefore
cultivated a network of French dealers who cooperated with him. Pierre
Assouline writes, “After the fact, most art dealers would claim that they
had refused to have any dealings with [the Germans]. Yet a number of
German officers used to frequent artistic circles in civilian dress. Also,
agents would buy for German clients, both dealers and collectors. This
situation gave rise to a complete network of middlemen, some of whom
were suspicious characters indeed. Thus a dealer could honestly claim
never to have seen a German military presence in his gallery and not to
know the ultimate destination of his paintings.”128

One such dealer was Roger Dequoy, whose gallery was located on
the rue de La Boétie and who also served as the administrator of the
Wildenstein dealership after it had been Aryanized, that is, taken over
by a non-Jewish trustee. Prior to the war, Dequoy had been (according
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to Haberstock) the business manager for Wildenstein in the London
branch, and because Haberstock and Wildenstein had cooperated on
ventures, there was a preexisting connection.129 As Haberstock noted
after the war, “when I arrived in Paris in 1940, it was clear to me that I
should first look for my old business friends in order to speak about the
possibilities of doing business again.”130 The two quickly built upon this
mutually advantageous relationship as Dequoy began to serve as an
intermediary. Haberstock apparently also used “the Wildenstein
premises and the shop of the non-Aryan Hugo Engel as his branch
offices in Paris.”131 The biggest deal engineered by Haberstock and
Dequoy concerned the two Rembrandts of wine merchant Etienne
Nicolas, Portrait of Titus and Landscape with Castle that Haberstock sold
to Hitler in 1942 for 60 million ffrs. ($1.2 million); Dequoy received a
commission of 1.8 million ffrs. The pictures are now in the Louvre.132

Haberstock’s relationship to Dequoy and the Wildenstein gallery
remains a murky and controversial subject, as does the connection
between Dequoy and Wildenstein. Concerning the first, there is the
question whether Haberstock met with Georges Wildenstein in Aix-en-
Provence (the unoccupied zone) before the Jewish dealer emigrated to
the United States; concerning the second, there is the question whether
Wildenstein used Dequoy to control his business and in a sense engaged
in sales to the enemy. Wildenstein denied both, and French courts
backed him up after the war, but archival documentation casts doubt on
both issues. (Haberstock twice testified that he met Wildenstein in the
fall of 1940 and a Treasury Department official, during the war,
reported on a conversation with Wildenstein where he recounted a
meeting with Haberstock in Aix-en-Provence.133) Scholar Lynn
Nicholas wrote of Georges Wildenstein’s letters to Dequoy that “were
full of advice and the gossipy information so vital to the art trade, all
written with little codes and disquised names (Haberstock was referred
to as ‘Oscar’).”134 The topic of Wildenstein’s behavior during the war,
because it concerns one of the great art-dealing establishments in the
world, prompted an extensive exposé in Vanity Fair as well as a lawsuit
and countersuit between the Wildenstein family and author Hector
Feliciano.135 What is clear is that Haberstock and Dequoy had a very
profitable arrangement and that they worked together closely, even if
they never reached a formal partnership.136 In the art world—and espe-
cially during World War II where restrictions concerning business, trans-
portation, and communication were imposed due to ethnicity, political
orientation, and nationality—cooperation among dealers was common.
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At times, as with Haberstock and Dequoy, it occurred without a legal
foundation (Haberstock described them as “Geschäftsfreunde”); in other
instances, as with Walter Andreas Hofer (discussed below) and his
counterparts Hans Wendland (1880–?) in Switzerland and Achilles Boi-
tel in Paris, the relationship was more formal and prompted the OSS
officers to use the phrase “dealing syndicate.”137 But Haberstock and
Dequoy/Wildenstein apparently had a special business relationship: to
quote a postwar OSS report, “Haberstock states that he always under-
stood that the money was being paid to a secret account which would
ultimately have been at the disposal of M. Georges Wildenstein.”138

Roger Dequoy turned out to be only one of a number of collabora-
tors whom Haberstock employed. These people knew one another and
formed a circle, if not a syndicate. It is almost definitional that the col-
laborators were French, but there were also German expatriates living
in France who supported themselves through the art market. For exam-
ple, one member of Haberstock’s group was a cosmopolitan aristocrat,
Baron Gerhard von Pöllnitz, who had wide-ranging social and business
connections. As a German (not to mention an ostentatious Nazi sup-
porter), Pöllnitz faced problems similar to those of Haberstock, so the
aristocrat often used his French mistress, Jane Weyll, as a screen.139

Weyll bid for both Haberstock and Pöllnitz in auctions at the Hôtel
Drouot and represented them in negotiations with other sellers.140 Pöll-
nitz and Weyll would also qualify as what art dealers refer to as “run-
ners,” that is, individuals who scoured the market looking for works to
purchase and used their contacts to gather information. Runners often
worked on commission, although it is not clear how Haberstock remu-
nerated his associates.141 Haberstock and company were very successful
in identifying business opportunities. The list of dealers with whom
they worked is in itself truly stunning. The Art Looting Investigation
Unit (ALIU) identified eighty-two individuals with whom he did busi-
ness in France alone, and the British postwar researchers assembled a list
of 150 individuals who sold art “to German museums and private Ger-
man individuals.”142 And there were others, in addition to the familiar
associates, who sought out Haberstock. He noted after the war, “I could
hardly handle the many oral and written offers made by people mostly
unknown to me.”143 Indeed, it was a rarity to find dealers in the occu-
pied West who would not transact business with Haberstock. The
Duveen brothers in Paris, for example, merited explicit credit in an OSS
report for having declined to see Haberstock on 12 December 1940 and
thereafter for having conducted no business with him.144
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Among the German dealers in France, Haberstock was special
because he was one of the very few who received authorization to travel
to the unoccupied zone. Hans Posse noted of southern France, “there is
much to be gotten in future, since this area for the moment has been
spared from the many other German dealers.”145 Refugee French deal-
ers, such as Daniel Kahnweiler, lived and worked there, as did a number
of German émigrés. Haberstock, for example, did business with former
Berlin colleague Arthur Goldschmidt, a Jewish dealer from whom he
bought Dutch works that he then sold to Hitler.146 There was often
great intrigue surrounding the deals in Vichy France. The story of the
Schloss collection, which included numerous important seventeenth-
century Dutch paintings, is a prime example (see also the discussion of
Erhard Göpel in chapter 3). Haberstock played a leading role in the
search for the hidden collection, as when he met a mysterious
woman—a “strange lady with a German-Jewish name”—at the Hôtel
Negresco in Nice during the winter of 1940 and 1941 to explore her
interest in selling the works.147 Because of laws dating from 23 July and
4 October 1940, the Vichy regime was able to claim ownership of art-
works belonging to non-French Jews in the unoccupied zone.The Vichy
officials did so in this case, and the Schloss collection, once it was dis-
covered in a château near Limoges, was administered by the art dealer
Jean-François Lefranc.148 Haberstock never obtained the Dutch art-
works he so coveted, but this case illustrates the intrigue and the min-
gling of government officials and art dealers characteristic of wartime
France.

While Haberstock was arguably the most active and successful Ger-
man art dealer during the war, his behavior was hardly more criminal
than others. His strategy was to make very little profit on the expensive
and high-profile works that he sold to Hitler, but then mark up prices
on the more modest pieces.The costly masterpieces he sold Hitler were
so expensive that he could limit his commission. For example, he bro-
kered the deal that sent Watteau’s The Dance from the Hohenzollern
crown prince to Hitler for RM 900,000 in 1942 (partly to cover the
death duties incurred after the former Kaiser,Wilhelm II, passed away).
Haberstock arranged to take a 10 percent commission, and even though
this was reduced by half when the crown prince balked at the fee (and
Haberstock agreed to take some of the payment in the form of furni-
ture), the dealer’s income was substantial.149 This and numerous other
exchanges enabled Haberstock to make several million marks in the
early stages of the war. A selected few other dealers, such as Maria
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Almas Dietrich (1892–1971), who reported an income of RM 500,000
in 1941, earned comparable sums.150 Haberstock could therefore ratio-
nalize his behavior by claiming that if he did not buy the art, someone
else would. He, at least, was paying the owners for their property.

There were many others, including the French collaborators, who
were less ethical. In particular, those responsible for overseeing the
Aryanization of Jewish firms (like Haberstock’s business friend, Roger
Dequoy) were responsible for egregiously unscrupulous behavior. Like
leeches, they sucked the blood out of previously flourishing art dealer-
ships and liquidated stock. The firms of Paul Rosenberg, Bernheim-
Jeune, Lèonce Rosenberg, and others were Aryanized or put under
“provisional administrators” organized by the French Society for Provi-
sional Administrative Control.151 One scholar described the process: “In
the neighborhood where the galleries were located, the policy of
Aryanization was in full force. On rue de La Boétie, the Paul Rosenberg
Gallery was under the management of Octave Duchez. The Bernheim-
Jeune Gallery was sold to a notorious anti-Semite who was none other
than the office manager of Louis Darquier de Pellepoix, the Commis-
sioner of Jewish Affairs. He paid only two million francs for the business
when experts had placed its value at fifteen million francs. The sta-
tionery he used, due to the paper shortage, had the heading Bernheim-
Jeune crossed out and replaced by the new name stamped in ink: ‘Saint
Honorée-Matignon.’”152 These trustees were not only exceptionally
exploitative, but they rationalized their behavior by maintaining that
they helped prevent outright seizures by the commandos of the ERR,
the Nazi agents who seized works from Jews without providing any
compensation. The trustees who paid sums for businesses that were
well below market value can hardly be considered humanitarians, and
they competed with one another to secure the rights to Aryanize the
establishments.

Haberstock himself did not assume control over an Aryanized busi-
ness, nor, it seems, did he deal directly with the ERR agents in Paris.The
evidence on this latter point, however, is still not entirely clear. Alfred
Hentzen of the Kaiser Friedrich Museum reported that ERR art passed
through Haberstock’s hands.153 It is indisputable that modern art seized
by the ERR in France was traded on at least twenty-eight occasions
between 1941 and 1943, and that these exchanges were engineered by
the dealers Theodor Fischer, Walter Andreas Hofer, Hans Wendland,
Gustav Rochlitz, and Bruno Lohse. But it is not possible to prove
Haberstock’s involvement. One scholar argued that he was excluded
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because he “was outmaneuvered . . . and never had a chance to profit
from the exchanges.”154 While Haberstock had extensive dealings with
the figures who executed these deals (especially Fischer, and a volumi-
nous correspondence from 1941 to 1942 is now in the National
Archives in College Park), there is no hard evidence that he disposed of
the plunder.155 The same might be said of works in other important col-
lections belonging to Jews not seized by the ERR. Time and again,
Haberstock attempted to intercede in the disposition of extremely valu-
able works, whether it be the Schloss paintings or the Mannheimer col-
lection in Amsterdam.156 But in these and other cases, the art was so
valuable that governmental agencies forced him to the periphery (the
Mannheimer works were bought en masse by Kajetan Mühlmann’s
agency and sent to Munich).

Yet even without complicity in the liquidation of art plundered in
France, Haberstock was kept busy as the Western European art market
experienced its most active years ever. The Germans, sporting occupa-
tion currency, bought up everything in sight in Paris, Amsterdam, and
other major cities. The German art market offered no exception to this
trend, despite the Nazi government’s attempts to control prices and the
highly restrictive financial regulations that they imposed. Both older
and contemporary artworks increased in price during the war: in 1942,
the SD was calculating that the prices had increased 300 to 400 percent
in one year, and overall, estimates point to prices as high as twenty times
the prewar level.157 While the SD considered the price increases to be
“catastrophic,” they represented a bonanza for Haberstock and other
successful dealers.158

The real reason for Haberstock’s success was his relationship with
Hans Posse. Like so many individuals in the elite rank of the Third
Reich, they capitalized on a mutually beneficial partnership (akin to
Rosenberg and Göring, as well as Seyss-Inquart and Mühlmann). In
return for serving the Nazi leaders, Posse received the chance to create
a world-class museum from scratch, while Haberstock made the
money. Yet Haberstock was not merely a Swiss banker laundering
money; he was closely associated with the Nazi art program. An OSS
agent noted, “It is recommended that he be tried on the same level as
the leading members of the Sonderauftrag (Special Project) Linz. He
was, beyond any possible doubt, one of the individuals most responsible
for the policies and activities of this group, which dominated German
official purchasing and confiscation of works of art from 1939 through
1944.”159 This conclusion, while correct in intent, is slightly misleading
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in terms of the chronology. With Posse’s death in December 1942,
Haberstock lost his most important connection to Hitler and the Linz
Project.

The new director, Hermann Voss, emerged from relative obscurity as
head of the Wiesbaden Landesmuseum to take over the most dynamic
collection in the country on 15 March 1943.This appointment shocked
and even dismayed many, including Karl Haberstock. Voss was periph-
eral to the Nazi art administration and had even been forced out of his
position at the Kaiser Friedrich Museum in Berlin and banished to
provincial Wiesbaden in 1936.This stemmed from political motives not
unrelated to the fact that Voss never joined the Nazi Party.160 Voss, how-
ever, was widely respected for his expertise in Old Master paintings, and
Posse reportedly recommended him as his successor from his sickbed in
late 1942.161

While Voss did not control the entire Linz Project as had Posse—he
was head of only the Führermuseum and not the collections of coins,
armor, or books—he nonetheless precipitated a changing of the guard
that relegated former insiders, such as Haberstock and Heinrich Hoff-
mann (1885–1957) (Hitler’s photographer and close artistic adviser), to
marginal positions. Both men, who had previously enjoyed access to
Hitler via Bormann and Posse, were ostracized by the group that
assumed power. While it is understandable why Voss would think
poorly of Hoffmann, a staunch Nazi and artistic dilettante who was
often duped by forgeries (which proliferated during the war), the 
tension between Voss and Haberstock is less clear. It was evidently 
long-standing: in one letter that Voss sent the dealer in 1923, Haber-
stock scribbled on the back, “as ever he is still crazy.”162 It is also likely
that Voss had heard reports that Haberstock was conniving and self-
interested. Regardless of the reasons, the new director of the Führermu-
seum cut Haberstock off from the funding he had previously used to
acquire stock.163 Furthermore, Voss issued specific orders prohibiting
German agencies from doing business with Haberstock. He wrote to
Fernand Niedermayer, head of the Enemy Property Administration in
France in 1944, that Haberstock was not to be allowed to purchase
works from the Mannheimer collection.164 From 1943 to 1945, both
Haberstock and Hoffmann struggled in vain for access to Hitler, and as
a result they sold him virtually no pictures.

Haberstock’s fortunes declined further in early 1944 when his Berlin
gallery, which also served as his home, was bombed out in the 30 Janu-
ary air raid. The dealer wrote to Ernst Buchner from a makeshift office
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in the garage that he was in need of a place to stay and inquired
whether Buchner might be able to put two or three rooms at his dis-
posal.165 While Buchner responded with a suggestion about staying with
a friend, the mayor of the town of Kempten in the Allgäu in the south,
Haberstock and his wife Magdalene decided on an alternative plan: they
joined Baron von Pöllnitz in his castle in Aschbach, located between
Würzburg and Bamberg in Upper Franconia.166 The Haberstocks also
arranged to move their stock southward (though part of their magnifi-
cent library was destroyed in the bombing), and although a number of
paintings joined them at Schloss Pöllnitz, they took care to distribute
pieces to various safe havens, including depots in Heidenheim, Schloss
Thurn und Taxis in Dischigen (Württemberg), one of Ernst Buchner’s
repositories in a castle at Dietramszell (Bavaria), and a safe house of
Magdalene Haberstock’s family in Oberstdorf (Allgäu).167 Haberstock
attempted to sustain his business under these trying circumstances: his
1943–45 correspondence with Buchner, for example, contains remark-
able letters that often begin by detailing bomb damage or some other
personal tribulation, and then go on to discuss a sale or trade. In one 
letter from March 1943, for example, Haberstock expresses his con-
dolences about Buchner’s son’s injury by a phosphorous bomb explo-
sion, and then inquires about two Renaissance portraits by Bronzino
that were once the property of Prince Borghese.168 From his base on the
Pöllnitz estate, Haberstock continued his art-dealing operations until
war’s end.

Haberstock was found by the Americans at the Pöllnitz castle in May
1945, and they treated him with such consideration that he wrote to
MFA & A officer Robert Posey that same month asking if he would be
permitted to continue working as an art dealer.169 The American
response is not available, but their thinking was reflected in the decision
to arrest him, which occurred later that summer in August. Haberstock
was immediately sent to Altaussee for interrogation.170 The American
Art Looting Investigation Unit had set up their operation there in
“House 71,” and they assembled many of the leading figures of the
Third Reich’s art world, including Ernst Buchner, Hermann Voss, and
Heinrich Hoffmann. Cells held multiple prisoners, and Haberstock,
according to ERR cataloger Bruno Lohse, joined him and Göring’s
agent, Walter Andreas Hofer, for a good part of their confinement.171

Haberstock was detained and questioned for thirty-six days. Like most
of the others, he proved to be relatively cooperative.172 His testimony
was so damaging to the Nazi leaders that the Americans decided to send
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him to Nuremberg, where prosecution teams were preparing for the
trial of the major war criminals. Haberstock, with his knowledge of the
Linz Project and ERR operations, as well as his familiarity with the
other Nazi leaders, was one of the key witnesses with respect to art
plundering.173 His testimony, in which he described nearly all the figures
in the Nazi art world, is further evidence of how tight-knit the circle
really was.The Allies then moved him to the Civilian Internment Camp
Number 4 at Hersbruck until 13 May 1946.174 Haberstock earned his
release in part because of his cooperation, in part because of his fragile
health: he was sixty-seven and had false teeth, among other signs of his
vulnerability. But more importantly, Haberstock avoided criminal pros-
ecution and gained his release because he was able to rally defenders
who testified that he had saved lives and actively resisted the regime.175

Haberstock arranged for a series of letters to be submitted on his
behalf by a range of individuals, including former Finance Minister
Heinrich Albert and Otto von Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (from the
famous German-Jewish family). These supporters claimed that Haber-
stock had intervened to save them and others from the Gestapo and, in
certain cases, from deportation.176 One Jewish couple, Ernst and
Dorothe Westphal, reported that Haberstock had prevented their
deportation to Theresienstadt and added, “The evacuation would pre-
sumably have meant our end.”177 The extant documentation does not
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provide much detail about the specific assistance provided by Haber-
stock, although Mendelssohn-Bartholdy reported that the dealer had
approached Reich Minister of the Interior Frick for assistance. These
people gave the impression of being genuinely grateful.178 And indeed,
they were successful in helping Haberstock gain his freedom, although
he was placed on a kind of probation and was required to register with
the district magistrate, which he initially did in Aschbach.179 Haber-
stock’s wife had remained at Schloss Pöllnitz in the forester’s house for
several years after the war and led the efforts to reclaim the couple’s
artworks. By 1950, they had moved fifty miles south to the town of
Ansbach near Nuremberg, where they established a residence of their
own.180

Karl Haberstock, like many others, chose to undergo denazification.
His chief motivation was material: he wanted to reclaim property that
had been seized. This included not only his stock of artworks, but also
his bombed-out dealership in Berlin on the Kurfürstenstrasse.181 Haber-
stock’s denazification case was heard in the Ansbach branch of the Main
Chamber in Nuremberg. The surviving documentation is scant, but
Haberstock clearly availed himself of the affidavits noted above, as well
as a series of documents that had been confiscated by the OSS and uti-
lized to sort works at the Munich Central Collecting Point.182 The affi-
davits certainly helped his cause and were so favorable so as to be
biased. One, for example, included the claim that “he handled every sin-
gle case most scrupulously, paid appropriate prices, and . . . showed no
indication that his fortune had materially increased.”183 The initial ver-
dict of 27 July 1949 found Haberstock to be a fellow traveler (category
IV) and sustained a fine of DM 200,000 that had been determined by
the Berlin Finance Office (evidently relating to the value of the prop-
erty he owned there).184 This precipitated an appeal and led to a second
trial at the Ansbach Chamber of Appeal (Berufungskammer), which
ended as Haberstock had hoped: the first verdict was annulled and he
was declared to be “exonerated” and placed in category V. He even had
the fine reduced to DM 127,000 and was spared the cost of the trial,
which the judges decided should be paid by the state.185

Again, it is difficult to reconstruct the details of the denazification
process, but some deception seems to have been involved. For example,
Haberstock filled out a questionnaire the following year in which he
answered “no” to the question, “Have you supervised or controlled a
firm or an operation?”186 While he may not have run a large enterprise,
this answer is somewhat misleading for the most successful art dealer in
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the country, who had in fact engaged a number of employees. Regard-
less, the verdict enabled him to reclaim his Berlin property from the
trusteeship.187 As one judge noted, the Chamber of Appeals had enabled
him to be “rehabilitated.”188 In February 1950, he had his lawyer write
to the Americans and request the release of fifty-two confiscated paint-
ings held at the Munich Central Collecting Point: the request was
accompanied by a copy of the chamber’s statement of exoneration.189

Karl Haberstock and his wife Magdalene decided that their chances
for a new start would be best served by moving to Munich. Their past
was not entirely behind them, as the attorney general in Nuremberg
was still investigating them in 1950.190 Some members of their own
family also disavowed them: Haberstock’s older brother, his grandson
wrote, broke with them “during the denazification process” due to a
“general political disagreement.”191 And many colleagues were not
pleased that he had been let off the hook. Carl Georg Heise, director of
the Hamburg Kunsthalle, wrote to Eberhard Hanfstaengl, the director
of the Bavarian State Painting Collections in 1950, “the news that
Haberstock is fully exonerated and can again pursue his old craft has
naturally reached me and disconcerted me as it has you.”192 Heise and
Hanfstaengl were conferring on how to induce Haberstock to return
artworks that he had acquired in trades from Buchner—in particular a
Renoir and a Degas that had been traded for Hans Thoma’s The Bible
Lesson—and Heise noted that he had it in his power to bring the mat-
ter to the attention of the press and generate unfavorable publicity for
Haberstock. Heise noted that “carrying out a certain restitution could
only contribute to the success of rebuilding his business.”193

Although it appears that Haberstock did not surrender the works (he
owned the Renoir jointly with the Munich dealer Julius Böhler, which
complicated matters), he indeed revived his business. By 1951, as Lynn
Nicholas has noted, “[Haberstock] was reported to have set up shop . . .
near the Haus der Deutschen Kunst, and to have reestablished his con-
tacts with his prewar trading cronies in Paris.”194 Haberstock was less
public about his art dealing and worked out of his private apartment on
the fashionable Königinstrasse; he chose not to advertise in magazines
like Die Weltkunst, as he did before the war. But he was certainly back in
business, and the major dealers and collectors in Western Europe were
cognizant of his return. Many prominent members of the art world, like
Julius Böhler (who was noted above) continued to call him a friend.195

Haberstock assumed an air of propriety and zealously tried to defend
his reputation. For example, Haberstock wrote to Janet Flanner at the
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New Yorker “to complain about inaccuracies in her description of
wartime operations in a series of articles she had written on the looting
process. He did not deny having traded for the Führer, but complained
that she had said he drove a Mercedes when in fact it had been a
Ford.”196 Later, Haberstock penned letters to Ardelia Hall at the State
Department encouraging her to investigate the theft of books by U.S.
Army personnel.197

After reestablishing himself in the art world, Haberstock completed
his rehabilitation by first donating part of his extensive art library to the
Augsburg Municipal Art Museum (Städtische Kunstsammlung), an
institution desperately in need of reference books because of wartime
destruction, and then by agreeing to loan artworks to the museum.198

Preparations for the delivery of the artworks were completed in 1955
and 1956, and Haberstock expressed his desire to inspect the space. But
the seventy-eight-year-old dealer died on 6 September 1956. He was
buried in a family grave in Oberstdorf in the Allgäu on the German-
Austrian border; in another of the curious links that unite the figures in
this book, he was laid to rest in a crypt that was designed by Josef Tho-
rak (see chapter 5). Haberstock had commissioned the Nazi sculptor to
design a family grave back in the late 1930s when his mother had died.
Constructing this elaborate grave was part of his effort to play the role
of patriarch and to make the family appear as grand as possible.199

This ambition was evidently also his intention with the donation of
his art collection, and his wife Magdalene therefore carried out his
wishes and established the Karl und Magdalene Haberstock Founda-
tion. The name reflected the fact that Magdalene was a true business
partner, and indeed one museum official noted that “after his death
Magdalene had cared for the foundation with great engagement.”200 She
arranged for twelve valuable paintings—mostly Old Masters—to be
placed in the museum, which moved to the exquisite Schaezler palace
adjoining St. Katherine’s Church in the early 1960s. While these works
were only on loan from the foundation to the Municipal Art Museum,
they were welcomed by civic authorities with gratitude and fanfare in a
ceremony on 28 September 1957. Years later, in continuing this tradi-
tion of celebrating Haberstock, the lord mayor praised the dealer for his
loyalty to his Vaterstadt (hometown).201 In 1972, the foundation was
enlarged by eight more paintings, which also went into the museum.202

The municipal gallery then grew again with Magdalene Haberstock’s
death on 21 August 1983. In what was termed “a powerful enlarge-
ment” of the collection, the foundation received twenty-nine paintings,
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as well as graphic works.203 In 1987, the rest of the collection made its
way to Augsburg: the last addition included Canaletto’s St. Mark’s
Square, as well as furniture, porcelain, and objets d’art.204 These items
complemented the earlier gifts of pictures by Cranach the Elder, Bor-
done, Veronese, Tiepolo, Van Dyck, Van Ruisdael, and Weenix and are
such an important part of the museum that they usually merit mention
in guidebooks.205 They were exhibited in separate rooms in honor of the
couple, and a bust of Haberstock was placed near the museum’s
entrance.

While the artistic value of the donated works is undeniable, many of
the pieces have connections to Haberstock’s problematic past. One
finds, of course, the Trübner portrait of Haberstock, which echoes not
only the dealer’s love for nineteenth-century German art, but also the
way that he cultivated a racist-nationalist clientele who also appreciated
such works. A sketch of Magdalene by Arthur Kampf is another of the
numerous portraits of the benefactors that grace the walls of the munic-
ipal gallery: if it is not disconcerting to see these individuals represented
in such an honorific space, then the fact that Kampf was one of the
most celebrated artists of the Third Reich should. The work is dated
1925 to 1930—while imprecise, it lessens the Nazi associations.206 A
closer look at the provenance of other works in the bequest also yields
a glimpse of the Haberstocks’ activities during the Third Reich. The
Paris Bordone Picture of a Woman with a Little Squirrel was purchased in
1939 from Fürst zu Schaumburg-Lippe, a family known for pro-Nazi
proclivities—one son, Christian, was Goebbels’s adjutant. Paolo
Veronese’s Venus and Adonis was acquired in 1941 from Theodor Fis-
cher in Lucerne. The Jan Weenix Still-Life with Dead Hare came from
the Alte Pinakothek in 1939 in a trade approved by Ernst Buchner.And
a painting of a satyr with a peasant family produced by Jakob Jordaens’s
atelier came from the “former Prussian royal house” in 1942—a
reminder of the dealer’s contact with the haute monde of the period.207

Whether this last work was acquired in the wake of Kaiser Wilhelm II’s
death is not clear. Yet these pictures hold many mysteries. And while it
is tempting to speculate on how, to take another example, a Philip
Wouwerman picture found its way from the Edmond de Rothschild
collection in Paris, where it had been since 1878, to the hands of the
Haberstocks, the evidence does not permit solid conclusions.208 The
Municipal Museum in Augsburg rebuffed several attempts made by the
author to research the Haberstock bequest.

Regardless of the propriety of the acquisitions—and one assumes
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that they were all checked by the postwar Allied commissions, as well
as the officials at the Municipal Art Museum—it is disturbing to see
how the Haberstocks’ Nazi past is concealed in information about the
foundation. In the most recent catalog from 1991, published by the
respected Munich house of Klinkhardt and Biermann, the essay by the
volume’s editor (and curator at the Augsburg Museum), Gode Krämer,
titled “Concerning the History of the Karl and Magdalene Haberstock
Foundation,” does not even provide a cursory discussion of their activi-
ties during the Third Reich. The piece begins with an account of their
postwar activities—the move from Berlin to Munich and the establish-
ment of the foundation—and then goes back to their pre-World War I
years. And while there are a plethora of details, including their Berlin
address in 1912 and the specifics of various early transactions, there is
no mention of Hitler, Posse, or any other figures from the most impor-
tant phase of their lives.209 One might argue that it is best not to tarnish
these magnificent artworks with references to the Nazi past. But is it
appropriate to honor the Haberstocks with multiple portraits in the
gallery and glossy, opulent catalogs that sing their praise?210 In this case,
the intentions of the museum officials must be questioned. Did they
also make their own ethical compromises in order to obtain the
bequest? Perhaps their behavior may be attributed more to ignorance
than venality, but the glaring omissions of the benefactors’ Nazi past
and the refusal to cooperate with researchers by hiding under the man-
tle of “data protection” does not permit a generous interpretation of
their motives.211 Karl Haberstock has gradually attracted more wide-
spread interest.212 The Augsburg museum officials do not comprehend
the current climate if they believe that the dirt, as in earlier times, can
be swept under the rug and sit undisturbed.

Art dealers in Nazi Germany constituted a closely knit but competitive
profession.They almost all seemed to know one another. If they did not
transact business, then they met at auctions or gained an awareness
through mutual customers. Hitler and the Nazi leaders certainly facili-
tated the latter. The Art Looting Investigation Unit documented sixty-
eight dealers in Germany alone who sold works to Hitler and the
Führermuseum agents.213 Hitler and his cohorts were at times at a 
disadvantage because they turned to so many dealers. For example,
Lynn Nicholas observed with respect to Walter Andreas Hofer, “When
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Göring hesitated, Hofer, like Posse, would suggest that others were
ready to buy. Haberstock was a favorite threat.”214 This knowledge of
colleagues’ behavior and the competitive nature of the art-dealing busi-
ness in turn contributed to the breaking of ethical constraints on the
part of art dealers.

Walter Andreas Hofer (1893–1971?), who served as Göring’s primary
agent, was Haberstock’s main competitor. Many dealers collaborated
with National Socialist leaders for pecuniary reasons, and this also
applied to Hofer. But he appeared more interested than most in enhanc-
ing his personal power. Hofer reveled in his position as Göring’s agent,
despite stating periodically that he coveted independence, and his
increasingly arrogant, bullying behavior attests to his love of authority.
It is difficult to explain psychological processes or their developmental
roots, but Walter Andreas Hofer’s fairly modest origins (by the standards
of the art world) and the fact that he had to struggle to establish himself
as a dealer may have contributed to his aggressive personality.

During World War I, Hofer married the sister of Kurt Walter Bach-
stitz, a successful Jewish dealer with galleries in Munich and the Hague,
and this provided Hofer with an entrée into the art world. Although
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Hofer quarreled and broke with Bachstitz in 1928, he then assumed an
unremarkable position as an assistant to the dealer J. F. Reber of Lau-
sanne and eventually learned the business.215 Hofer decided to make a
go of it on his own and set up an office on the Augsburgerstrasse in
Berlin in 1935. The capital’s art market, boosted by the interest of the
Nazi elite as well as the more general national economic recovery, was
strong enough to support this move. It helped that Hofer’s second mar-
riage in 1937 was to an art conservation expert, Berta Fritsch, but he
still did not rank among the leading Berlin dealers.216 As Theodore
Rousseau wrote, “Before he began his work for Göring he had been
comparatively unknown, and as soon as he rose to prominence the fear
of being displaced prevented him from forming any close associations in
the art world.”217 Hofer met Göring in 1936, just as the Reichsmarschall
began expanding his modest collection. At this point, Göring was rely-
ing on Max E. Binder, the director of the Berlin Armory and a part-time
dealer, to assist him with his collection. Hofer recognized an opportu-
nity, and according to another Göring aide, Bruno Lohse, he displaced
his predecessor by way of intrigue.218 Little is known about this chang-
ing of the guard, but Hofer was well aware that his means to wealth and
power could come by way of assisting Göring with his collection.

By 1939 Hofer sold most of his works to Göring and his entourage,
yet he still considered himself to be an independent dealer.219 There
were other instances where dealers cultivated a special relationship
with a Nazi leader and still retained their independence. This was the
case, for example, with the dealers Carl Meder and Dr. Rosso-Koska and
their patron Joseph Goebbels. Meder attended auctions on behalf of
Goebbels, such as a 24 May 1938 event in Leipzig; he received a “com-
mission to purchase” and sent the works back to Goebbels for
approval.220 During the war Rossa-Koska bought for Goebbels in occu-
pied France.221 If the paintings displeased the Reich Minister, Meder and
Rossa-Koska sold them to other customers. Because Hofer worked so
closely and assiduously with Göring, he gradually became his represen-
tative. Rousseau even talks about Hofer becoming Göring’s “alter ego as
far as the Collection was concerned.”222 In March 1941, Hofer was
offered the title “Director of the Art Collection of the Reichsmarschall.”
According to some reports, Hofer was not especially pleased by this
development because he wanted to remain an independent dealer and
sell to other clients.223 The two men eventually came to an understand-
ing whereby Hofer represented Göring and gave him first choice on all
artworks he found, but also retained his status as an independent. This
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was reflected in the fact that he received no salary from Göring,
although one had been offered.224

Hofer quickly grew to appreciate the advantages of the title.
Theodore Rousseau again provides an interesting perspective on this
development, describing how “with most of Europe cowering in terror
of the Luftwaffe, Hofer proudly flaunted his title. . . . It was engraved on
his visiting cards and his stationery, and it was thus that he insisted on
being known wherever he went. He was extremely jealous of his posi-
tion. He suspected that others were constantly plotting to displace 
him, and his attitude to all who approached the Reichsmarschall was
hostile.”225

Hofer was cynical, even without conscience in terms of the manner
in which Göring’s collection was amassed. He not only accompanied his
patron on visits to the ERR repository in the Jeu de Paume in Paris to
select works from the plunder taken from French Jews, but would make
trips himself and earmark desired pieces. He went so far as to work with
various branches of the plundering bureaucracy in identifying works
that might be subject to confiscation. For example, he was in contact
with the Foreign Currency Protection Commando, which also answered
to Göring, and had them freeze assets found in French bank vaults until
they could ascertain if the owner was Jewish.226 This was the case with
the Joseph Rottier collection. Hofer also engineered complicated
exchanges between the ERR, Swiss dealers, and Göring. These
exchanges favored the Swiss dealers, even though the market for mod-
ern art had declined. In one deal proposed by Hofer to Theodor Fischer
in April 1941, they exchanged four paintings by the Cranachs and a
couple of other Old Masters for twenty-five Impressionist works to be
selected by Fischer. The Swiss dealer paid Hofer commissions on these
trades in what appeared to be a clandestine arrangement between the
two dealers.227 In all, Hofer engineered eighteen exchanges of ERR
booty for Göring between March 1941 and November 1943.228 After
the war, Theodor Fischer claimed that Hofer had misled him about the
origins of many works—that Hofer had not informed him that they had
been confiscated from Jews. But most contemporaries who were knowl-
edgeable about the trades and postwar researchers who have studied
this history believe that the two dealers knew that they were trading in
plundered art, and this is supported by the highly favorable terms for
Fischer, who effectively was laundering the loot.229

Hofer was also notorious for driving a hard bargain, but he defended
his comportment by arguing that sellers hiked prices when they learned
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the identity of his client. Still, Hofer and his associates “would often
joke about their success in forcing prices down. . . . These witnesses
agree that Hofer inspired and encouraged Göring in his natural ten-
dency to be mean and avaricious.”230 Hofer also had no difficulty issuing
threats or offering inducements to recalcitrant sellers. Lynn Nicholas
commented, “Over and over again an exit visa or some special form of
payment of protection was part of the deal.” She cites a series of exam-
ples, for instance, an Argentine national who sold Rembrandt’s Portrait
of an Old Man Wearing a Turban and four other works not only for
money, but also an exit visa for Switzerland (the same also evidently
occurred with his former brother-in-law, Kurt Walter Bachstitz, who
was able to escape to Switzerland).231 And in another example,
Theodore Rousseau noted that “[Hofer] laughingly told how he had
offered the painter [Georges] Braque a speedy release of his mistakenly
confiscated collection if he would be willing to sell his Cranach, a pic-
ture which Hofer knew he never intended to part with.”232 Additionally,
because a picture stemming from the Reichsmarschall’s collection had
enhanced value in Nazi Germany, Hofer did good business with other
Nazi leaders. Hitler’s photographer Heinrich Hoffmann and Reich-
skommissar Erich Koch, for example, both bought works deaccessioned
by Göring.233 Hofer maximized profits here, too, for “in bargaining, he
was second to none, not even to his chief.”234 Hofer was such a slick
operator that the Swiss authorities put him under surveillance during
the war because they suspected that he might also be a spy. There is no
evidence, however, that this was the case.235

Hofer was not only shrewd, but had a remarkable knack for self-
preservation. During the war, for example, Göring protected Hofer by
inducting him into the Luftwaffe and having him stationed at the Car-
inhall residence.236 Hofer also proved very effective at concealing his
own personal wealth. In 1945,Allied investigators found only a modest
account in the Dresdener Bank in Berlin and could prove his ownership
of just a small house in Neuhaus in the vicinity of Göring’s Veldenstein
castle.237 Hofer’s frequent business trips to Switzerland on behalf of
Göring gave him an opportunity to conceal his wealth, and OSS agents
suspected that Hofer might also have funds in The Hague.238 With the
vast sums that passed through his hands, Hofer surely generated a size-
able income. And even his Swiss colleagues knew what investigators
later found out: that he bilked the Reichsmarschall in certain deals by
quoting him inflated prices and then pocketing the difference.239 While
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profit was not the sole motivation for Hofer’s collaboration with the
Nazis, it was highest on his list of priorities.240

Like most other dealers, Walter Hofer escaped justice after the war.
The OSS recommended that he be tried as a war criminal, and after
being interrogated at Altaussee and Nuremberg, Hofer was sent to the
internment camp at Hersbruck that also held Haberstock.241 He was
kept in custody longer than his preeminent rival and noted this in an
appeal for release sent to the Americans in January 1947.242 But his
ultimate fate was not so very different, although it is not possible to
ascertain precise information about Hofer’s postwar life because he
drifted out of public view.This is somewhat ironic because immediately
after the German capitulation, Hofer had been inordinately talkative as
a witness, showing the U.S. art experts around Berchtesgaden and mug-
ging for the camera (his picture appeared in Life magazine). Hofer’s last
public appearance came in May 1950 in a trial instigated by Theodor
Fischer: the Swiss dealer sued the Swiss state for compensation after
being forced to return artworks in his possession that had been confis-
cated from the collections of French Jews. The Swiss authorities called
Hofer as witness and he insisted that Fischer and the other dealers knew
they were acquiring art plundered from French Jews. (The court’s find-
ings were inconclusive on this point, and they awarded the dealer par-
tial compensation for the works he was forced to return.243) After
testifying, Hofer quickly disappeared, and for good reason. That same
year, a French Military Tribunal brought charges against him for art
plundering. He was found guilty in absentia and sentenced to ten years
imprisonment.244 As much as one might be dismissive of his character,
Hofer was indeed clever. He had learned much about both power and
self-preservation.245 Several sources interviewed for this book, including
Bruno Lohse, reported that Hofer revived his career as a dealer and was
active in Munich art circles in the 1960s and 1970s. Like Haberstock,
he did so in a fairly circumspect manner and did not advertise nor
assume a public posture. Moreover, Hofer lived on the same street in
Munich as the Haberstocks (the Königinstrasse)as he lived out his days.
He reportedly passed away in the early 1970s.

As has been noted, the art-dealing business has always attracted peo-
ple of dubious ethics. This was why the OSS expected that they would
find dealers involved in espionage: although spying is not necessarily
unethical, the OSS art experts took it for granted that the dealers would
engage in covert activities and were willing to double-cross people.
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During the Third Reich, the case of Prince Philipp of Hesse (1896–
1980) provided the most apt example of art dealing becoming
enmeshed with espionage and secret diplomacy. Nephew of Kaiser Wil-
helm II and president of Hesse-Nassau, Philipp had married Princess
Mafalda, the daughter of King Vittorio Emmanuele III of Italy.246 After
their wedding in 1925, Philipp and Mafalda spent much of their time in
Rome. Later, Philipp became a recognized liaison between Hitler and
Mussolini.Although he was not a professional art dealer, Prince Philipp
also helped procure over a hundred works for the Führermuseum,
locating artworks through his social connections and utilizing his polit-
ical influence to navigate the treacherous waters of export permits. In
particular, the law prepared by Italian Education Minister Bottai of 9
May 1942 made the export of artworks considerably more difficult: in
the speech in which he explained the provisions, Bottai mentioned not
only Göring as a threat to the Italian cultural patrimony, but also Prince
Philipp.247

Prince Philipp of Hesse took on the role of art procurer for Hitler,
Göring, and other Nazis for complex reasons. He was in sympathy with
their political views, but he was also described by American investiga-
tors as “a complete adventurer and not a convinced Nazi.”248 Prince
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Philipp believed that he had joined forces with the Nazis on his own
terms. He attended one of Hitler’s speeches in Frankfurt in 1930 and
was deeply impressed. His cousin Prince August Wilhelm, an early, if
clandestine supporter of the Nazis, arranged a meeting with Hitler and
the Görings in the latter’s apartment on the Bademer Strasse.249 Hitler
personally explained his political program to the prince, and according
to later reports, Karin Göring asked if the prince wanted to join the
“movement.” Philipp replied that he would, on the condition that he
not be forced to sever contact with Jewish friends. Hitler gave his
approval, supposedly commenting, “I honor your views completely and
will respect them throughout and demand nothing of you in opposition
to them.”250 At some level Philipp appeared to be looking for excite-
ment. As he noted after the war, “I didn’t have an actual profession,”
although he had been trained as an architect.251 It probably also helped
that his younger brother, Prince Christoph, also had close connections
to various Nazi leaders; the latter began working for Goebbels and his
assistant Karl Hanke and eventually had posts in both Göring’s signals
intelligence office and the SS.252

Because of their social standing, Philipp and Mafalda were in great
demand in Nazi circles. Their presence lent events an air of sophistica-
tion and was frequently noted in the leaders’ journals.253 Philipp also
played a central role in securing Mussolini’s assent for the annexation of
Austria in 1938 and served as a courier during the Sudeten crisis that
followed.254 Philipp took advantage of Hitler’s interest in art as a means
of currying favor with the dictator but also found acquiring artworks to
be a source of excitement. He worked closely with Hans Posse—they
made three trips together to Italy in 1941 alone—and Posse referred to
these trips as “acquisition hunts” (Erwerbungsjagd).255 The OSS agents
determined that between March 1941 and March 1942 alone, Philipp
obtained an estimated eighty-eight paintings for Hitler, of which the
most important were the Corsini Memling, Portrait of a Man, and a
Leda and the Swan, then attributed to Leonardo da Vinci, from the
Spiridon collection.256 Most of the works were, naturally, of Italian ori-
gin and were in private collections. Posse also recommended that Prince
Philipp concentrate on seventeenth- and eighteenth-century works,
believing it difficult to obtain scarce top-quality Renaissance pieces. But
artists who were represented on this one OSS list included Titian, Tin-
toretto, Tiepolo, and Raphael.257

The consequences of collaboration, however, were terrible for both
Prince Philipp and Princess Mafalda. Held responsible by Hitler for the
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overthrow of Mussolini in July 1943, they were incarcerated in the
Flossenbürg and Buchenwald concentration camps respectively.258 The
course of events during Princess Mafalda’s internment in the camp are
unclear. The OSS officers reported that reliable sources claimed that
she was forced to live in the camp brothel, though others stated that she
was housed in a barrack with Rudolf Breitscheid and his wife.259 Less
uncertain is that she was badly wounded in an Allied bomb attack on 24
August 1944 and died shortly thereafter.260

Prince Philipp’s difficulties did not end with his liberation from
Dachau—one of the camps to which he was transferred—by the Amer-
icans on 4 May 1945.The Americans interned him for two years, mostly
at the Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) facility at Darmstadt.
Although he was treated as a privileged prisoner and occasionally given
leave to visit his family, he was considered one of the main war crimi-
nals (Hauptschuldiger).261 Philipp cooperated with the Americans and
testified at the Flossenbürg and Dachau trials. His punishment from a
Hessen denazification court in December 1947 nonetheless entailed
two years “forced labor” and the confiscation of 30 percent of his prop-
erty, which was never returned.262 His birthplace, Schloss Rumpenheim
was also bombed out.263 Other family property, including Schloss Kron-
berg, suffered the depredations of the American occupying forces: wine
cellars were depleted and valuable jewels were stolen, some of which
were never recovered.264 In 1949, after his release from the various
camps, he went before another denazification board, which placed him
in category III as a lesser offender.265 Little information is available
about his life after denazification, yet in 1968, he became the head of
his family, the House of Hesse, held that position until his death in
Rome in 1980.266

The reasons for Prince Philipp’s collusion with Hitler and Göring, as
noted above, are very complex. He evidently liked the excitement that
the proximity to power afforded. Royals rarely view themselves as mere
messengers, and he no doubt felt himself a part of history as an aide to
Hitler. Philipp was a German nationalist, and he supported Hitler’s pro-
ject of creating the world’s greatest museum in Linz. Furthermore,
Hitler flattered him and made him feel appreciated. He was told by the
Führer that he would acquire estates in Poland and other occupied ter-
ritories, and while the prince was not in need of either land or wealth,
he responded to the heady talk of Übermenschen colonizing and devel-
oping the primitive East.267 Prince Philipp, while a refined and sophisti-
cated person, enjoyed acting the part of a ruffian Nazi leader. His
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remark after hearing that 25,000 Viennese Jews had fled across the bor-
der in the first twenty-four hours after the Anschluss conveys this qual-
ity: he remarked to Göring, “We could get rid of the entire scum like
that.”268 With similar callousness, Prince Philipp of Hesse put himself at
Hitler’s and Göring’s disposal and assisted them in their project to
remove cultural treasures from Italy.

Although it was rare for an aristocrat to play the role of dealer,
Philipp’s behavior was similar to that of other cynical and self-
interested types who bought and sold art for the Nazi leaders. Of
course, there were many honest and reputable vendors, but there were
a host of others who were more in the mold of Haberstock, Hofer, and
Prince Philipp.269 Another recent development that sheds light on deal-
ers, albeit in a less direct fashion, can be found in the response to the
1995 draft of the UNIDROIT Convention on Stolen or Illegally
Exported Cultural Objects, which aimed to halt the trade of artworks
with problematic origins. The opposition of many art dealers to this
important international agreement is illustrative of a certain mind-set.
As Elizabeth Simpson has written in discussing the response of many
dealers, “The interests of the international art market can thus be inter-
preted, in certain instances, to be contrary to the interests of the world
community at large. The age-old battle continues over the illegal trans-
fer of cultural property, in times of war and of peace, between those
from whom property has been stolen and those who would profit from
its theft.”270 Art dealers have a long history of self-interested behavior.
The actions of those who collaborated with the Nazi leaders offer per-
haps the extreme example in modern history.

Art dealers also tend to have excellent survival skills. Perhaps more
than any other profession discussed in this book, the dealers were able
to revive their careers after the war. In some cases, such as the German-
born Alexander Ball, who worked in Paris during the war and had deal-
ings with Nazi art looters, they moved to the United States and began
anew.271 It is not clear how many dealers from the Third Reich contin-
ued to sell art, but circumstantial evidences suggest that the number is
sizeable.The members of the ALIU who, after the war, returned to civil-
ian jobs usually related to the art world would sometimes comment on
their former subjects’ success at reviving their careers. Theodore
Rousseau, who returned to the Metropolitan Museum of Art as a cura-
tor of paintings, dropped a note to former colleague S. Lane Faison in
November 1948, where he talked about Haberstock’s efforts to get off
the hook. Rousseau added, “This may amuse you. [It] makes me all the
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more angry when I think of the wretched Lohse [who was one of the
few in prison]. According to the latest news, even [Gustav] Rochlitz [a
German dealer involved with the ERR] is out and doing business!” (he
had a gallery on the Boulevard Montparnasse in Paris).272

Even though Rousseau, Faison, Plaut, and the others in the ALIU
performed a remarkable service in documenting the activities of the art
dealers who collaborated with the Nazis and even though they recom-
mended in forceful terms that these dealers face criminal charges and
be barred from the profession, they were ultimately unsuccessful in
preventing the dealers’ rehabilitation. Because the experts in the ALIU
were shipped back to the United States and demobilized after com-
pleting their reports, there was insufficient expertise and motivation
among those who remained to keep down these shrewd and self-
interested individuals. Between 1945 and 1949, German dealers needed
a license from the American Military Government in order to do busi-
ness (notably, Haberstock, Hofer, Lohse, Dietrich and the other main
Nazi dealers never received licenses).273 But by the late 1940s the Allies,
despite appreciating the importance of culture and cultural policy, left
it to the Germans to manage, and due to the prevailing atmosphere, in
which reconstruction took precedence over justice, the Nazi art dealers
were able to resuscitate their careers.274
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Art Journalists

Chapter 3

111

Art critics served as extremely important
mediators between the regime and the public during the Third Reich.
They communicated to a broad audience the ideological precepts man-
ifest in the contemporaneous artworks and played a crucial role in the
campaign to generate enthusiasm for these products. Because they were
a part of the propaganda machinery, they were closely regulated as a
profession. Not only were all critics obliged to be members of the Reich
Chamber of Culture and the discipline-specific Reich Chamber for the
Visual Arts, but they were, as of November 1936, required to obtain
certification from the Propaganda Ministry. At this critical juncture in
the history of the Third Reich, when the Nazi leaders steered the gov-
ernment on a more radical and aggressive course, Goebbels proclaimed
the Regulation of the Art Report, whereby only journalists with the
rank of editor (Schriftleiter) could engage in art criticism.1 In this 26
November law, which was also known as the Art Editor Law, Goebbels
placed other restrictions on those who could discuss artworks in public
organs. Editors, for example, had to be at least thirty years of age—



although this requirement was waived in February 1937 as long as the
editor could demonstrate “a record of National Socialist service.”2 These
provisions then, were part of the effort to control the discourse on cul-
ture: an element in the increasingly totalitarian trajectory of the regime.

Art criticism warranted specific measures because the Nazis had
used art (and culture more generally) as a way of fashioning both their
ideology and identity. Extending back approximately to the late 1920s
with the emergence of völkisch pressure groups like the Combat League
for German Culture, art had been used by factions within the Nazi
Party to articulate fundamental ideas. This utilization of art to express
broader concepts entered a new phase in April 1930 with the publica-
tion of Gottfried Feder’s notorious article in the Völkischer Beobachter,
“Against Negro Culture.”3 The scandal it created both within and out-
side the party—and more positively from the Nazi perspective, the
attention it attracted—initiated a flurry of articles on the nature of a
truly National Socialist aesthetic policy. While Hitler and the other
Nazi leaders tolerated this debate in the early years of the Third Reich,
their efforts to extend their control to all aspects of public life reached
the point by 1936 whereby they were not prepared to allow anyone to
comment on these “reflections of the Third Reich” in a way they did not
approve. Art criticism was also central to the Nazi conception of
Weimar culture, in which, to quote a 1935 publication of the Institute
for the Study of the Jewish Question, “Jews administered the spiritual
possessions of a people that deprived us of validity and competence.
. . . [T]he art press, art trade, and art criticism were exclusively in the
hands of Jews.”4 It was widely believed among Nazis that Jews had
foisted un-German modern art on the nation because they, the latter,
profited most. The Jewish art critic, then, played a central role in this
nefarious conspiracy.

The career of an art critic in Nazi Germany was distinguished from
those in other art professions in that it required an even greater degree
of collaboration with the regime. While some museum directors, art
dealers, art historians, and artists were not Party members, this was not
possible for the critics. For them to realize their Faustian bargain, they
had to trade away virtually all their independence. Critics also differed
from certain other professions discussed in this study in that they were
concerned, above all, with contemporary artistic products. While
museum personnel and dealers focused most of their attention on prod-
ucts from the past, the critics dealt with what the Nazi bureaucrats
called “living culture.” Because critics were instrumental in helping
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indoctrinate the German people, their importance was not lost on the
Nazi leaders, who, despite total war measures after 1943 and the
destruction caused by Allied bombs, kept them engaged with their
duties as long as possible.

Robert Scholz was undoubtedly the most important art critic during
the Third Reich. He progressed from an unknown contributor to
provincial papers to become the lead critic of the Party paper Der
Völkische Beobachter, where he played a leading role in the debates over
aesthetic policy mentioned above. Because Scholz also held a position
in the Amt Rosenberg, Alfred Rosenberg’s Party office for ideological
supervision, he gained the opportunity to participate in the formulation
of the official art policy.5 His links to Rosenberg also enabled him to
become the editor of the glossy and high-profile art magazine that was
launched in 1938: Kunst im Dritten Reich (Art in the Third Reich, later
changed upon Hitler’s order to Kunst im Deutschen [German] Reich).
This post effectively made him the dean of art critics because he
decided who would contribute to this, the official art journal of the
regime. Scholz’s involvement in the arts extended to the actual objects
themselves as he was appointed director of the Moritzburg Gallery in
Halle in 1939, and then during the war, he became a leading figure in
the ERR. Despite his illegal activities, he retained a certain idealism that
was not uncommon in the Third Reich. He remained committed to the
idea of a strong leader, a united country, and a concomitant spiritual
renewal. Scholz’s record was not entirely negative. Like Buchner, he
helped prevent the destruction of safeguarded art at war’s end—never
mind that the art in question was plundered from French Jews. Scholz’s
postwar fate and rehabilitation, however, differed from that experi-
enced by Buchner and the others in this study.After his release from an
internment camp, and a period as a fugitive, he found his niche as an art
critic within radical right-wing circles in Germany. This devout servant
of the regime remained unrepentant until the end.

Robert Scholz was born on 9 February 1902 at Olmütz in Moravia,
then part of the Habsburg Empire. His father, Norbert Scholz, was a
Sudeten-German merchant, and Robert enjoyed an unexceptional mid-
dle-class life as a child. Raised a Roman Catholic, he attended primary
school and then academic high school (Gymnasium) (1914–19) in
provincial Olmütz.6 Scholz was too young to participate in World 
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War I. He left home only in 1920 when he traveled to Berlin in order to
study painting at the State University (Hochschule) for Fine Arts. His
parents proved very supportive, and Scholz was not only able to com-
plete a four-year course in pictorial arts, but allowed to continue in a
prestigious master class (Meisterschule) at the Berlin Academy of Art, a
program that lasted until 1927. In order to generate additional income
Scholz began freelancing as an artist: in one of the questionnaires he
filled out during the Third Reich, he wrote that he spent the period
1924 through 1934 as an “independent artist.” But, mainly to earn
money, he simultaneously began writing about art. His professional
career as a critic dates back prior to the Depression, as he exploited the
artistic renaissance of this golden era in Berlin to forge contacts and fill
out his résumé.7

The cultural life of the capital during the Weimar Republic was char-
acterized by heterogeneity. While the avant-garde flourished—or
according to Peter Gay’s conception, the outsider from the prewar
period became an insider—there were also a number of traditional con-
servative circles.8 Scholz straddled both camps, a not uncommon posi-
tion in this city that was part Prussian garrison and part cosmopolitan
metropolis.9 He studied art, first with Professor Ferdinand Spiegel at the
Hochschule and then with the Professor Arthur Kampf; both later
became leading painters during the Third Reich (and were the benefi-
ciaries of promotional efforts by Scholz).10 Scholz, according to a 1939
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report, also wrote a couple of articles for Goebbels’s Berlin paper, Der
Angriff, in 1930. Although it has not been possible to locate these
reviews—the paper frequently failed to identify authors with a byline
and Scholz did not mention these freelance pieces when interrogated
about his career after 1945—it is likely that they were consistent with
the Nazis’ general ideological orientation.11 This same document noted
that Scholz was active within Alfred Rosenberg’s Fighting League for
German Culture starting in 1932.

There are nonetheless many indications that Scholz’s early aesthetic
predilections were diverse and that his views were yet to become nar-
rowly sectarian. In 1931 and 1932, he was also writing for the conserv-
ative (but non-Nazi) Deutsche Tageszeitung, and the more liberal
Steglitzer Anzeiger, both published in Berlin.12 In a 18 June 1932 review
of the fin-de-siècle modernist Richard Gerstl that appeared in the
Deutsche Tageszeitung, he complimented the artist with a comparison to
Van Gogh.13 And in a 24 January 1933 article in the Steglitzer Anzeiger,
he gushed about the Expressionist works of Karl Schmidt-Rottluff and
Erich Heckel, describing them as “masters of things most German.”14 In
other articles he praised modernist sculptor Richard Haizmann as one
of the “figures who . . . have dared to venture into the world of firsthand
experience and unhackneyed means of expression.”15 Some of these
early promodernist reviews, according to several witnesses at Scholz’s
denazification trial, were even placed in vitrines in the Degenerate Art
Exhibition as evidence of wrongheaded art criticism (this was the work
of rivals within the Party).16 Even as late as 1936, Scholz wrote a piece
titled “The Problem of Franz Marc” where he pointed out positive qual-
ities in this artist whom many Nazis found so vexatious (it was not easy
for them to vilify this “Aryan” and World War I casualty).17

While details about Scholz’s early political and artistic views are dif-
ficult to ascertain, he was clearly sympathetic to certain kinds of mod-
ernism. He appears at this time to have an outlook very much like
Goebbels and a number of the more youthful Nazis who regarded cer-
tain kinds of modern art as compatible with National Socialism. Stu-
dent leaders in particular, such as Otto Andreas Schreiber and Hans
Weidemann who headed the students’ association in Berlin, became
key proponents of the idea that modern art had a place in the new
Reich.18 Very early on then—prior to the Nazi seizure of power in Jan-
uary 1933—Scholz shared this view with many German youth and
sought to reconcile modernism with National Socialism. Ferdinand
Spiegel even claimed that “in 1933, a number of leading Berlin artists
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who did not belong to the Party asked Scholz to accept an offer to write
for the Party press so that he could mitigate the radicalism of the ruling
Party organs.”19 Scholz’s connections to modernist circles were so strong
that renowned museum director Alois Schardt commented in the mid-
1930s that Scholz had been “one of the most extreme modern painters,
but one of inferior rank. . . . He was one of the small group of critics
who interceded for the modern movement without any reservation and
who could express his opinions in a well-versed way.”20

Alois Schardt’s description, however, captured only one aspect of
Scholz, who up through 1933 was actually all over the spectrum with
respect to political and aesthetic issues. While Scholz’s early reviews
reflected a certain independence—to the extent that he even praised a
number of Jewish artists such as Max Liebermann, Max Oppenheimer,
and Marc Chagall—he gradually became more cautious in expressing
his support for modern artists.21 Even before Hitler’s appointment as
chancellor, Scholz realized that the best way to secure his future was
through the Nazi Party. He therefore increasingly asserted himself in
the Nazi press and presented himself as a loyal Nazi. Scholz later
reported that he was sympathetic to the NSDAP prior to the failed beer
hall putsch of November 1923, and in a 1939 review of his career, a
Propaganda Ministry report noted “that Scholz since at least 1930 has
worked in a National Socialist sense.”22 It is a sign of his initially ambiva-
lent feelings about the Nazis and their cultural policies that his early
Party history is so confused: he evidently did not have formal Party
membership until 12 August 1935.23 Yet he moved steadily toward an
illiberal and racist posture with regard to both politics and art. By 1933
he would still write positively about certain modern artists, but they
were relatively “safe” figures such as the “Nordic” Edvard Munch, whom
even Goebbels praised. An aspect of Scholz’s Faustian bargain, then,
was his decision to abandon certain kinds of modern art and instead toe
the more conservative line, which endorsed representative depictions
and Germanic themes (often referred to by the term “völkisch”).24

Scholz soon realized that the promodernist faction was facing an
uphill battle and that there were far more opportunities in the conser-
vative camp. By mid-1933, the “debate over Expressionism” was reach-
ing its apogee, and Alfred Rosenberg, the leader of the völkisch camp
and the editor of the Nazi Party paper, Der Völkische Beobachter, wel-
comed allies—especially those with talent like Scholz.25 Even as early as
15 February 1933, Scholz made his first step across the battle lines and
wrote an article hostile to the promodernist camp. He penned a public
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letter to the Prussian Education Ministry demanding the purge of the
staff in the Nationalgalerie, among other “reforms.”26 It is not surprising
that those whom he attacked, including a Nationalgalerie curator, Lud-
wig Thormaehlen, considered him an “opportunist.”27 Scholz was still an
outsider during the first years after the seizure of power, and consistent
with this situation, Prussian Education Minister Rust and the political
commissioner, Hans Hinkel (later to be a high-ranking Propaganda Min-
istry and Reich Chamber of Culture employee), rejected Scholz’s
charges because they “considered ‘any interference by unauthorized
persons in unresolved questions of artistic policy to be undesirable.’”28

Yet even though Scholz’s first initiative failed, the prospects for the
völkisch camp appeared promising. As one scholar noted, “after January
30, 1933, Alfred Rosenberg’s Combat League developed its activities
on a broad scale and it seemed likely that the [reactionary] art policy
would become the general model.”29

In an attempt to improve his standing within the new ruling circles,
Scholz joined the Storm Division (Sturmabteilung, or SA) at the end of
1933, became a naturalized German citizen (early 1934), and most
importantly, accepted a full-time position in April 1934 at the northern
German edition of the Nazi Party paper, the Völkischer Beobachter.30

This became necessary because both the Steglitzer Anzeiger and the
Deutsche Tageszeitung were shut down as part of the Gleichschaltung
process.31 Yet the move to the Völkischer Beobachter, beyond being prac-
tical, provided a significant boost to his career because the paper had
the largest circulation in the country and was growing: 600,000 copies
daily in 1938, 1.7 million by 1944.32 It is significant that Scholz, as he
later claimed in his denazification trial, seriously considered turning
down the position at the Völkischer Beobachter because he disagreed
with the government’s nascent Kunstpolitik (finding that it stifled cre-
ativity).33 But he recognized a golden opportunity to advance his career
as a critic and enhance his influence in the cultural sphere. Ambition
proved stronger than his inclination to support embattled modern
artists, and his articles were increasingly caustic. Scholz, for example,
blasted the Italian futurists and their show of works treating airplanes
(aeropittura), which opened in Berlin in March 1934: “Almost as in the
hey-day of Marxism . . . decadent art is everywhere on the rise. . . .
[This] so-called futurism . . . was a movement without significance in
Italy itself.”34 Before long, Alois Schardt, who had previously described
him as an effective promodernist, labeled Scholz “the most powerful
adversary not only of modern German art, but of most German art.”35
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The position at the Völkischer Beobachter marked the start of Scholz’s
tenure with Alfred Rosenberg. The Reichsleiter, although frequently
frustrated by initiatives that failed, tirelessly developed new projects.
This style suited Scholz, who also had tremendous energy and self-
confidence. For example, shortly after joining the Nazi Party newspaper,
Scholz, with Rosenberg’s support, founded an art magazine called
Kunst und Volk, which was first published by the Mittelbach Verlag in
Berlin.36 Their penchant for planning was also reflected by Rosenberg’s
reaction to Scholz’s renewed efforts to create the regime’s official aes-
thetic program. Scholz had returned to the ideas he had unsuccessfully
raised the year before in the memorandum he had sent to Prussian Edu-
cation Minister Rust.37 A thirteen-page report, titled “Reform of the
State Cultivation of Art,” was similarly vitriolic, with accusations of
“racially alien elements” who had become too influential in the last ten
years. Scholz also denigrated “so-called artists” such as Nolde, Pechstein,
and Feininger and advanced the notion of a “conspiracy among Jewish
art dealers such as Alfred Flechtheim and Paul Cassirer.”38 He again rec-
ommended personnel changes in the Prussian Education Ministry, as
well as in various museums and art academies. The report was well
received by Rosenberg, who recognized Scholz’s expertise and insider
knowledge of the art world. This and the Nazi leader’s initially positive
response to Kunst und Volk led to a position for Scholz within the Party
ideologue’s cultural organization, the National Socialist Cultural Com-
munity (Nationalsozialistische-Kulturgemeinde, NS-KG). More specif-
ically, Scholz was made the division leader in July 1934, responsible for
visual arts as well as monuments.39 The NS-KG, which was headed by
Dr. Walter Stang, comprised a central part of Rosenberg’s larger Party
organization for spiritual supervision the DBFU (its unwieldy title
encouraged people to use the acronym or the term Amt Rosenberg).
The NS-KG and its parent organization aimed to foster a völkisch cul-
ture and functioned simultaneously as a pressure group and a shadow
propaganda ministry. Scholz’s career as a cultural bureaucrat had
begun, and it appeared the perfect calling for him. Robert Scholz
arguably became the most energetic and effective cultural bureaucrat in
the Nazi government below the level of Reichsminister.

Later in 1934, Scholz and Stang arranged for the NS-KG to take over
Kunst und Volk, which it published until 1938, and this became one of
Scholz’s chief responsibilities. Scholz was also given the position dele-
gate for the Protection of National Symbols and Pictures of the Führer,
where he supervised Party designs and depictions of Hitler.40 It is not
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clear to what extent this post enhanced Scholz’s influence or even what
kind of decisions he made in this capacity. Because portraits of the dic-
tator were almost ubiquitous, it is unlikely that Scholz weighed in on
every rendition (or even a fraction of them). But there were general pol-
icy decisions to be made. Some scholars have remarked on the relative
rarity of truly monumental treatments of Hitler, in sculpture for exam-
ple.41 Busts and other works tended to be large, but not enormous (that
is, comparable to the scale of Arno Breker’s warriors). Yet the extant
records do not reveal if Scholz played a role in formulating this and
other related policies.

Aside from penning reviews, editing the magazine, and signing off on
artistic treatments of Hitler, Scholz devoted much of his time to orga-
nizing exhibitions of what he considered meritorious art. His first coup
came in March 1935 when he staged the “debut” show of sculptor Josef
Thorak—another Austrian, who became one of the most important
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“state sculptors” (Staatsbildhauer) during the Third Reich. The exhibi-
tion of Thorak’s work, which was held in the Amt Rosenberg’s gallery
on the Tiergartenstrasse in Berlin, attracted a great deal of attention for
both the agency and its leaders.42 Moreover, it provided a much needed
boost for Rosenberg and Scholz at a time when they were competing
with Goebbels’s Propaganda Ministry for primacy within the cultural
bureaucracy. Because of its spectacular success and broad coverage in
the press, the exhibition served as a kind of model initiative for cultural
bureaucrats. It also nurtured a friendship between Thorak and Scholz,
and they would remain close until Thorak’s death in 1952. Rosenberg
appreciated the attention that Scholz had garnered for him and his
agency, and he encouraged Scholz to organize as many exhibitions as
possible.

From 1935 to 1939, Scholz was responsible for organizing an array of
exhibitions for the Amt Rosenberg. This included one featuring the art
of Ferdinand Spiegel and Josef Thorak (1935), Sea Travel and Art
(1935), the 1936 Finnex show of German and Scandinavian art, the
work of painter Wilhelm Peterson (1937), and Wife and Mother: Life
Source of the Volk (1939).43 These exhibitions were important because
they helped determine the official aesthetic program—a significant part
of the art that the Nazis believed represented a new era. They also
enhanced the influence of Rosenberg, Scholz, and their cohorts because
the openings attracted the political and cultural elite of the Third Reich,
thereby enabling them to network. To take one typical gala event, the
opening of Sea Travel and Art drew, among various luminaries, Bernhard
Rust, Erich Raeder, and Hjalmar Schacht.44 As is evident from this
study, the artistic and governmental elite of the Third Reich were often
well acquainted with one another. Events like the exhibitions organized
by Scholz and Rosenberg provided important venues for developing
personal contacts.

Despite their conviction that they alone had the true vision of the
Nazi aesthetic, Scholz and Rosenberg always sensed that they had
embarked on an uphill journey. Goebbels and his colleagues in the Pro-
paganda Ministry had the right to veto, and hence cancel, any exhibition
proposed by the Amt Rosenberg. This happened in 1935, for example,
with the plans for the show Art Along the Way. Artworks and posters
were to be exhibited in pedestrian zones, to expose the masses to the
new Nazi culture. Goebbels and the first president of the Visual Arts
Chamber, Eugen Hönig, feared that the installation would appear
kitschy and vetoed Scholz’s proposal.45 Those in the Amt Rosenberg,
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and specifically, the subsection called Office for the Cultivation of Art
(Dr. Stang’s office, which at that time oversaw Scholz’s Visual Arts
Division), considered this act to be a serious insult, or in Stang’s words,
“an open attack against the authority of my office.”46 In addition to this
susceptibility to the Propaganda Ministry veto, the Amt Rosenberg
could also be shut out of major cultural-political campaigns. The
“degenerate art” action, which entailed both purging modern works
from state collections and the exhibition, was carried out with minimal
involvement of the Amt Rosenberg. Scholz was invited to join the Dis-
posal Commission and indeed made suggestions about selling off the
unwanted artworks. But considering the nature of the program—it was
the realization of a campaign that Rosenberg and his allies had initiated
years earlier—their marginal position could only be interpreted as a
function of relative power. It was not a case of Goebbels and Rosenberg
disagreeing on the policy, but an instance where Goebbels froze out his
rival. The organizers of the traveling Degenerate Art Exhibition included
several of Scholz’s pre-1933 articles on Max Liebermann and other
artists rejected by the Nazis in a section of the show dedicated to “jot-
tings on art during the period of decay,” an act that constituted a further
and gratuitous insult aimed at their rivals.47

Because Rosenberg and Scholz felt like outsiders in the cultural
administration, they often resorted to what might be described as
guerilla tactics.They undertook numerous initiatives, knowing full well
that many would not succeed and would only annoy their rivals and
enemies. But they did what they could. They collected information on
opponents and organized it within their Kulturpolitisches Archiv. To
take two examples, in 1937 Scholz was asked to comment on Professor
Emil Waldmann, the director of the Bremen Kunsthalle, who wrote a
book entitled The History of German Painting. The Kulturpolitisches
Archiv report noted that Waldmann “glorified a series of Jewish art bol-
shevists, among them George Grosz.”48 In 1938, Scholz was consulted
about the fate of the sculptor Professor Edwin Scharf, who was suspect
because “his wife was not free of Jewish blood damage.”49 Through these
evaluations that Scholz helped prepare—and more specifically, the alle-
gations that followed—the Amt Rosenberg enhanced its power, as
denunciations from an official quarter often had serious consequences.
The Gestapo or the Propaganda Ministry were frequently informed,
and they had the power to take more drastic action. Scholz and his col-
leagues also lobbied for the confiscation of books to which they
objected. Such was the case with Alois Schardt’s study of the Expres-
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sionist painter Franz Marc, where they appealed to Himmler to utilize
the police to seize the 5,000 copies.50 Scholz, like his colleagues, felt
part of a minority, but they shared a conviction in the correctness of
their vision and worked unceasingly to pursue its realization.This sense
of righteousness, when combined with their feelings as outsiders,
enhanced the sense of camaraderie shared by those in Rosenberg’s
agency. These ideologues to a great extent remained in the service of
Rosenberg until 1945, dedicated to this völkisch cultural vision.

Hitler rewarded Rosenberg and Scholz for their efforts, or for their
dedication to certain aesthetic principles, by giving them responsibility
in 1938 for the official art journal Kunst im Dritten/Deutschen Reich, or
KiDR.51 It is worth asking why these two received this desirable com-
mission. Undoubtedly, Hitler’s “divide-and-rule” philosophy entered
into his deliberations: in the wake of the extensive and successful
Entartete Kunst campaign, Goebbels had become too powerful. Rosen-
berg’s prior experience as editor of the Völkischer Beobachter and pub-
lisher of the NS-KG-sponsored magazine Kunst und Volk (which
appeared 1934–38) was also in his favor.52 There were also a host of
other periodicals published by the Amt Rosenberg (including Die
Bücherkunde, Die Musik, and Germanenerbe), which showcased the
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agency’s ideological work.53 But the crucial factor was Robert Scholz.
He had continued to write art reviews and had established himself as
the leading Nazi art critic, and he had gained valuable experience as the
executive editor of Kunst und Volk.54 Scholz and his colleague within
the Amt Rosenberg’s Visual Arts Division, Werner Rittich (1906–?)
(also a well-known critic and editor, who held the post of managing edi-
tor of Kunst und Volk), therefore were given the prestigious jobs over-
seeing KiDR, irrespective of the grumbling from employees in other
ministries.55 In 1939, KiDR had a circulation of 52,000, and this grew to
94,000 by 1943 (with 50,000 going to the armed forces).56 In the words
of a Propaganda Ministry employee, the magazine was “unique and
unmatched [in placing] an artwork before the entire population and a
grandiose means of propaganda for the art of the Führer and his Volk.”57

One scholar noted that “Scholz’s greatest success was the periodical,
Die Kunst im Dritten Reich,” and indeed, his renown as a critic only
increased in the post-1938 period.58 In his denazification proceedings,
Scholz referred to the magazine as “my periodical.”59 Besides serving as
editor, Scholz published sixty-two articles in the magazine between
1937 and 1944.60 During this same period, Scholz penned ninety arti-
cles for the Völkischer Beobachter and wrote pieces for other publica-
tions, such as Völkische Kunst, Kunst und Volk, and Norden.61 KiDR
received some competition as the leading art magazine in Germany
beginning in 1939 when Heinrich Hoffmann used his considerable
financial resources to purchase a modest art magazine published in
Vienna called Kunst dem Volk and transformed it into a national publi-
cation (he claimed that it “was making millions for him in a few
months”).62 But there was enough room for both periodicals in Ger-
many, and despite the rivalry (which some called a feindschaft, or
enmity), Scholz’s career as an art critic and editor flourished during the
war.63

Through his art criticism and editorial work, Scholz had the power
to promote the artists he favored, as well as to contribute to the articu-
lation of the National Socialist ideology. His reviews, in particular,
offered him the opportunity to combine both enterprises.As examples,
one sees this in Scholz’s reviews of exhibitions by the sculptors Arno
Breker and Josef Thorak. His article discussing Breker’s show in Paris in
May 1942 is particularly important in this respect. The only German
artist to be accorded the honor of a French venue during the war, Breker
represented the cultural vision of those who sought to create the New
Order. Scholz phrased this in his typically nationalistic way, noting that
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“sculpture always stands at the beginning of new, politically distinct art
epochs,” and that Breker, “as the first representative of the art of a new
Germany, signifies an equally deep and final rejection of the leading cul-
tural circles of France.”64 Scholz also used this opportunity to develop
one of the pet ideas of the Nazis: that they represented the continuation
of classical greatness. Scholz was particularly fond of this notion—he
was a member of the Winckelmann Society, a group devoted to the
appreciation of classical culture—and he noted in the Breker article that
“[Breker] here follows the spirit and the spatial principle of antiquity,
without classicizing, that is, being an imitator.”65 The thesis here was
that the Aryans followed in the footsteps of the Hellenes, but did not
merely copy them.66

Scholz, as mentioned above, was also responsible for furthering the
career of Josef Thorak. Besides organizing the important 1935 Berlin
exhibition, he wrote a number of reviews of the artist’s work and even
planned a book-length treatment. One article on Thorak, commemo-
rating the sculptor’s fiftieth birthday in 1939, claimed that the artist
was responsible for “documenting the great artistic impulse of the Third
Reich.”67 The article was a masterpiece of puffery, telling readers that
Thorak was not only the embodiment of Nazi cultural greatness, but a
fine person, or in Scholz’s words, a “rare type, of great natural develop-
ment and in this sense a brilliant artistic personality.”68

Whether elaborating on some ideological principle or promoting an
artist whom he admired, Scholz approached the subject with an unde-
niable passion and energy. One Propaganda Ministry employee
described his reviews as featuring “forceful language”—that is, they
were powerful even by Nazi standards.69 One gains a sense of the tone
of his prose just from the titles of some of his articles: “Emigrated Art
Bolshevism”; “Art Swindle of London”; “German Art in a Great Time”;
and “Victorious Affirmation of Art.”70 Perhaps it is not surprising that
Scholz’s reviews featured such a strident tone. Scholars Norbert Frei
and Johannes Schmitz noted some general features of the Völkischer
Beobachter: “The overheated idealizing of the Führer, the constant cele-
bration of inner as well as outer victories, [and] a combat style that was
characterized by the constant utilization of superlatives, exaggerations,
and distortions.”71 In a representative passage, Scholz noted about the
London exhibition, German Art in the Twentieth Century,

As patrons of this supposedly “unpolitical” exhibition we find
some very well-known individuals in the catalog. First of all is the
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architect Le Corbusier, the internationally notorious propagandist
of building bolshevism, the inventor of the idea of the “living
machine,” and the founder of communist periodical L’Esprit Nou-
veau, which arrived in 1925 with the emblem of the Soviet star
and the sickle. Another patron of this exhibition is the Spanish
Jew, the Cubist painter and sculptor Pablo Picasso, who as art
commissioner for Red Spain decorated the pavilion of the bolshe-
vist arsonists with his grotesque sculptures. And we are not sur-
prised to find among the patrons of this exhibition the famous
Czech literary and salon bolshevist Karel Čapek, the well-known
hater of Germany. The excesses of these international bolshevists
in the exhibition committee is sufficient proof of the purely ethi-
cal intentions of this show.72

This diatribe made use of his favorite epithet, “cultural bolshevism,” and
included a more rare invocation of anti-Semitism.

Although there is no doubt that Robert Scholz espoused racist views,
he usually resisted explicitly anti-Semitic formulations in the magazine
Kunst im Deutschen Reich, the venue for his most ambitious pieces.
Scholz never articulated the reasons for this, but he presumably
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believed that discussions of “meritorious” and officially approved art
should not be debased by vulgarity. In a sense, it was a continuation of
the earlier idea that art should ennoble the viewer (or in this case,
reader). The more highbrow publications, such as the weekly newspa-
per Das Reich, rarely featured the kind of blatantly anti-Semitic lan-
guage that was found in Der Stürmer (in every issue) and in popular
periodicals like the Illustrierte Beobachter (in most issues). Scholz, there-
fore, wrote sentences like, “the life of the individual and of the Volk is a
permanent struggle against foreign and hostile forces”: a formulation
perhaps more refined, but hardly less pernicious than the more coarse
anti-Semitic propaganda.73 The Nazi regime, then, attempted to indoc-
trinate the German people simultaneously via high and low culture, and
certain individuals, like Robert Scholz, served to mediate between the
different ranges of the spectrum.74

Scholz could, of course, be a vicious adversary, and his tenacious
nature found expression in many of his battles. Perhaps the most vivid
example came with respect to Emil Nolde, whom Scholz vilified from
early in the Third Reich. Nolde featured prominently in Scholz’s 1934
brief to Rosenberg about the reform of the arts administration and was
a favorite target in Scholz’s salvos during the Expressionism debate that
raged from 1933 to 1935. Even though Nolde tried to support the
regime—he signed an election poster during the 1934 plebiscite on
Hitler’s position as Führer—Scholz sustained his attacks. In fact, he
complained to the Propaganda Ministry that Nolde should not be
allowed to sign these posters.75 Nolde never found the official accep-
tance that he sought. Over a thousand of his works were confiscated in
the “degenerate art” action, and he suffered a general ban on creating
new works (Malverbot) in 1940. Still, Scholz remained vigilant. When
rumors circulated in 1942 that Baldur von Schirach, the Reich Gover-
nor of Vienna who was known for certain promodern predilections, had
met with Nolde to discuss patronage (including putting a studio at the
artist’s disposal), Scholz went on the offensive. He filed extensive
reports with Rosenberg about this “known painter of the period of
decay” and created such a stir that Schirach’s support for Nolde became
prohibitively costly.76 Around this time, Scholz also led the campaign
against the Schirach-sponsored exhibition in Vienna, Young Art in the
German Reich (Junge Kunst im Deutschen Reich), which featured certain
works that contained provocative abstractions. Hitler personally
ordered the show closed, and it is not clear whether Scholz’s input fig-
ured into the equation. But in his report to Rosenberg, Scholz claimed
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to have rallied the support of key cultural figures including Arno Breker
and Albert Speer.77

Scholz’s position as a senior editor (Hauptschriftleiter) and a high-
ranking official in Rosenberg’s agency afforded him tremendous power
within Nazi Germany. Walter Hansen of the Propaganda Ministry dis-
covered this when his attacks against Scholz backfired. The former
made critical comments supposedly because of Scholz’s support for
certain modernist artists prior to 1933 and his Catholicism, but in real-
ity it was a reflection of their mutual antipathy.Yet Hansen was the one
whose career was ruined, and he was arrested by the Gestapo and tem-
porarily imprisoned.78 Scholz’s position as editor of KiDR enhanced this
power. In the case of an SS exhibition that appeared in Salzburg and
Prague, SS-Lieutenant Dr. Kaiser from the SS Main Office reportedly
threatened Scholz after he refused to run an article on the exhibition.
Kaiser remarked ominously “that enough material about Scholz had
been collected.”79 Yet nothing ever came of this threat, and he contin-
ued to wield considerable power.

To this end, Scholz branched off into another sphere in 1939 when
he arranged to assume the directorship of the prestigious Moritzburg
Galerie in Halle. Even though his other responsibilities prevented him
from more ambitious programs, this position afforded him new oppor-
tunities to organize exhibitions and patronize artists. His assistant, Frau
Dr. Henny Weber, claimed after the war in an attempt to exonerate him
that “he had above all also advanced artists whose artistic direction devi-
ated fully from the official Party line.”80 Although this exaggerates the
heterodox views held by Scholz, he certainly had the ability to promote
artists who were his personal favorites, and he did this for Otto Geigen-
berger from Munich and Bernhard Kretzschmar from Dresden. After
the war, these and other artists wrote statements on his behalf testifying
to his effectiveness as a sponsor.81

While Scholz had genuine concern for the careers of many German
artists, he relished the power that his positions afforded him.82 Scholz
loved the title of museum director, and his interactions with Mayor
Weidemann of Halle and with Rust’s Reich Education Ministry, the two
sources providing the bulk of his budget, made him feel more impor-
tant. It is revealing that Scholz did the job for free; he refused compen-
sation in order not to be guilty of receiving a redundant salary. Scholz
craved power and prestige far more than money. While one cannot
accuse him of personal greed, he rarely turned down new appoint-
ments. To take one further example, he was chosen in 1940 to join the
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Commission for the Artistic Evaluation of Certain Public Monuments
for the Collection of Metal.83 Here, he and others reviewed the approx-
imately 18,000 monuments in Germany and selected some 10 percent
for smelting. As he described it, “in the easiest way German cities and
communities will be freed of all tastelessness from earlier times in the
realm of artistic monuments (Denkmalkunst.)”84

By 1939, Scholz had transcended any narrow professional definition
such as art critic and was recognized widely for both his organizational
talents and National Socialist convictions. Goebbels, who like the other
Nazi leaders always sought to increase his power, tried to do this by hir-
ing Scholz away from Rosenberg. In August 1939, he offered Scholz the
position of Head of Division IX (Visual Arts) within the Propaganda
Ministry. This post offered certain advantages in comparison to the one
he held within the Amt Rosenberg. Most importantly, he would have
had greater resources at his disposal and more ready approval for pro-
jects. The files on Goebbels’s attempt to make this appointment are
instructive. The Propaganda Minister solicited the opinions of other
leading cultural figures such as Albert Speer and Frau Gerdy Troost,
wife of the deceased architect who had designed the House of German
Art. It is not clear whether Scholz would have been able to keep his
positions as editor and museum director had he accepted Goebbels’s
offer, but this is certainly what he sought. Scholz even talked of retain-
ing his post within the Amt Rosenberg. The idea, as stated by the head
of personnel in the Propaganda Ministry was that “a union of both
offices—here and under Rosenberg—in one person would, in the inter-
est of a frictionless development of cultural political leadership, be held
as possible and desirable.”85 Scholz asked that he be allowed to
approach Rosenberg with the idea—knowing very well that his discus-
sions with the Propaganda Ministry could be interpreted as disloyalty
by the highly competitive Reichsleiter. Despite Goebbels’s and Scholz’s
proposed bureaucratic maneuver, no reform took place because the war
broke out the following week and the negotiations were halted.

Scholz’s increasingly positive reputation among Nazi leaders also
found expression in the campaign to award him with the title of pro-
fessor, a mark of tremendous distinction in Germany. Hitler himself
made such appointments, often to mark his birthday on 20 April. In late
1938, Rosenberg suggested to a number of Nazi leaders that the title be
awarded to Scholz, and their positive responses encouraged him. Min-
ister of Interior Wilhelm Frick supported the idea to the point where he
lobbied the president of the Reich Chamber for Writing. Goebbels also
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backed the nomination and sent it on to the Chancelleries of the presi-
dent and the Führer, which handled the bureaucratic preparations of
Hitler’s honorary appointments. Goebbels added the suggestion that
Hitler make the award during ceremonies marking the annual “Day of
German Art” in July.86 And Rudolf Hess, representing the Party Chan-
cellery, added that “the awarding of the professor title to Robert Scholz
would be very much welcomed from here.”87 Although there was wide-
spread support for the honor, a problem arose with respect to the acad-
emic discipline in which Scholz would be acknowledged.The president
of the Visual Arts Chamber,Adolf Ziegler, noted that he could not eval-
uate Scholz because the latter had not produced any artworks since
1933, and there was nothing in Scholz’s Visual Arts Chamber file on
this subject.88 Seven months later, in July 1939, when the appointment
had still not gone through, Ziegler weighed in again, telling Goebbels,
“Scholz can only be addressed as a writer, although, he must be viewed
as the ideal art critic/editor (Kunstschriftleiter).”89

Despite a general anticipation of the award—to the point where the
actual document was produced and awaited only Hitler’s signature—it
never occurred.90 This time it was not the war that interrupted the dis-
cussions, but the decision, made by Hitler personally, that “Scholz in his
professional activity as an art critic/editor does not belong among the
members of freestanding scholarship and art.”91 Hitler believed that art
critics were not scholars, but mere cogs in the regime’s propaganda
machinery. A supporter of Scholz, the painter Professor Schuster-
Woldan, tried to make the case that Scholz was also a scholar, citing his
contribution to the 1937 book Lebensfragen der bildenden Kunst and the
volume in progress on the sculptor Josef Thorak, among other evidence
of art historical work.92 But this appeal proved unsuccessful. The rejec-
tion of Scholz’s appointment was a comment on his profession rather
than a reflection of his reputation (as further indicated by Goebbels’s
contemporaneous efforts to recruit him). Scholz was deeply disap-
pointed, but his career was in no way damaged by the process. In 1943,
Hitler awarded him the Golden Party Badge, which was given to “lead-
ing men of art, scholarship, and the economy.”93

With numerous professional accomplishments and such widespread
accolade, it is difficult to explain why Robert Scholz took the path
toward criminality at the start of World War II.Was it a product of arro-
gance, as in the case of Ernst Buchner? Did it stem from greed, as with
Karl Haberstock? In Scholz’s case, the primary motivation was, ironi-
cally enough, idealism. Many would find this difficult to grasp.The head
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of the Ukrainian National Restitution Commission,Alexander Fedoruk,
has written, “All those persons who pillaged cultural objects ‘never had
God in their hearts’ and never believed in any ideals.”94 Even before the
war, in 1935, one of Scholz’s colleagues, NS-KG manager Walter Stang,
accused Scholz of being an “opportunist” (Konjunkturist), that is, riding
the wave of Nazi popularity for personal gain.95 Yet Scholz did sub-
scribe to certain principles. One was loyalty, and he was committed to
serving Alfred Rosenberg in an honest and faithful manner. A second
ideal concerned National Socialism, which he thought entailed the pro-
motion of the racially determined German Volk, including its material
enrichment.Although he had personal ambitions, Scholz was not venal,
and he abided by a certain, if peculiar, code of honor. As OSS officer
Plaut noted, “it is believed that the motivation for Scholz’ activity with
the Einsatzstab was essentially ideological rather than material, and that
he derived no financial profit from the confiscations effected with his
knowledge and under his direction. In addition to his salary as Bereichs-
leiter, Scholz claimed to have received a monthly expense allowance of
RM 300, and to have received no further compensation whatsoever.
This statement is believed to be accurate.”96 He undoubtedly believed
himself engaged in what was termed an “ideological struggle” and was
prepared to make certain sacrifices for the cause.97 As one of the wit-
nesses later testified in his denazification trial, “The belief in his mission
[to the looting program], however, was greater than his objections.”98

As Rosenberg’s expert on the visual arts, it was understandable that
he would be called upon to advise the newly created ERR about the
disposition of seized works, although it should be noted that Scholz ini-
tially did not assume a leading role in the organization. Gerhard Utikal,
Rosenberg’s chief administrator within the Amt Rosenberg, headed the
ERR’s Central Office, and Kurt von Behr, a corrupt adventurer, took
over the local operations in Paris. Scholz remained based in Berlin and
was appointed coleader (with Kurt von Behr) of the Special Staff Visual
Arts (also referred to as Special Staff Louvre) within the Amt Westen
(Western Office) of the ERR.99 His first inspection tour in Paris
occurred in December 1940, when he went to investigate the progress
that had been made in the program to secure the “ownerless Jewish
property.”100

Scholz arrived on the scene in the Jeu de Paume six months after the
start of the ERR’s looting program, and he found the operation to be
consistent with the above-noted “ideals.” Granted, Rosenberg had
entered into an alliance with Göring. The Reichsmarschall had put
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many of his resources at Rosenberg’s disposal, including the Foreign
Currency Protection Commando (Devisenschutzkommando), the
Luftwaffe rail network, and a host of informers and contacts. Göring
also promised a more general type of support in the form of influence
that Rosenberg believed was necessary in this highly competitive envi-
ronment. Both Rosenberg and Scholz were naïve about the avaricious
intentions of the Reichsmarschall; but they soon found out. Still,
because Scholz’s role within the ERR was a supervisory one (Kurt von
Behr and the Dienststelle Westen were responsible for the actual
seizure of the artworks), he felt somewhat removed from most of the
sordid day-to-day events.101 One should not get the impression that the
plundering was orderly or systematic. There were many cases where
ERR personnel acted on their own apart from von Behr. The staff was
sizeable: a British report from 1945 listed over fifty individuals working
for the ERR in France alone.102 OSS officer James Plaut conveyed a
sense of the Paris operation in his report, writing that “the Einsatzstab
employed a number of irresponsible men who would simply collect a
truckload of objects and carry them off to the Jeu de Paume.”103 But
Scholz visited Paris seldom enough that he was able to sustain certain
illusions.

Göring quickly co-opted the plundering agency for his own pur-
poses, as he directed some seven hundred paintings from the Jeu de
Paume depot to his collection at Karinhall near Berlin. These maneu-
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vers were not entirely secret, as he made twenty trips to the Jeu de
Paume between 3 November 1940 and 27 November 1942 to select
the works he desired.104 Yet his refusal to make payment, despite
promises to the contrary, and other acts of subterfuge (such as remov-
ing works before they could be inventoried) were the result of his sur-
reptitious co-optation of ERR staff members—most notably von Behr,
Utikal, and art historian Bruno Lohse. It is unclear how Göring induced
these employees to be directly disloyal to Rosenberg and indirectly to
Hitler, Göring’s rival when it came to artworks. Utikal’s defection is
most surprising considering his long-standing service to Rosenberg 
(the same was not true for von Behr and Lohse). When Scholz caught
wind of the misappropriation of the plunder, he raced from Berlin to
Paris to file a report. He was the one who arrived at the calculation of
seven hundred works directed to Karinhall. He informed Rosenberg
immediately and demanded that the Reichsleiter take steps to remedy
the situation.

Because Rosenberg was reluctant to alienate the still powerful
Reichsmarschall or repudiate employees in his service (who knew the
details of the very complicated operation), Scholz had to use all the
leverage at his disposal to effect the desired reforms. Scholz ended up
playing his trump card. He threatened to resign from Rosenberg’s
employ and requested a transfer to the Eastern Front unless the situa-
tion in Paris was remedied. Scholz was in a certain sense bluffing
because he knew that he was indispensable to his chief and because he
suffered from painful ulcers that made him ill-suited to combat (Rosen-
berg later protected him from military service by writing to Bormann
that Scholz’s “severe stomach pains” prevented him from being “capa-
ble of war duty”).105 Still, Scholz as a true believer repeatedly requested
the opportunity to fight in the Wehrmacht. Nearly all those in Rosen-
berg’s employ volunteered and some, such as chief of staff Gotthard
Urban, even died in action.106 Scholz therefore argued in an August
1943 letter to Rosenberg, “the essential part of his work was completed,
his co-workers could carry on, and his exemption should be lifted so
that [he] could enter the army.”107

The struggle for primacy within the ERR waged by Scholz and von
Behr proved central to the history of the agency. As OSS officer Jim
Plaut commented, “The personal and ideological conflict between the
two men was the dominant element in the internal relations of the Ein-
satzstab.”108 Scholz garnered allies in this fight, most importantly Her-
mann von Ingram, one of the associate directors of the ERR branch in
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Paris. The two delivered a report to Rosenberg in August 1942 that
“stressed the chaotic conditions under which the professional art histo-
rians, through lack of adequate personnel and constant friction with von
Behr, had been obliged to report.”109 Scholz argued that the most impor-
tant works in Jewish collections had already been seized, and what was
now needed was a period to organize and inventory the art stored in the
Jeu de Paume. Rosenberg found this argument compelling and also
became aware of the extent of Göring’s influence over members of his
staff. He therefore ended the feud, as well as Göring’s co-optation of 
his agency, by transferring von Behr away from the Jeu de Paume to
head the M-Aktion (short for Möbel, or furniture, action), the seizure of 
Jewish-owned household property that had begun in March 1942 and
entailed sending seized objects to victims of bombing in the Reich.110

Plaut concluded, “von Behr was ousted from his position at the head of
the art staff in Paris early in 1943, and Scholz took the dominant role in
the professional guidance of the staff, von Ingram assuming the primary
responsibility for its administration.”111

Scholz remained based in Berlin (in 1944, he married his secretary in
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the ERR-Berlin office, Johanna Grossmann112) and therefore entrusted
much responsibility to his deputies in Paris, art historians Bruno Lohse
and Walter Borchers.113 But he still possessed considerable authority—
for example, he signed off on a plan to ship artworks plundered in Bel-
gium and northern France to Germany in August 1943—and he was
viewed by other figures in the occupation of France as someone to be
consulted when it came to cultural initiatives.114 Scholz, as evidence of
the latter, was consulted by the Propaganda Ministry about a proposal
to transform the Wildenstein art gallery in Paris into the Institute for
German-French Culture and Art, an idea he supported enthusiasti-
cally.115

After 1943 the ERR was to a considerable extent under Scholz’s con-
trol. He penned an important report, the “Interim Report,” that Rosen-
berg gave to Hitler as part of a birthday gift on 20 April 1943.116 This
report provided a compelling brief for the ERR to continue their custo-
dianship of the art looted from French Jews. Historian Matila Simon
also noted that Scholz “made frequent trips to Paris, controlled the
assignment and removal of all personnel working in Paris, ordered and
directed the list of modern works to be sold or exchanged, and repre-
sented Rosenberg in relations with the Reich Chancellery, the Party, and
the military when questions of art arose.”117 Indeed, Scholz became so
involved in the plundering operation that he engineered the trading of
a number of modern works in the ERR stockpile. These deals are par-
ticularly intriguing because they offer insight into both his ideological
and moral makeup. Scholz seems to have truly believed the biological
metaphors employed by the Nazis with reference to Jews and modern
art. He subscribed to the notions that the presence of modern art and
Jews in Germany would contaminate organisms that were pure and
good (Scholz was known to deliver lectures with titles like “Art and
Race,” in which he linked the two subjects).118 Although Hitler had
decreed that no modern art could be imported into the Reich, certain
officials interpreted this order as permitting the disposal of such art in
protectorates like Bohemia and Moravia, which were not legally Reich
territory. Scholz did not accept such legalistic solutions, and because he
thought of himself a man of culture, he opposed the destruction of any
valuable artworks, regardless of their aesthetic deficiencies. Granted,
the ERR authorities were responsible for a fire outside the Jeu de
Paume in the Tuileries in July 1943 that many have believed contained
modern artworks.119 But careful examination of this event provides
compelling evidence that, as Scholz later maintained, the incinerated
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objects consisted of “frames, photographs, reproductions, and unsigned
works by amateurs.”120

For Scholz, the obvious solution was to sell or barter the undesirable
works. The OSS report stated, “Scholz is considered, instead, to have
sponsored the commercial exploitation for Germany of such material as
was ‘unsuitable’ ideologically for importation into the Reich.”121 Bruno
Lohse testified that Scholz tried to arrange complicated three-way
trades with ERR-confiscated objects that would benefit the Halle
Museum, which Scholz still headed; he approached Paris-based dealer
Gustav Rochlitz with several proposals.122 There was even an effort in
early 1942, based on an order given by Göring, for Rosenberg’s office to
take on the project of liquidating the remaining works of “degenerate”
art that had been seized in the Reich, although this transfer of author-
ity away from Goebbels’s ministry never came about.123 Scholz and his
cohorts continued to focus on the works seized in the West and there-
fore arranged for the involvement of art dealers, including Theodor Fis-
cher, who accepted ERR plunder (evidently knowingly, as the agency’s
stamp was on all works that went through their hands at the Jeu de
Paume). Yet Scholz grew uncomfortable with the stunningly one-sided
trades: in 1944, he cancelled a deal that would have sent sixty paintings,
including works by Picasso, Braque, and others, to a Parisian dealer
because the transaction proved too embarrassing; as Matila Simon
noted, “the possibility for scandal was too obvious.”124 Because Scholz
believed that he was savvy about the art world, he feared that he would
be viewed as a simpleton if he gave up works in grossly asymmetrical
trades. In this matter, Scholz appeared more worried about the opinions
of the other art experts than those of the Nazi leaders.

The scope of authority of this talented cultural bureaucrat expanded
even further during the war because his chief,Alfred Rosenberg, served
as the head of the Reich Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories
(RMBO). Scholz held a position within the RMBO as leader of the Cul-
tural Political Division. Although he told OSS investigators that he
never traveled to the occupied territories of the East on official busi-
ness, the ERR was very active in the region.125 True, Scholz was preoc-
cupied with other projects, but he was also unable to find a niche in the
East. In an April 1943 meeting, he complained to Rosenberg that
amidst the chaos and competing organizations it was impossible to
carry out any initiatives and that the work was a horrible “bureaucratic
war” (Aktenkrieg).126 Rosenberg continued to assert himself among the
Nazi leaders competing for influence in the East, but with respect to
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cultural objects, turned instead to art historian Niels von Holst (dis-
cussed in chapter 4), conscripting the Baltic specialist into the ERR-
East. Scholz was a member of the ERR-East in name only.

Despite his increasing responsibilities, Robert Scholz continued to
write art reviews throughout the war. Considering his activities in
Rosenberg’s office, it is rather remarkable that he still found time to
keep abreast of the contemporary art scene and to visit galleries and
museums. Yet as sculptor Richard Scheibe noted about Scholz during
the war, “I often met him at art exhibitions and juried events, where we
were both invited as judges.”127 Scholz’s art criticism, quite understand-
ably, often reflected his other activities. He wrote on Arno Breker’s
exhibition in Paris in May 1942 in part because his responsibilities
within the ERR required him to visit the French capital.128 Later, in
1944, he penned a kind of editorial for Kunst im Deutschen Reich on
safeguarding art; while this article did not delve into technical issues or
mention specific strategies or locales, it reflected his concern at the time
as he played a role in storing the over 21,000 artworks seized by the
ERR.129 In terms of the mind-set reflected in his reviews, one sees, not
surprisingly, a certain provincialism in his thinking that at times crossed
over into ignorance. For example, he opposed a memorial ceremony for
modernist architect Peter Behrens because of the latter’s ties to “emi-
grants and art bolshevists,” among them Walter Gropius who “today is
an instructor at Harvard University in New York” [sic].130

Germany after the total war measures of 1943 was in many respects
very different from what it had been during the first ten years of the
Third Reich. Whereas earlier one measured political fortunes by the
rate by which an office or scope of authority was expanded, in the post-
Stalingrad period the ability to retain what one had became a symbol of
stature. Because many of Rosenberg’s offices were Party organizations—
including the Amt Rosenberg and the ERR—and because his Reich
Ministry for the Occupied Eastern Territories had become a phantom
entity with the westward movement of the front, Bormann, the head of
the Party Chancellery, was in an ideal position to usurp power from the
vulnerable minister. He had begun to do this prior to the total war
decrees of February 1943.A 26 January letter articulated his plan to liq-
uidate the Main Office for the Cultivation of Art and transfer Scholz to
the Eher Verlag, where he could continue to edit Kunst im Deutschen
Reich.131 Rosenberg’s response was based to a large extent on the oper-
ations conducted by Scholz: the work of the ERR was not yet complete,
and KiDR, the Führer ordered, must continue to appear.132 The maga-
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zine continued on, despite production delays and various obstacles
(Scholz complained that it was difficult to obtain original artworks to
photograph because they were all in protective storage). Its demise did
not come until the printing facilities in Munich were destroyed by
Allied bombs in late summer 1944.133

Scholz did what he could to enhance his visibility. He sent numerous
photo albums to Rosenberg that chronicled the loot amassed by his
staff, and he proposed ideas that highlighted the resources under his
control, such as running an article in KiDR on the art secured by the
ERR (to be entitled “Important Works of European Painting as an
Enlargement of the German Museum Property”).134 In January 1943,
Rosenberg had written to Bormann requesting that Scholz be awarded
the Golden Badge of Honor by the Führer, so Bormann was clearly
aware of the role played by “the chief exponent of questions of art in
the Party, as Rosenberg described Scholz.”135 While Rosenberg was pre-
pared to give up certain offices, such as those concerned with prehis-
tory, the Kulturpolitisches Archiv, and the Foreign Policy Office, he
believed it essential that the Main Office for the Cultivation of Art
remain unscathed so that Scholz could continue his work.136 By August
1944, Rosenberg reckoned that 70 percent of the “political leaders” in
the Amt Rosenberg had left for military service.137 As it turned out,
Scholz and seven staff members (including his second wife, Johanna,
who oversaw the Picture and Personal Archive of the Führer and the
Archive of National Symbols, and his nephew, who was the chief pho-
tographer for the ERR in Paris) were allowed to continue with their cul-
tural activities.138 And these included not only cataloging the ERR
plunder, but providing input on the list of artists to be declared irre-
placeable (UK-Stellung) and thus exempt from military duties.139 The
latter again enhanced Scholz’s status as an arbiter of visual arts policy
during the Third Reich.

Scholz’s career is also typical of those at the top of the arts adminis-
tration because of his involvement in safeguarding artworks at the end
of the war. Scholz, in the words of an OSS report, “was responsible not
only for the scientific recording of all art objects confiscated by the ERR
and for their shipment to Germany, but for the maintenance of the var-
ious deposits within Greater Germany to which the confiscated mater-
ial was brought.”140 Scholz initially opposed the idea of placing the
artworks in mines, ostensibly because he believed that the mines con-
tained too much moisture (he was incorrect in this respect). Another
reason for his objections was his fear that others would take over the
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safeguarding operation.141 In particular, Scholz distrusted the Special
Project Linz employees and gradually developed a rivalry with Voss and
others.This tension reflected the struggle over the ERR at the next level
up in the hierarchy (between Rosenberg and Bormann, as well as
between Bormann and Göring—the Reichsmarschall had still not been
entirely ousted from the ERR).142 Finally, Rosenberg and Scholz argued
that a comprehensive inventory of the plunder was not yet complete,
therefore necessitating their continued control of the agency and the art
it had seized.143 The two men, true to form, continued this fight until
war’s end.

Like the others involved in the safeguarding measures, Scholz gravi-
tated to the Austro-Bavarian Alps in 1944. His office in Berlin was
destroyed in bombing raids in November 1943, and he sought a rural
headquarters from which to operate.144 Scholz was also twice bombed
out of his Berlin residence, and as a result, became one of the recipients
of the Jewish furniture confiscated by his rival Kurt von Behr in the M-
Aktion.145 Scholz ultimately decided to move to St. Georgen in Atter-
gau, Austria where he established his base and housed his staff,
including his wife Johanna, in Schloss Kogl. Scholz therefore joined
Buchner and Mühlmann in the midst of the drama that unfolded in the
Alps at war’s end. So many of the leading figures of the Third Reich
gravitated to this area in 1944 and 1945 that two scholars were moved
to write, “this idyllic charming valley in the Salzkammergut was a kind
of microcosm in which the rise and fall of the National Socialist regime,
the capitulation and occupation, the denazification and reconstruction
of Austria took place exactly on a small scale.”146

Prior to the German capitulation, Scholz had primary responsibility
for the 21,903 artworks the ERR had seized from French Jews and
removed to the Reich.147 The last transport of plunder had left France
on 15 July 1944, and as mentioned in chapter 1, based upon Ernst
Buchner’s suggestions the objects were stored in Schloss Neusch-
wanstein, fifty miles south of Munich. Some of the ERR loot was trans-
ferred to seven other repositories, including the Altaussee mine, where
it was stored in chambers a horizontal mile into the mountain.148 Scholz
meanwhile was entrusted with protecting the ERR inventories, includ-
ing a card catalog and photographic file that was the key to identifying
the plunder and determining actual ownership.149 So valuable were
these records that when the Red Army captured Vienna in February
1945 and threatened to push on to western Austria, Scholz sent Bruno
Lohse, an art historian colleague from the ERR Paris branch, to
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Neuschwanstein to guard them. This decision was rather courageous,
especially in light of the fact that Scholz supposedly received instruc-
tions from the Party Chancellery (that is, from Bormann via Hummel)
to destroy all documentary materials.150 Scholz also drafted a letter to
Lohse and ERR photographer/art historian Günther Schiedlausky
(1907–?), ordering the two to safeguard the plunder and the records
and “turn them over to the American authorities at such time as Füssen
might be occupied.”151

Scholz’s movements at the end of the war are not entirely clear. He
remained based in Kogl, where on 2 May, he reportedly received an
order from Bormann, transmitted by von Hummel, which supported
Gauleiter, Adolf Eigruber’s plans to destroy the artworks before they
fell into Soviet hands.152 Evidently, Scholz instructed Lohse and the oth-
ers with whom he was in contact to subvert this plan in whatever way
was possible. Yet Scholz was not inclined to risk his own neck to do so.
One report has it that he and other staff members went into hiding as
the Americans approached. This source, however, was Lohse, who
depicted himself as the savior of the plunder, the one responsible for
circumventing Eigruber’s orders.153 A balanced and realistic perspective
has been offered by historian Ernst Kubin, who argued that Scholz
“attempted to make it seem that his role was far more important than it
actually was” and that saving the salt mine was “neither his function nor
within his factual realm of possible influence.”154 It is difficult to ascer-
tain whether Scholz actually obtained weapons for the local forces who
fought to subdue the fanatical and persistent SS troops—as he
claimed—or whether he was part of the group who confronted Eigru-
ber’s men at the mine and dissuaded them from exploding the eight
cases, which each contained a 500–kilogram aerial bomb.155 These dra-
matic events simply elicited too many competing claims of heroism.At
best one can offer a general characterization of Scholz’s sentiments at
this time, as did Kubin with the summary, “Scholz was a declared oppo-
nent of the destruction planned by Eigruber. His comportment was
without a doubt suitable for strengthening the will to resist [the SS]
among the men on the mountain.”156

Scholz was captured at Schloss Kogl on 6 May 1945 along with many
other members of the ERR by the Forty-Fourth Infantry Division of the
American Seventh Army. He demanded to speak with American offi-
cers, but they were preoccupied with members of the SS, whom they
were attempting to capture and disarm.157 On 7 May, Scholz finally met
with Colonel Utterback and held a discussion that was translated by a
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Baroness Dorothea Doblhoff. After this debriefing, Scholz left Schloss
Kogl and was incarcerated near Linz at the Civilian Internment Center
No. 7 at Peuerbach, which fell under the jurisdiction of Patton’s Third
Army.158 The MFA and A officers attached to the U.S. Army, led by
Captains James Rorimer and Robert Posey, soon came to visit.They had
discovered the ERR loot in Schloss Neuschwanstein and now sought a
complete account. Scholz was required to write of his deeds at the end
of the war. His 20 May 1945 statement featured a cover letter to Robert
Posey that boasted that the report would “not only give a documentary
account for the occupation authorities which contained the most
important episodes, but also a truthful account of the involvement of
the Special Staff Visual Arts [of the ERR] concerning measures to pre-
vent these acts of terror.”159 He told of his efforts to organize reliable
men to take the endangered Altaussee mine “by force of weapons” and
of his concerns about inciting the destructive faction.160 Alternatively,
he claimed to have attempted to meet with Gauleiter Eigruber. But this
never occurred because he could not find him.161

Ultimately, the job of sorting out Scholz’s account fell to the OSS,
and they arranged his transfer to Altaussee, where he was interrogated
at House 71 from 27 June to 15 July 1945.162 Unlike Buchner, who
made a rather favorable impression on the American agents, Scholz
struck them as an extremely unsavory character. As Plaut wrote, “Per-
sonally, Scholz is shrewd, hypocritical, and unreliable. He made a poor
impression on his interrogators by attempting throughout to minimize
his own responsibility, cloud the dominant issues and implicate his col-
laborators.”163 Because Kurt von Behr had taken the bulk of the files
belonging to the Rosenberg office (as distinct from the ERR invento-
ries) with him to Cloister Banz in Franconia and because his efforts to
conceal them had failed, the Allies possessed extensive documentation
with which to investigate Scholz’s deeds during the Third Reich.164

After his two-and-a-half week OSS interrogation, Scholz was incar-
cerated at Peuerbach in Upper Austria (from 15 July until 19 Septem-
ber). He was then transferred to Camps Markus, a “civil internment
camp” in Salzburg for just over a month (until 25 October), whereupon
he was sent to another camp run by the Americans at Maisach (until 8
November).165 Scholz was subjected to further interrogations by the
Counter Intelligence Corps (CIC) in late 1945: at Civilian Internment
Encampment 10 in Altenstadt, where he remained and worked until 31
May 1946; at the internment camps at Dachau (until June 1946) and
Augsburg-Göggingen, where he came under the watch of G-1, Ninth
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Infantry Division of the U.S. Army.166 Scholz continued to make a poor
impression. The commander of CIC Augsburg Detention Center, Lieu-
tenant Ernest Hauser, noted in one report that Scholz “still is convinced
that Nazism is Germany’s best program” so that he was “forced to con-
sider him a security threat.”167

While the OSS agents were unimpressed with Scholz’s testimony
and felt strongly that he be tried as a war criminal—they noted that he
was the highest-ranking member of the ERR in captivity because von
Behr had committed suicide and Gerhard Utikal had not been appre-
hended—they were not in a position to initiate a judicial process.
Scholz lacked the stature to be tried with the major war criminals. Even
later, there was no undertaking at Nuremberg for art plunderers com-
parable to that for doctors or the leaders of industry. The Americans
therefore passed him over to the German authorities, and they in turn
began the denazification process in the court that had been established
at the Augsburg-Göggingen internment camp where Scholz was incar-
cerated.168 The three-person commission, which tried Scholz according
to the Law for the Liberation from National Socialism and Militarism of
5 March 1946, conducted an extensive investigation.They gathered tes-
timony from numerous witnesses, including his former ERR colleague,
art historian Günther Schiedlausky, sculptor Josef Thorak, and the
restorer who oversaw the Altaussee depot, Karl Sieber. A host of others
in the world of art and architecture also made statements, including
modernist artist Oskar Nerlinger, Professor Fritz Höger (designer of the
Chilehaus in Hamburg), and his former teacher, Professor Ferdinand
Spiegel.

Scholz and his attorney mounted a defense that was simultaneously
impressive and dishonest. First, they took advantage of Scholz’s early
sympathy for modernism and pointed to instances when he had
defended artists whose work was labeled “degenerate.” Witness after
witness testified that he tried to mitigate the severity of the artistic poli-
cies and that he had opposed those whom Scholz’s attorney called the
“art popes of the time (Walter Hansen,Wolfgang Willrich, and Heinrich
Hoffmann, among the circle around Goebbels).”169 Scholz also claimed
that he had saved individuals from concentration camps; in particular,
three Dutchmen who supposedly faced death sentences from the 
SS. Additionally, Scholz had his former colleague in the ERR Paris
branch, Walter Borchers, testify that he saved him from the Gestapo
after Borchers uttered defeatist sentiments in 1944 (and by 1948,
Borchers had already rehabilitated his career as a museum director in
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Osnabrück).170 There was an element of truth to these claims, but then
again, almost every figure of influence in the Nazi government could
have pointed to some act of compassion (even Himmler commuted
sentences).With regard to his work for the ERR, Scholz claimed that all
of the confiscations had taken place between June and December 1940
and that he had become active in the agency only in early 1941. Like
many other ERR employees, he took advantage of von Behr’s death and
blamed everything on his old rival.171 Furthermore, Scholz stated that
his Special Staff Visual Arts only cataloged the looted 
artworks—contrary to the findings of the American CIC and OSS
agents, who stated in their reports that Scholz’s branch had engaged in
confiscations.172

The court believed this rendition of events, for example, an excerpt
of the verdict noted “[t]he European art world thanks the accused who
through his careful and incorruptible registration and cataloging, has
today again made a large portion of the otherwise lost artistic treasures
accessible.”173 Moreover, the judges were led to believe that Scholz was
responsible for the removal of the bombs from the Altaussee mine on 2
May 1945, when this was not the case.174 Scholz even played upon the
judges’ sympathies by noting that he suffered from rheumatism and
“nervous ailments” and that his mother was sick.175 In short, while there
were elements of truth in the claims he made to the board, there was
also considerable deception.

Despite the judges’ attempts at thoroughness, they were badly mis-
led by Scholz. He had initially been charged with belonging to Group I,
or those most culpable, but the verdict placed him at the opposite end
of the denazification spectrum in Group V, among those deemed least
responsible.176 Moreover, he not only won release from prison, but
unlike Ernst Buchner was exempted from paying for the costs of the
trial: the RM 14,400 bill was picked up by the state.177 This constituted
a stunning victory. In light of his contribution to the regime—both in
terms of aesthetic policy and the glorification of Hitler—and the griev-
ousness of his crimes during the war, the March 1948 verdict of the
denazification court could only be viewed as a travesty of justice. The
exoneration of Scholz was nonetheless one of the many instances when
a denazification board did not render a just decision. As historian
Clemens Vollnhals wrote, “through the hasty conclusion of denazifica-
tion in the summer of 1948, exceptionally light sentences came about,
so that for many former Nazi activists, internment represented the sole
punishment.”178 It is worth noting that the judges were not permitted to
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see the files on Scholz created by the CIC and the OSS, but were lim-
ited to excerpts and information that was “orally transmitted” from U.S.
officials.179 The Americans had classified these documents and shared
them with German authorities only in very special cases. This reluc-
tance to cooperate clearly undermined the judicial process.

In the wake of this anemic effort of the German denazification board
to bring Scholz to justice, the French government was compelled to act
and demanded that he be extradited.180 This effort also proved unsuc-
cessful, but that did not deter the French from carrying out proceed-
ings. Because French archival law does not permit access into judicial
records until a hundred years after the event, it is not entirely clear
what transpired. But in 1950 a Parisian Military Tribunal tried Scholz
and five others involved in the wartime expropriation of artworks in
France according to Article 22 of the Code of Military Justice and the
Ordinance of 28 August 1944 concerning war crimes. Neither Scholz
nor the director of Hermann Göring’s art collection, Walter Andreas
Hofer, were present. Yet others involved in the ERR looting program,
including Bruno Lohse, Georg Herbert,Arthur Pfannstiel, and Gerhard
Utikal (the latter having finally been apprehended) did appear before
the Tribunal Militaire in the Caserne de Reuilly in Paris.181 Although
tried in absentia, Scholz was represented by a team of French and Ger-
man lawyers.182 Dr. Klaus Voelkl from Nuremberg was particularly
important for his defense, and he argued that his client had secured only
property that had been abandoned by Jews who had fled. In short, he
contended that Scholz was engaged in a safeguarding action that was
actually laudable.183

The Paris trial proceeded expeditiously despite the persistent and
resourceful efforts of the defense counsel. After three days of debate,
both sides rested and the verdicts and sentences were handed down.184

Lohse was found guilty of looting but set free (the Americans had rec-
ommended leniency because he had helped them locate missing works
and because they recognized his attempts to mitigate the damage done
by the ERR).185 The functionaries Herbert and Pfannstiel received one
and three years, respectively. The degree of Scholz and Hofer’s guilt,
however, prompted the harshest sentences. For having been found
responsible for looting artistic objects in France, they received ten years
in jail, which of course they never served.186

Scholz avoided imprisonment in France, but he kept an extremely
low profile during the 1950s. In fact, these are missing years in his biog-
raphy. The Americans contacted him in February 1949 and asked him
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to come to the Central Collecting Point in Munich to help identify art-
works. According to the archival records, this is the last time he was
heard from for over a decade.187 There were evidently efforts by gov-
ernment officials to locate him. As a result of a 1955 treaty between
Germany and France, the Germans pledged to renew their efforts to
repatriate artworks seized during the war, and a Frankfurt-based agency,
the Federal Office of External Restitution, undertook “an intensive
search for former ERR staff in the years that followed the signature of
the treaty.”188 The rationale underlying this effort was that the former
plunderers possessed knowledge about displaced art that was still miss-
ing. It is not clear whether these initiatives yielded any useful informa-
tion, but the fact remains that Robert Scholz was not found at the time,
even though he continued to live in the town of Fürstenfeldbruck near
Munich, which remained his home until his death. He surfaced only in
1960—once again an art critic—as he began writing for the extreme
right-wing paper, the Deutsche Wochen-Zeitung.189 Because of his Nazi
past and the revival of his career in radical right circles, one suspects
that he received assistance during the 1950s from the mutual aid
groups that developed among Nazis after the war. But there is no hard
evidence for this (documentation for such activities being extremely
scarce).

It is only with Scholz’s tentative efforts toward rehabilitation in the
early 1960s that one finds an address for him: in the town of Fürsten-
feldbruck, which is where he had lived since the late 1940s after his
internment.190 Evidently he evaded justice merely by staying in his
hometown and refraining from publishing. When he did resurface in
the press, Scholz did so in an extremely circumspect manner, despite a
readership that was undoubtedly well-disposed toward him. In a 21
May 1960 piece in the Deutsche Wochen-Zeitung, he signed only “Sch.”
By 1962, he had expanded this abbreviation to “R. Sch.” It was not until
30 November 1963 that he attached his full name to a piece.191 The rea-
sons for his secrecy can only be presumed, but his fugitive status was
probably a factor.

Scholz began to publish again seemingly because he could not con-
trol himself. He had too much he wanted to say. This was also the time
when the pioneering scholarly works on the Nazis’ art policies and loot-
ing were produced. Rose Valland, for example, the Parisian curator who
had stayed on at the Louvre and informed the French resistance about
the ERR’s activities, published her memoirs in 1961 and accused Scholz
of complicity in the burning of artworks in the Tuileries 23 July 1943.192
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The journalist and dealer Wilhelm Arntz continued the investigation
and published a series of articles in the magazine Das Schönste in 1962
elaborating upon these charges.193 Arntz cited Valland’s claim that 500
to 600 modern paintings, including works by Miro, Klee, Picasso, and
Max Ernst, were incinerated upon Scholz’s orders.Arntz’s series of arti-
cles provoked Scholz to write the magazine on 10 August 1962 and
then again on 22 October. The editor of Das Schönste, Herr Breil, was
initially reluctant to publish the response, and Scholz’s second letter
was accompanied by a statement by his attorney from the 1950 Paris
trial (Klaus Voelkl).194 Ultimately, the magazine published an edited
version of Scholz’s rejoinder, where he denied burning any works of
value (only frames and “worthless things”).195 Furthermore, Scholz
claimed that he had not been found guilty of such destruction by the
Parisian Military Tribunal (and phrased this point to sound as if he had
won a more general acquittal).

Scholz managed to return to his writing on art, but his postwar reha-
bilitation differed from the other figures in this study in that he found
his niche within far right-wing circles. By the mid-1960s, he was a reg-
ular contributor to the Deutsche Wochen-Zeitung, publishing a review
almost every other week. In fact, he soon became the department chief
(Ressortleiter) of the cultural section of the paper, although he answered
to the editor of the domestic and cultural political section, Heinrich
Härtle, a former colleague within Rosenberg’s DBFU.196 The Deutsche
Wochen-Zeitung, a weekly paper with a circulation of about 25,000, was
founded in 1959 and in its first year was already running advertisements
for Holocaust denier Paul Rassinier’s book The Lie of Odysseus, as well
as taking up themes such as Rudolf Hess’s “unjust” imprisonment.197

The paper eventually became part of the vast media network created by
right-wing activist Gerhard Frey. Even prior to its absorption into Frey’s
empire, many of the articles in the Deutsche Wochen-Zeitung appeared in
the Deutsche Nationalzeitung and the Deutsche Anzeiger—the latter, the
official organ of the extreme right-wing party, the Deutsche Volks-
union.198

Not surprisingly then, Scholz’s journalism in this second incarnation
showed many similarities to his work during the Third Reich. Most
notably, there was the continued abhorrence of abstract art, his belief
that art dealers were promoting this art for pecuniary reasons, and his
penchant for phrases like “cultural bolshevism” and “modern anti-
spirit(“Ungeist”) that echoed their Nazi provenance.199 A list of article
titles conveys the essence of his views: “The Wave of Artistic Decadence
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Subsides”; “Fantasy Prices for a Picasso Picture”; “Drawing and the Art
of Decay: Supposition of a Change”; and “Actualization of Artistic
Nihilism:A New Malevich Discussion.”200 Similar to his views concern-
ing many styles of modern art was his continued praise for representa-
tional and monumental works. He wrote laudatory pieces about former
Nazi artists, such as Wilhelm Peterson and Arno Breker. In a tactic com-
monly used by those in the radical right circles, he described their pre-
and postwar accomplishments as part of a single continuum, with no
critical observations about the Nazi period. About Peterson, Scholz
noted that he was “named a professor in 1938. He received the
Schleswig-Holstein Art Prize in 1940, the Honor Ring of German Cul-
tural Achievement (Deutsches Kulturwerk) in 1969 and the Friedrich
Hebbel Prize in 1975.”201 For many in these circles, it was as if nothing
had changed since the 1930s. Scholz stressed continuity in his reviews.
The piece noted above added that the “work and personality of Peter-
son confirms the belief that the spirit of the great German art tradition
still lives, despite the current artistic decline.”202

Although Scholz continued to combine nostalgia with cultural 
pessimism, his views evolved in certain respects. While he remained
obsessed with ethnicity and commented frequently on individuals’ 
Jewish heritage, this did not preclude a positive evaluation. Thus, for
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example, Scholz praised the work of Max Liebermann on the thirtieth
anniversary of the artist’s death.203 One gains the sense that Scholz
could never entirely free himself from his prejudices. Liebermann is
described as the “son of a rich Jewish commercial family.”204 But there
were never any explicitly anti-Semitic remarks. (One might also recall
that Scholz had praised Liebermann’s work before 1933: so how much
did he really grow?) But Scholz seemed to make an effort to be more
open-minded about artistic styles. He evinced a sincere appreciation of
Impressionistic painting, and even, on occasion, praised “classic” mod-
ernism, including “classicists of expressionism” such as Kokoschka,
Schmidt-Rottluff, and Erich Heckel.205 Scholz, however, was no friend
of modern art, and the above-noted praise for certain artists was not
only exceptional, but used in a broader attack against prevailing aes-
thetic tendencies, to grant Kokoschka and others some credit in an
effort to decry other contemporary developments. And if an artist
showed any connection to communism or the Soviet Union—such as
Picasso and Malevich—they were almost certain to come under attack.

During the last twenty years of his career as an art critic, Scholz
worked out his feelings about the National Socialist epoch in his writ-
ing. First, he attempted to defend the National Socialist art policies and
the products that they helped yield. In one article, for example, entitled
“Falsified Art History: Art Evidently Did Not Take Place in Germany
Between 1933 and 1945,” he maintained that those with a left-wing
“Kunstideologie” had portrayed the art of the Third Reich as unremit-
tingly bad.206 In fact, he argued that sculpture in this period had enjoyed
a particularly successful revival. Focusing on Georg Kolbe, whom he
claimed was underappreciated, Scholz noted “long after 1945, the per-
son and the work of Kolbe was taboo because of his positive evaluation
in the Third Reich.”207 In other pieces, including the last article he wrote
prior to his death, Scholz praised the work of Arno Breker.208 His essay
“Speer Against Speer: Betrayal of His Own Architecture” also proved
memorable, as he castigated the Nazi architect for a critical reassess-
ment of architecture during the Third Reich and for helping the “critics
in the service of a historical condemnation of the epoch.”209

A further effort to work through his past appeared in the article “Art
Looting Under Napoleon,” published in the journal Deutsche Klüter-
Blätter.210 This periodical, which was a more highbrow organ of the rad-
ical right, was a favorite venue for Scholz and others with kindred views
(Heinrich Härtle from the Deutsche Wochen-Zeitung was a copublisher
and editor).211 In 1979, Scholz published twelve articles here, but in
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light of his history as an art plunderer, his review of Paul Wescher’s
book, Kunstraub unter Napoleon, stands out. Scholz’s attempts at excul-
pation repeatedly appear in this piece, as in his claims that the French
emperor, “with the powerful extent of his art plundering in the cam-
paigns between 1794 and 1814, as it were, therein set a historical world
record.”212 Other sections are even more haunting. For example, he
describes the Napoleonic “art experts and scholars . . . who confiscated
and transported away to Paris the most valuable artworks and antiquar-
ian objects out of public and at that time mostly royal and aristocratic
property.”213 Scholz seemed to be describing his own experiences, which
included the tactic of expropriating artworks during hostilities and con-
firming their transfer at the peace table—precisely Hitler’s intention.
Scholz’s concluding remarks were also revealing.Typical of those on the
extreme right, he cast Germans as victims. Moreover, he commented on
historical parallels between the Napoleonic wars and World War II, and
noted how “the book is also very instructive in connection with the
evaluation of historical facts, such as how Germany experienced the
collapse [in 1945].”214

By pointing to earlier wrongs endured by Germans, Scholz sought to
rationalize his behavior: he and other Nazi art experts were only trying
to address long-standing injustices. The reference to the Allies’ depre-
dations at war’s end also served this purpose; if one accepted that all
victors engaged in looting, there was nothing exceptional about the
Germans during World War II. This attempt to relativize the Germans’
wartime behavior, which predated the efforts of more mainstream con-
servative historians in the 1980s (see chapter 5), extended beyond
generic revisionism in that it contributed to a larger project of many on
the extreme right. As another contributor to the Klüter-Blätter noted in
summing up the periodical’s thirty-year history, they sought “to mobi-
lize all remaining healthy internal forces in the European realm as a bul-
wark against the red flood from the East as well as the wave of
Americanization.”215

Members of the extreme right-wing in postwar Germany continued
the Nazi tactic of using culture not only to express political ideas, but
also to forge interpersonal connections. Through newspapers like the
Deutsche Nationalzeitung, the Wiking Ruf, and the Deutsche Wochen-
Zeitung; periodicals such as the Deutsche Klüter-Blätter; newsletters; and
books published by presses like the Druffel Verlag (Leoni am Starn-
berger See), the Grabert Verlag (Tübingen), and the K. W. Schütz Ver-
lag (Preussisch Oldendorf/Göttingen), they maintained a separate,
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almost parallel culture to the mainstream one of the democratic and
tolerant Federal Republic of Germany (FRG).216 Of course, this was
hardly a peaceful coexistence. By 1980, the right-wing publisher Ger-
hard Frey had already endured his 450th charge for promoting fascism
or undermining the memory of victims. Yet even by this point he had
not been convicted.217

This subculture fostered by the extreme right stands as a testament
to the tolerance of the FRG: the government allowed these old Nazis to
exist and to speak their minds (despite elaborate regulations limiting
the distribution of Nazi ideas and cultural artifacts). But it remains dis-
turbing that individuals like Scholz could successfully rehabilitate their
careers with such unreconstructed views. And clearly he was not alone
among the old Nazi art critics who returned to the cultural scene. Hans
Severus Ziegler, who was a well-known journalist and propagandist
prior to the Nazi seizure of power, also made regular contributions to
the Deutsche Wochen-Zeitung.218 The most famous Nazi visual propa-
gandist, Hans Schweitzer (discussed in greater length below), who
served under Goebbels in the Propaganda Ministry, revived his career in
the postwar period by contributing anticommunist illustrations (such as
the well-known “Where To? End Station Moscow”) to the Deutsche
Wochen-Zeitung and other journals. Herbert Jankuhn and Hans Rein-
erth, leading figures in Himmler’s cultural (and plundering) organiza-
tion the Ahnenerbe, revived their careers as scholars of early German
tribes and continued to publish into the 1990s.219 Another figure, Jürgen
Peterson, whom Norbert Frei and Johannes Schmitz labeled a “Kultur-
journalist,” had been one of the featured writers for Goebbels’s presti-
gious paper, Das Reich. Peterson enjoyed a successful postwar career
and ultimately served from 1961 to 1974 as director for cultural pro-
grams of German radio.”220 Postwar journalism, including art and cul-
tural criticism, perhaps more than any other public occupation,
sustained the revival of former Nazis’ careers.

In the 1970s and 1980s, Scholz also turned to writing books. In 1977,
he published Architektur und Bildende Kunst, 1933–1945, with the
Preussisch Oldendorf Verlag. In this handsome volume—if one can say
that about a book on Nazi art—Scholz repeated his defense of the artis-
tic policies and products of the Third Reich.221 He boasted of greater
popular interest in art, of the financial well-being of artists (the Great
German Art Exhibitions [Grosse Deutsche Kunstausstellungen or GDK]
were a viable marketplace for their works), and, of course, of the genius
of leading artists like Breker and Thorak.222 Scholz also claimed that
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many highly regarded figures in the arts supported the policies. For
example, art historian Heinrich Wölfflin was supposedly a founding
member of the Combat League for German Culture as he and others
attempted a defense of European culture.223 The most provocative of
Scholz’s claims came with respect to modern artists. While he contin-
ued his attack on supporters of the avant-garde (he tore into Ludwig
Justi, the great director of the Berlin Nationalgalerie for buying such
art), he also claimed that modern artists never suffered. His old bête
noire, Emil Nolde, supposedly never experienced the Malverbot (never
mind that the letter from the Propaganda Ministry forbidding him to
paint had been published in the postwar period) and lived in a “luxuri-
ous residence.”224 The real objects of Scholz’s ire, beyond the museum
directors and artists, were the art dealers. He revived the old Nazi
antipathy for the vendors of art and claimed not only that they profited
on all sorts of art without any scruples, but that they initiated the
“degenerate” art campaign for personal gain.225 He decried them for
their hypocrisy. While supposedly safeguarding this art, they were in
fact arranging for its confiscation and sale (a claim with special irony
because Scholz himself was on the Disposal Commission). About the
only redeeming part of this tome was Scholz’s remorse for the “degen-
erate” art show. While he himself denied any responsibility for it, he 
at least recognized that it was a mistake.226 In particular, he noted that
the show failed to take into account the evolutionary stages experi-
enced by artists, giving as an example, Franz Marc, who in spite of his
abstracted images was talented and really did possess a certain “artistic
idealism.”227

In 1980, Scholz published a subsequent book, entitled Volk, Nation,
Geschichte: Deutsche historische Kunst im 19. Jahrhundert. While the
title echoed the author’s past—it was only marginally better than the
official Nazi slogan of “ein Volk, ein Reich, ein Führer”—little else in the
tome disclosed the previous history of the author.This was also the case
with the earlier Architektur und Bildende Kunst: there was no biography
of the author or preface. Rather, Scholz and his publisher attempted to
give the impression that this work was an “objective” and conventional
art history work. In fact, both books are more propaganda than scholar-
ship. The texts are short (fifty-two pages in the case of Volk), and there
is little scholarly apparatus. Rather, Scholz engaged in a veiled attempt
to rehabilitate his pet ideas and favorite Nazi artists. Thus, for example,
he put a reproduction of the work of one of his favorites, painter Wil-
helm Peterson, on a full-color plate opposite the title page of Architek-
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tur, and, in Volk, he included works by his old teacher, Arthur Kampf
(one as late as 1915), and by his former Nazi colleague Wilhelm Kreis,
alongside of works by Caspar David Friedrich,Adolph von Menzel, and
other nineteenth-century artists. This was a variation of an old Nazi
technique: to compare art they liked with more respectable precedents
(Hitler thought Spitzweg to be the heir of Rembrandt). Sections of
Scholz’s text in Volk reverberate with Nazi ideas and rhetoric, although
one must know something of the author in order to read between the
lines.228

While these books from the 1970s and 1980s suggest that Scholz
was in many respects still an unreconstructed Nazi, they did represent
a slight change because, as noted above, he had softened his opposition
to Impressionism, and because of his tone. The once aggressive and vit-
riolic critic had adjusted his rhetorical style to become more subtle and
less ostentatious. Still, this transformation was more tactical than sub-
stantive.The racial and nationalistic principles that provided the under-
pinning of his worldview were still there, and Scholz could not help but
advance his ideas in a polemical way.

Robert Scholz died shortly after the publication Volk, Nation,
Geschichte. His obituary appeared in the Deutsche Wochen-Zeitung on 30
January 1981, which indicates that he passed away sometime after the
first of the year.229 No cause of death was given, and the quarter-page
remembrance lacked details about his life. His earlier positions as a
critic for the Deutsche Tageszeitung and editor for Kunst im Deutschen
Reich were noted, as was his post as director of the Moritzburg-
Museum in Halle. But there was no mention of his association with the
Völkischer Beobachter, his work for the ERR, or his trial in France after
the war. One of the interesting aspects of the obituary was its author,
Erich Kern, whose full name was Kernmayr. Kern, who died in 1991,
had been an SS-lieutenant and later a key employee of the SS veterans’
organization (Hilfsgemeinschaft auf Gegenseitigkeit [HIAG],Auxiliary
Fellowship for Reciprocity), as well as a prominent member of both the
radical right-wing Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands and the
Deutsche Volksunion.230 This unrepentant and unreconstructed Nazi,
born like Scholz in Austria, worked to maintain the personal bonds left
over from Third Reich. Scholz, of course, was part of this world, and so
there is an element of truth in Kern’s closing lines: “his death leaves
behind a gap that cannot be filled; not only in our circles, but among
those who are still dedicated to the beautiful.”231

Scholz became a sincere believer in the National Socialist ideology,
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and his Faustian bargain came more from his desire to lead a crusade
than from personal ambition or greed. His journalistic efforts in the
1930s contained an earnestness that is undeniable. And even when
engaging in plundering in Paris during the war, he abjured personal
enrichment and turned down offers from Göring to take pictures.232 Yet
one cannot exonerate him. James Plaut of the OSS noted in 1945,“It has
not been established finally to what degree Scholz personally initiated
German policy . . . all the evidence at hand would indicate that he was
a burning protagonist of National Socialist cultural ideology, and that he
participated actively in the ‘struggle against Jews, Freemasons and ene-
mies of the Reich.’”233 What is evident first and foremost was the fervor
of Scholz’s convictions, and it was this belief in National Socialism that
led him back to the radical right in the 1960s. More uncertain is the
impact that Scholz had on the Nazi regime’s policies. He himself con-
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30 January 1981. The headline reads,
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tributed to the impression that he was unimportant because he denied
responsibility for events. For many years, Scholz was successful in con-
vincing both investigators and historians that an art critic was peripheral
to the Nazi regime. But the expertise that he possessed—he was
arguably the most knowledgeable person during the Third Reich con-
cerning contemporary art—helped the top leaders to carry out their
criminal programs. Scholz, all denials aside, was the most important Nazi
art critic and an outstanding example of how the second-tier operative
was central to the National Socialist administration.

The leading figures in the field of art criticism in the Third Reich pos-
sessed certain skills, although the general level of writing declined in
this period. They frequently were able to articulate the tenets of
National Socialism in vivid terms that the masses could comprehend.
Hitler, of course, had promulgated the idea of an art for the masses. One
of his criticisms of modern art was that it was so esoteric it could be
understood only by an elite.The art journalists played an important role
in popularizing the Nazis’ arts program. The fact remains that more
people were exposed to works of art (and also theater, music, movies,
and other kinds of culture) during the Third Reich than in any previous
period of German history.While technological developments helped in
this respect—relatively new media like film and radio, for example,
were utilized to record tours of the annual GDK or to broadcast
Hitler’s and Goebbels’s speeches on art—the regime also invested heav-
ily in programs that exposed the masses to art. Outings to museums
through the Strength Through Joy organization, as well as the special
issues of art magazines and exhibition catalogs sent to the troops, offer
cases in point.

In addition to serving as popularizers, art critics and publicists were
often skilled polemicists. More specifically, they relished the opportu-
nity to attack real and perceived enemies. This was true with Robert
Scholz, who wrote a number of articles excoriating various artists and
their ideas. Even more aggressive was Wolfgang Willrich (1897–1948),
who made a name for himself through his first book, The Cleansing of
the Art Temple (1937), which he described in 1941 as “the first strike in
the great cleansing of art in 1937”; the book proved so radical and ven-
omous with respect to modern art that even Alfred Rosenberg and
Robert Scholz thought it too extreme.234 Willrich himself was a painter
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and specialized in portrayals of “racially pure” types that were every bit
as stiff as Adolf Ziegler’s frozen nudes (his work was showcased in a
two-volume publication with the stilted title of Nordic Blood Inheri-
tance in the South-German Peasantry).235 While his art in itself did not
suggest an agitated creator,Willrich was, even by Nazi standards, unusu-
ally vitriolic in his defense of a blood-and-soil vision of German culture.
For starters, Willrich was a member of the SS. And one report noted
that “Willrich was characterized by his own Party comrades as a patho-
logical denouncer.”236

Due to this reputation, he was one of the first to be charged by
Goebbels to investigate the feasibility of purging state collections of
modern art. Goebbels was not entirely sure of this project in 1936
when he commissioned Willrich to initiate it (the charge grew out of
preparations for an ideological exhibition called Give Me Four Years’
Time, which was to document how Germany had been transformed
since the Nazi seizure of power), and as a result of this uncertainty,
Willrich’s efforts foundered. But Willrich’s outlook remained
unchanged. Earlier, Heinrich Himmler, of all people, had grown tired of
Willrich’s vituperation and wrote his SS subordinate after the latter’s
attacks against poet Gottfried Benn that “it would be more prudent for
him to continue painting decent pictures than to pry into people’s pasts
and to persecute them until their very lives were destroyed.”237 Willrich
was never able to follow this advice, yet his career as an art journalist,
like that as an artist, never took off as he had hoped. His influence dur-
ing the Third Reich remained limited, and he died embittered in 1948.

The same unrealized ambition applied to his main ally in the battle
against modern art, Walter Hansen. Hansen was a well-known Nazi art
critic who wrote for the SS paper The Black Corps, as well as the more
obscure official publications, The SA-Man and School Letter of Dr. Ley.238

Hansen, who was also known in professional circles for his strident anti-
modernism (he was the one who attacked Rembrandt as “a painter of
the ghetto” at Baudissin’s meeting of museum directors) later gained
broader exposure as a result of his infamous book, Jewish Art in Ger-
many, an anti-Semitic diatribe published in 1941 by the Nordland Ver-
lag, which Himmler and the SS operated.239 Hansen worked closely
with Willrich: the two collaborated in the early but largely unsuccessful
effort to initiate a general purge of state collections. Among the opin-
ions shared by the two agitators was a hatred of Robert Scholz and his
aide, Werner Rittich, whom they saw as malevolent and misguided
rivals.240 Hansen attacked Scholz in a letter to Goebbels, in which he
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complained that Rosenberg’s expert supported modern art and served
as an agent of the Catholic Church.241 Hansen added that Scholz had
stolen Willrich’s ideas and then packaged them in a “powerless and
philosophically saturated manner that our people could not under-
stand.”242 Scholz responded with a defamation suit filed in the Nazi
Party Supreme Court, and although the charges were dropped due to
the exigencies of war, Hansen was put on the defensive.243 Goebbels
decided that employing Hansen was too much trouble and Scholz’s
countercharges, although never brought to conclusion, signaled the end
of Hansen’s career as a Nazi cultural bureaucrat.244 He was viewed as a
loose cannon (even by Nazi standards), and odd as it sounds, it was par-
tially accurate for Scholz’s assistant Henny Weber to note after the war
that she and her chief “had battled with success the radical elements in
the field of visual arts.”245 Perhaps the most apt description of Walter
Hansen originated from fellow National Socialist journalist Johann von
Leers, who observed that he was “as intellectually sterile as a mule: he is
only happy when spying on others, stirring up trouble, collecting mate-
rial, and engaging in unscrupulous, irresponsible, and yapping witch
hunts”; he was a “terrible product of the age,” a “spy, an informer, and a
slanderer by profession and inclination.”246 More succinctly, one writer
called Hansen “a cultural political court jester of Hitler.”247

While it is hardly surprising that vulgar agitators like Willrich and
Hansen served the Nazi regime, there were also instances when more
refined critics became embroiled in the Nazi Kunstpolitik. Such was the
case with Erhard Göpel (1906–66), who wrote scores of articles for a
number of publications, including Karl Scheffler’s Kunst und Künstler
(which was shut down in 1933), the respectable Vossische Zeitung,
Berliner Tageblatt, Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, and Frankfurter Zeitung.
These were among the more liberal press organs prior to and early on in
the Third Reich. For a period in the 1930s, Göpel was also the art critic
for the Neue Leipziger Zeitung, but he gave this up in 1937.248 A sup-
porter of modern art who wrote on this topic until 1936, Göpel
claimed that he did not want to write about the Degenerate Art Exhibi-
tion or “against his artist-friends,” who included Käthe Kollwitz, Erich
Heckel, and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff.249 Göpel was especially close to
Max Beckmann, whom he met in 1932. He later supported his friend in
exile in the Netherlands, helped promote his art throughout the world,
and then, after the painter’s death, took the initiative to found the Max
Beckmann Society. Göpel authored over sixty articles and publications
on Beckmann, including a catalogue raisonné of the paintings, and his
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widow still possesses many valuable letters and other items from the
Beckmann estate.250 Göpel was clearly very intelligent: he earned his
doctorate summa cum laude in 1937 with a dissertation, “A Commis-
sion for Van Dyck.”251 And while he was to engage in a variety of activi-
ties in the art world—including serving as the technical assistant to the
Dutch collector Frits Lugt (whose collection was seized during the war)
and helping prepare a variety of exhibitions—his greatest talent lay in
art criticism. As Ernst Buchner noted in a 1953 evaluation, Göpel
worked “with unusual journalistic skill, with literary and artistic sensi-
tivity, and above all, however, with an entirely original way of opening
up contemporary art and a solid knowledge of recent and current artis-
tic endeavors.”252

Despite liberal inclinations and a distinguished career, Göpel was
deeply embroiled in the Nazis’ art plundering program, and he became
Hitler’s top agent in the occupied Netherlands. Bruno Lohse even
claimed that Göpel aspired to become director of the Führermu-
seum.253 It is not clear how a friend of modern art like Göpel joined
forces with Hitler and Posse, although there are clues. One reason grew
out of the requirement that he serve in the military. He had been
drafted and served as a translator and press officer on the staff of the
Sixth Army, then under General Field Marshal Walter von Reichenau.254

But Göpel signed on with Posse and the Linz Project in February 1942,
surely more attractive than remaining with the Sixth Army, which was
redeployed on the Eastern Front and later met a terrible fate in Stalin-
grad. One intriguing question concerns Göpel’s response to von
Reichenau’s 10 October 1941 order in which the Army commander
emphasized “the necessity of a severe but just revenge on sub-human
Jewry” and argued that “‘an inexorable racial idea’ . . . transcended all
hitherto accepted codes of military honor.”255 Göpel never addressed
the issue of genocide in accounts of his wartime experiences, so there is
no evidence that he accepted the move to the Linz Project in order to
avoid more direct complicity in the killing in the East. There is also no
evidence that Posse and Göpel knew one another before the war,
although they had acquaintances and colleagues in common (notably
Dr. Robert Oertel, who held posts both in the Dresden and Linz muse-
ums). Göpel claims that it was Oertel who arranged for him to become
what he described as a Linz “expert” in the Netherlands, although the
OSS agents were more accurate in labeling him as the “chief buyer.”256

Göpel’s activities in the occupied West indeed involved purchases, but
they were not without complications. Some, for example, came through
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Vitale Bloch, a Russian Jewish dealer. The OSS report noted, “Göpel
had protected him from the anti-Semitic laws, and in return received
first refusal on whatever Bloch discovered on the art market.”257

Göpel, who frequently traveled to France in search of art, was also
involved in the Schloss affair, which the OSS officers described as “the
best example of acquisition for Linz by forced sale.”258 This stunning
collection of 333 paintings, including many Dutch Masters, was confis-
cated in 1943 and divided between the Vichy government and the Linz
agents, with the latter taking 262 at the price of 50 million ffrs. (the
equivalent today of $20 million).259 Members of the Schloss family, who
were Jewish, suffered various tribulations, including arrest, and did not
receive any payment during the war: the money paid by the Linz agents
went into a fund controlled by commissioner of Jewish Affairs Darquier
de Pellepoix.260 Göpel claimed that he played a subordinate role in the
affair—transferring negatives of the pictures and also creating a catalog
intended for Hitler in the oversized type the dictator demanded.261 But
after the war, Linz Museum director Hermann Voss maintained “it was
Göpel who came to know of the Schloss collection, which by some
error had been brought to Paris, and he conceived the idea of acquiring
it partly for Linz.”262 This was supported by a telegram Göpel sent Bor-
mann on 26 April 1943, where he alerted Hitler’s aide about the
remarkable collection that “would represent a certain enrichment of the
Führermuseum.”263 And when not all of the 262 Schloss pictures
acquired for Linz were deemed of high enough quality for the museum,
Göpel purchased some of the works that did not make the grade.264

After a typically difficult experience at the end of the war, in which
Göpel fled Vienna and then Leipzig upon the invasion of the Red Army,
he settled in western Germany, where he reestablished his career. The
denazification court in Giessen placed him in Group V, or those
deemed completely untainted; it helped that he had never joined the
Party, despite repeated pressure.265 After 1948, Göpel worked in
Munich as an editor (Lektor) for the prestigious Prestel Verlag.266 He
continued to work as a critic, penning articles for magazines like Kunst-
chronik and Merkur, and reviews for the Süddeutsche Zeitung and the
prestigious weekly Die Zeit, while also contributing essays to exhibition
catalogs. In 1951, he wrote of his memories of Max Beckmann in Hol-
land for a Munich retrospective.267

Göpel was almost fully rehabilitated in the postwar period—but not
entirely. In 1953, a position opened up at the Bavarian State Painting
Collections and Ernst Buchner tried to hire Göpel. While the position
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was midrange as a curator (Museumsassessor), it required the approval
of the officials in the Bavarian State Education Ministry. Buchner
repeatedly wrote glowing letters about Göpel: he defended the latter’s
activities in the Netherlands (they were “ordered,” he said), praised his
abilities, and claimed that Göpel was vital to the work of reconstructing
the German museum infrastructure.268 Ministry officials were skeptical,
however, and requested a full account of Göpel’s career.269 The file that
emerged included letters on Göpel’s behalf from Vitale Bloch, Mathilde
Beckmann (widow of Max), and Dutch collaborationist dealer Pieter de
Boer, among others.270 While these testimonials on the surface were
impressive, it was not lost on ministry officials that most of Göpel’s sup-
porters were complicit in the Linz Project.271 It is not clear whether
they were aware of the American Art Looting Investigation Unit’s ear-
lier recommendation that Göpel be tried as a war criminal.272 After an
eighteen-month inquiry, investigators found that Göpel had purchased
pictures for Linz (it could not be determined if there were other
“unlawful” acquisitions), that he had obtained works from Jews who
had fled the country, and that on occasion, he had turned to the author-
ities in the Reichskommissariat for assistance when negotiations did not
go as he had hoped. It could not be ascertained how the intervention of
these Nazi officials influenced events. The Bavarian State Education
Ministry report concluded that Göpel’s “activities were relatively cor-
rect,” but informed Buchner that Göpel could not be hired—in effect,
that he simply carried too much baggage.273 Buchner was permitted,
however, to engage Göpel on a short-term or contractual basis, and the
two finished up their careers arranging exhibitions in Munich. Erhard
Göpel had a fascinating life with a number of meaningful friendships,
including one with Ernst Jünger, with whom he developed a “friendly
relationship during the war.”274 But given the circumstances, even Göpel
succumbed to the entreaties of the Nazi leaders.

The category of art journalists can be conceived to extend beyond
publicists and critics; specifically, one should mention the illustrators
and satirists who contributed on a regular basis to many periodicals.The
Nazi caricaturist Hans Schweitzer (1901–80), who worked under the
name Mjölnir (the name for Thor’s hammer in old Germanic mythol-
ogy), was in a class by himself in this respect. Gerhard Paul described
him as “the most important National Socialist poster maker who prop-
agated like no other poster propaganda during the period of struggle.”275

Schweitzer established his reputation in artistic affairs during the 1920s
by way of his posters of steel-jawed SA men that appeared in Party pub-
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lications like Der Angriff. Goebbels, who published the Berlin paper,
believed “it was often easier to express Nazi ideas in a political cartoon
than with the written word” and often turned to Schweitzer.276 The two
collaborated on a volume, Das Buch Isidor (1928), which attacked and
mocked the vice-president of the Berlin police, Bernhard Weiss, and
Schweitzer has been called “the Gauleiter’s closest companion during
the Weimar years.”277 Schweitzer was later given a post in the Propa-
ganda Ministry with the title Reich Delegate for Artistic Design, where
he oversaw projects ranging from the civic decorations during the
Olympic games to the creation of monuments and the casting of com-
memorative medals.278 Schweitzer also sat on the board that gave out
subventions to artists (Spende Künstlerdank), became a standing mem-
ber of the jury for the GDK, and sat on numerous commissions—most
notably that which organized the Degenerate Art Exhibition and the one
subsequently charged with the disposal of the artworks.279

Like others responsible for determining the art policies of the Third
Reich, Schweitzer contributed to both its “positive” and negative
aspects. In terms of the “positive,” Mjölnir contributed a style that
became closely identified with the regime. With an unambiguous figu-
rative style—albeit a sketchiness at times, borrowed from the Italian
Futurists, to denote action or movement—as well as “nature true” col-
ors, his art was more than mere propaganda. The genesis of this style is
partly explained by his early alliance with Otto Strasser and the more
socialistic and revolutionary wing of the NSDAP.280 Schweitzer’s work
was arguably the first “Nazi art,” and this “achievement” was later rec-
ognized when Hitler gave him the title of professor on 30 January 1937
and made him a Reich Cultural Senator.281 He was also appreciated by
peers, including Robert Scholz, who wrote that Schweitzer provided a
“positive manifestation of the combative will with symbols of spirit and
ideas.”282

In terms of his negative agenda—and there was much here, including
radical antimodernism and, somewhat ironically, his campaign against
so-called kitsch—Schweitzer’s anti-Semitism was particularly notewor-
thy.283 A magazine cover he designed for the satirical Party periodical Die
Brennessel in April 1933, for example, featured caricatures of Jews (large
noses and exaggerated features) on a train, with the caption, “heads roll
. . . into Switzerland.”284 This was intended as a double entendre—a ref-
erence not only to Jewish emigration, but also to the violence he envi-
sioned (the term recalled the slogan of the French Revolution). While
the caption communicated hateful sentiments, it was the way in which
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he reinforced the Nazi stereotype of the Jews that was most harmful.
These depictions were carried to the extreme in publications like Der
Stürmer, where Philip Ruprecht (“Fips”) and others would add a pruri-
ent sexual element.285 Schweitzer was one of the creators of the Nazi
image of the Jew, even if his depictions were not the most egregiously
offensive. Yet his work was arguably among the most violent. As Peter
Paret noted, “images and text were couched in terms of extreme vio-
lence, which shocked but also attracted many. Their message was given
a still greater dynamic because cartoons, leaflets, and posters were part
of a continuum that ended in the threat and actual use of force.”286 Con-
sidering the anti-Semitism and violence in his work, it is not surprising
that Schweitzer himself became a member of the SS and was promoted
to the rank of colonel, even if the position was largely honorary.287

Schweitzer not only supported the regime by providing figurative
embodiments of the Nazi ideology (which complemented the rhetori-
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cal versions of critics), but, as noted above, he played a significant role
in the cultural bureaucracy. In many ways, his relationship to Goebbels
mirrored that of Rosenberg and Scholz, and he had considerable influ-
ence over aesthetic policy. Besides the above-mentioned position as del-
egate for artistic design in the Propaganda Ministry, he held an office in
the Reich Chamber for the Visual Arts and therefore served as a liaison
between two of Goebbels’s offices. Additionally, he chaired the Reich
Committee of Press Illustrators and was a member of a propaganda
company on the Eastern Front in 1943 and 1944. His opinions were
generally taken seriously by Nazi leaders, and he had speeches opening
art exhibitions published in Kunst im Deutschen Reich.288 To take a
phrase from a periodical of the time, Schweitzer “was devoted to advis-
ing state authorities and Party leaders in all questions concerning art.”289

In one instance, Schweitzer issued an evaluation of Graf von Baudissin
and the institution he ran—where he noted “the Folkwang Museum is
one of the worst museums in western Germany”—and the document
found its way to Himmler’s and Heydrich’s Security Office in Berlin.290

As this remark would indicate, Schweitzer possessed a character that
was highly acerbic. Indeed, the central link between his work as an illus-
trator and as a cultural bureaucrat was his unflinching criticism. Even
Schweitzer was conscious of this quality. He observed in 1936, “The
mainspring of political satire is hate.”291

It is ironic that Schweitzer’s career took a downturn as a result of the
perception that he had become too soft and moderate. Reich Minister
Goebbels’s confidence in him was shaken in mid-1937, evidently
because he expropriated a painting by the Expressionist Willy Jaeckel
and placed it in his office. (Schweitzer had got hold of the work as part
of his work purging German museums!292) Goebbels conveyed his dis-
appointment in his longtime colleague in several diary entries: “[H]e
hasn’t fulfilled my expectations”; “he is too weak and inexperienced”;
and “he is a good fellow, but without any firmness.”293 This decline in
Schweitzer’s career fortunes, which was not unlike that experienced by
Goebbels between 1938 and 1942, proved temporary, and Schweitzer
again found enemies to attack and reemerged as “perhaps the leading
German poster designer in the Second World War.”294 This career revival
was related to his increasingly radical stance, his rise within the SS, his
stint at the front, and also, as of autumn 1944, his participation in the
Volkssturm (home guard), which served to confirm his commitment to
the Nazi cause. Schweitzer claimed after the war to have defended
Berlin “weapon in hand” and to have suffered injury as a result.295 But at
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war’s end, he and his wife and children escaped to Schleswig-Holstein,
and he was not arrested until May 1947. He claimed that he was turned
in by a modernist artist whom he had earlier attacked.296

Like so many in the art world who worked for the Nazi regime,
Schweitzer was treated very leniently by the postwar authorities. He
was let off by a Hamburg denazification board with time served and a
500 DM fine after having maintained that he “was an artist with little
interest in politics” who had not “witnessed any SS repression of Poles
or Jews” while in Poland during the war.297 After several appeals of this
light sentence, Hans Schweitzer had his record completely expunged in
1955. He proceeded to rehabilitate his career in the postwar period,
during which he continued to find work as an illustrator. Schweitzer
nevertheless decided to assume a new name—presumably one that
would help free him from some of the burdens of the past. Under the
name “Herbert Sickinger,” he taught painting in Westphalia to genera-
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tions of German and American students. He also produced a new kind
of art: One magazine described his work as follows: “peaceful symbols
are in the foreground—happy villages, painterly ruins, flowers, children,
woods and meadows.” Schweitzer/Sickinger prospered until his death
in 1980. The important role he had played in the cultural life of the
Third Reich, however, was not completely forgotten. The radical right
wing press in Germany, for example, noted his passing in glowing obit-
uaries.298

The art journalists in this section shared much in common, beginning
with an aggressive and often hateful disposition. They constituted
arguably the most openly vicious profession in the art world during the
Third Reich. Journalism, like many cultural enterprises, reflects the
spirit of an age; just as “gonzo journalism” grew out of the countercul-
ture at the end of the 1960s, attack journalism flourished during the
Third Reich. The nature of the assault was predictably consistent with
National Socialism. Founded upon racism and national chauvinism and
dedicated to glorifying Hitler, this Kunstpolitik was inseparable from the
Nazis’ broader ideological program, which centered on conquest and
genocide. Robert Scholz and the other art critics who served the regime
articulated these policies by way of attacks on artists and their works
that were officially proscribed and by glorifying the “representative” art
of the epoch. It is in this sense explicable that a number of critics—and
not just Robert Scholz—became involved in art looting during the war.
The masthead of Heinrich Hoffmann’s magazine Kunst dem Volk
included as associates Joseph Mühlmann (who plundered with his half-
brother Kajetan Mühlmann in Poland and the occupied West), and
Franz Kieslinger (a Viennese art historian who helped loot art in the
Netherlands).299

While the art journalists were effective propagandists, the quality of
their criticism was low. They were often verbose and inclined to
unimaginative stock phrases. Considering their odious cause and the
general lack of freedom, one could expect little else. Even Hitler was
aware of the general failure of the critics: as reported in a March 1944
entry in his “table talk,” Hitler stated, “if we were completely deprived
of art critics, we should not lose very much!”300 Art journalism in the
Third Reich was not the easiest of professions, and many shied away
due the demands of ideological purity and the rigid enforcement by
both Party and state authorities.As Oron Hale noted in his study of the
press during the Third Reich, “recruitment of journalistic and publish-
ing personnel was another problem that concerned both private and
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Party publishers. . . . [I]t is evident that the flow of able young people
into journalism was drying up, and that the profession was not attract-
ing the considerable number of trained persons from other fields which
had formerly supplied the press with writers, editors, and reporters.”301

Hale explains this dearth of talent by underscoring how “the Nazi sys-
tem of restraints . . . made the profession unattractive to talented, orig-
inal, and sincere young people.”302 Indeed, that the men considered in
this chapter were the most accomplished art critics of the Reich attests
to the generally uninspired and monotonous stream of ideological ver-
biage that rolled off the Nazi presses.
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Art Historians

Chapter 4

165

The art history profession has long been rela-
tively diffuse because it included individuals outside academic depart-
ments: curators, dealers, and critics have all penned serious books on art
history. If one takes Fogg Museum director Paul Sachs’s list from the
spring of 1945 in which he assessed the qualities and skills of individu-
als in a range of German artistic professions, one sees personnel across
the spectrum, both inside and outside academia, described as “good
scholar” or “fine scholar” (this includes, for example, the Berlin graphic
arts curator Friedrich Winkler and the Munich curator Karl Feucht-
mayr).1 To focus on art historians with university appointments, then,
would be too limiting and would not accurately convey the professional
context in which scholarship was produced.

One can, of course, write a history of just the academic art historians
during the Third Reich and how the profession was effectively bifur-
cated in 1933.2 A tremendous number chose emigration, and this
includes luminaries such as Erwin Panofsky,Aby Warburg,Walter Fried-
laender, and Richard Krautheimer, among others.3 Karen Michels wrote,



“The forced migration of German and Austrian art historians to the
United States is now seen as the most momentous transmission process
in the history of twentieth-century scholarship, comparable in its effects
only to the migrations of sociologists and psychologists.”4 This flight was
precipitated by both “pushing” and “pulling”: the Nazis forced Jewish
and left-wing scholars out of their positions (Reich Minister Rust
reported in 1937 that eighty professors at art academies and universities
had been “removed”), and foreign institutions—especially in the United
States and Britain—sought to benefit from this brain drain.5 As for the
opportunities abroad, Michels described how 

in both Britain and the United States generous gestures of wel-
come were made to art historians driven out of Germany and Aus-
tria by the National Socialist regime. British colleagues gave up
part of their own salaries to fund aid programs for the refugees,
and the transfer of the Warburg Library from Hamburg to London
was regarded as a valuable gift. In the United States, which opened
its borders by issuing “nonquota” visas, one of the institutions that
benefitted most from the influx of refugees gave thanks with a
wisecrack: “Hitler shakes the tree,” said Walter Cook, director of
New York University’s Institute of Fine Arts, “and I pick up the
apples.”6

Despite the gravitation of many German exiles to southern California
(Thomas Mann, Bertolt Brecht,Alfred Döblin, among many others), art
historians had more opportunities on the East Coast.This was the heart
of the artistic establishment in the U.S. As art historian and museum
director Alois Schardt wrote to his colleague Georg Swarzenski in Jan-
uary 1944, “since the opportunities here in the West are as good as
hopeless, I am resolved to go East where perhaps I can find a position as
college lecturer, museum official, or employee at a press.”7

The emigration of art historians devastated the profession in Ger-
many. Beyond losing a number of famous scholars, the Reich lost many
of the most theoretically sophisticated. Bettina Preiss noted, “in acade-
mic art history before 1933 only a small part of their representatives
were really prepared to pursue a serious critical method. These ‘hard
core of a soft discipline,’ with their fundamental considerations con-
cerning the history and theory of the humanistic fields, had a broad
influence which is still evident today.”8 But many of these “hard core”
were not welcome in Nazi Germany, where there was a widespread dis-
trust of art historians that grew out of a pervasive anti-intellectualism.
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For example, art critic and curator Walter Hansen wrote in 1937, “art
historians, according to Jewish ways, insert themselves as supposed
intermediaries between artist and artwork. . . . The past has shown that
through this fully unnecessary engagement of supposedly essential
intermediaries of German art (that is, agents for artists and art dealers),
immeasurable damage has been done, and in the future this can be
made passably good again only through a possible exclusion of art his-
torians and art critics. Art historians in the last thirty years have been
directly dependent on the advice of the Jewish art trade.”9 There was a
sense that the entire discipline needed an overhaul, and some of the
proposals for it were quite remarkable. This included Bernhard Rust’s
instructions that “the art historian must learn everything in his educa-
tion, also the works of degeneration.”10

The academic art historians who remained in Germany had two
principle concerns that constituted the core of National Socialist art
history. The first was the belief in a scholarship that was politically
engaged. One Nazi art historian, Hans Weigert, explained this philoso-
phy quite succinctly when he wrote, “the university stands in the service
of politics.”11 He went on to say, “certainly it is the new ideal of the vol-
untaristic, soldierly type that must be adopted in order to secure the
fearful threats to the foundations of our naked existence.”12 In other
words, art historians were supposed to serve as intellectual shock troops
for the regime and provide a key component of the cultural, and even
spiritual, underpinning for the Nazi movement. One therefore finds
examples such as the essays penned by renowned art historian Wilhelm
Pinder (1878–1947), “Architecture as Morality” and “Duty and Claims
of Scholarship,” which both appeared in 1935, as well as a Festschrift
that he helped compile to honor Adolf Hitler in 1939. An OSS report
on Pinder added: “Originally a scholar of high standing . . . he is known
to have worked with the Nazis in every respect and to have informed
the Gestapo on his former friends.”13 Some German art historians
served the regime in more particular ways, such as Dagobert Frey
(1883–1962), who used his study trips to Poland and other Eastern
European nations to compile inventories of valuable artworks—lists
that were later used by plundering commandos (which Frey, among
others in the field, staffed).14 It is perhaps not surprising that Bernard
Berenson referred to one of these scholars in service of the Nazi regime
as the “Attila of art history.”15

The other central tenet of National Socialist art history was the
advancement of Germanic culture. This meant, of course, the glorifica-
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tion of German artists and their work. Art historians were supposed to
discover the roots of a great culture and therefore enhance national
consciousness and this project helped distinguish them from scholars in
other fields, including historians, whose support for the Nazi regime has
recently become the subject of much discussion.16 Heinrich Himmler
and his cohort in the SS were especially enthusiastic about early Ger-
manic cultural history and promoted the study of archeology, anthro-
pology, and art history through organizations like the Ahnenerbe, the
Society for the Promotion and Care of German Cultural Monuments,
and the Nordland Press.17 Others, including Hitler, sought to emphasize
the emergence of the German spirit in the early modern and modern
periods. One therefore finds works like Wilhelm Pinder’s On the Essence
and Development of German Forms: The Visual Arts in the New German
State, where he, in Bettina Preiss’s words, “supplied evidence of the suc-
cess of National Socialist art historical writing, which among other high
points of discovery, counted that [Hans] Memling, an original German
(Urdeutscher) in Seligenstadt am Main, had caught sight of the first light
of the world.”18 These art historians in the service of the Reich sought to
document the rise of the Germans as the supposedly racially superior
people who threw off their chains and finally realized their potential.

This undertaking of examining the emergence of the dominant
Aryans included the more specific task of revealing the existence of
German culture in neighboring lands. Most Nazi territorial claims were
based upon the notion that meritorious culture found abroad—whether
it be in Poland, the Baltic States, and other regions in the East or in Bel-
gium, the Netherlands, and Denmark, chief among Western countries—
had been created by Germanic peoples. The art historians were
expected to use their scholarship to justify Nazi irredentism. During
the war, cultural historian Hermann Aubin declared that “the work of
our ancestors . . . represents the great legal brief for territory.”19 Another
variation on this theme was supplied by Gustav Barthel, an art historian
from the university in Breslau, who accused “Polish scholars [of] having
falsely claimed the achievements of their own artists.”20 In the few cases
where German art historians actually discussed Polish artists, they were
viewed as pale imitators of German predecessors.21 Lynn Nicholas adds
a touch of humor when she describes these scholars as part of the
“Poland-is-really-Germany school.”22 Of course, there was very little
that was amusing about the Germanification programs undertaken by
the regime. Cultural cleansing was accompanied by ethnic cleansing.
Objects deemed to be Germanic in origin were preserved, while those
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of Slavic, Jewish, Sinti, and Roma (“gypsy”) cultures, among others,
were destroyed.The art historians, like those in other professions in this
book, played a role in the Holocaust that went far beyond that of
bystander. They first provided intellectual justifications for the aggres-
sive and genocidal program, then they served the Nazi leaders and
helped denude the victims of their property. And as argued earlier, the
expropriation of property was part of a continuum that culminated in
murder.

It is admittedly sometimes difficult to take these art historians seri-
ously. As noted above, most of those who were theoretically sophisti-
cated went into exile, and of those few who stayed, such as Heinrich
Wölfflin and Wilhelm Pinder, the glory days of most were in the past
and they did not produce significant scholarship during the Third Reich
(although Pinder in particular continued to publish). The main excep-
tion to this generalization is Hans Sedlmayr (1896–1984), an Austrian
who was among what one scholar termed “the critical historians of
art.”23 Sedlmayr, who subscribed to notions of collective psychology,
attempted to apply them to artistic interpretation and build upon the
concept of “artistic intention” (Kunstwollen) pioneered by his Viennese
predecessor, Alois Riegl (1858–1905). Sedlmayr was a member of the
NSDAP—and evidently supported the Party before the Anschluss in
1938 (making him an Illegaler, a member during the time when the
Party was illegal in Austria).24 But his formulations were somewhat
more subtle and not as explicitly political as many of his colleagues.
Sedlmayr talked of “purity” and “pure forms”—terms that had special
meaning during the Third Reich—but he did not go so far as to call
openly for German expansion into the East.25 Sedlmayr was nonetheless
compromised to the point where he was forced to give up his profes-
sorship at the University of Vienna in 1945. But he moved to Bavaria
and in 1951 again became a professor, this time at the Ludwig Maxim-
ilian University, where he received the chair in art history once held by
Heinrich Wölfflin and Wilhelm Pinder. Today, there is even a street
named after him in the heart of Munich.

The majority of the art historians of the Third Reich who advocated
political engagement and a nationalist agenda are now obscure and gen-
erally known only by scholars who study the period. Individuals like
Hans Weigert and Alfred Stange in Bonn, Dagobert Frey in Breslau, and
Paul Schultze-Naumburg in Weimar did very little to advance the study
of art. In Bettina Preiss’s words, “the entire art research of the Third
Reich is therefore almost meaningless; it is simply the conscious accom-
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modation to the cultural policy of the Third Reich that made art history
subservient as an instrument of propaganda.”26 When one surveys the
lists of art historians compiled by Allied investigators at war’s end—
they identified about 110 faculty at German universities, not counting
those who worked for museums or as independent scholars—it is strik-
ing to see that at least half either produced explicitly National Socialist
scholarship or played a role in the plundering program.27 The art histo-
rians who remained in Germany, then, contributed to the culture of the
Third Reich, but not to the advancement of their discipline.

Kajetan Mühlmann was arguably the single most prodigious art plun-
derer in the history of human civilization. This intelligent and, accord-
ing to the testimony of contemporaries, rather congenial Salzburger
stole artworks from victims first in his native Austria, then in Poland,
and finally in the Netherlands. Mühlmann’s story is instructive for a
variety of reasons as well. With a doctorate in art history, Mühlmann
was a successful member of the Austrian intelligentsia. His biography
reminds us that National Socialism was not an exclusively lower-class
phenomenon, but relied upon the cooperation and skills of the edu-
cated bourgeoisie. Beyond his personal descent into criminality,
Mühlmann’s case underscores the crucial role played by Austrians in
bolstering the Nazi regime. Recent studies have drawn attention to the
Austrians’ involvement in the deportation measures and the extermi-
nation camp,28 but Austrians served in other branches of the govern-
ment, including the cultural bureaucracy. Finally, Mühlmann’s story
sheds light on the denouement and aftermath of the war and the ethi-
cally clouded environment precipitated by a devastated continent and
the burgeoning cold war. He took advantage of the opportunities cre-
ated by the competing intelligence agencies and, by finding accommo-
dation with the Americans, carved out a fairly comfortable existence.
Mühlmann, like many of the second-rank figures, avoided both postwar
justice and the scrutiny of historians.

Mühlmann, whose friends called him Kai, was born in Uttendorf
near Zell am See in western Austria on 26 June 1898. Emblematic of
the mysteries that permeate his biography, it is unclear whether he
spelled his first name, Kajetan, with a “K” or a “C” (most documents use
the spelling Kajetan, but others, such as his folder in the SS Main
Office, feature the alternative). While little is known about his child-
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hood, it was quite tumultuous. Kajetan’s father died when he was quite
young and his mother then married his father’s cousin. Together, both
marriages yielded eight children, although two died in infancy. Among
Kajetan’s siblings the most notable was his older half-brother Josef
Mühlmann (1886–1972), an art critic and restorer, who as a member of
the SS and the Gestapo teamed up with Kajetan as a plunderer in the
occupied lands.29 Kajetan grew up on a farm and claimed in his official
biography in the late 1930s that he was of “peasant lineage.”30 This was
partly personal publicity, peasant stock being much valued among the
blood-and-soil Nazis. His childhood milieu was not entirely rural, how-
ever, as he attended school in nearby Salzburg. It is difficult to ascertain
much about his personality or views at this time, but he evidently
embraced the pan-Germanic ideas that were so popular among Aus-
trian youth and volunteered for the Salzburger Infantry Regiment
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Number 59 as soon as he had reached the legal age of seventeen in
1915. It was typical of many ethnic Germans living in border regions to
feel heightened attachment to Deutschtum, or all things German; Hitler,
who grew up nearby, and Alfred Rosenberg, from Estonia in the Baltic,
offer two better-studied cases.31 Later, in a 1919 plebiscite, Salzburgers
“voted overwhelmingly” (158,058 to 463) for a union with Germany.32

Mühlmann served with distinction in World War I and received mul-
tiple decorations. He was seriously wounded in 1918, and the injury
was compounded by an illness that affected his lungs. He suffered con-
siderable pain while recuperating in the years directly after the war and
continued to experience problems with his lungs for the rest of his
life.33 Feeling that he had sacrificed a great deal during his service,
Mühlmann viewed the ensuing Treaty of St. Germain as an unjust and
unnatural fate for the Habsburg Empire. The third largest nation in
Europe prior to the war, with a population of 52 million, was reduced
to a country of seven million, dominated by an oversized, cosmopolitan
capital of three million. The provision that Austria could never unite
with Germany added to the sense of grievance felt by Mühlmann, as
well as many other Austrians of a variety of political persuasions.34

Injured and feeling a sense of betrayal, Mühlmann joined the Socialist
Party in Salzburg, to which he belonged for several years.35 While it may
seem surprising that a nationalist like Mühlmann would join the social-
ists, membership in the Austrian Social Democratic Party offered a
means to protest the general settlement in Europe and helped recreate
the comradeship of the front.36 But Mühlmann was left dissatisfied, and
he gradually became less political following his demobilization.

Mühlmann finally pursued university studies in 1922, and he spent
the next four years in Vienna and Innsbruck. He concentrated on art
history, and he himself evidently had an interest in painting (when he
disappeared after the war a Viennese newspaper actually described him
as a “Kunstmaler,” or painter).37 He received his doctorate in 1926 from
the University of Vienna, with his dissertation titled Baroque Fountains
and Water Art in Salzburg.38 Moving back to Salzburg in 1926,
Mühlmann professed an interest in the city and its monuments. He
wrote for many of the local newspapers, reviewed art exhibitions, and
penned articles such as “The Redesign of the Salzburg Garden,” and
“The Endangering of the St. Peter’s Cemetery.”39 He established a name
for himself as a concerned civic activist, and in 1932, published a lavish
book titled, Civic Preservation and Renovation in Salzburg: The Example
of the Restorer Franz Wagner, which not only lauded the accomplish-
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ments of a leading refurbisher of old buildings, but included an adver-
tisement section at the end that promoted numerous local construction
and design firms.40

Mühlmann’s primary avocation, however, was the Salzburg Festival.
In 1926, he became the Propagandaleiter, or chief publicity agent, of the
Festspiele. Janet Flanner described him in the New Yorker in 1947 as “a
booking agent from whom chic Americans bought their train and music
festival tickets.”41 Despite seeming to be a peculiar occupation in light
of his later activities, this position proved a suitable match for
Mühlmann’s talents and views. Scholar Michael Steinberg has pointed
out that the festival, despite its associations with the liberal and worldly
Max Reinhardt and Hugo von Hofmannsthal, served generally to pro-
mote Austrian culture, that is, both the high tradition, as represented by
Mozart, and the folk variety, as featured in the many choral and dance
groups that performed there.42 Mühlmann’s publicity celebrated this
tradition and also reflected his strong sense of civic pride. In one article
in the Münchener Illustrierte Fremden-Zeitung, he quoted Hofmannsthal,
“Central Europe has no place more beautiful—Mozart must have been
born here.”43 Mühlmann’s position afforded him considerable visibility
in the community and helped him make contacts with important indi-
viduals. He could be very charming and spoke using a heavy Austrian
dialect, which was helpful when interacting with fellow Austrians.As an
art critic, he was strikingly gentle and his reviews of both traditional and
modern art were almost invariably positive.44 His early career, then,
indicates an aptitude for what we would today call networking. In
1932, he married Poldi Woytek, an artist who enjoyed considerable suc-
cess in Salzburg. The Mühlmanns indeed played prominent roles in the
cultural life of the city.

Even prior to working at the Salzburg Festival, Mühlmann displayed
the ability to cultivate relationships with important individuals. For
example, he was friends with Hermann Göring’s sisters, who lived near
Salzburg. An apocryphal story has also appeared in accounts of his life,
whereby he supposedly helped the future Reichsmarschall flee Ger-
many after the latter took a bullet near the groin in the failed beer hall
putsch of 1923.45 Mühlmann denied the story when on the witness
stand in 1947 in the trial of Guido Schmidt, but he noted that he was
invited to Göring’s home on the Obersalzburg in the mid-1930s to dis-
cuss art and politics.46 Mühlmann was certainly well acquainted with
Göring’s sister Olga, and this connection led to contact with the future
Reichsmarschall.47 This alliance would later become crucial to the
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course of Mühlmann’s career, but it would be secondary to that which
he formed with Arthur Seyss-Inquart, an attorney from Moravia who
practiced law in Austria. Mühlmann and Seyss-Inquart began working
together in the service of the Nazi Party in Austria in 1934, when they
both played roles in the Aktion Reinthaller, which was a project under-
taken by members of the recently banned NSDAP to strengthen the
position of the Party in Austria.48 Although this ended in failure,
it marked the start of a relationship that would endure throughout 
the Third Reich, as Mühlmann and Seyss-Inquart would team up in
Vienna, Cracow, and The Hague.

The reasons and circumstances behind Mühlmann’s gravitation to
the Austrian Nazi Party remain unclear.49 In his postwar interrogations,
he himself denied ever being an Illegaler: he repeatedly stated under
oath that he was “neither before the [1934–38] ban nor during the ban
a member of the NSDAP.”50 Mühlmann admitted only to social rela-
tionships with Nazis such as Seyss-Inquart.Yet he testified to this under
threat of conviction for Party membership prior to 1938. Many sources,
including the American Counter Intelligence Corps, identified him as
an early Nazi and part of the “fifth column.”51

Wilhelm Höttl, a high-ranking member of the Nazi Security Service
(SD), declared in a 1967 protocol that Mühlmann was one of Reinhard
Heydrich’s agents from 1934 to 1938. More recently, in an interview
with the author, Höttl described Mühlmann as a Vertrauens-Mann (con-
fidential informer), which suggests a more informal relationship to the
Nazi police and espionage apparatus.52 Indisputable is the fact that
Mühlmann was arrested in 1935 with five other National Socialists
after the infiltration of an SD group in Salzburg, an operation that
resulted in the trial of a county judge, Dr. Anton Jennewein, and his
accomplices.53 Mühlmann himself claimed after the war that he was
unjustly charged, that the record of his donation to help the wife of Dr.
Jennewein was falsely construed as evidence of his membership in this
group.54 He also noted that the charge of high treason was changed to
participation in a secret society by the Salzburg provincial court and
that he was let off with a light sentence of time already served.While he
was correct about the sentence, an SS document from 1943 noted that
Jennewein was an “illegal Gauleiter,” and Ernst Kaltenbrunner, the head
of the Reich Security Main Office, added in a report on this event to
Heinrich Himmler that the charges had been so serious that Mühlmann
was initially sentenced to twenty years in prison.55 A Salzburg contem-
porary confirmed that Mühlmann in 1935 had been sentenced to “mul-
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tiple years in jail” and noted that getting Mühlmann off with time
served was “an exceptional success for the defense.”56 As Mühlmann had
induced high-ranking members of the Austro-fascist regime to inter-
cede on his behalf—most notably, the secretary of the Fatherland Front
Guido Zernatto—the reason for the judge’s leniency remains in
doubt.57

Despite this experience, Mühlmann’s association with the Austrian
Nazi Party remained sufficiently concealed as to enable him to work as
a seemingly independent front man or liaison during the period of the
Nazi prohibition. The Nazi Party in Austria had been banned by Chan-
cellor Kurt Schuschnigg in July 1934 after Nazi putschists had mur-
dered Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuss. Even prior to this event, selected
Austrian Nazi leaders had been arrested because of terrorist activities;
the Viennese Gauleiter Alfred Frauenfeld, for example, was sent to an
internment camp at Wöllersdorf in June 1933.These brushes with gov-
ernment forces compelled the Nazis to move much of their organiza-
tion and many of their paramilitary forces to Bavaria. The Austrian
Legion had its headquarters in Dachau, where they shared training
facilities with the German SA, SS, Army, and police.58 Mühlmann was
particularly valuable as a messenger, and he helped arrange shipments
of illegal propaganda and weapons that were used to destabilize Aus-
tria’s Fatherland Front government.59

Even with his efforts to avoid the appearance of any firm commit-
ments, Mühlmann was repeatedly embroiled in conflicts and contro-
versy. He was arrested at least four times in the mid-1930s for offenses
ranging from reckless driving to the “defamation of a public official.”60

Many of his greatest imbroglios occurred within the Nazi Party. Landes-
leiter (head of the Austrian Nazi Party) Josef Leopold wrote in 1937
that Mühlmann “was rejected by the Salzburg Party members and
accordingly not taken into the Party”; and five years later, the Salzburg
Gauleiter, Dr. Gustav Scheel, wrote to Martin Bormann, the head of the
Party Chancellery, “With respect to politics and character, the subject
does not enjoy a good reputation among the Salzburg National Social-
ists. . . . According to the views of the Salzburg Party members,
Mühlmann should be kept away from all political activity.”61 These
attacks were entirely consistent with the nature of the Austrian
National Socialists in the 1930s: what one historian described as a party
“rent with factions and . . . constant disagreements . . . that sometimes
led to violent confrontations. The Gauleiter would not cooperate with
one another and behaved in an irresponsibly egotistical manner.”62 Still,
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while Mühlmann provoked criticism among his comrades, he also, as
mentioned above, cultivated influential and loyal benefactors.

Mühlmann allied himself principally with Seyss-Inquart and other
Austrian National Socialists who were viewed prior to the Anschluss as
the moderates in the Party. This designation arose by way of contrast
with two other principal factions. One, led by Captain Josef Leopold,
frequently turned to terrorist acts and other radical tactics as a means of
destabilizing the government. The second notable faction was headed
by the Carinthians Odilo Globocnik and Friedrich Rainer. They were
also not known for their willingness to compromise with the existing
government, although they did work well enough with Mühlmann and
the moderates that some observers view them as intraparty allies. It is
significant that Mühlmann and Globocnik became friends: first,
because of the implications for the Austrian Nazi Party prior to the
Anschluss, with Mühlmann’s emergence as an effective mediator in the
intraparty feuds; second, because this relationship continued during the
war when both were active in Poland in the General Government (the
part of Poland not incorporated into the Reich or ceded to the Soviets
in 1939).63 Globocnik oversaw the Operation Reinhard death camps in
the formerly Polish territory.

Prior to the Anschluss, the moderates distinguished themselves by
their widespread contacts, both inside and beyond the Austrian Nazi
Party. Most notably, they counted as a friend the poet and general sec-
retary of the Fatherland Front, Guido Zernatto. Mühlmann was on a
“du” basis with him.64 Zernatto’s efforts in 1935 to extricate Mühlmann
from prison in Salzburg had helped solidify their friendship. Mühlmann
repaid the debt when the Germans took over Austria in March 1938: he
helped Zernatto escape out a side door of the Federal Chancellery, who
then headed for Bratislava and exile.65 Mühlmann also established ties
with the very influential state secretary, Guido Schmidt, visiting him at
the Federal Chancellery once or twice a month to discuss the political
situation in Austria. Schmidt was the confidant of Schuschnigg, and
their decision in June 1937 to place Seyss-Inquart on the State Coun-
cil—the most influential organ for the initiation of legislation—
reflected not only the progress that the moderate faction had made in
terms of respectability, but also Mühlmann’s rise in influence.66

Mühlmann, then, had the ability to bridge existing gaps: first, within the
Austrian Nazi Party and, second, between certain Nazis and officials in
the Fatherland Front.

Because the moderate faction of the Austrian Nazi Party eventually
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prevailed as the victors in this internecine conflict, their views warrant
reconstruction. Significantly, the leading figures began their political
careers outside the Party. Both Seyss-Inquart and Mühlmann under-
went a process of gradually warming to the Nazi cause. In Seyss-
Inquart’s case, he first joined organizations affiliated with the Party,
such as the German-Austrian People’s League.67 Mühlmann, as was his
nature, tried to avoid any overt political commitments. Later, both
developed loyalties to Hitler and sought closer relations between Aus-
tria and Germany, but neither ever imagined the complete evaporation
of their country—a position not uncommon among Austrian Nazis.68

They hoped that closer ties with the Reich would bring greater eco-
nomic prosperity, as well as end the sense of being diplomatically iso-
lated, a sentiment that became even stronger after the September 1936
agreement between Mussolini and Hitler. Instead of merely serving as
Hitler’s agents, they hoped to combine a pride in things local and Aus-
trian with the notion of being a part of a larger German and fascist bloc.
Wilhelm Keppler, an SD official and SS major general who served as
one of the “point men” in Austria for the Berlin government, also put
their views in perspective when he noted that they “favor[ed] the path
of evolution . . . [versus] the other faction which was bent on continu-
ing strictly revolutionary and illegal activities.”69

Mühlmann and Seyss-Inquart were ambitious beyond their respec-
tive professional careers as an art historian and lawyer, and this in part
explains why they assisted Hitler in the annexation of Austria. The
interparty feud among the Austrian Nazis helped induce them to coop-
erate with Berlin authorities as the moderates sought the upper hand.
Prior to the famous Berchtesgaden meeting between Hitler and
Schuschnigg in February 1938, Mühlmann met with the German dicta-
tor and briefed him about earlier discussions between Seyss-Inquart and
Schuschnigg. This violated promises of confidentiality to the Austrian
Chancellor, but improved Hitler’s opinion of the moderates.70

Mühlmann revealed what Schuschnigg’s maximum concessions would
be, and Hitler exploited this advantage by using them as a starting point
in the Berchtesgaden negotiations.71 Historian Bruce Pauley summa-
rized, “In a final effort to eliminate his rival [Leopold], Seyss-Inquart
sent the moderate Nazi and art historian Kajetan Mühlmann to Berch-
tesgaden ahead of Schuschnigg. Mühlmann was instructed to insist to
Hitler and Keppler . . . that Leopold and the Landesleitung be removed
from Austria. Seyss-Inquart got his way.”72

Hitler sacrificed Leopold in return for official toleration of the Aus-
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trian Nazi Party. Seyss-Inquart advanced his careerist ambitions by
receiving the post of Minister of the Interior on 16 February. The fol-
lowing month, he even acted as Chancellor for forty-eight hours of the
critical phase of the Anschluss. Still, Seyss-Inquart was duped by Hitler
in that he never received the autonomy that he desired—either indi-
vidually or for the government in Austria in which he served. Forced to
settle for the position of Reich Governor (Reichsstatthalter), he was
hemmed in when Josef Bürckel was sent from the Reich and given the
title Reich Commissioner for the Reincorporation of Austria, a position
of direct competition. For good measure, and true to form in the poly-
cratic Nazi state, the power was divided further when Odilo Globocnik
from the more radical faction obtained the powerful post of Gauleiter
of Vienna.

Yet Mühlmann benefited from his efforts in helping prepare the
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Anschluss because Seyss-Inquart appointed him state secretary, first in
the Federal Chancellor’s Office for a month (in March 1938) and then,
after changes in the governmental structure, in the Ministry for Interior
and Cultural Affairs.73 Mühlmann also had a position directly subordi-
nate to Seyss-Inquart as the Representative for State Art Policy and as
Foreign Tourism and Leader of Department III of the Office of the
Reich Governor. These positions offered great promise because
Mühlmann administered the budgets for all state cultural organizations
and played an important role in the personnel changes that were then
taking place.

The Nazis worked rapidly to award adherents the plum positions. For
example, Dr. Friedrich Dworschak, reportedly a former Illegaler, was
made the director of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna on 15
March 1938. The rector of the University of Vienna, Ernst Späth, took
a little time to ascertain the nature of the new order. After sending
Hitler a congratulatory telegram on the day of the Einmarsch, he quit
three days later, recognizing the university could be led only by a Party
member.74 Kajetan Mühlmann, with his connections and an influential
post, appeared to have been one of the fortunate ones. But like many
other Austrian officials, he quickly became frustrated with the arrogant
and assertive Reichsdeutsche (Germans from the “old Reich,” prior to the
Anschluss). To start with, the Reich Minister of the Interior, Wilhelm
Frick, and his associates in Berlin refused to recognize Mühlmann’s
appointment as state secretary in the Chancellor’s Office because Seyss
had made the appointment after he had legally ceased to be Chancel-
lor.75 This dispute was largely semantic, with Mühlmann continuing to
work with the full authority of his title. However it prefigured subse-
quent bureaucratic battles.

Seyss-Inquart and Mühlmann tried in their own ways to combat the
growing influence of the “Prussians,” as the Austrians often referred to
those from the Altreich. They, like many other Austrians, believed in a
type of National Socialist rule for Austria that differed (primarily in
tone, but also in substance) from that originating in Berlin. It was a very
delicate balancing act. On the one hand, they pledged obeisance to the
Reich authorities. Mühlmann and his brother Josef, for example, played
a role in the city of Salzburg giving Hitler a Spitzweg painting from the
Carolino Augusteum Museum and Göring a picture by C. P. List from
St. Peter’s cloister (also in the heart of the city). Mühlmann also
directed funds to an SS excavation project in Carinthia, noting in a let-
ter to Himmler, “Reichsführer! I may further assure you of my pre-
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paredness to undertake tasks for the SS” (signing it as an SS captain).76

Yet on the other hand, Mühlmann and many of his Austrian colleagues
promulgated the notion of a distinct Austrian (Östmärkisch) culture
and, accordingly, interceded on behalf of artists under attack, including
the former director of the Mozarteum in Salzburg, Bernhard Paumgart-
ner, and a Salzburg painter, Eduard Bäumer.77 Mühlmann tried to pur-
sue a cultural program that was more open and less heavy-handed than
that which prevailed in the Altreich. While he was openly anti-Semitic
and gave speeches where he talked of the threat of Jewry, he permitted
performances by a cabaret called the Wiener Werkel, which produced
satirical pieces that were at times directed at the authorities in Berlin.78

He also tolerated certain genres of modern art—or so claimed his bitter
critic, Reich Student Leader and Gauleiter Gustav Scheel, who com-
plained during the war that he “earlier expressly supported expression-
istic art.”79 Indeed, going back as far as 1926, Mühlmann wrote reviews
praising the modernist artist Anton Faistauer, whose mural for the
Salzburg Festival House was removed by zealots after the Anschluss.80

In late 1938, Mühlmann provided the funds for the fresco’s preserva-
tion in his capacity as the state administrator for art and then reportedly
kept a painting by the artist in his private residence.81 He also approved
the purchase of art by Austrian Expressionist painter Herbert Böckl,
and although the remuneration was small (RM 200), it helped the
artist, who had eight children.82 Mühlmann’s second wife, Hilde, on
reflecting on Kajetan’s appreciation of certain kinds of modern art, as
well as his depricating remarks made in private about certain works in
the official Nazi style, observed that “He was never entirely true to the
Nazi line.”

Besides attempting to protect a few associates from the pre-
Anschluss period, Mühlmann also pursued a program to support the
culture of Vienna and other Austrian cities. Even though Austria—or as
the Nazis initially called the formerly independent country, the Ost-
mark (Eastern Marches)—was subsumed into the Reich, there were still
opportunities for autonomous initiatives. Mühlmann had considerable
success diverting funds to Salzburg and other provincial centers, but it
proved more difficult for him to realize his ambitions for Vienna.83 He
had long held the idea that Vienna had previously served as a bulwark
on the fringes of German civilization and should reemerge as a great
metropolis on the Danube.84 Mühlmann’s chief Seyss-Inquart also sub-
scribed to this vision and together they tried to advance policies that
would enhance Vienna’s reputation. Perhaps most notably, they pro-
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posed the creation of a Viennese (or alternatively, Ostmärkisches) Cul-
tural Institute, which would oversee all cultural activities in the Ost-
mark. Seyss-Inquart planned to make Mühlmann the director of the
institute.85 The Reich Governor drafted a series of long and detailed
memoranda and submitted them to Hitler seeking approval; he even
sent Mühlmann to Berlin to explain the proposal to Hitler in person.86

Yet their plan was energetically opposed by Reich Commissioner Bür-
ckel, and this precluded the chances for reform. Hitler did not wish to
alter the balance of power and therefore issued a “standstill order,”
which directed the structure of the cultural administration to remain
unchanged. Although Bürckel, Seyss-Inquart, and Mühlmann all left
Vienna during the early stages of the war and assumed other duties, the
issue of a separate Austrian culture persisted up until the end of the
Third Reich.87

Despite Mühlmann’s more liberal ideas about culture, he subscribed
to a racist worldview, even believing that Austrians were a quasi-distinct
German tribe.88 He also did nothing to soften the regime’s anti-Semitic
program.This attitude was typical in the Ostmark, where anti-Semitism
was equally if not more severe than in the Altreich. The “Viennese
model” entailed pioneering measures regarding both Aryanization and
anti-Semitic legislation. The Austrians carried out organized and what
were called “wild Aryanizations” from the outset, with 8,000 “legal”
seizure of Jewish residences prior to 1939 and an estimated 25,000 wild
Aryanizations also taking place in the first months before the process
was effectively bureaucratized.89 Mühlmann and his brother Josef, who
hired on with the Gestapo, availed themselves of the opportunities pre-
sented by the new regime. Kajetan lived in an apartment in Schloss
Belvedere, and his office was in a confiscated building on the Prinz
Eugenstrasse, while Josef also received an Aryanized residence.90 Later,
during the war, Kajetan and his wife Poldi used their connections to
obtain a villa on the outskirts of Salzburg that belonged to a Jewish
woman, Helen Taussig. After the intervention of the local Gauleiter
Friedrich Rainer and other high ranking officials (to whom Mühlmann
wrote from Poland in 1941, requesting their assistance) the Villa Taus-
sig in Salzburg-Anif was put in the name of Poldi Woytek Mühlmann.91

The marriage of Mühlmann and Poldi ended later that year (after secur-
ing Himmler’s permission, Mühlmann married his mistress Hilde
Ziegler in 1942); and Poldi, so neighbors reported in 1997, lived in the
house on her own—even in the postwar period.92 The fate of Helena
Taussig is unknown.
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Back in Vienna, a branch of the Gestapo was established with the
acronym Vugesta (Vermögensumzugsgut Gestapo, or Transferred Prop-
erty of the Gestapo), which liquidated the property of Jews who had
left the country or who were incarcerated. As an employee of the
Vienna Gauleitung noted to the NSDAP Treasurer in Munich, “The sale
of this furniture to old Party members and also offices of the NSDAP
was carried out at that time by the ‘Vugesta’ at extremely favorable
prices.”93 Postwar investigators determined that Mühlmann gave his sis-
ter (who lived in Strobl and went by the name Frau Esch) a painting 
as a wedding gift that they described as “a beautiful Heda”; it came 
from seized Jewish property, and it was claimed that she burned it in 
May 1945 knowing that it had been acquired in a problematic way.94

The Mühlmanns, then, personally benefited in a material sense from
this anti-Semitic program.

Kajetan Mühlmann also played an important role in helping deter-
mine the anti-Semitic measures imposed by the government. He
attended meetings in which the guidelines for expropriating Jewish
property were formulated.95 The protocols from these meetings repre-
sented the hands-on implementation of the series of laws that were
passed in the second half of 1938.The 20 November Ordinance for the
Attachment of the Property of the People’s and State’s Enemies and the
3 December Ordinance for the Employment of Jewish Property were
the most important of these anti-Jewish measures at this time.96 While
Göring and the other top leaders in Berlin assumed chief responsibility
for these laws, the importance of on-site advice from figures like
Mühlmann,Adolf Eichmann, and Hans Fischböck cannot be underesti-
mated.97 It seems fitting that Eichmann ran his Jewish deportation
office in the Rothschild palace just across the street from Kajetan
Mühlmann’s new apartment and office.98

The expropriation of Jewish property in Austria that began in 1938
entailed more than persecution and self-enrichment, as heated battles
over jurisdiction arose when the plunder began to accumulate. Histor-
ian Hans Witek has written that with the “dispossession of the Jews, the
fights between the interest groups had not only a power-political char-
acter, but were also indivisibly linked to the struggle to ‘divide the
booty.’”99 With regards to the Jewish-owned artworks confiscated by the
Gestapo, SS, and police in the course of the Aryanizations—and these
artworks were the chief concern of Mühlmann—the primary issue was
their custody. Upon Hitler’s direct order, the artworks were initially
stored in the Neue Burg palace in the heart of the city, as well as in the
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Rothschild’s hunting retreat, Schloss Steinbach, which was located a
short distance from Vienna.100 Later, in August, Hitler issued what was
called the “Reservation of the Führer” in which he claimed the preroga-
tive to determine the fate of artworks.

This order did not prevent the subleaders from formulating their
own plans or from lobbying vigorously to implement them. Seyss-
Inquart and Mühlmann represented the opinion that the most impor-
tant artworks must stay in Austria, and above all, in Vienna. They
argued that pieces that came from Vienna’s Jews were a part of the
city’s cultural patrimony. No one saw an inherent contradiction in the
idea that the art was Vienna’s “cultural patrimony” and should be kept
there, while it was perfectly acceptable to take it from the hands of Jews
who had brought it to the city in the first place. Mühlmann, who played
a central role in expropriating the Rothschilds’ art collection, wrote
Hitler a report in mid-1939 pleading that the confiscated artworks,
which all told were valued at sixty to seventy million Reichsmarks, be
kept in Vienna.101 Seyss-Inquart suggested selling off a third of the
works, thereby raising enough money to build a new natural history
museum and allowing the Kunsthistorisches Museum to expand into
the preexisting Naturhistorisches Museum across the plaza.102

Most of the other Reichsdeutsche viewed the works as booty that
should benefit the Reich. They believed that just as the Holy Roman
Empire treasures were shipped from Vienna to Nuremberg to right a
historic injustice (Mühlmann helped organize the transfer) and just as
much of Austria’s wealth was in the process of heading to the Altreich,
these Jewish-owned works should meet a similar fate.103 Himmler made
very concrete suggestions to Hitler, writing him that he was prepared to
take over an operation to send the plunder to storage depots in Berlin
and Munich.104 Mühlmann was a fairly practical individual and was pre-
pared to sacrifice certain works to the Reichsdeutsche, and especially to
his patrons. He sent Göring lists of objects from both Jewish collections
and confiscated church property and expressly noted that the works
were for the Reichsmarschall to take: one letter, for example, stated that
the objects came from the “Viennese (Jewish) collections of Lederer
and Bondy.”105 Mühlmann hoped that passing on a limited number of
works to Nazi leaders would enable him to keep the majority of the art
in Vienna. Because he was backed by Seyss-Inquart and Reich Com-
missioner Bürckel (in a rare instance of agreement), this was not a com-
pletely unreasonable expectation.106 As was frequently the case, Hitler
refrained from arbitrating this dispute and ordered the SS and SD to
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guard the treasures while art experts, including Karl Haberstock, pre-
pared an inventory. But Hitler was very much interested in the matter
and, accompanied by Mühlmann, inspected the seized works housed in
the Neue Burg in June 1939.107 Mühlmann’s desire to keep the bulk of
the art in Vienna should not be underestimated: when Haberstock vis-
ited his office and told him of his plan to sell the Rothschild collection
to Dutch dealers, the Austrian, according to his postwar testimony,
“threw him out.”108

The confiscation of Jewish artworks marked a new phase in the per-
secution of the Jews. These measures first carried out in Vienna, and
then in the wake of Kristallnacht (November 1938) in the Altreich, were
an important juncture on what Karl Schleunes called “the twisted road
to Auschwitz.”109 There is widespread agreement among historians that
material interests were part of the motivation for persecuting Jews. As
Robert Koehl has written, “While Heydrich and later Eichmann seized
the initiative in organizing the resettlement and killing of the Jews, they
were continually abetted and even rivaled by other government and
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Party agencies. Not the least of the motives involved in this initiative
was the seizure of Jewish wealth.”110 Mühlmann and his associates in
the Reich Governor’s office were important players in the rivalry for
the booty.

Despite Mühlmann’s apparent zealousness in contributing to the
Nazi takeover in Austria, he was fired from his post in June 1939 by
Josef Bürckel, who, having assumed Globocnik’s position as Gauleiter
of Vienna, was now the most powerful figure in the Ostmark. The offi-
cial reason for the dismissal, as stated in Bürckel’s notification letter to
Mühlmann of 23 June 1939, was that the Wiener Werkel cabaret group
had been allowed to produce “anti-Prussian scenes” and that this laxness
had undermined Bürckel’s authority.111 The underlying motivation for
the dismissal was not only to vanquish a rival, but also to weaken those
who represented what was referred to as “Austrian tendencies.”
Mühlmann was not alone among the Austrians in suffering discrimina-
tion at the hands of the Reichsdeutsche.Art historian Jan Tabor has writ-
ten of the second-class status to which many Austrian artists and
architects were relegated, even with respect to “domestic” projects such
as the creation of a cultural center in the city of Linz.112 Mühlmann’s
efforts to keep the art confiscated from Viennese Jews in the city, as
well as his funding of provincial cultural institutions in the Ostmark,
were the primary offending actions.113

Even Seyss-Inquart was not in a fortuitous position to battle Bürckel
and save his colleague and friend. His appointment as Reich Governor
expired on 30 April 1939, and Hitler subsequently shuffled him off as
ambassador to Slovakia.114 Seyss-Inquart still held a cabinet position in
the Ostmark, and by way of this position, he attempted to arrange
Mühlmann’s reinstatement. Seyss-Inquart contacted Hermann Göring,
who just weeks earlier had talked about expanding Mühlmann’s scope
of authority by placing him in charge of the Berlin state museums.115 He
also challenged Bürckel directly. His letters of 29 June 1939 and 8
August 1939 included a litany of complaints and criticism, above all,
that the replacement of Austrians by functionaries from the Altreich
was having a very negative effect.116 Finally, Seyss-Inquart wrote yet
another power in Berlin, Heinrich Himmler, on 19 August, hoping to
induce someone with clout to intercede.117 Yet because none of the top
leaders would intervene and because Bürckel could not be vanquished
by Seyss-Inquart alone, the net result of this showdown left Mühlmann
unemployed and the two chiefs of Vienna completely alienated.118

With the German success in the Polish campaign in September
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1939, Göring found himself in a position to offer Mühlmann a post in
the occupation administration. Göring contended at Nuremberg that
Mühlmann approached him with the request to confiscate art. If this is
true, it represents an important instance of a policy initiative coming
from a secondary leader.119 Göring’s assertion must be treated skepti-
cally. Mühlmann’s widow reported how they were in Berlin when war
broke out in September 1939 and that Mühlmann, a World War I vet-
eran was “deeply shaken” about what might come, which is not the
reaction one would expect from someone intent upon plundering.120

But Göring’s claim is not outside the realm of possibility. In a parallel
case, Wolfram Sievers (1905–48), who was the business manager of
Heinrich Himmler’s purported research organization, the Ahnenerbe,
wrote to the Reichsführer-SS on 4 September 1939, requesting permis-
sion to seize objects that related to “Germanic and German culture and
history in the East.”121

Regardless of the source of the initiative, there is no doubt that
Göring and Mühlmann met in Berlin on 6 October 1939 and that
Göring appointed him Special Delegate of the Reichsmarschall for the
Securing of Artistic Treasures in the Former Polish Territories.122 Three
days later, Göring arranged for his aide, Erich Gritzbach, to sign a writ-
ten commission granting Mühlmann wide-ranging powers to secure all
artworks belonging to Jews, to the “former” Polish state, and to other
“enemies” of the National Socialists, which came to include the Roman
Catholic Church. Mühlmann also received orders to plunder from
Hitler via Reinhard Heydrich and from General Governor Hans Frank
and, therefore, had considerable bureaucratic muscle behind him.
Although there were other Nazi operatives in Poland, such as the
Dutchman Pieter Menten (1899–1987), Mühlmann was the chief plun-
derer.123 For example, he chaired one notable meeting in Cracow on 28
October 1939 that was attended by not only Wolfram Sievers and Peter
Paulsen (1892–?) (who led an SD commando that snared the Veit Stoss
altar from its hiding place on the Vistula), but also Heinrich Müller, the
head of the Gestapo.124 In this meeting, many of the practical details of
the plundering operation were ironed out: Sievers and Paulsen were
given priority over archaeological and anthropological objects, which
they noted were of great concern to their chief, Himmler, while
Mühlmann asserted that he was interested in “objects of art historical
value.” The group delineated spheres of influence and pledged to coop-
erate with one another. Mühlmann also “declared that Polish scholars
and museum officials must not be utilized for his work; the work would
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be completed with men taken from Vienna, thereby clarifying a secu-
rity police question.”125

Mühlmann was joined by a host of other Austrians in occupied
Poland. This is to some extent explained by the fact that parts of
Poland, such as Lower Silesia, had once been included in the Habsburg
Empire, which gave rise to an Austrian scholarly tradition of studying
the culture of this area.126 Personal connections were also often a factor:
in the 28 October 1939 meeting discussed above, Mühlmann claimed
to be “absolutely disinterested” in scientific objects, but noted that he
had been acquainted with a Professor Tratz from Salzburg for twenty-
five years who was perfect for the job. (Tratz was also an SS captain.)127

Yet, the deployment of Austrians was also a conscious tactic on the part
of the leaders in Berlin—to send those officials with österreichischen Ten-
denzen (“Austrian tendencies”) away from the Ostmark to serve the
Reich in the newly incorporated territories.128 After hearing of
Mühlmann’s appointment, Hitler was said to have remarked,
“Mühlmann—you are sending him there? I had to kick him out of
Vienna . . . he did not want to let anything be taken out. . . . Beware that
he does not carry everything to Vienna.”129 This was said half in jest, but
there was logic behind the decision to make Seyss-Inquart Deputy
General Governor in rump-state Poland under Hans Frank and to
appoint other Austrian officials to prominent posts in the East.130

Mühlmann was charged with forming squads of agents to locate,
transport, and catalog the artworks in Poland. He oversaw two com-
mandos of about a dozen men each. One, led by his half-brother Josef,
operated in the northern part of Poland above the fifty-first parallel and
included Warsaw (the Polish National Museum served as their main
depot). The unit in the south, headed by Gustav Barthel, was based in
Cracow, more specifically, the Jagellonian Library. Mühlmann traveled
back and forth between the two commandos, but spent most of his time
in the south. Much of the work, especially early on in the fall of 1939
and the first half of 1940, entailed raids on museums, grand residences
of the Polish nobility, and selected churches and monasteries.
Mühlmann’s commandos had their own trucks and cars and in most
cases carried out the seizures by themselves, but there were instances
when they called upon Himmler and Heydrich’s security forces for
assistance. Because the Poles had concealed many of the cultural trea-
sures, there was often an element of detective work for Mühlmann and
his staff; as he noted after the war, “[we had] to look for them in cellars
and hiding-places.”131 Indeed, the Poles had undertaken safeguarding
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measures such that Mühlmann could claim after the war, “I never found
pictures hanging in the museums.”132 At a minimum, the works would
have been taken down and put in secure places. It cannot be deter-
mined whether physical coercion was used to induce Poles to reveal the
locations of artworks, but the confiscations often involved force as the
commandos swept in and ran roughshod over any who opposed them.
At other times, though, Mühlmann acted more like a messenger, as in
1941, when he took his automobile to Lvov to pick up Dürer drawings
from the Lubomirski collection and drove them to Berlin or when he
transported paintings by Raphael, Rembrandt, and Leonardo from Cra-
cow to Berlin by carrying them with him on a train.133

Much of the work of Mühlmann and his colleagues in Poland
involved sorting and cataloging. Indeed, they made a concerted effort to
give their activities a scholarly veneer: Mühlmann’s task was called
“coordinated scientific leadership,” he and his colleagues were not steal-
ing, but “securing” (Sicherstellen).Their scientific endeavors extended to
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the creation of two restoration workshops in Warsaw and Cracow and
cataloging the works according to their quality, with the best called
“Choice I” (Wahl I). Josef Mühlmann was so convinced of the scholarly
nature of the work that he reported in 1963 that the commandos had
only dealt with “state museums,” and that they had compiled two inven-
tories (one for the north and one for the south) of such great scientific
value that they were sent to major libraries and still of use. He pre-
sumed that a copy of the catalog could be found in the National Library
in Vienna and went so far as to sometimes represent himself as “Profes-
sor Mühlmann.” Josef Mühlmann claimed furthermore that the works
were sent to the Reich only upon the advance of the Soviet troops.134

This was false: certain works, including the Veit Stoss altar, were trans-
ported immediately upon seizure. After the war, Kajetan Mühlmann
provided a less embellished account of his commandos’ work, “I con-
firm that the official policy of General Governor Hans Frank was to
take into custody all important artworks of Polish public institutions,
private collections, and churches. I confirm that the mentioned art-
works were actually confiscated and I myself am clear that in the case
of a German victory they would not have remained in Poland, but
would have been used for the completion of German art holdings.”135

Mühlmann played a key role in the plan that Hans Frank described
most succinctly: “the Polish lands are to be changed into an intellectual
desert.”136

The culture that survived was to be Germanic in character, and
Mühlmann worked to contribute to the intellectual underpinnings of
the Nazis’ policies throughout Europe. Despite the enormous task
before him in denuding Poland of its artistic patrimony, Mühlmann still
found time to write art and cultural historical studies elaborating the
“Poland-is-really-Germany” argument. Kajetan Mühlmann even pub-
lished two short books based on his “research” in Poland, which had
scholarly pretenses, even if they were baldly ideological.137 Hans Frank,
for example, wrote the introduction for Mühlmann and Gustav
Barthel’s volume on Cracow and Frank closed his remarks with “Cra-
cow, on the Birthday of the Führer 1940.” Mühlmann and Barthel’s vol-
ume on culture in Poland was part of a larger Nazi literature on the
region, which included Dagobert Frey’s Krakau (1941), where he
“refused to identify Cracow as a Polish city,” and Karl Baedeker’s guide
to the General Government, which announced Cracow and Lublin
were now “Judenfrei.”138 Mühlmann and Barthel, to give a sense of their
argument, began their study with the observations, “The Ostmark, the
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Sudetenland, Eastern Silesia, the region of the river Weichsel—many
names characterize a piece of German history from an inner consis-
tency that affects us all deeply. German history in the East: that is the
fulfillment of a thousand year old struggle and fight of Germanic life-
energy. . . . Securing German living space (Lebensraum) is the task.
Achieving it through German spirit and culture is the result. Already
centuries ago [this region] was settled and secured by our Germanic
ancestors.”139 Barthel and Mühlmann appropriated words and concepts
central to the Nazi ideology and articulated a racist and nationalist cul-
tural history, all with the aim of justifying the Germans’ conquest of the
region.

As with his interlude in Vienna, Mühlmann had to contend with the
personal politics of his superiors while he carried out his plundering
commission in Poland. Göring, who had been appointed Reichs-
marschall and Hitler’s official successor on 1 September 1939, and who
had first engaged Mühlmann, warranted Mühlmann’s primary alle-
giance. Göring had used a favorite tactic among the top Nazi leaders by
hiring Mühlmann at a time when the latter was unemployed and had
no visible career prospects (just as Hitler had recruited Hans Posse to
head the Führermuseum after the director had been sacked). This strat-
egy of making subordinates beholden to superiors partly explains, per-
haps, their willingness to engage in criminal activities. Regardless of his
motivations, Mühlmann made sure to appease his benefactor, and he
directed prized artworks to the Reichsmarschall as special gifts, includ-
ing Antoine Watteau’s Polish Girl from the Lazienski palace and thirty-
one “especially valuable and world famous drawings by Albrecht Dürer
from the Lubomirski collection in Lemburg [Lvov].”140

Mühlmann also had to contend with the other Nazi powers in
Poland. Hans Frank made regular selections from the plunder, which
was stored in the Jagellonian Library in Cracow. Frank decorated two
castles with the help of Mühlmann, earning the sobriquet “King Stanis-
las V.”141 Heinrich Himmler, the other notable potentate in the region,
likewise made claims on Mühlmann, his SS subordinate. This relation-
ship matured later when Mühlmann moved to the Netherlands and
Himmler arranged to obtain artworks for both private and official pur-
poses (one document lists thirty-one objects that Mühlmann acquired
for the Reichsführer-SS).142 Other Nazi leaders, such as his old ally,
Salzburg Gauleiter Friedrich Rainer, also tried to induce Mühlmann to
forward artworks. Rainer had previously obtained pieces from the
Rothschilds’ collection in Vienna, and he again asked Mühlmann for art
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to decorate “castles in Salzburg,” above all his official quarters in the
Residenz.143 Mühlmann could not accommodate Rainer in this instance,
although he wisely advised the Salzburg Gauleiter to raise the matter
with Hitler (who also turned him down).144 Mühlmann simply had too
many Nazi leaders making requests for art, and he therefore often
rebuffed the second-rank leaders who sought works. He initially
rejected the request of Nuremberg mayor Willy Liebl, who sought the
Veit Stoss altar from Cracow (on the grounds that the artist was born in
Nuremberg) and handed it over only after Hitler’s express orders to
Hans Frank.145 Mühlmann made sure to cultivate Hitler’s good will, and
this included sending him five volumes of photographic albums depict-
ing the “Choice I” artworks, of which there were 521. Hitler reportedly
studied the catalogs carefully, with an eye toward enhancing the collec-
tion of his Führermuseum.146

Because he and his staff had worked very expeditiously in Poland—
Mühlmann reported to Hitler that “within six months almost the entire
artistic property of the land was seized”—he developed a reputation for
efficiency and simultaneously freed himself to engage in other enter-
prises.147 In Poland Mühlmann had become acquainted with Wolfram
Sievers, who was both the business manager of the Ahnenerbe and one
of the leaders of the Haupttreuhandstelle Ost (Main Trusteeship East).
The former was an organization under Himmler’s aegis that was con-
cerned with prehistorical matters, such as excavations and folklore stud-
ies; the latter was one of the plundering agencies in the occupied East,
which again fell under the joint leadership of Göring and Himmler.
Sievers and his associates in the Ahnenerbe were also involved in
reclaiming Germanic cultural objects from the South Tyrol region, hav-
ing been commissioned to do so by Himmler in his capacity as Reich
Commissioner for the Strengthening of the German People (the same
post that placed him in charge of the population transfers undertaken
by the Nazis). Because Hitler had sacrificed the South Tyrol to Mus-
solini in an effort to bolster the Axis alliance in 1939 (and arguably as
compensation for the acceptance of the Anschluss), the Nazis were par-
ticularly anxious that all artworks and cultural objects from the region
came back to Germany (heim ins Reich). Sievers called Mühlmann
down to the Ahnenerbe’s operation base for the South Tyrol in Bolzano
in the spring of 1940 and discussed the possibility of Mühlmann lend-
ing his expertise to the project. Mühlmann was eager to participate,
noting that Hans Posse “did not want to care for the entire Tyrol com-
plex” and that “[Mühlmann’s] personal intervention could be effective,”
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but he made his involvement conditional upon being named to head
the operation, then euphemistically called the “Kulturkomission.”148

Sievers consulted his colleagues about this demand, and he reported in
a memorandum that while he had nothing against this arrangement
there were “objections from the men of the Art Group in the Kul-
turkomission, who know Dr. Mühlmann very well.”149 Mühlmann’s rep-
utation in 1940 entailed a mixture of admiration, which stemmed from
this technical prowess, and apprehension, which grew out of his desire
to dominate and his wish to get ahead by catering to his superiors.
Mühlmann never went into action in the Tyrol, although he did proffer
advice to the experts deployed there. For example, he wrote them a let-
ter in his capacity as Special Delegate for the Securing of Art Treasures
in the Occupied Polish Territories and advised that all German cultural
goods, whether they be private, church, or state owned, be seized to
benefit the Reich.150
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Mühlmann could not have been too upset that his services were not
needed in the South Tyrol because by the time the matter had been
decided, he had been engaged by the Reich Commissioner of the Occu-
pied Netherlands, Seyss-Inquart, to ply his trade in the Low Coun-
tries.151 A Dutch intelligence officer, Jean Vlug, noted dramatically in his
postwar report on art looting, “Rotterdam was still burning when Kaje-
tan Mühlmann in his SS-uniform arrived in Holland to take up the task
of his Dienststelle [agency].”152 Vlug’s report is flawed in many ways
(Mühlmann normally wore a brown Party uniform or, more frequently
in the Netherlands, civilian clothes), yet his observation is accurate with
respect to Mühlmann’s assiduousness as a plunderer. In fact, Mühlmann
welcomed the opportunity to work with his friend in the Netherlands
because he had felt uncomfortable with the brutal policies that had
prevailed in the East. He had, for example, complained to Hans Frank
about the dynamiting and melting down of the “monument before the
Wavell [castle].”153 Mühlmann’s guidelines in the Low Countries dif-
fered significantly from those in effect in Poland. The Dutch were per-
ceived by Hitler, Himmler, and other policymakers as racially kindred to
the Aryan Germans, and the occupation was supposed to be more
benign. Hitler had chosen Seyss-Inquart because of his reputation for
moderation, a misassessment in light of the findings of the International
Military Tribunal that determined that Seyss-Inquart had ordered
hostages shot, deported five million workers to the Reich, and played a
leading role in killing 117,000 of the Netherlands’ 140,000 Jews—one
of the highest fatality ratios in German-occupied Europe.Yet if one is to
preserve distinctions, the occupation of the Netherlands must be recog-
nized as having differed from that in the General Government, and
Seyss-Inquart was much more in his element in the West as he tried 
to nurture collaboration while overseeing the exploitative economic
measures.

Mühlmann as usual adapted to his surroundings, and just as he had
created looting commandos in Poland, he was able with equal ease to
establish a type of art dealership for processing works taken from Jews
and other enemies. The agency also sought out any other artworks that
could be acquired inexpensively and resold for a profit. Mühlmann’s
operation became relatively sophisticated. With headquarters in The
Hague (where he could be near Seyss-Inquart, who provided him with
three bank accounts and the initial capital to start the venture), he
eventually opened branches in Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris, Vienna, and
Berlin.154 Because the agency received works from the SD and the
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Reichskommissariat for Enemy Property, it in many ways resembled a
clearing house.155 Mühlmann stipulated that a commission of 15 per-
cent would be made on all sales, except on those to Hitler and his
agents, and this revenue made the operation self-supporting. He also
personally dabbled in the art market and acquired works that he
shipped back to his family in Salzburg; although there are documented
instances when, to quote Jean Vlug, “Mühlmann worked for his own
profit” (he cites a deal with Adolf Weinmüller), it remains unclear to
what extent he enriched himself while in the Netherlands.156 Profit was
certainly among the motives that drove Mühlmann during the Third
Reich (although probably not as significant as his belief in the Nazi ide-
ology). Hilde Mühlmann rationalized his activities during the Third
Reich along these lines, noting that “he had to ‘trade’ in art or else he
would have had no financial means (Existenz).”157

Mühlmann surrounded himself with a small staff, including his half-
brother Josef, two Viennese art historians—Franz Kieslinger and Bern-
hard Degenhart—and Eduard Plietzsch (1886–1961), a Berlin specialist
on Dutch art who continued to publish monographs while he worked
for the agency.158 Mühlmann’s efforts to gain a hint of respectability
entailed not only employing these well-regarded experts, but also pub-
lishing catalogs. Mühlmann wrote in the introduction to one volume
concerning the seized art of the Mannheimer family, “this catalog con-
tains the results of scientific work and extends to description, critical
listing and some new attributions and therein is an essential contribu-
tion to German art research.”159 This posturing in the case of the
Mannheimer’s art is particularly striking because the forced sale of the
collection belonging to a deceased Jew (confiscation by the Enemy
Property Custodian was threatened) was one of the more unseemly
episodes with which Mühlmann was involved in the Netherlands.160

This veneer of “research” included cultivating relationships with mem-
bers of the art establishment back in the Reich. He consigned works
from the agency to a number of reputable auction houses, including the
Dorotheum in Vienna, Adolf Weinmüller in Munich and Vienna, and
Hans Lange in Berlin.161 Records show that the Mühlmann agency sold
at least 1,114 artworks during the war.162

The pretenses of propriety could not conceal one of the main com-
ponents of Mühlmann’s project, which was to expropriate the artistic
property of enemies of the regime and to ensure that the booty flowed
in an orderly manner to the top Nazi leaders. During the occupation,
Seyss-Inquart issued a series of orders that required Jews to take their
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valuables, including jewelry and artworks, to the (Aryanized) Bankhaus
Lippmann, Rosenthal, and Co. in Amsterdam.163 Without any tangible
compensation given to the owners, this “administered” property was
then handed over to the chief of the economic division of the Reichs-
kommissariat: Dr. Hans Fischböck, with whom Mühlmann had earlier
worked in Vienna. Fischböck then arranged for the artworks to be deliv-
ered to the Mühlmann agency, where they were assessed by the art
experts, and then put up for sale—with Hitler and Göring accorded the
right of first refusal.164 As a result of this arrangement, Mühlmann was
in a position to direct works to other members of the Nazi elite (unlike
in Poland, where he was given less room to maneuver). His customers
included Heinrich Himmler, Ernst Kaltenbrunner, Hans Frank, Baldur
von Schirach, Erich Koch, Fritz Todt, Julius Schaub, Josef Thorak, and
Heinrich Hoffmann.165 The Mühlmann agency was not only the Nazi
elites’ chief source of art in the Netherlands, but also served the dual
functions of liquidating seized property. And through the purchase of
works with the working capital provided by Seyss-Inquart, it con-
tributed to the economic exploitation of the country. This clearing
house/art dealership was unique in Nazi-occupied Europe.

Despite his apparent freedom of action and the profits he was reap-
ing, Mühlmann was in a difficult position as he tried to appease a num-
ber of top leaders. He admitted in postwar interviews with OSS officers
that “the competition between Hitler and Göring caused a pressure from
which one could not escape. . . . I personally was in a very difficult posi-
tion.”166 In the autumn of 1944, his Austrian friend Ernst Kaltenbrunner,
the successor to Heydrich as head of the Reich Security Main Office,
informed him that Bormann had talked of placing Mühlmann in a con-
centration camp as a result of his delivering an insufficient quantity of
art to Hitler.167 Mühlmann had previously left his position in Poland in
October 1943 after having supposedly incurred General Governor
Frank’s displeasure for failing to deliver certain valuable pictures. And
Göring threatened him with imprisonment when he discovered that
Mühlmann had taken Leonardo da Vinci’s Lady with an Ermine and
transported it upon Frank’s orders from Berlin back to Cracow.168

Obtaining artworks for the Nazi leaders could be a hazardous enterprise.
Yet Mühlmann had a talent for self-preservation. He arranged for

Hitler to receive a lavish album of photographs which documented the
works the agency had acquired for Linz, and sent an accompanying let-
ter signed “from a loyal servant to the Führer.”169 These same survival
instincts induced him to pull out of the Netherlands in the summer of
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1944. As the Allies invaded the Continent, Mühlmann decided to
return to the relative security of Vienna. Because he had provided many
artworks to the city’s Nazi chieftain, Baldur von Schirach, he thought
there were good prospects for a safe haven there.170 At this point, his
main objective was survival.Accordingly, he reduced his business activ-
ities to a minimum. Mühlmann reported after the war that from July
1944 until June 1945, he was “without any duties—more or less on sick
leave.”171 Because of the deteriorating military situation, he was espe-
cially concerned about the welfare of his wife and children. Previously,
as early as 1943, he had arranged for them to stay with friends outside
of Munich, and then in a house on the Attersee in the Austrian Alps (a
residence they shared with opera diva Elisabeth Schwarzkopf). It was in
the latter that they took refuge at war’s end lest they experience the
Red Army’s assault on Vienna.172 Mühlmann nonetheless kept a resi-
dence in the former Austrian capital; when the OSS agents arrived in
Vienna in the spring of 1945, they located Mühlmann’s vacated but
well-stocked home at Rennweg 6 and found not only a triptych that
came from a Jewish art dealer named Rosenbaum but also reported, “In
his cellar are stored cases with Dutch products: soap, Bols [liqueur],
rugs, lamps, etc.”173 (This hoarding was not unique by any means. The
same agents noted the efforts of his half-brother: “Josef Mühlmann was
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an SS captain in Poland, but was deprived of this worthy grade for
installing a lady friend with objects destined for the Reich.”174) Kajetan
was successful in his corruption in part due to his connections to those
with power who could offer him some sort of protection. Mühlmann
stayed in touch with powerful Nazi figures right up until the end of the
Third Reich. Ernst Kaltenbrunner, for example, consulted with him in
April 1945 about forming a transitional Austrian government—one to
counter that proposed by Social Democrat Karl Renner (who became
the first president of postwar Austria)—as both factions sought to cre-
ate a regime that would be acceptable to the Allies.175

After the war, Mühlmann told his captors grand stories about bat-
tling SS commando Otto Skorzeny and his contingent of fanatics in the
Tyrol. Mühlmann also claimed to have liberated Hermann Göring from
incarceration by SS forces in Schloss Mauthendorf, where Göring had
been imprisoned by order of Hitler on charges of treason, and then
delivered the Reichsmarschall to the Americans.176 Mühlmann never
considered that this story of heroic deeds was inconsistent with his
other claim that he was sick and inactive at the time. In any case, the
veracity of his tales remains highly doubtful. But it is ironic that
Mühlmann’s last act for his one time benefactor very well may have
been to deliver him to the enemy just as the war was ending.

The manner in which Mühlmann escaped prosecution after the war
is similarly extraordinary. The Americans captured him in Seewalchen
on the Attersee in the Austrian Alps on 13 June 1945 and took him to
Camp Markus in Salzburg. On 20 July, he was transferred to the camp
at Payerbach in Upper Austria, where he was interrogated by the CIC
unit that worked on culture (also known as Culture Intelligence).177

They induced him to discuss the deeds of Göring, Seyss-Inquart, Frank,
and Kaltenbrunner; his blunt and damning testimony was submitted to
the International Military Tribunal at Nuremberg and helped in the
convictions and subsequent death sentences of these leaders.178 Regard-
ing his own actions, Mühlmann admitted responsibility in a way similar
to that of Albert Speer. He confessed to a specific and noncapital
offense (the expropriation of Jewish property), but claimed to know
nothing about the Holocaust.This assertion was a bald-faced lie consid-
ering his friendship with Globocnik and his deployment in the General
Government; even his friend Wilhelm Höttl told the author that
Mühlmann had been aware of the killing.179 More credibly, Mühlmann
claimed to have saved the lives of a number of individuals and to have
helped arrange the transfer onto his staff of an art historian named
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Asmus von Troschke, whom, Mühlmann maintained, had been drafted
into the SS and stationed at Auschwitz where he had “dreadful tasks.”180

This latter assertion, while intended as self-exculpatory, actually indi-
cates that Mühlmann knew about the genocide. Unlike Speer, he failed
to make a positive impression on the victors. The assessment of one
Allied interrogator read, Mühlmann “is obstinate; he has no conscience;
he does not care about art; he is a liar and a vile person.”181 The CIC sent
Mühlmann back to the Austrian authorities in October 1946, although
the intelligence agents demanded a written pledge that he not be
released without prior U.S. approval.182

Art plunderers rarely faced prosecution after the war. Nonetheless,
the only other subleader to rival Mühlmann in terms of scale and net
worth of the artworks, Robert Scholz (another Austrian), was tried by
the French, albeit in absentia.183 With similar intentions, the Poles
sought Mühlmann’s extradition and pressured the Austrians to relin-
quish him. Historian Robert Herzstein has described how in the sum-
mer of 1947, Austria passed a new law that appeared designed to
restrict further extradition of accused war criminals of Austrian nation-
ality.184 While the Allied Council vetoed this provision, the Austrian
authorities proved very accomplished at footdragging. In 1951, for
example, they falsely maintained that Mühlmann was either in Switzer-
land or Lichtenstein and that delivering him to Poland was not feas-
ible.185 Mühlmann remained the subject of a domestic investigation, but
the Austrian government did not want a citizen featured in a potentially
high-profile foreign trial at this point when the state treaty securing the
country’s autonomy hung in the balance. The Austrians based their
claims for independence on the Allies’ Moscow Declaration of 1943,
which posited that Austria was a victim of fascist aggression, and it was
not in their interest to have nationals on trial for Nazi war crimes.186

Prior to 1948, Mühlmann remained in a camp for SS men because
members of this organization, which was declared criminal at the
Nuremberg trials, were automatically supposed to serve two-year
prison terms. In 1947, Mühlmann testified in the celebrated treason
case of Guido Schmidt.187 In this public forum, he attempted to pass
himself off as an insignificant bureaucrat, and he denied both his SD
ties and any illegal pre-Anschluss Nazi Party membership. By this time,
he was also denying that he had intended to plunder artworks in Poland
and the Netherlands. Directly controverting the statement he signed in
Nuremberg in 1945 about the Germans’ intentions to take control of
the seized works, he now stated that he had simply tried to safeguard
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the art and that he had “not engaged in any criminal activities.”188 He
hoped to avoid attention and slip away after his release from the SS
prison camp, and in light of the vastness of the internment facilities—
the occupation powers detained more than 300,000 individuals active
within the NS-regime in a network of camps—this did not seem such a
remote possibility.189 But the ongoing inquiries into his past by both the
Austrians and the Americans made this development increasingly
unlikely.

Mühlmann placed his hopes in the exculpatory story that he had
turned resistance fighter at the end of the war.This was difficult for him
to verify, especially because his activities at war’s end had rested upon a
series of deceptions. In the spring of 1945, Mühlmann had convinced
the Americans that he was in the resistance; he had secured papers
signed by American Major General Harry J. Collins, commander of the
42nd (Rainbow) Division, attesting to his anti-Nazi activities and per-
mitting him to carry a gun and drive a car.190 He then took these docu-
ments to Karl Gruber, the leader of the resistance in the Tyrol (and
subsequently the Austrian foreign minister), who signed another docu-
ment stating that Mühlmann had been of great service to the resistance
movement.191 Yet Gruber actually met Mühlmann for the first time in
mid-May 1945, two weeks after the capitulation and knew virtually
nothing of the latter’s activities.192 It is curious that the head of the resis-
tance would vouch for someone that he did not actually know, but Gru-
ber had very close ties to the Americans, and the Counter Intelligence
Corps in particular, and evidently viewed Mühlmann’s papers as com-
pelling evidence.193

It appears, then, that Mühlmann played Gruber and the Americans
against one another to secure a certificate that he participated in the
resistance. Whether the Americans also assisted Mühlmann as a result
of his postwar cooperation with the CIC—as they did with SS com-
mando Otto Skorzeny (who “won immunity by denouncing his own
comrades in American internment camps”) and Klaus Barbie (who was
protected in return for anti-Soviet intelligence)—and whether Gruber
intentionally helped his fellow Austrian evade justice remains difficult
to determine.194 If Mühlmann actually delivered Göring to the Ameri-
cans in 1945, this deed, along with the information he gave to the Art
Looting Investigation Unit and the damning testimony that proved so
useful to prosecutors at Nuremberg, may have earned him generous
treatment. The CIC documents released under the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act have been blacked out by censors so that it is impossible to
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determine what transpired. Wilhelm Höttl, who also collaborated with
American intelligence officers after the war, reported in an interview
that Mühlmann helped the CIC by identifying potentially useful infor-
mants and by providing information about former Nazis.195 While
Mühlmann himself did not have much that would help the Americans
wage the cold war, he had met so many important individuals by way of
his art plundering and dealing, as well as in his capacity as an SS officer,
that he could serve as a guide through the maze of surviving Nazis and
offer a kind of “who’s who.” Additionally, as OSS officer Sterling Cal-
lisen wrote to his chief, William Casey, in 1945, “minor informers are
chosen because they are more ‘pliable’ than the more important
Nazis.”196 Therefore, in the wake of Mühlmann’s testimony at the Guido
Schmidt trial, the Americans arranged for his transfer back to Munich,
where on 18 August 1947, he became the responsibility of the Office of
the Military Government of Bavaria.197

Despite Mühlmann’s apparent usefulness to the Americans, they did
not guard him closely enough so as to prevent his escape.198 Mühlmann
had tried to flee from the OSS officers in 1945 while they interrogated
him at Altaussee, but they had apprehended him immediately and
made it clear that his fortunes would improve if he cooperated. Yet cir-
cumstances had changed by 1948, in part because security measures
were more lax and the Allies were not searching for war criminals with
the same energy or thoroughness as between 1945 and 1947. The
Americans in particular were in the process of concluding their occu-
pation and transferring responsibility for justice to the Germans; they
were therefore not especially inclined to prosecute “minor” war crimi-
nals.199 The Americans, however, were still overseeing the restitution of
artworks, and OSS agents interrogated Mühlmann about some of the
problem cases, such as the Dürer drawings Mühlmann had taken from
Lvov that had not been located (they were actually lost in a storeroom
of the Central Collecting Point in Munich). Mühlmann also helped sort
out objects belonging to Dutch collections that had found their way to
Bavaria; as one official noted in fall 1947, “Mühlmann could identify
several paintings and pieces of furniture. It proved again that it is a 
big help having Dr. Mühlmann sent from Vienna to Munich.”200 In
February 1948, Mühlmann fell ill and was transferred to the local 
Hospital Carolinum, where he was kept under guard. But on the six-
teenth of February he nonetheless managed to flee and was never again
apprehended.201

The details of Mühlmann’s escape remain a mystery, but there was
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clearly little resolve to recapture him. Like the Americans, the West
Germans also had other priorities, and it helped Mühlmann that he was
Austrian and not guilty of a capital offense. Other Austrian war crimi-
nals, such as Adolf Eichmann, Alois Brunner, and Hans Fischböck also
escaped, in their cases, to South America.202 In short, the effort to locate
Mühlmann was halfhearted at best.

Mühlmann had fled to southern Bavaria near Lake Starnberg, a
favored locale for many former Nazis. However, the pressure was not
completely off. The Poles, for their part, sought his extradition in the
late 1940s and early 1950s.203 This terrified Mühlmann, who would
later inform his attorney, “extradition and sentencing in the wake of my
poor health would surely have meant my death.” (Mühlmann’s widow
also speculated that the Poles’ plans for extradition had earlier moti-
vated the Americans to permit him to escape). 204 The Austrians also
pursued Mühlmann through judicial means—both because he was
deemed an Illegaler and because more evidence about his wartime
deeds was coming to light—and they issued an arrest warrant in August
1951.205 They tried to contact Mühlmann by way of his wife’s address
in Seewalchen on the Attersee, east of Salzburg, although it was appar-
ent that Mühlmann himself was not living there. From his hiding place
in southern Bavaria, Mühlmann kept in touch with his family. He was
apparently very nervous about the investigation. In 1951, he contacted
Bruno Lohse in Munich, the art historian who had worked in the ERR
depot in Paris and just emerged from a Paris prison. Lohse reported that
Mühlmann was in a panic and was trying to determine if his name was
on wanted lists.206 Mühlmann considered returning to Austria and
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undergoing denazification, but he believed that he had too many ene-
mies and feared the consequences of being tried as an Illegaler.207

Indeed, while Austrian justice was not harsh with respect to most
crimes committed by the National Socialists, stiff sentences were often
handed down for those found guilty of undermining the independent
Austrian state prior to 1938.

The Austrian authorities therefore tried Mühlmann in a Viennese
court in absentia, beginning in 1951. Through a Viennese attorney
named Otto Tiefenbrunner, Mühlmann wrote to the Austrian presi-
dent, Dr. Theodor Körner, and asked for an amnesty.208 Tiefenbrunner
filed a number of documents on behalf of Mühlmann, but never
divulged his client’s whereabouts.The verdict came in 1952.A notice in
a local paper, the Wiener Kurier, reported on the ruling: “A People’s
Court Senate considered the high treasonous activities of the notorious
Nazi painter [sic] Dr. Kajetan Mühlmann on Friday, after the state pros-
ecutor of Vienna motioned for the forfeiture of his entire property.
Mühlmann, a fugitive of unknown whereabouts, stood in closest con-
nection to the leaders of the illegal NSDAP during the period of the
Nazi Party ban in Austria.”209 The Austrian authorities therefore
attached his property—or what in fact turned out to be a portion of it—
but did not apprehend him.

Kajetan Mühlmann’s circumstances were not nearly as desperate as
they might have been. First, he had established the financial means to
survive in exile. Wilhelm Höttl told the author that prior to war’s end,
Mühlmann, always adroit at self-preservation, had prepared for the
postwar period by hiding property throughout Bavaria and Austria.
Most of this property was in the form of artworks, and he generated an
income by selling these pieces. Allied investigators in 1945 had also
found evidence of Mühlmann stashing pictures and described instances
when he entrusted works to various friends in Salzburg and in several
villages on the Attersee.210 There were also persistent rumors that he
had evacuated artworks to Switzerland and that they remained at his
disposal after the war.211 Höttl explained that Mühlmann had main-
tained connections to figures in the art world—specifically to dealers in
and around Munich, where Haberstock, Walter Andreas Hofer, Bruno
Lohse, Maria Almas Dietrich, Julius Böhler, and many others who had
sold to the Nazi elite reestablished their businesses after the war.
Mühlmann therefore played a role, albeit a fairly clandestine one, in
these circles. Another interesting aspect of Mühlmann’s underground
life in the 1950s concerned his romantic relationships. Mühlmann,
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often described as tall and handsome, by many accounts had a number
of romantic liaisons. One of these, according to Höttl, was with film-
maker Leni Riefenstahl. They had taken up during the war (Höttl sug-
gested that Riefenstahl was also a client), and their relationship
continued after Mühlmann returned from incarceration.212 Riefenstahl
lived in Pöcking on Lake Starnberg and Mühlmann evidently resided
nearby, although the possibility of periodic cohabitation is not out of
the question. This relationship also sheds light on the network of indi-
viduals who were prominent in the Third Reich and who gravitated to
southern Bavaria: even the professedly unpolitical Riefenstahl main-
tained contacts with former Nazis.

While the Austrians did not completely forget about Mühlmann,
they were less than industrious in apprehending him. In the mid-1950s,
there were several reports, including testimony from half-brother Josef
Mühlmann, that Kajetan was living abroad near Munich, although Josef,
too, denied any contact.213 Mühlmann’s second wife Hilde continued to
live on the Attersee in a charming lakeside house, where she worked as
a Gymnasium teacher in the village of Seewalchen, but she also refused
to reveal the location of her husband.214 Mühlmann, according to Höttl,
made periodic trips back to Austria to see Hilde and the children. And
even Mühlmann’s first wife, Poldi Woytek, resided nearby in Salzburg-
Anif in the Aryanized villa they had obtained during the war (although
the Americans confiscated the pictures that were in the house at war’s
end).215 The Austrian authorities, then, had some clues that Mühlmann
was nearby in Bavaria, but they did not actively pursue him or even
request that the Federal Republic of Germany extradite him.While one
can perhaps understand the unwillingness of Austrians to release their
citizens to Soviet bloc governments during the cold war, it is remarkable
that justice did not transcend Western European borders.216

Mühlmann lived abroad as a fugitive up until his death. This was in
marked contrast to his half-brother Josef. The former Gestapo agent
and plunderer had never thought it necessary to leave the country and
had managed an almost complete rehabilitation of his reputation in his
capacity as an art restorer and curator in the Salzburg royal Residenz-
galerie, one of the city’s most important cultural institutions.A visitor to
Josef Mühlmann in January 1963, who reported back to Simon Wiesen-
thal, described the following: “he lives here very contentedly, and
despite his advanced age (78) is still active as an art restorer.”217 In the
1960s, Josef Mühlmann published books on Christmas songs and their
folkloric origins.218 He was apparently well-regarded within the com-
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munity—a member of the Arts Society, among other organizations—
and various local institutions, including the Carolino Augusteum
Museum, still possess portraits of him.219 While Kajetan Mühlmann did
not live as comfortably nor live as long, he was able to evade the author-
ities. Mühlmann had told Allied interrogators in 1947 that he had
hoped to take advantage of all that he had learned and become an art
dealer.220 He therefore found a remarkable niche in the circle of surviv-
ing Nazis and those sympathetic to them. Kajetan Mühlmann battled
stomach cancer throughout the late 1950s and this necessitated an
operation that took place in Munich in 1958. He succumbed to this
cancer and died there at the age of sixty on 2 August 1958. His widow
Hilde arranged for his body to be returned to Salzburg, and he was
buried in a family grave at the Maxglan cemetery.221

Art historians who served the Nazi regime from both inside and outside
academia were very successful at effecting the rehabilitation of their
careers. The case of Herbert Jankuhn (1905–92), an expert on prehis-
tory who worked for Heinrich Himmler and the SS-administered
research organization, the Ahnenerbe, then revived his academic career,
was mentioned in chapter 3. There were other academic art historians
who launched their careers during the Third Reich but did not become
explicitly involved in the plundering operations, and it was not uncom-
mon to see them go on to have successful careers.Austrian scholar Hans
Sedlmayr, mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, provides a case
in point. While he appears to have embraced National Socialism early
on, he was not complicit in the looting. Sedlmayr did attract some
attention in the Allied intelligence reports of 1945, but there were so
many others in the art world whose behavior was worse that the OSS
largely ignored Sedlmayr. The Austrian art historian was able to sweep
most of his past under the rug and enjoy a successful career.

It is more surprising that an individual like Niels von Holst
(1907–81) was able to regain his professional reputation to the extent
that he did.An expert on Baltic art, Holst published nine books and also
served as a critic, writing about contemporary art for newspapers and
magazines. He was also an employee of the Berlin State Museums, a
functionary in the Education Ministry and Foreign Office, and an oper-
ative for the ERR in the East.Although Holst does not qualify as one of
the great scholars of the twentieth century, his career featured a num-
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ber of successes, and his work on German and Baltic German cultural
history constitutes a valuable scholarly contribution.222 The longevity of
Holst’s scholarly career, which lasted from 1930 to 1981, was impres-
sive—a testament to the effectiveness of his postwar rehabilitation. But
it is his activities on the Eastern Front from 1940 to 1945 that are most
remarkable.

Niels von Holst was an ethnic German born in Riga, and his lifelong
objective was to advance the German culture of the Baltic lands to the
point where these states would assume a German identity and organi-
cally link up with the Reich.The trajectory of Holst’s career involves an
escalation of chauvinistic pro-German sentiment, leading to his work as
a plunderer from 1941 to 1944. Holst was an intelligent individual—
Paul Sachs described him in a 1945 OSS report as “gifted, ambitious, a
Nazi, though rather for opportunistic than political reasons”—and he
used his abilities to provide part of the intellectual underpinning for the
Nazis’ claims over these regions.223 In his work, one sees the shift from
nationalistic, but politically moderate early work on German culture
(such as his 1930 book, German Portrait Painting in the Time of Manner-
ism) to the intellectual prostitution that he performed from 1933 to
1945.224 By 1941, Holst was working with Himmler’s research institute
the Ahnenerbe, and he and his colleagues were exchanging letters talk-
ing about Copernicus as “a German astronomer.”225 In short, he com-
promised his scholarly integrity in order to promote a larger geopolitical
goal of German rule in the East. Holst is typical not just because he
compromised his behavior and scholarship to serve the Nazi rulers, but
because there were so many Baltic Germans who were prepared to do
so. Spurred on by a hatred of the Soviet Union, there were a number of
Balts (including another Riga native, Alfred Rosenberg) who joined the
Nazi cause because they preferred German rule.

It is not entirely clear how Holst became an art plunderer, but it is
perhaps relevant that he had previously gained experience in the Baltic
states in 1919 and 1920 when he traveled there on behalf of wealthy
exiles and brought back property that had been confiscated during the
communist revolution.226 It is also significant that he held an appoint-
ment at the Berlin State Museums under Otto Kümmel, who, as noted
earlier, played an important role in formulating the initial looting plans.
Holst had become head of the External Office in 1934 and was in
charge of the museum’s relations with foreign institutions; and this
extended to helping organize exhibitions abroad, including the German
pavilion at the 1937 Paris World Exposition.227 In 1940, this collabora-
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tion with Kümmel entailed organizing the “repatriation” program,
which aimed to bring back all artworks of German origins, whether
they were taken by Swedes during the Thirty Years’ War or the French
during the Napoleonic invasions. Holst not only collected and synthe-
sized the information culled from museum directors, curators, and art
historians throughout the Reich, but also made research trips to France
to explore firsthand what might be “regained.”228

Holst’s membership in the SS also had a discernible impact on his
career, and his first experiences as a plunderer came in the East in the
service of Heinrich Himmler, who as Reich Commissioner for the
Strengthening of Germandom not only moved people, but also their
cultural property. In 1940, Holst was made a member of the German
commission that undertook negotiations with the Soviets concerning
the fate of the Baltic lands.229 Holst joined the German ambassador to
the USSR,Werner von der Schulenberg, and other high-ranking figures
in Moscow for difficult and protracted negotiations from February 1940
through June 1941. Holst was charged with making recommendations
about the disposition of cultural property, including artworks, archives,
books, coins, and religious artifacts, among other objects. He appeared
both knowledgeable and firm: at least his SS chiefs seemed pleased with
his performance.This was partly due to the fact that the Soviets initially
appeared prepared to meet the Germans’ demands regarding Germanic
cultural property.230 Holst even induced the normally secretive Soviets
to take him on tours of major Russian museums, including the Her-
mitage. As a result of his investigation, Holst was able to compile a list
that included some three hundred works of German origin, including a
number that were formerly in private collections but had been confis-
cated by the Soviet government after 1917. Copies of the report went
to Hans Posse, as well as to the Foreign Office and the German embassy
in Moscow, among other places.231 The SS leaders also grew less critical
of Holst because of his increasingly close cooperation with the SS pseu-
doscholarly organization the Ahnenerbe. Specifically, Holst oversaw a
program to make thousands of photographs of cultural objects in the
Baltic lands and the Ahnenerbe provided the funding.232 This was a pro-
ject comparable to Dagobert Frey’s in Poland and Otto Kümmel’s in the
occupied Western lands, essentially creating a wish list.233 By late 1940,
Holst was working closely with Ahnenerbe manager Wolfram Sievers in
making plans to move Baltic cultural property westward to Poland
where it would be placed in, among other places, depots under Sievers’s
control.234 Some of these plans were premature, as the Soviets were not
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quite as forthcoming about handing over Germanic property as they
initially appeared. But the Germans did recover certain objects.235 Holst
also continually gave his superiors grounds for optimism, despite the
German decision to halt negotiations in May 1941.

The Germans’ movement toward a policy of outright plunder
reached the critical point with the outbreak of war in June 1941, when
Holst was charged with “safeguarding” artworks in the East. In the first
documents he drafted after the commencement of Operation Bar-
barossa, Holst talked about his activities concerning the “safeguarding
from air attack of artworks in warehouses in Danzig” and about “art pro-
tection measures in the Baltic lands after the occupation.”236 This
sounded relatively innocent, but among his other concerns was the safe-
guarding of artworks in “the interior of Russia, for example, in Peters-
burg (the Hermitage),” and “determining which Baltic German
artworks ended up inside the Soviet Union through theft or war . . .
[and] . . . whose delivery can be demanded.”237 Holst’s concerns were far
from altruistic, although he indeed wished to protect much of the art in
the Soviet Union. He traveled eastward with the advancing German
forces in the summer and fall of 1941, initially attached to the Wehr-
macht as a special leader (Sonderführer). Holst had support from the
highest levels. Hans Posse, for example, wrote Martin Bormann on 22
September 1941, requesting an order whereby Holst “would be charged
with the supervision of art objects in St. Petersburg that are of high
value to us.”238 Bormann granted Posse’s request and issued orders for
Holst in Hitler’s name, which gave the art historian considerable auton-
omy to move about the Eastern Front in search of treasure.239

Although it is not exactly clear what Holst did on the Eastern Front,
he evidently did it well because he was much in demand. Posse, a very
critical individual, had a high opinion of him, describing Holst “as a Balt
and as an expert already with experience in the Eastern territories [who
is] soundly trained.”240 By early 1942, Alfred Rosenberg’s staffers had
extended an offer for Holst to join the ERR in its confiscation campaign
in the East, and the Baltic art historian received an official transfer to the
organization.The occupied territories in the East were generally chaotic
and lawless, and German officials made a concerted effort to delineate
spheres of influence among the various agencies that had come into exis-
tence. Rosenberg and Heydrich, for example, exchanged letters in Sep-
tember and October 1941 where they talked of the SS/SD pursuing
“political and police tasks” and the ERR being made responsible for “cul-
tural goods, that means all artistic treasures worthy of museums, [as well
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as] libraries, archives.”241 Holst’s assignment to the ERR was part of this
effort to achieve some organizational clarity.242 Yet despite his affiliation
with the ERR-Ost (ERR-East), Holst worked quite independently in the
northern section of the Eastern Front. He traveled about inspecting cas-
tles, museums, and other repositories and utilized the ERR-Ost
resources mainly to help with transportation and storage. His method,
like that of his superiors, was to secure and transport whatever he found
and determine at a later point the disposition of the objects.243 Signifi-
cantly, Hitler, Göring, and most other Nazi leaders were dismissive about
cultural objects in the Soviet Union: as noted earlier, they were mostly
interested in Western art that had found its way there, mostly as pur-
chases of Russian aristocrats. In fact, Hitler had only one painting in the
Führermuseum collection from the ERR-Ost (a canvas from 1632 by
Frans Francken).244 Most of Holst’s booty remained in depositories.

Holst remained engaged in the territories of the Eastern Front
throughout the war. Toward the end, he became involved in the evacu-
ation of artworks westward in the face of the advancing Red Army.This
was dangerous duty, and many personnel involved in safeguarding artis-
tic treasures in these eastern regions suffered as a result of their assign-
ments. For example, of the fifty-eight scholarly employees who were
engaged at the Berlin State Museums in 1943, only twenty-nine could
be found in 1946, according to curator Paul Rave.245 Holst was one of
those who was listed as “missing,” although there was a report that he,
along with six other members of the Berlin State Museums, was in a
Soviet prisoner of war camp.246 Rave also noted that six other colleagues
had died in combat and that twelve had perished from other causes.247

A remarkable aspect of Niels von Holst’s career was his ability to
continue his scholarship both during and after the war. He had a long-
standing ambition to make a name for himself as an art expert. In one
questionnaire he filled out early in the Third Reich, he noted that he
wished to write “popular scholarly” works, that is, to reach a broad audi-
ence.248 Even during the war he published a book titled Art of the Baltic
in Light of New Research, 1919–1939 (1942) and an article in the jour-
nal Baltenland in 1943.249 The thrust of his scholarship remained the
same after the war, as indicated by the titles of his books: Danzig—a
Book of Remembrance (1949); Breslau—a Book of Remembrance (1950);
and Riga and Reval—a Book of Remembrance (1952).250 Holst advanced
the pan-German view of the region’s history and bemoaned the politi-
cal and demographic changes that occurred after the war. Throughout
his career, he maintained an ethnocentric outlook and viewed both his-
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tory and art history as weapons with which to fight for German hege-
mony in the region.This view persisted up through the end of his career
as an art historian: in 1981, he published The German Order of Knights
and Their Buildings, which glorified the Teutonic knights’ “civilizing”
mission and documented the Germans’ historic presence in regions
now “lost.”251 Holst also continued to pursue his dream of becoming a
popular art historian. To some extent he achieved this by the 1960s,
authoring a glossy coffee-table book in 1967 titled Creators, Collectors,
Connoisseurs: The Anatomy of Artistic Taste from Antiquity to the Present
Day; it was published in the United Kingdom by Thames and Hudson
and in the United States by Putnam, both reputable presses. Holst also
continued to write scholarly articles and penned dozens of articles for
the prestigious journal Die Weltkunst. Niels von Holst died in 1981, and
there is no evidence that he was ever exposed in the postwar period as
an art plunderer.

Some figures who were complicit in the Nazis’ looting program felt
so shamed by their actions that at war’s end they could not imagine
rehabilitation. Such was the case with art historian Hermann Bunjes,
who was an expert on French medieval sculpture and architecture and
who headed the SS-run Art Historical Institute in Paris. While Bunjes
was far from the worst of the Nazi plunderers, he was involved with
various criminal schemes, including the plundering of Jewish art in
France by the ERR and an effort late in the war to abscond with the
Bayeux Tapestry. Bunjes evidently could not live with the guilt, and
after a debriefing by American MFA & A officers in Trier in late spring
1945, he committed suicide.

Bunjes had a rigorous academic training that included a stint as an
exchange student at Harvard University and a period in Paris, where he
was a student of the curator of sculpture at the Louvre, Marcel Aubert
(with whom he later had dealings during the war).252 Bunjes completed
his dissertation at the University of Marburg in October 1935, writing
on sculpture in the Ile de France. His first position was at the Rhineland
Provincial Administration, where he inventoried architectural and artis-
tic monuments in the city of Trier, and as part of his job he published
books and articles on monuments and sculpture in both Trier and
France.253 He completed his Habilitationsschrift in late 1938, an “investi-
gation into the artistic geography of the Mosel region in Roman and
early Gothic times.”254 Amidst this increasing success, Hermann Bunjes
completed his service in the Wehrmacht (1937–38) and joined the SS
(January 1938). His motives for entering the latter organization are
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unclear, but they appear a mixture of ideology and practicality: Bunjes
was enthusiastic about the Nazi program, but also aware that SS mem-
bership would help his career.The SS provided him with financial assis-
tance for his scholarly work, for example, financing a project on “Forest
and Tree in Aryan-German Spiritual and Cultural History” (he noted in
the application that he came from near the Teutoberger forest).255 There
were also political advantages to be gained from this association. At a
minimum, he would be assured of enthusiastic evaluations from the
Party bureaucrats, which factored into all civil-service appointments.

At this stage in his career Bunjes sought, above all, academic success,
and in September 1939 he joined the faculty of the Rheinische
Friedrich-Wilhelm University as a lecturer (Dozent). Yet he did not
spend much time at the university in Bonn, for he was called for a spe-
cial assignment in France, effective 5 August 1940.256 His colleague and
nominal superior Wolff-Metternich had been appointed head of the
Army’s Kunstschutz unit—one of the few German organizations that
did a credible job safeguarding and not stealing artworks, as they con-
sciously followed in the tradition of the Kunstschutz unit led by Paul
Clemen in World War I.257 Bunjes joined Metternich in France in the
summer of 1940, and they toured the country inspecting repositories of
artworks (for example, at the Loire chateaus of Chambord and Chev-
erny). They met with French museum officials, including Bunjes’s for-
mer teacher Marcel Aubert, and reassured the French that the works
would be safe.258 Bunjes initially disapproved of the ERR and took cer-
tain steps to resist them. He wrote in a May 1941 report that “the mea-
sures of the ERR threaten to be a shameful mark on German
scholarship and German museum practices. I am asking finally for mea-
sures to control Rosenberg’s Special Staff.”259 But Bunjes, unlike Wolff-
Metternich, finally came to accept the looting campaign and was far
more inclined to collaborate with the Nazi leaders. In particular, he was
drawn into the plans drafted by Göring. By late 1941, he was part of the
smoothly running occupation machinery.

Bunjes, then, was gradually co-opted by the Nazi leaders, and the
more accommodating he became, the more power he received. In addi-
tion to his position at the Kunstschutz agency, he was given a post
within the German Military Government in Paris, where he was a war
administration adviser and responsible for “all questions of French cul-
tural life.”260 This position required him to respond to French objections
about the seizure of Jewish-owned artworks (he argued that the French
people and not the Jews had concluded an armistice) and to coordinate
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the reopening of certain French museums, such as the Musée de Car-
navalet.261 He also continued to work on his scholarship and published
several books on French, Dutch, and German architecture and monu-
ments during the war.262 These projects came together when he was
appointed director of the Art Historical Research Institute in Paris in
January 1942.263 This organization, largely funded by the SS, was
extremely ideological: it advanced interpretations of art history and his-
tory that were racist and excessively pro-German. Bunjes, then, had
fashioned a stellar career as a Nazi art historian. His 1942 evaluation
from the commandant of Greater Paris noted that “thanks to his out-
standing technical knowledge, his extraordinarily effective negotiating
skills, and his tireless industriousness [Bunjes] had preserved the art-
works in France, as well as performed entirely special service in safe-
guarding German interests.”264 Furthermore, Himmler personally
promoted him to SS lieutenant in 1942, and after recommendations to
Reichsminister Rust from colleagues in Bonn, he was made a professor
in 1944.265

The price Bunjes paid for this “success” came in the form of sub-
servience to Göring and Himmler. In fact, he became such a tool of the
Nazi leaders that Wolf-Metternich released him from the Kunstschutz
agency in 1942; whereupon the Reichsmarschall engaged him as an
employee of the Luftwaffe.266 Göring used him for a variety of tasks, but
most notably, for the procurement of artworks for his own collection.
Perhaps most significantly, Bunjes coordinated most of the twenty
“exhibitions” of plundered Jewish art at the Jeu de Paume, where the
Reichsmarschall selected works for his personal collection.267 Bunjes
was never a member of the ERR, but he had good relations with its
members and used these links to outmaneuver Robert Scholz, who
sought to block the transfer of artworks to Göring.268

Bunjes’s close ties to Göring did not end his relationship with Himm-
ler, as he also served the Reichsführer-SS in much the same vein. Specif-
ically, Bunjes coordinated the project to seize the Bayeux Tapestry and
transport it to Germany. Bunjes and Himmler shared a Nazi conception
of art history and history, and accordingly, they viewed the remarkable
Norman artifact as an example of Teutonic artistic accomplishment.
The fate of the tapestry was of utmost importance to these two men, as
well as to Wolfram Sievers and others in the SS. Since early in the war
Bunjes and other members of the Ahnenerbe had been working on a
project to publish photographs of the tapestry, along with annotations
advancing the Nazi interpretation.269 The project was sometimes
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referred to as Special Project Brittany (Sonderauftrag Bretagne) and they
used the code name “Matilda” for the tapestry.270 The episode offered
great intrigue and drama as the Nazis tracked down the tapestry. There
were all sorts of rumors, including one that the Americans had removed
it across the Atlantic.271 The German plan entailed arranging its transfer
from the provincial repository to Paris, whereupon it would be seized
by an SS commando (an action comparable to seizure of Michelangelo’s
Bruges Madonna just prior to the liberation of Belgium in August
1944).272 Evidently, in the summer of 1944, General Dietrich von
Choltitz, the Wehrmacht commander of Paris who is often credited
with saving the city from destruction (a lingering point of controversy),
“talked the SS out of taking the Bayeux tapestry off to the Father-
land.”273 Bunjes, who made regular reports to Himmler, was even send-
ing updates as late as 21 February 1945, when he noted, “I have
evacuated my entire institute from Paris to Germany. The Norman
tapestry has been brought on our orders from its safekeeping place
[Sourches] to Paris where it has been entrusted into the custody of the
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Louvre.”274 But by this point it was too late: the Germans had been
forced from Paris the previous August and had not managed to take the
tapestry with them.

The life and career of Hermann Bunjes represents the gradual cor-
ruption of an art historian. Of course, like Mühlmann and Holst, those
who subscribed to the Nazi worldview were probably inclined toward
criminal behavior. Bunjes’s racism and his nationalism helped lead him
to support Göring and Himmler in the implementation of their pro-
grams. But there was also his own personal ambition. This was not for
wealth—Bunjes received modest salaries for his various positions (for
example, RM 600 per month for head of the Art History Research Insti-
tute).275 Rather, he sought academic accolades and advancement, which
he received within the Nazi-controlled scholarly establishment. After
the war, American investigators asked Robert Scholz and Bruno Lohse
about Bunjes and reported “both are agreed that Bunjes is a man of fan-
tastic ambition, who wished to become the leading figure in the arts in
Germany. Scholz is certain that Bunjes wished to become German Min-
ister of Culture.”276 Bunjes also appears to have been tremendously
impressed by the Nazi leaders and their display of power. Lynn Nicholas
identified this as a source of motivation when she wrote, “officers who
at heart condemned the confiscations were still dazzled enough to
betray their consciences. This was certainly true of Dr. Bunjes.”277

Yet Hermann Bunjes ultimately became conscious of his immoral
behavior. The most telling evidence of this came at war’s end when
American MFA & A officers Robert Posey and Lincoln Kirstein appre-
hended him in Trier. Nicholas described the events, as told to her by
Kirstein,

The house was decorated with photographs of French monu-
ments, undoubtedly from the documentation project undertaken
by the German Institute in Paris. Bunjes, who in a very short time
poured forth volumes of information—including the existence of
Altaussee—did not fail to mention that he had once studied at
Harvard and, now that the war was over, would like to work for
the Americans. It also soon appeared that he would even more like
to have a safe-conduct for himself and his family to Paris so that he
could finish his research on the twelfth-century sculpture of the
Ile de France. In the course of these outpourings he confided that
he had been in the SS and now feared retribution from other Ger-
mans. Posey and Kirstein, who as yet knew little of the machina-
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tions of the ERR, found him rather charming, but could offer him
nothing, and left. Charm had masked desperation: after a subse-
quent interrogation, Bunjes shot himself, his wife, and his child.278

His suicide was not entirely unique (although murder was far less com-
mon). A number of individuals involved with the Nazis’ criminal pro-
gram for the arts took their lives in 1945, including ERR Paris chief Kurt
von Behr and a range of museum officials. Among the latter were E. F.
Bange (sculpture collection in Berlin), Dr. Gelpke (from the ethno-
graphic museum in Berlin), Dr. Sieveking in Hamburg, Dr. Waldmann
(and his wife) in Bremen, Dr. Feulner in Cologne, and Dr. Kloss in Bres-
lau.279 Paul Rave noted that others, like Dr. Körte of Freiburg, took their
life by “seeking death in battle.”280 For Bunjes and these others, the pact
with the devil in the end was no bargain.

The Nazi leaders relied on art historians first to determine the loca-
tion of artworks and then to catalog the plunder. This chapter has dis-
cussed a relatively small number of the art historians who were
co-opted by the regime.A list of those involved in plundering programs
would extend to several score, and perhaps even hundreds, which is
remarkable considering the limited size of the profession.281 Of those
who collaborated, one can discern certain tendencies: some art histori-
ans, like Mühlmann, Holst, and Bunjes, assumed largely supervisory
roles in the looting bureaucracy, while others worked in a hands-on
manner with the thousands of artworks that filled the depots.There are
a plethora of examples of this latter type: from Professor Otto Reich in
Vienna, who was engaged by the Gestapo to appraise the Gomperz col-
lection (among others), to Günther Schiedlausky, who worked in the
Jeu de Paume as a cataloger for the ERR.282 These art historian tech-
nocrats were very effective in ordering the massive quantities of loot
and keeping precise records—especially considering that many works
had been carelessly hauled out of homes and depots in commando
raids. Like the conservationists who attended to the physical conditions
of the works, these art historians in a certain sense performed acts that
helped safeguard the art. The Allied officers utilized their records and
relied on their recollections to effect the massive restitution program
after the war. The positive services rendered by the art professionals
constitute one of the ironies of this history.
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As noted in the introduction, it is possible to
gain an overview of artists during the Third Reich because they were
regulated by the professional organization, the Reich Chamber for the
Visual Arts. Although this neocorporatist body turned professionaliza-
tion models on their head because the organization stemmed from
above, rather than from the members themselves, there can be no doubt
about a professional identity for the vast majority of the practicing
artists during the Third Reich. The Reich Chamber for the Visual Arts
was designated a public law corporation and, as such, had the power to
regulate the issues that were important to the artists’ professional liveli-
hood: training, economic conditions, awards, among others.1 Because
membership in one of the seven Reich Chambers of Culture was
required of all individuals “who participated in the ‘creation, reproduc-
tion, intellectual or technical processing, dissemination, preservation,
and sale of cultural goods’ “ and because the First Decree for the Imple-
mentation of the Reich Chamber of Culture Law included a crucial
provision in paragraph 10, according to which “admission into a cham-



ber may be refused, or a member may be expelled, when there exist
facts from which it is evident that the person in question does not pos-
sess the necessary reliability and aptitude for the practice of this activ-
ity,” the Reich Chamber for the Visual Arts quickly emerged as the
decisive body regulating the lives and work of artists.2

While the arts-specific chambers comprising the Reich Chamber of
Culture were unprecedented in many respects, Goebbels and his col-
leagues who oversaw their creation attempted to link them with the
professional associations and lobbying organizations (the Berufsverbände
and Interessenverbände) that had existed previously. They did this not
only by noting the common qualities and functions shared by the pre-
and post-1933 bodies, but by arranging for the actual incorporation or
subsumation of the preexisting organizations into the Reich Chamber
of Culture. This occurred primarily in late 1933 and 1934, although in
a few cases, associations maintained their independence for a few years.3

But in general, the Reich Chamber of Culture complex took over the
cultural sphere in a rapid and comprehensive manner. The reasons for
this are manifold and complex, but Alan Steinweis is correct to observe,
“the readiness of several prominent non-Nazis to accept important posi-
tions in the new chambers reflected broad approval, or at least accep-
tance, of the new institutional framework for the arts professions.”4

According to the occupational census of 1933, there were 14,750
visual artists in Germany, divided among various subfields such as
painters, sculptors, and illustrators.5 Later that year, when the Reich
Chamber for the Visual Arts was formed, it counted 35,060 members,
largely because of the inclusion of architects, as well as dealers and oth-
ers in auxiliary professions.6 These numbers remained fairly constant
until the second half of the war, when conscription and wartime service
for artists reduced the number to 22,000.7 Most of the artists lived in
German cities, specifically, in “cultural centers” like Munich, Dresden,
and Berlin.8 The percentage of the workforce involved in the arts varied
in these cities from about 1 to 2 percent, with Munich having the high-
est concentration at 2.04 percent.9

When the National Socialists came to power in 1933, artists, like
many others in Germany, were suffering from the Depression. But for
many in the arts these difficulties extended back further.Alan Steinweis
noted that their economic difficulties extended back to the early years
of the Weimar Republic and that “the plight of artists in the early 1920s
was seen as symptomatic of a more general, widely recognized ‘crisis of
intellectual workers.’ “10 The Nazi leaders, a number of whom (includ-
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ing Hitler) were failed artists or writers, were quite sensitive to their sit-
uation and implemented programs to bolster employment.11 They stip-
ulated in a 22 May 1934 law, for example, that at least 2 percent of all
expenditures on public buildings needed to be devoted to artistic deco-
ration.12 Furthermore, the Nazi leaders increased the number of official
commissions, sponsored exhibitions, and awards. By 1936, Goebbels
alone controlled the RM 2 million Stiftung Künstlerdank (Foundation
for the Recognition of Artists) that went to patronize artists.13 For those
artists who remained in Germany and were able to work, there was a
gradual but discernible improvement in their economic circumstances
that paralleled the more general recovery.

Despite the support for those who garnered official approval, artists
were among the first to be persecuted by the Nazi regime, and this pre-
cipitated a massive emigration. Some, like the Communist Party mem-
ber George Grosz, saw the warning signs and departed prior to Hitler’s
appointment as Chancellor in 1933. Others got the message with the
“reorganization” of the prestigious Prussian Academy of Art, which
began in February 1933, and the purging of the civil service in April
1933.14 For certain non-Jewish and noncommunist figures, the decision
came later: Max Beckmann, for example, left in July 1937 when the
Degenerate Art Exhibition made it clear that his work had no place in
Germany. Others held on still longer. Heinz Trökes, who had an exhibi-
tion at the Galerie Nierendorf in Berlin closed down in 1938, left for
Zurich the following year.15 For those artists who remained but could
not accommodate themselves to the regime, the quiet life of “inner
emigration” was sometimes an option. Otto Dix pursued this course
after losing his position at the Dresden Academy in 1933. He moved to
relative isolation on Lake Constance in 1936, although at war’s end, he
was inducted into the People’s Militia (Volkssturm).

There was always strong pressure to support the regime. For those
suspected of subversive behavior, regular searches by the Gestapo were
common. Professor Oskar Nerlinger, who was a prominent member of
the leftist November-Gruppe during Weimar, was subjected to house
searches and periodic imprisonment by the Gestapo, and even Max
Liebermann’s funeral in 1935 elicited Gestapo surveillance.16 The
regime, of course, was lethal at times, especially for those like painters
Felix Nussbaum (1904–44), Charlotte Salomon (1917–43), and sculp-
tor Otto Freundlich (1878–43), who were murdered on racial grounds
at Auschwitz and Maidanek.17 It is worth noting however, that no artist
was killed because of his or her work.
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In examining these case studies of individuals who collaborated actively
with the National Socialist leaders, the question arises whether the
decision was sudden and conscious or gradual and difficult to perceive.
One is tempted to imagine a sudden one, not only because of the sense
of drama but because it satisfies one’s desire for a clear explanation.
Such a rendering proved irresistible to Arno Breker, despite the fact that
he continued to view himself as untainted by National Socialism and
blameless of the crimes of the regime. A journalist following Breker’s
recollection described the fateful moment as follows: “on a ‘gray
November day in the year 1938’ the Berlin sculptor Arno Breker
received a short but urgent order: Hitler’s chief architect Albert Speer
requested the artist in his office in five minutes and informed him that
he had eight days to model sculptures for the Chancellery of the Führer.
‘On this day,’ sensed Breker, . . . ‘my fate was decided.’ “18 This dramatic
version of events, full of fate, destiny, and reckless gambles, must be
viewed with skepticism.

It was true nonetheless that once one had struck a deal it was diffi-
cult to extricate oneself. Arno Breker’s version of events took shape in
the years after the war. One of the foundation stones, for example, was
set in 1948 before the Donauwörth denazification board, when the
sculptor claimed that “in my capacity as an artist I could hardly reject
artistic commissions, especially those from leading personalities of the
Third Reich.”19 Here then was the explanation he provided when
absolutely forced: he had struck the deal with Hitler via Speer (another
misled artist) and thereafter had no choice. He was obliged to accept
the commissions and to create artistic representations of the Nazi
regime. The reality was far different. While important meetings
occurred and fateful decisions were made, the process of becoming a
Staatsbildhauer (official sculptor) was a gradual one, and there were
numerous occasions when he could have brought it to a halt. Breker
offers a case of an individual who embraced a myth because of his
inability to accept full responsibility for his actions.

Born on 19 July 1900 in Elberfeld, a town just outside Wuppertal near
Düsseldorf, Breker was the son of a stonecutter and sculptor. Educated
at the elementary school and the vocational secondary school in Elber-
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feld, Breker appeared headed for a life as a craftsman, and he spent six
years as an apprentice with his father.20 While his father was evidently
something of a disciplinarian, they seemed to get along, and Breker in
1930 still had sufficiently warm feelings so as to describe his experi-
ences “in the grasp of the energetic and secure hands of my old man.”21

Breker’s father remained active cutting stones until well past the age of
seventy, and then moved to his son’s workshop in Wriezen in 1942 to
assist in the production of state commissions. Well prior to that, the
young Breker had demonstrated such ability that he took over the lead-
ership of the small operation in 1916 when his father was declared
“suitable for labor service” and required to work in a local factory.22

From 1914 to 1920 Breker simultaneously attended evening classes at
the arts and crafts school (Kunstgewerbschule) in nearby Wuppertal and
supplemented this training with private lessons in drawing. At the end
of the war, his father reassumed control of the workshop, which freed
Breker to concentrate on his art. In 1920 he moved into an artists’ dor-
mitory (Künstlerheim) and matriculated at the State Art Academy in
Düsseldorf, where he spent five years studying sculpture with Hubertus
Netzer and architecture with Wilhelm Kreis (1873–1955).23
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During his training, Breker was torn between modernism and classi-
cism. This reflected a major tension within the Düsseldorf Academy as
individuals in groups such as Das junge Rheinland, which included the
highly provocative Otto Dix (who faced pornography charges in 1923),
challenged the establishment. The ensuing debates, which were often
passionate and politicized, induced Breker to attempt to negotiate the
relationship between tradition and modernity. He talked of “reconciling
the classicism of Hildebrand with the pathos of Rodin.”24 Breker had
been particularly influenced by Rilke’s book about Rodin, which he had
read when it first appeared in 1919, and at this early stage in his career,
it seemed most likely that his art would feature a modernist orienta-
tion.25 His work was not radically modern, but it included expressionis-
tic flourishes and was in fact more abstract than Rodin’s. A number of
his early works resembled those executed by Ernst Barlach. In 1922, he
decorated one of the Düsseldorf Academy’s exhibition rooms with
abstract sculptures, including pillars vaguely shaped as umbrellas and
set off with electric lights. Later, in 1937, he had one of these early
sculptures confiscated as part of the “degenerate” art purges of the Nazi
regime (he was not alone in this respect, as other artistic titans of the
Third Reich, such as Werner Peiner and Wolfgang Willrich, also had cer-
tain early works confiscated).26

During this period, Breker’s commitment to modernism brought
him on a pilgrimage to Weimar to visit Walter Gropius, Paul Klee, and
other members of the Bauhaus.27 But his journey to this modernist
mecca, he reported later, proved disillusioning. In particular, he was
aghast at how Klee worked on numerous paintings simultaneously,
which for him “did not represent real creativity.”28 Another encourage-
ment away from abstraction was Breker’s increasingly close relationship
to the neoclassicist architect Wilhelm Kreis, who granted the young
artist his first important commission in 1925: a monumental statue of
Aurora that adorned the courtyard of honor (Ehrenhof) of the Düssel-
dorf complex built on the banks of the Rhine for the exhibition known
as GESOLEI.29 Kreis and Breker were later to collaborate in the Third
Reich, and the architect encouraged the sculptor to work in a more con-
servative and monumental style.30

In 1926 Breker had the opportunity to study in Paris, using the
income from his commissions to fund the trip. His initial stay lasted
seven months, but he returned the following year and remained in the
French capital until 1932. While in France, Breker fell under the influ-
ence of the renowned sculptors Aristide Maillol and Charles Despiau,
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who continued in the style begun by August Rodin. Breker subse-
quently viewed these years in highly sentimental terms; he described
them as “the only epoch in which I was happy.”31 Paris at that time was
the “center of modern sculpture,” and he indeed had the opportunity to
meet a number of extraordinary individuals, including Jean Cocteau
and Alfred Flechtheim, among others.32 Breker also met his wife at this
time, Demetra Messala, who was Greek and a former model of Picasso
and Maillol. His experience abroad enabled him to network with
prominent figures in the art world and gain exposure. He exhibited his
work at the Salon des Tuileries, and the Salon d’automne, among other
venues. Breker also gradually improved his technical facility as a sculp-
tor. These developments—making connections and becoming a better
artist—came together when he secured a dealer to represent him. And
Breker soared right to the top.As Walter Grasskamp wrote: “One of the
first gallery owners who exhibited the young Breker was Alfred
Flechtheim, a cultured and successful Jewish dealer of modern art who
had to flee from Germany whilst his former protégé ascended rapidly in
his career.”33 While it is perhaps an exaggeration to describe Breker as
Flechtheim’s “protégé,” the important dealer provided a positive assess-
ment of the sculptor’s talents and certainly helped advance his career by
showing his work in his Düsseldorf and Berlin galleries.34

Breker’s early career suggests that he possessed considerable ability.
In 1932, he received greater recognition by winning the Rome Prize,
which was awarded by the Prussian education minister in combination
with the Prussian Academy of Arts. This entailed a six-month fellow-
ship at the exquisite Villa Massimo in the Italian capital.35 Between
October 1932 and March 1933 he worked alongside fellow recipient
Felix Nussbaum, the aforementioned German Jewish painter.36 Breker
spent much of the year working on the restoration of Michelangelo’s
Rondanini Pietà, which the Renaissance sculptor himself had partially
destroyed.37 But his experience in fascist Italy was arguably more note-
worthy because of his exposure to the monumental, “imperial style” art
then in ascendency.38 His stay in Rome also marked his introduction to
future propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels, who visited the German
colony during a trip south in early 1933 and, according to Breker,
encouraged the “artists to return to Germany where a great future was
awaiting [them].”39

Breker returned to Paris in 1933 after stopping for short visits in
Munich and Berlin. But he did not stay long in Paris. Breker claimed
after the war to have returned to Germany because of the anti-German
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sentiment that prevailed in France after Hitler’s rise to power. One
must question this statement about his motivations for moving to the
Reich. He also claimed to return “in order to save what was to be saved,”
but actually enjoyed tremendous benefits, including the use of a Berlin
studio belonging to Professor Gaul and the patronage of a number of
socially influential people, including Bertha Siemens (born Gräfin Yorck
von Wartenburg), who commissioned him to execute a bust of her 
thirteen-year-old son.40 One scholar hinted at this opportunism, noting,
“he came as the others were forced to go.”41 Because Breker’s wife came
from a well-to-do family (her father was a Greek diplomat in Paris) and
was a successful international art dealer who brought money with her
to Germany, he had few financial concerns. They lived comfortably in
an impressive home decorated with costly antiques, and there were suf-
ficient resources to undertake an expansion and remodeling of Gaul’s
atelier.42

There were certainly challenges for Breker, which partly stemmed
from his having spent so much time abroad. Some in the Berlin art
world considered him a “Frenchman” or at least overly influenced by
foreigners.43 Indeed, there are reports of his feelings of alienation and
dissatisfaction in “the new Germany.” One patron described him as
“filled with a deep pessimism, because he as an artist with connections
to other lands and cultures—in his specific case France—instead saw
coming a political isolation and barbarization.”44 He also had concerns
about the persecution of Jews. He was well acquainted with Max
Liebermann, among other German-Jewish cultural figures, and was
troubled by their plight. Yet he was soon able to assuage most of these
concerns.

Breker’s transformation into a Nazi Staatsbildhauer was both gradual
and complicated. Because Breker possessed talent—a fact recognized by
experts across the political and aesthetic spectrum, from Flechtheim to
Speer—he sensed the opportunities available to him.Yet Breker was also
an idealist. He was an artist who believed in concepts of lasting and
indisputable beauty, ideas that formed the basis of his philhellenism.
This then was his project in 1933. He believed that the resulting works,
massive figures built upon timeless Hellenic precedents, would define
the aesthetic idiom both domestically and abroad. They would be the
counterpart of the monumental and streamlined neoclassical buildings
being constructed at the time in a number of countries, including the
United States.45 Despite the parallels with structures in other cities, Nazi
architecture was different, both in terms of style (the huge scale, the
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severity of form) and process (the stone quarried by prisoners).There is
no doubt that the official Nazi commissions required him to transform
his style. Breker’s senior colleague, Georg Kolbe (1877– 1947), later
observed, “from then on, a change in his artistic views became visible;
the earlier one which stood close to the French view sank under the
strongest Nazi influence.”46 After the war, Dr. Victor Dirksen of the
Städtisches Museum in Wuppertal-Elberfeld observed, “that his artistic
style went through a change after 1933 is not to be disputed. . . . He
became a state sculptor. . . . From his freestanding works and portrait
busts of the time one can see that he never entirely gave up his earlier
style. Otherwise, I occasionally had the impression that Breker deep
down was unhappy about the development which he had experi-
enced.”47 In short, Breker preserved certain elements of his pre-1933
work—above all the Hellenic and mythical motifs—while adding mon-
umentality and frequent political allegory to suite the taste of the
regime. His ambitions, then, induced him to sacrifice certain aesthetic
ideals.

Arno Breker’s gradual accommodation with the new regime is not
easy to explain. He was perhaps vulnerable to National Socialism
because his political consciousness had previously not been very highly
developed. Prior to 1933, his life revolved around art, and he appeared
naïve about politics and contemporary affairs. He was also very suscep-
tible to Nazi propaganda. Indeed, by the time he met Hitler in summer
1936, when he attended a reception for the prize winners of the
Olympic arts competition, the dictator’s many domestic and foreign
policy successes and his general popular support had helped alleviate
the artist’s concerns.48 Breker’s feelings about Hitler mirrored the
changes in his art: just as the onetime modernist evolved into the pro-
ducer of the monumental, the apolitical cosmopolitan grew into a gush-
ing follower. This was communicated in a breathless letter of February
1938 to architect Emil Fahrenkamp, the director of the State Art Acad-
emy in Düsseldorf: “Thank God I had the luck again recently to see and
to speak with the Führer.”49 That Breker did not join the Party until
1937 suggests he was not fully committed to the Nazi regime in the
early 1930s, but when he did join, his support was not half-hearted, as
he not only became a Party member, but a “political leader”—a position
that entailed a brown uniform as “official dress.”50 Later, Breker was
given awards which attested to his political reliability, such as the
Golden Badge of the Nazi Party bestowed by Hitler personally on
Breker’s fortieth birthday in 1940.51
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Along with Hitler, Breker’s most important patron was Albert Speer.
In his memoirs, Breker suggested that his collaboration with Speer,
which began in 1938, marked the commencement of his work for the
regime (the section is subtitled “First State Commissions”).52 In fact,
Breker had a commission from the Berlin Finance Ministry in 1935, and
then in 1936 executed two large sculptures, Victor and Decathalete, for
the Reichssportfeld in Berlin.53 These figures were also submitted to the
Olympic arts competition, and the resulting silver medal only helped
solidify his reputation.54 Breker met Goebbels again during the games,
and the latter commissioned a portrait bust and “a figure . . . the theme
of which was left up to Breker.”55 Breker also met Speer for the first
time in November 1936 when the two were introduced by Wilhelm
Kreis.This indeed proved to be an important development.56 Just as the
architect had Hitler’s complete trust (Speer noted in his memoirs,
“there were very few persons besides myself who had been so favored.
Hitler had undoubtedly taken a special liking to me”), so Breker quickly
earned the confidence of the architect.57

As recounted by Breker, the genesis of the commission for the statues
to adorn the main entrance to the New Reich Chancellery reveals a great
deal about the relationship. First, he was beckoned by Speer in Novem-
ber 1938. Speer had the funds and the power of decision making, and
the sculptor therefore went to the patron and listened to his instructions.
Speer acknowledged that the proposals of other artists would be con-
sidered for this important project, but nonetheless gave Breker tremen-
dous latitude with regard to artistic conception:“The theme is up to you,
but we’ll meet again in eight days.”58 Breker always maintained that he
possessed artistic freedom—a claim that was intended to exonerate him
from charges of serving as a tool of the criminal leaders, but actually
implicated him more because he bore primary responsibility for the
messages communicated by his art. His first creations for Speer were the
two monumental figures, Torch Bearer and Sword Bearer, which adorned
the New Reich Chancellery. It was the start of a collaboration that
would turn into a genuine friendship, as they traveled together to Italy,
France, and other parts of Europe and jointly visited with Hitler, among
other activities.59 The relationship was not without complications, partly
because the two men were not equal in terms of power.60 Yet they
enjoyed each other’s company and took pride in calling one another a
friend both during and after the Third Reich.

Breker joined Speer as a key figure in the articulation of the regime’s
aesthetic style. Hitler explicitly identified Breker as his favorite sculptor,
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supplanting Josef Thorak in this respect, and nearly all the Nazi leaders
saw their ideology expressed in his work.61 Alfred Rosenberg, for exam-
ple, thought that his “monumental figures [were] a representation of
the ‘force and willpower’ of the age.”62 Robert Scholz thought his
“sculpture stood at the beginning of a new politically determined
epoch, because it could embody most immediately the intended reju-
venation of the world. . . .Arno Breker’s sculptural works are symbols of
the dignity and creative drive that is at the basis of the political idea of
National Socialism.”63 Breker was therefore entrusted with creating
works with special import for the regime. In addition to the heroic stat-
ues for New Reich Chancellery, forty-two of his works appeared in the
eight Great German Art Exhibitions (GDK) held annually in Munich,
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where the regime exhibited officially sanctioned art.64 His works,
according to a later critic, “glorified the racial struggle, they were sym-
bolic stone piles of Aryan beliefs.”65 They were “a beatification of ‘mili-
tarism’ and ‘racial soundness’ based on the struggle against and even
liquidation of all things not beautiful.”66 Another scholar noted, “While
it was the function of cartoonists to circulate a negative picture of ‘infe-
rior’ races, the art of Breker and Thorak provided, perfected and empha-
sized a positive image of a Nordic super-race within a scheme of
classicizing representation. Stürmer-caricature and Breker sculpture
cannot be separated from one another. They were both equally and
simultaneously promoted because they endorsed and illustrated racist
policy.”67 Jost Hermand took this idea to its conclusion, observing,
“National Socialist art is thus not unproblematically ‘beautiful,’ not
merely devoted to perfect forms and empty content; it is also eminently
brutal, an art based on convictions which, when realized, literally left
corpses in their wake.”68

In his memoirs,Albert Speer remarked that Hitler expressed his ide-
ology through his building projects: “These monuments were an asser-
tion of his claim to world dominion long before he dared to voice any
such intentions even to his associates.”69 Breker’s works offered a sculp-
tural equivalent. In other words, he helped disseminate this ultrana-
tionalistic, hegemonic, and racist ideology—even though he included a
swastika in only one of his works.70 One must also point to his idealiz-
ing portraits of Hitler, which supported the notion of the Führer cult—
a quasi-religious glorification and veneration of the dictator.71 After the
war, a monuments officer in the East, Kurt Reutti (1900–1967),
reported that he found in Breker’s Berlin-Grünewald atelier “a mass
production of Hitler busts out of ceramics. They were stored by the
hundred in the pond that adjoined the property.”72 In addition to creat-
ing (and reproducing) art that bolstered the regime, Breker broadcast
lectures on the radio to the general public concerning art and National
Socialism.73

Recognition in the form of gifts and honors poured down upon the
Reich’s leading sculptor. Besides the monetary awards mentioned
above, Breker was often the recipient of more tangible presents. These
were significant not because of what was bestowed, but by whom.
Göring, for example, invited Breker to Carinhall on a number of occa-
sions; during one visit in November 1944, he gave the artist cartons of
cigarettes, but also asked if there was anything more generally that he
could do to help him.74 Karl Wolff, the SS general who served as Himm-
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ler’s adjutant and who assumed control over northern Italy after Mus-
solini’s downfall in July 1943, sent Breker a birthday present that very
month. Breker replied, “My dear Wolff! Somewhat tardy I send you my
heartfelt thanks for the good wishes that you sent to me on my birth-
day. I hardly need to say what joy your little package gave me.”75 In this,
as in many other cases, it was not the actual object, but the message
communicated that was significant. These gifts helped establish recip-
rocal bonds between patron and artist. And in fact, Breker had consid-
erable contact with Himmler and his subordinates regarding
commissions for the SS.76 Breker also received more awards than any
other artist in the Third Reich. They varied in significance: his being
placed on the list of irreplaceable artists in 1939 had a more tangible
effect on his life than many other expressions of his distinction.77 For-
eign awards were also common for the Third Reich’s most illustrious
artist. Breker, for example, won the Prize of the Duce at the Venice
Biennale in 1940.78 Yet the effect of this relentless stream of honors was
to empower the artist in a way that made him unique in Nazi Germany.
As a result of his metaphoric pact with the Nazi leaders, he gained
fame, fortune, and resources for his sculptures and power.

Breker’s preeminence among artists ultimately found expression in
the titles he was given and offices he held. His professorship in 1937 at
the School for Fine Art in Berlin and later at the Prussian Academy of
the Arts, as well as his appointment as vice-president of the Reich
Chamber for the Visual Arts in April 1941, stand out as milestones in
his Nazi career.79 These posts afforded him the opportunity to affect the
regime’s arts policy.The sculptor noted that “[Hitler] told me it was my
duty to get rid of degenerate artists and that I should be the intermedi-
ary between the government and the artists.”80 According to Albert
Speer, Breker later turned down the presidency of the Reich Chamber
for the Visual Arts, among other positions offered to him by Hitler and
Goebbels.81 Breker put them off by arguing that the additional respon-
sibilities would cut into his artistic production.The sculptor, it seems, at
times found ways to say no to the Nazi leaders.

Arno Breker wielded remarkable power for an artist in the Third
Reich. One journalist noted that Breker once admitted “a sign from him
was enough to render the critics deathly silent.”82 Additionally, he could
call on his patrons when someone crossed him. Speer, for example,
wrote Goebbels in August 1941 complaining about a review of Breker’s
work in the Frankfurter Zeitung.83 There is no record of the propaganda
minister’s response, but one suspects that pressure was brought to bear.
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Hitler’s “art trip” to Paris, June 1940. From
left, Karl Wolff, Hermann Giesler, Wilhelm
Keitel, Wilhelm Brückner, Albert Speer, Adolf
Hitler, Martin Bormann, Arno Breker, and
Otto Dietrich (BA).



Goebbels later wrote in his journal, “I am most comfortable with Breker
since I naturally can work best with him. So we’ll certainly stand by
Breker.”84 The sculptor, like Albert Speer, was virtually unassailable in
the Third Reich.

Breker became a familiar figure in Hitler’s inner circle. The dictator
and the artist had regular contact, although this tended to be cyclical.
Breker commented in 1980, “I was invited to the Chancellery from time
to time for breakfast. I was often sitting across from Hitler.”85 Speer, of
course, was usually responsible for these meetings, and this was increas-
ingly the case late in the war, when there was so much interaction
between the architect and sculptor that some have claimed that Speer
actually moved into Breker’s Jäckelsbruch residence.86 Speer, who was
bombed out of his Berlin home, was often away on inspection tours.
Still, his frequent stays chez Breker warranted the establishing of “a spe-
cial telephone connection that reached the Führer’s headquarters.”87

Breker had previously also joined Speer and other artistic types in
escorting Hitler on his famed tour of Paris, the day following the
armistice in June 1940. Because Breker knew the cultural sites of the
city very well, he shined during this encounter.88 Hitler tended to
monopolize conversations, and this episode offered no exception as the
dictator determined the itinerary and studied up before hand. Nonethe-
less, the so-called art trip (Kunstreise) to Paris proved important not
only for developing the relationship between artist and dictator, but for
the specifics of their projects. Hitler, Speer, and Breker, for example, dis-
cussed the Arc de Triomphe and compared it to the one planned for
Berlin. They agreed that theirs in the German capital would be double
the size of the one in Paris, and Breker was commissioned to create
sculptures to decorate the structure.

Breker enjoyed a grand lifestyle after 1937. The pronouncement of
Dr. Helene Vogt, the chair of the denazification board that heard
Breker’s case in 1948, that he “had received only unimportant profits
from his activities,” is either a testament to the artist’s ability to create
illusions or the obtuseness of the commission.89 Breker became an
extraordinarily wealthy individual as a result of commissions, salaries
for his various posts, and gifts from Hitler and other leaders, among
other sources. One of the more lucrative enterprises for the sculptor
was the Arno Breker Works. This was actually a collaborative project
with Speer, organized in connection with the latter’s office, the General
Building Inspector for the Reich Capital (GBI).The Arno Breker Works
were created in order to manufacture the artistic accoutrements for the
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new buildings that were springing up across the Reich. In an industrial
complex in Wriezen, sixty miles southeast of Berlin, Breker and his
employees produced sculptures, bas-reliefs, ornate lampposts, or what-
ever artistic objects were needed. The sums of money that poured into
the Arno Breker Works were remarkable—unprecedented for a Ger-
man artist. One scholar noted that the “commitments to honoraria by
the GBI considering the circumstances of the time was the truly astro-
nomical sum of RM 27,396,000”; in fact, even though this was the
extent of the commissions and the accompanying budgetary allocations,
the GBI paid Breker and his firm “only” about RM 9 million prior to
1945.90 While much of this went toward expenditures for supplies and
labor, Breker took a commission of between 50 and 70 percent, accord-
ing to the calculations of the GBI.91 Speer was known to allocate addi-
tional sums for Breker personally. One document from March 1945,
which showed payments from the GBI to Breker, included RM 60,000
listed as “Gift of Reichsminister Speer.”92 Hitler noted in one of his late
night conversations with his inner circle that Breker should have an
income of at least a million marks per year, and that he would look into
special tax breaks (reductions would be kept below 15 percent) so as to
avoid cutting into his income.93 While it is not certain that Breker ever
received the exemptions under consideration, extant documents show
large cash payments from the dictator to the artist. Martin Bormann, for
example, signed over a tax-free honorarium of RM 250,000 in April
1942.94 In short, there is no doubt about the wealth the artist amassed
during the war.95 To give some perspective to these figures, an average
worker earned RM 1,800 per year, a curator just over RM 4,000, and a
museum director about RM 14,000.96

Breker’s grand lifestyle was reflected by his residences, which were
numerous and lavish. Of note was a villa in Berlin Dahlem at Kron-
prinzenallee 54/56, which was put at his disposal by Speer. For a short
time previously, the sculptor had also lived in the Rathenau House on
the Königsallee.97 Breker’s discussions in 1939 with the architect Ger-
man Bestelmeyer about moving to Munich to join the faculty at the
academy there was evidently a key factor motivating Speer to other acts
of generosity. Because the Inspector General of Building for the Reich
Capital wished to keep his most cherished artist near him, he built
Breker an atelier in Grünewald, which one official described as “in the
style and proportions of the Reich Chancellery.”98 Breker claimed that
he paid rent for his dwellings (he also had a cabin on the Teubnitzsee),
but he could well afford it. With their income, the Brekers were there-
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fore able to amass a large art collection. One observer recalled that “the
living rooms held variously works of Old Masters and contemporary
art—partly abstract artists like Streker, Schumacher, Gilles, very many
modern French like Vlaminck, Derain, Picasso, Leger, Ozenfont, among
others.”99 The modern works were in part an expression of Breker’s elite
status—there was a double standard that exempted top leaders from
the official aesthetic policy when it came to their private collections—
and it also helped that Demetra Breker was a dealer and a foreign
national.

The most notable of Arno Breker’s residences, and the place where
most of the art collection was kept, was the Jäckelsbruch estate near
Wriezen, which Hitler gave to him for his fortieth birthday in July
1940.100 Located near the Oder River, east of Berlin, this property cen-
tered around Schloss Jäckelsbruch, a country house built in the eigh-
teenth century for Frederick the Great. Hitler and Speer jointly
provided the funds for the renovations, which were carried out by a
member of Speer’s staff, the noted architect and Autobahn designer,
Friedrich Tamms. The cost of this work was exorbitant, as it included
furniture and valuable rugs and featured a sculpture garden (with works
by Breker next to those by Rodin—as well as antique sculptures—all
reportedly removed by the Red Army in 1945).101 There was even a
swimming pool. One estimate of the grant from the Nazi leaders for
renovations cited at Breker’s denazification proceedings stated that the
cost came to around RM 450,000, but records in the GBI’s files suggest
even greater expenditures (one document states that through January
1943, the GBI alone had provided RM 540,655).102 In the extant
records from Speer’s office, there is a file with over 150 pages docu-
menting the GBI’s payment of bills for Jäckelsbruch.103 It is worth not-
ing that despite the abundant documentation about this gift, including
an encomium in Hitler’s name signed by Bormann, Breker was very
deceptive about the development of this and his other properties both
in his denazification trial and later in his memoirs. During the former,
he was able to show that he actually bought Jäckelsbruch (for a bargain
price—alternatively RM 27,000 or RM 33,000), just as he paid rent for
his Berlin villa and studio.104 Breker would later admit that he received
financial assistance from Hitler and Speer, but he invariably made it
sound modest. He also justified the multiple residences and ateliers on
the grounds of wartime damage. For example, he noted that the Jäck-
elsbruch property was developed “because of the severe bomb damage
to his Berlin atelier”—a questionable assertion in light of the fact that
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the first British raid did not strike Berlin until 25 August 1940, well
after the 19 July gift from Hitler (even then it is improbable that the
suburban home was struck).105

Breker’s postwar account of his involvement in the Arno Breker
Works, which were located near Schloss Jäckelsbruch, is also dubious.
Most notably, he tried to deflect criticism by stressing that the sculpture
factory at Wriezen belonged to the GBI (like the Dahlem villa and
Grünewald atelier) and that he just worked there. In fact, he played a
key role in the administration of the operation.106 While he was not the
hands-on manager, Breker was integral to the entire production process,
from the design of works to the procurement of labor.107 The enterprise,
like his sculpture, was characterized by monumentality, and the com-
plex included three work halls, a storage depot, five barracks, and a
tapestry workshop. The GBI facility at Wriezen reflected National
Socialism in practice not only in terms of scale, but also in the subjuga-
tion of its workers. The manager of the complex, Walter Hoffmann,
who held the title Leader of the Central Office for Culture Under
Reichsminister Speer, has been described by different observers as “a
brutal Nazi” and “a vampire . . . the typical tyrant of the Third Reich.”108

He lorded over a workforce that included sculptors (twelve by 1943)
and various other skilled and unskilled laborers, many of whom were
French and Italian prisoners of war. Estimates of the number of workers
range from a hundred to a thousand.109 While an exact figure for those
employed at the facility remains unclear, there is no doubt about the
harsh living conditions there. The workers were quartered in “primitive
barracks” and poorly fed.110

Walter Hoffmann, of course, was not alone in running this enterprise.
In a letter to SS-General Karl Wolff, Breker reported how Himmler had
facilitated the transfer of workers to the site (Breker also requested
more Volksdeutsche workers).111 After the war, a witness recalled that
“there were a large number of French prisoners of war, who stood under
Breker’s direction,” and Breker admitted approaching a General Kaiser
requesting him to discharge POWs to the facility—evidence suggesting
that Breker was not as distant from the operation as he later main-
tained.112 Breker was therefore a kind of general executive who had
authority over these unfortunate workers. And contrary to the postwar
reports by Breker and Speer, the laborers were forced to stay at the
facility as the Eastern Front moved ever closer and hardships increased.
Breker’s postwar description of the facility was very misleading. He
made it sound like a resort and he talked about saving workers from
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prison camps, paying them more than they would earn in Paris, and
treating them to model housing and luxuries like a cinema. Most other
accounts offer a very different portrayal.113

The workers despised Breker, perceiving him as arrogant and insensi-
tive. One reported that while they suffered, “Breker gave parties. In the
woods stood great sheds with plundered goods from all the occupied
lands.”114 This witness remembers a “glittering party for the VIPs of the
woods” on 15 January 1945: even at this late date, they had a Berlin
quartet play Mozart and Schubert and enjoyed “a cold buffet with del-
icacies from all around the world.”115 The account adds the intriguing
detail, “later they danced to jazz music in the basement,” which suggests
Breker’s relative license: he was a powerful figure, permitted to venture
into forbidden territory of proscribed culture, as long as this opposition
was not too open or explicit.116 In sum, as Professor Bernhard Heiliger
noted in an affidavit for the denazification board, “in comparison with
the standard of living of most Germans during the war, one can charac-
terize his lifestyle as extraordinarily luxurious.”117

During the war, Breker also had a residence in Paris put at his dis-
posal, although he often stayed at the Ritz.118 The dwelling, a splendid
townhouse on the Ile St. Louis (Quai de Béthune 24), had been
Aryanized: in fact, it belonged to the cosmetics manufacturer Helena
Rubinstein, who was an “American Jew.”119 The house was under the
control of Ambassador Otto Abetz, who put it at the disposal of the
sculptor because “the ambassador considers the presence of Breker, who
is often in Paris, to be important.”120 Abetz hoped that the luxurious res-
idence would serve as the site for receptions and would facilitate an
interaction between various artistic and military elites. More generally,
Breker was one of a number of cultural figures to benefit from such
plundered property: the actor and Prussian State Theater intendant,
Gustaf Gründgens, had a confiscated estate (Gutsschloss) at Zeesen in
Brandenburg put at his disposal; and sculptor Josef Thorak received the
fifteenth-century Schloss Prielau in Zell am See near Salzburg.121

Breker enjoyed the good life while in Paris. He patronized establish-
ments like the restaurant Maxim’s, and he bought a number of works by
French artists; those he did not keep with him in Paris, he shipped back
to Germany.122 His collecting in France was sufficiently extensive to
warrant an investigation after the war by the curator and resistance fig-
ure Rose Valland, who worked with the Americans and authorities in
the Soviet zone to ascertain his acquisitions.123 An April 1945 report
from the British branch of the MFA and A division stated that Breker
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purchased from the French dealers “[Frères] Kalebdjian, [B.] Fabre,
Jansen, Rudier, Flammarion, Rodin, Champesne” and used military
transport to send the works back to Germany.124 American investigators
noted complaints “that Parisian art dealers did not especially care to do
business with him because they couldn’t get the money they wanted.”
They added that Breker was also “a passionate buyer of books” and had
a notable collection.125 Accompanying these shipments of artworks and
books were tons of plaster, as well as wine and perfume. Breker also
played a role in the Nazi leaders’ acquisition of artworks in France,
although his actions are far from clear.The American OSS agents noted
reports that he “worked in close connection” with Hermann Bunjes and
listed him as complicitous in the project to create the Führermu-
seum.126 Hans Posse’s journal includes in the entry for 16 February 1942
the observation, “Midday: Professor Breker telephones from Berlin.
Lionardo [sic], Mona Lisa in Paris!”127 It is not possible to grasp the
intentions of Breker and Posse, although the sculptor was, in fact wrong
and Leonardo da Vinci’s celebrated painting was hidden in the unoccu-
pied zone in the south.

Breker was one of the leading German figures in the occupation of
France. Prior to the war he had been active in groups that tried to foster
better bilateral relations between the two nations: in 1938, Breker had
worked with the German-French Society in order to help organize an
exhibition of French sculpture in Germany (despite the support of the
Propaganda Ministry and the Foreign Office, the show did not come
off).128 It was therefore not surprising that Breker was active within
occupation agencies like the Deutsches Institut (L’Institut Allemand),
where he encountered Hermann Bunjes, and was repeatedly mentioned
by Goebbels in his diaries as an expert on French cultural life.129 He was
also the only German artist to have an exhibition in the conquered
land, a much publicized show put together by the German Labor
Front’s Strength Through Joy organization (on behalf of the armed
forces) and staged in the Orangerie of the Louvre.130 For the show,
Breker turned to Goebbels to help him requisition special freight cars
to transfer his models to the French capital.131 He also worked through
the Propaganda Ministry to arrange for two expert French casting tech-
nicians to be freed from two stalags to come and execute the work at
the leading Paris founder, Rudier.132 Because casting in bronze and other
metals was virtually prohibited in the Reich after 1940, Breker brought
from Germany only the plaster figures. The French were forced to sup-
ply the scarce and valuable bronze themselves.133 Postwar scholars have
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claimed that a significant portion of the thirty tons used to cast the fig-
ures in the show came from smelted down French statues.134 Breker
admitted in a postwar interview that “the monuments [of] the generals
[and] the politicians” were removed from Paris during the war (“but not
the artistic objects”), and he maintained that they were never smelted
down.135 The source of the bronze for his works remains disputed, as is
his role in procuring it.136

The May 1942 opening of Breker’s show at the Orangerie drew a
number of cultural and political luminaries.As one scholar described it,
“the great exhibition in the Orangerie of the Tuileries was an affair of
state. The Education Minister of the Vichy regime, Abel Bonnard, gave
the opening speech. Prime Minister Pierre Laval and other ministers
and state secretaries were present. Artists like Breker-intimate Despiau
and the venerable Maillol found themselves confronted with a delega-
tion of uniformed National Socialist leaders.”137 Speer and Göring had
evidently also wanted to attend, but Hitler vetoed the idea because of
the security risk.138 Both visited the exhibition later, albeit separately,
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and were taken on private tours by the artist. Göring commissioned
copies of eight of the works, including several with martial themes such
as Fighting Scene and Battle Against the Snakes, and then had Hermann
Bunjes arrange for Rudier to make the casts (again raising the issue of
the source of the bronze) and ship them back to Carinhall.139 The exhi-
bition was tremendously successful: it attracted large crowds (estimated
at 80,000) and elicited many positive reviews, even from some rela-
tively neutral observers (Maillol remarked on the occasion of a formal
dinner at the Lapérouse restaurant that Breker qualified as the “German
Michelangelo”).140 The Breker show in Paris therefore became the focal
point in an extensive propaganda campaign. The French newspaper Le
Gerbe reprinted excerpts from speeches at the opening on the front
page. The German magazine for the occupation forces, Signal, also
featured a cover story. The Völkischer Beobachter had a full page review
by Robert Scholz. And the catalog was widely circulated.141 To insure 
a positive reception, the German News Service (Deutsche Wochen-
dienste), which answered to Goebbels, issued “language regulations” that
stipulated that reporters should emphasize Breker’s “‘towering position’
among European artists” and should avoid comparisons to any artists,
living or dead, whose reputation might in any way be questionable.142
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Breker also played an important role in organizing the famous trip of
French artists to the Reich in autumn 1941, although the initiative
came from Goebbels and the Propaganda Ministry.143 Of the thirteen
artists who accepted the invitation—lured with the promise that
French POWs would be released in exchange for their cooperation—
Breker knew at least half personally. (There are stories of his solicita-
tions of other artists in Paris who opted out of the trip).144 One of the
“highlights” of the excursion was a visit to Breker’s Berlin studio. The
massive atelier, which was 140 meters long, seemingly had the desired
effect on the French delegation. Breker’s friend Despiau reported that
what he saw struck him “as in a kaleidoscope, the vision of a new art.
And this art, grandiose, larger than life, might perhaps have frightened
rather than seduced me, had I not found Arno Breker heading its pro-
moters.”145 It is instructive that upon the return of the French artists to
their native country, when they did make comments to the press, they
uttered positive, if at times guarded statements. The president of the
Salon, Henri Bouchard, remarked that artists in Nazi Germany “are the
cherished children of the nation.”146 This suggests not only that Breker
helped make this propaganda exercise a success, but that he presented
himself as contented and well supported. He did not appear victimized,
as he later claimed.

The prominence that Breker gained as an artist provided him with
important political connections. His relationships with Hitler, Speer,
and Göring, among other Nazi leaders, have been noted above. But
Breker’s interactions with members of the Vichy regime also warrant
mention, and his dealings with them on behalf of the Reich undercut
his later statements that he was exclusively an artist. While his contact
with the French initially related to his work as an artist—Marshal
Pétain, for example, could not attend the Orangerie exhibition for secu-
rity reasons but sent Breker flattering letters—the scope of his dealings
with Vichy officials gradually broadened in scope. In his memoirs, he
described attending a meeting with Pierre Laval, Otto Abetz, and Fritz
Sauckel (the Nazi labor minister) to facilitate negotiations about French
laborers in Germany.147 He was also involved in discussions with Gaston
Bruneton, the Commissioner General of the Social Policy for French
Working in Germany.148 On yet another occasion, he traveled to Bur-
gundy with the assignment of evaluating the feasibility of resettling the
region with ethnic Germans. Breker was to report back to Speer, but the
impetus for the project came from Himmler, who fancied the idea of
moving people up from the South Tyrol.149 The artist also knew the
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head of the German military administration in northern France, Gen-
eral von Stülpnagel, and broached various subjects with him. On one
occasion, Breker inquired about an execution, but he was told to stay
out of the matter.

This situation, which combined access to high-ranking officials and
limited power, was not uncommon for Breker. For example, he
recounted in his memoirs that tried to hinder the German policy of
reprisals in response to actions carried out by the French resistance.150

He raised his concerns about summary executions in a long face-to-face
meeting with Bormann, who passed them along to Hitler. According to
Breker, the Führer ordered that in the future executions could not take
place without a trial. But, of course, executions without trials did not
become appreciably less common. This latter episode is suggestive not
only of the self-exculpatory nature of his memoirs, but also of the fact
that he had direct access to Bormann and Hitler, and that they often
placated him with empty words.

Breker’s wartime record also contains some creditable deeds. Because
of his contacts and his position as vice president of the Reich Chamber
for the Visual Arts (where among his duties he recalled artists from the
front), he could intervene to assist those in trouble.151 This was the case
for the publisher Peter Suhrkamp, on whose behalf he approached both
Himmler and Kaltenbrunner personally in 1944, as well as sculptors
Hermann Blumenthal and Willy Schwinghammer and architect Jean
Walter.152 Previously, in 1943, he had also helped save Maillol’s Russian-
born Jewish (and communist) model Dina Vierny from deportation to
a death camp by visiting the chief of the Gestapo, Heinrich Müller, and
compelling him to arrange for her release from the internment camp at
Fresnes.153 In the same year, he came to the aid of Picasso, who found
himself in trouble in Paris. The Gestapo discovered that the artist was
surreptitiously transferring foreign currency to both Spain and the
Soviet Union.As their surveillance increased, and with it the danger for
the artist, Breker sent warnings through their mutual friend, Jean
Cocteau, for the painter to halt this activity.154 Breker claimed that he
ultimately went to Hitler to resolve the matter and that the dictator
uttered his famous phrase, “I am going to tell you once and for all: in
politics, artists are like Parsifal; they don’t understanding anything.”155

This successful intervention led Breker to maintain in 1981 that “never
in my life did I protest against another direction of art, defame, or
intrigue.”156

The evidence suggests, however, that this was not the case. Robert
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Scholz claimed during the war in a letter to Alfred Rosenberg that
Breker supported him in opposing Baldur von Schirach’s patronage of
Emil Nolde and shared his outrage with the Expressionist works exhib-
ited in the Schirach-sponsored show, Junge Kunst im Deutschen Reich,
and Goebbels confirmed this in his diary, noting “Schirach’s Viennese
exhibition Junge Kunst elicits strong opposition. Breker wrote me a let-
ter asking to close the exhibition.”157 It would seem then, that Breker suf-
fered from selective amnesia.While he fashioned himself as an artist and
a humanist, and did show considerable sympathy for others who were
creative, he was also part of the Nazis’ repressive arts administration.158

The complexity of Breker’s situation is also evident in the fact that
many others besides the Nazis saw their ideological aspirations reflected
in his work. Josef Stalin was so impressed by the works that were shown
in the German pavilion at the 1937 World Exposition in Paris that he
expressed an eagerness to engage Breker. This offer was repeated in
1946 at a time when Breker, considering his difficult circumstances, was
perhaps more inclined to accept. Yet Breker demurred, noting rather
humorously, “one dictatorship is sufficient for me.”159 A pattern devel-
oped during the Third Reich and continued after the war whereby
“strong” leaders often admired Breker’s sculptures, indicating that
Breker’s style had application beyond a Nazi (or even fascist) context.
The list of those who acquired and utilized his works includes Mus-
solini, Haile Selassie, Leopold Senghor, and Mohammad V of Morocco.
This raises a number of questions, including whether he actually tai-
lored his work to the marketplace of Third Reich and whether he (or
any other artist) bears responsibility for his or her creations. While
Breker responded directly to the patronage of certain leaders (including
not only Hitler and other Nazis, but also Mussolini), the appropriation
of his work by others was often beyond his control. This led to some
strange developments, such as sculptures by Breker that were exhibited
in Eberswalde, forty kilometers northeast of Berlin in the former East
Germany, at a sports complex adjoining a Red Army military base.
Although it is unclear when Breker’s sculptures were placed there, it is
evident that some came from the World War II booty that fell into the
hands of the Soviets after having been taken from the remnants of
Breker’s workshop at Wriezen some 20 kilometers away (Breker also
reported sculptures stolen from a warehouse near his Berlin studio).160

Breker’s pieces there were next to works sculpted by Josef Thorak (one
of his 1939 Reich Chancellery figures) and Fritz Klimsch (pieces for the
1936 Olympiad). This appropriation of his work by the Soviets and
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East Germans was clearly contrary to Breker’s will. He remained polit-
ically conservative and had no desire to bolster either communist
regime.

The sculptures noted above fell into Soviet hands at war’s end
because Breker, like most other figures in this study, fled with his wife
to the Alps in search of safety.161 One of those present at Wriezen,
Marta Mierendorff, recounted how on 8 February 1945, before the Red
Army invaded the area in the final battle for Berlin, “all that was mov-
able, including Breker’s property in Jäckelsbruch, was loaded on trans-
port wagons sent on its way to Bavaria.”162 Breker maintained after the
war that he had been unable to evacuate much of his property, and he
was certainly unsuccessful in attempting to move many of his sculp-
tures to southern Germany.163 He did, however, apparently keep his
promise to evacuate the foreign workers, although the majority were
permitted to head to Bavaria at a tortuously late stage in the war and
then landed in “an uncomfortable mass camp, while Breker lived in
comfort.”164 In February 1945, Breker took refuge in a stately fifteenth-
century castle in Leutstetten on Lake Starnberg. The entire castle had
been commandeered by Breker’s friend and former mentor, Wilhelm
Kreis, who arranged for many of his colleagues to join him.165 Later,
Breker moved on to a sanatorium at Ebenhausen near Munich, where
the Americans found him upon their arrival.166 His behavior at the end
of the Third Reich reflected much of his experience during the entire
epoch. As an employee of Jäckelsbruch noted, “there is judicial and
moral responsibility. Judicially there may have been nothing against
Breker, however it’s hard to be sure. Morally, he was in such denial that
no insight ever came.”167

After taking refuge in Bavaria toward the end of the war, Breker
remained in the area in the months following the capitulation. The
American occupation forces did not appear very concerned with the
Reich’s most prominent artist, although they did launch an investiga-
tion into his conduct.168 Breker was finally called in by John Streep, the
head of the Munich office of the CIC, in the autumn of 1945. In his
memoirs Breker describes the extraordinary meeting that took place in
the agency’s office in the Führerbau (one of the former administrative
buildings of the Nazi Party).169 The Americans, if Breker is to be
believed, were remarkably friendly. He noted, “fortunately, the chief of
the house was surprisingly obliging.”170 Breker quotes the CIC chief as
saying, “there is not a single charge in our papers.There is just one thing
that we, that is the Americans, cannot pardon you for: that you helped
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Hitler to world renown in the cultural sector!”171 Evidently, due to
bureaucratic error, the Munich CIC was ignorant of important facts in
Breker’s case: while Berlin sources had extensive information about the
sculptor, including his position in the Reich Chamber for the Visual
Arts, the Munich office files were deficient and even reported that he
was not a Party member.172 John Streep nonetheless made the sugges-
tion that Breker repent publicly in order to keep to a minimum the dif-
ficult years that would certainly follow. Breker’s response was telling:
“can you explain to me how I should define this repentance? I have
never occupied a political office assumed either by accident or inclina-
tion, but was a sculptor.”173 In fact, his positions as vice president of the
Reich Chamber for the Visual Arts and a cultural senator render this
statement patently false.174 But the Americans had no interest in pursu-
ing justice in this case. One journalist even contended in 1947 that
Breker “maintained good relations with the occupation authorities and
modelled [a bust of] General Eisenhower.”175 While this last claim has
never been substantiated, it suggests Breker’s general adaptability.

It is evident that the Americans intended to let the denazification
board examine his record and determine his fate. They merely kept an
eye on him and helped Breker and his wife move north to the town of
Wemding near Nördlingen in October 1945.The Office of the Military
Government, and specifically a Major Snap, gave them use of a 
thirteen-room house that had previously belonged to the local mayor
and was scheduled to be shared by two families.176 Through a friend, a
member of the local municipal government, Breker was given an atelier
at a time when space was extremely precious.177 In fact, his work was
interrupted for a very short time by the culmination of the war and
ensuing occupation.Thanks to the support of the Military Government,
his wife Demetra was able to purchase an automobile, a prized object
whose acquisition she defended in a June 1946 letter as being “for the
procurement of materials, like plaster, clay, stone samples, and tools.”178

In an area flooded with homeless refugees, these provisions were espe-
cially generous. Breker later attempted to deflect criticism by pointing
out that he housed various needy associates, including his favorite
model Gustav Stührk and his wife, and that he repaired the dwelling at
his own expense.179

Breker was one of the few sculptors to be tried by the denazification
courts, although he was fortunate not to face war crimes charges as
well. He and his attorney, Werner Windhaus, mustered an aggressive
defense, submitting some one hundred sixty affidavits about the artist’s
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comportment during the Third Reich.180 They also won important pre-
liminary battles: first, when the court granted their petition for an expe-
dited trial, which prevented public opinion from mounting against
Breker; and second, when they had the case tried in the small Bavarian
town of Donauwörth, close to Wemding, where the Brekers had resided
for a short time after the war, rather than in Munich.181 The decision to
try the case here ran contrary to the denazification laws, which specified
that the case be heard in the primary place of work or residence (the
Bavarian Education Ministry argued for Munich and pointed to thirteen
years of exhibitions in the provincial capital), but Breker and his coun-
sel fought for Donauwörth, presumably because this locale offered
more sympathetic and lenient judges.182

While Breker was originally charged as a Nutzniesser within category
II of the Liberation Law (that is, an opportunist who benefitted either
economically or politically due to connections to Nazi leaders), the
commission placed him in category IV and found him to be only a “fel-
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low traveler”—a category, as explained earlier, that permitted him to
work again.183 He was also fined DM 100 plus the costs of the trial.184

The denazification board, in fact, portrayed him more as a victim than
opportunist.They pointed, for example, to the two monumental figures
that Breker created to adorn the New Reich Chancellery, which he had
titled Torch Bearer and Sword Bearer.They observed that the sculptures
were renamed by Hitler after their submission, becoming known as
Party and Wehrmacht, respectively, thereby giving them a political
meaning that the artist had not intended. Breker’s grand residences and
ateliers, as well as his extraordinary income, also did not compromise his
supposed innocence. The structures were deemed state property and
the wealth characterized as unexceptional for an artist with his talent
(his lawyer had compared his life style to Rubens, Rembrandt, and
Lenbach and noted that it was relatively modest).185 The judges’ aston-
ishing verdict was based on the notion that Breker had tried to behave
in a scrupulous and modest manner, even though the Nazi leaders had
made this difficult. His efforts to help certain friends escape persecu-
tion was seized upon: the court declared that “according to the measure
of his power[, he] managed to resist the National Socialist rule of vio-
lence.”186 If Breker’s activities during the Third Reich could be regarded
as resistance, it comes as no surprise that the regime was not toppled by
domestic forces.

Breker himself later built upon the findings of the denazification
board in his representations of his life during the Third Reich. Clearly,
the truth was not served.187 At a minimum, his dishonesty is compara-
ble to that of other artists, like Leni Riefenstahl, who denied responsi-
bility for fashioning a Nazi aesthetic or bolstering the regime. Like the
filmmaker, Breker maintained that art had nothing to do with politics,
even though both were responsible for producing stylized representa-
tions of the political leaders for public consumption. Just as Triumph of
the Will depicted Hitler and his entourage in a heroic, even mythologi-
cal fashion, Breker crafted idealized busts of not just the Führer, but also
Speer, Rust, Goebbels, and others.188 Breker lied about his relationships,
his official positions, and more generally, the power he wielded: he was
far from being “just a sculptor.”189 Damaging evidence, such as his inhab-
itancy of Helena Rubinstein’s apartment in Paris, continued to mount
after the denazification proceedings. The United States Office of Chief
of Counsel for War Crimes brought this incident to the attention of the
Bavarian government in early 1949 in the wake of the denazification
trial.190 It would have been possible to retry Breker (and this was done
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in some cases where prosecutors were dissatisfied with the initial ver-
dict—see Adolf Ziegler’s experience discussed below). But Breker was
set free and allowed to fashion his own version of his career.

Breker returned to Düsseldorf in 1950, in part because the Landhaus
at Jäckelsbruch had been destroyed by retreating SS troops at the end
of the war and the property was located in the Soviet zone.191 He always
professed a certain dedication to Düsseldorf—”my first and hot love,”
he called the city.192 Perhaps this sense of Heimat (strong affinity for
one’s home) is unsurprising considering his political views, yet his deci-
sion to move back to North Rhine-Westphalia also had a material moti-
vation. The denazification board in Donauwörth had made him
responsible for the costs of the trial, which amounted to DM 33,179,
and Breker refused to pay. The Donauwörth Finance Office went to
court in order to force him to remit the money, but the judge ruled that
it was a regional matter and that as long as Breker remained in North
Rhine-Westphalia, there was no way to make him pay.193

Despite the familiarity of his surroundings, Breker was forced to
endure a number of significant changes in his life. He had fallen from a
position of privilege and power. Moreover, as he noted in a 1956 letter
to his friend Walter Hammer, “unfortunately I had to carry my wife to
the grave six months ago [Demetra died in an automobile accident].
My parents died in 1952/53. All my works are destroyed. In short, that
is how things look to me. The result is that I have fully withdrawn and
in essence feel as though I am living in a ghetto.”194 That the artist could
compare his own fate to the experience of those who had been forced
to endure a real ghetto reveals his lack of historical awareness and his
generally unreconstructed behavior. But it also speaks to the depression
that overtook him, and evidence suggests that in this respect he was not
alone among cultural figures who had been part of the Third Reich.
Leni Riefenstahl, for example, described her mind-set in the early post-
war period: “I was personally so shaken, but there were only two possi-
bilities for dealing with this horrible burden and guilt—to live or to die.
It was a continuous struggle, to live or die.”195

Breker was indeed unrepentant about his behavior and changed little
in the postwar period. He attempted to recapture as much of his former
life as was possible: to this end, he utilized a Swiss friend and patron,
the collector Edwige Soder, to travel to Paris and serve as his represen-
tative at an auction where thirty-six of his works were sold by the
famed dealer Durand Ruel in 1961 on behalf of the French govern-
ment.196 Officials of the Fifth Republic had stipulated that German cit-
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izens were prohibited from bidding on the works and Breker used
Soder to circumvent the restriction. The works had a varied prove-
nance, ranging from the German pavilion of the 1937 World Exposition
to the 1942 Orangerie exhibition (and hence were made of French
bronze), although none of them were busts of Hitler. They had been
stored in the cellar of the Museum of Modern Art in Paris. Soder was
among the approximately fifty people who attended the auction.
According to one reporter, who called the event a “dazzling failure,”
most came out of curiosity.197 Yet the sale brought in approximately
DM 76,000—a considerable sum for Nazi art. It is not exactly clear
how many of the figures Soder purchased for Breker, but a number of
them were sent to Düsseldorf and displayed in the garden of his
home.198 While it is difficult to fault any artist for wanting to retain his
or her work, the idea of exhibiting in one’s home works that had been
official Nazi art suggests an uncritical view of the Third Reich.

Breker, like most figures in this book, also consorted with former
Nazis after the war. He consulted with Werner Naumann in 1950 at a
time when Goebbels’s former state secretary in the Propaganda Min-
istry tried to revive a radical right-wing party. Breker, according to Nau-
mann’s diary, counseled caution, but was supportive and thought that
Naumann was the only one “who could master the situation.”199 Nau-
mann and his right-wing cohorts were apprehended by the British in
1953 and passed over to the West German authorities for “secret asso-
ciations which endanger the state” (violating the West German consti-
tutional prohibition against reviving the Nazi Party).200 Yet Breker had
kept sufficiently distant so as to avoid difficulties. Previously, the CIC
had also reported that Breker was “attempting to revive Nazism,” but
files of the U.S. intelligence do not contain precise evidence to support
this charge.201 Breker, like Haberstock, Mühlmann, and others, proved
adroit at surviving and avoiding career-ending missteps.

Arno Breker’s contacts with colleagues from the Third Reich served
him well in the postwar period. Specifically, he reunited with a number
of architects formerly in the employ of the GBI as they undertook the
reconstruction of West German cities. One writer noted that “with his
experience as a decorator of monumental architecture, he could soon
resaddle on the lucrative work of the architects in the economic mira-
cle of Germany.”202 Friedrich Tamms and Rudolf Wolters, for example,
commissioned him to execute sculptures for buildings in Düsseldorf.203

These were evidently so successful that they led to further work (pro-
jects for the city included his Aurora for a local cemetery and his sculp-
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ture of Matthew for the Mathäuskirche). In 1951, the Commerzbank in
Duisburg commissioned him to do two pieces. Later, the Cologne Ger-
ling-Konzern in Cologne contracted him to sculpt a relief of the “three
holy queens,” a work that today still stands in front of their building in
the heart of the city. The Weserbergland clinic in the town of Höxter
placed a group of figures entitled Eternal Life in front of their building
in 1970, and Siemens was also a patron.204 Many of the same business-
men who commissioned him to make sculptures that adorned buildings
also had him execute portrait busts: Hugo Henkel and Hermann Josef
Abs were notable among the industrialists who helped lend him
respectability by way of their patronage.205 Interestingly, Breker had first
helped establish a reputation in the late 1920s by executing portraits of
industrialists, including Robert Gerling and Andreas von Siemens.206

After 1950, Breker again found his niche. One East German critic
labeled him the “court artist of the West German economic miracle
companies.”207

Despite the revival of his career, Breker was by no means fully reha-
bilitated. One critic summed up his position in 1954 as “officially
scorned, unofficially working at full capacity.”208 He was, of course,
widely identified with the Third Reich, and, as a result, perceived him-
self as marginalized. Breker felt tremendous self-pity in the decades
after the war. He felt so estranged from mainstream West German cul-
ture that he first published his memoirs in French in 1970 (he always
believed France to be a nation devoted to art and apparently believed
he had a better chance there of being viewed as an unpolitical artist).
When his memoirs appeared two years later in German, the publisher
was a radical right-wing press by the name of K. W. Schütz (which also
published Robert Scholz’s study of Nazi art). In both Paris, Hitler et Moi
and Im Strahlungsfeld der Ereignisse (In the Limelight of Events), Breker
depicted himself as the victim of unjust discrimination and criticism
and bemoaned the absence of patronage from the Bonn republic.

Despite his struggle for widespread acceptance, Breker had an unde-
niable ability to please his clients, whether they were Nazi Bonzen (big
wigs) who wanted themselves and their regime glorified, or industrial-
ists who fancied portraits in a neoclassical style. One critic noted of
Breker’s postwar work,“a comparison between his models and their por-
traits shows Breker’s talent for a profession which unfortunately he
never took up, in which he would have achieved much greater fame
after the war, that of cosmetic surgeon. His portrait sculptures are com-
pliments chiselled in ‘Schmalz’ which ought to be embarrassing for their
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subjects the moment they discover how cleverly the artist has specu-
lated on their vanity.”209 It was, indeed, this ability to create idealized fig-
ures that attracted so many clients. Such vanity, of course, existed
outside Germany, and many commissions, as noted earlier, came from
foreign patrons. So successful were these flattering sculptures that
Breker gradually emerged as one of the most requested portraitists of the
postwar period.210 In addition to those noted above, Breker sculpted
busts of Ernst Jünger, Konrad Adenauer, and his old friend Jean Cocteau.
Many, but not all, of his subjects had antidemocratic proclivities.

Breker’s appeal extended beyond the flattering rendition of his sub-
jects. His supporters earnestly believed that he was an important artist
who represented fundamental and eternal artistic truths. Such senti-
ments were often articulated in the descriptions of his work, such as
Georges Hilaire’s introduction to a 1961 exhibition catalog, which
identified Breker among the “most cultivated artists of the century”
because of the permanence of his art.211 This theme of permanence, one
might note, had been favored by Nazi art theorists as they argued for
the enduring meaning of all great art, whether Hellenic or Germanic.212

Breker’s defenders often revived ideas from the Third Reich. A 1970
article in the radical right-wing Deutsche Nationale Zeitung, for example,
described Breker’s work as “a spiritual revolt against nihilism,” a phras-
ing that implied that more abstract art had negative qualities.213

Breker’s exhibitions also brought together figures who had been
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prominent in the cultural life of the Third Reich. The Society for Free
Journalism (Gesellschaft für freie Publizistik), an organization closely
affiliated with radical right wing publishing houses, such as Druffel and
K. W. Schütz, awarded Breker the Hutten Medal in 1980, describing
him as an “artist of European rank, whose creations count among the
great achievements of German art history.”214 The society bestowed the
award in Frankfurt during the important annual book fair and invited
Robert Scholz to deliver a speech evaluating the artist’s career.215 A
1978 exhibition of his work in Salzburg induced Winifred Wagner to
attend the opening. It was also perhaps symptomatic of the Austrians’
longtime reluctance to confront the history of the Third Reich that
local politicians were also in attendance, but this was not entirely incon-
sistent with the city’s cultural-political identity and the frequently
unsuccessful efforts to “master the past.”216 One might make a similar
argument about the city of Bayreuth.As early as 1951, organizers of the
festival sought to display a Breker bust of Wagner created during the
Third Reich, a conspicuous linkage of Hitler’s favorite composer with
his favorite sculptor.217 Subsequent efforts by municipal leaders to com-
mission Breker to execute statues of Franz Liszt in 1971 and Cosima
Wagner in 1978 were also marked by a certain insensitivity.218 For these
patrons to commission an artist so closely associated with the Third
Reich reflected a lack of historical awareness and to have as subjects
two people related to Richard Wagner—another figure struggling to
emerge from the shadow of National Socialism—only added to the
impression that they sought to whitewash the Nazi past.

At times Breker’s supporters were rather deceptive in their efforts to
rehabilitate the sculptor. One catalog from the Galerie Marco in Bonn
(an establishment that also exhibited the works of Werner Peiner and
other artists from the Third Reich) featured a work from 1938 titled
Herold and included the information that the monumental bronze ren-
dition of an athlete had been in the recent exhibition Seventy-five Years
of Art in Germany at the Hamburg Kunsthalle, as well as in a show at
the Lenbach House in Munich.219 The implication was that these
respectable institutions had seen fit to include the artist’s work and that
Breker was therefore more legitimate. In fact, both exhibitions included
Herold as an example of the official art of the Third Reich, and their
intention was not positive as implied in the Galerie Marco catalog.220

Beginning in the 1970s, Breker’s supporters began to act in increasingly
bold and provocative ways. For a steadily broader segment of the pub-
lic, the artist lost much of the earlier stigma. The Galerie Marco, for
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example, circulated photographs of the artist with German President
Walter Scheel, Salvador Dali, and other highly esteemed figures.221

Because of his prominence both in the past and in the postwar
period,Arno Breker became the focus of controversy in the early 1980s.
The efforts at his rehabilitation, which moved from radical right-wing
circles to more mainstream conservative ones, provoked outspoken
opposition. By 1981, the opening of a Berlin exhibition of Breker’s art
attracted hundreds of protesters (it coincided with the much less pub-
lic founding of the Museum Arno Breker—Collection of European Art,
located in Schloss Nörvenich near Cologne). Not surprisingly, those
who supported Breker dismissed the protesters, many of whom were
evidently art students, as left wing and professional agitators (Berufs-
krakeeler); they “celebrated Breker all the more as a result.”222 The issue
for individuals on both sides of the debate centered around the degree
to which Breker was tainted by his association with the National Social-
ist government and the burden of guilt that came with it. Yet the dis-
cussion grew more complex with the emergence of defenders of the
artist who were not part of the radical right. While generally conserva-
tive, they were not political extremists.They argued that Breker should
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be permitted to put his National Socialist past behind him and exhibit
his postwar creations. The debate about Breker prefigured the “histori-
ans’ controversy” (Historikerstreit)—the debate about whether the Ger-
mans’ past was “masterable,” that is, whether one could normalize this
history by placing it in a comparative context—that erupted four years
later.

The ideas advanced by Breker’s most important defender in the
1980s, chocolate manufacturer and art collector Peter Ludwig, in many
ways paralleled the provocative theses of Ernst Nolte and others who
agitated for a “usable past.”223 Ludwig went on West German television
and stated, “I have not intervened [in museum policy] in order that
Nazi art be shown, but in order that art from the years 1933 to 1945,
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art that was produced in Germany, and also that which was exhibited at
that time, not be saddled with a general taboo—not to be the subject of
what is in practice a ban on exhibition (Ausstellungsverbot).”224 Putting
aside Ludwig’s appropriation of a term from the Third Reich (that is,
Ausstellungsverbot), the issue was whether the art of the period could be
normalized—or shown in museums as a part of Germany’s artistic evo-
lution. Ludwig and his allies argued that many countries in the interwar
period had political art and that much of it was monumental. It was
very much like Nolte saying that other countries had undertaken geno-
cidal programs and that the Germans should not carry any special bur-
den of guilt. Both Nolte and Ludwig were highly influential figures: the
former held a professorship in Berlin and the latter collected so much
art that a museum featuring his name, the Ludwig Museum, merged in
1986 with the Wallraf-Richartz Museum in Cologne. Both Nolte and
Ludwig went out on a limb for the cause of a “masterable” past: Nolte,
in a sense, wagered the respect he had earlier acquired with innovative
and impressive scholarship and Ludwig gambled his reputation by
defending Breker, going so far as to commission busts of him and his
wife, which he sought to place in the new Rhine building that housed
the Ludwig and Wallraf-Richartz Museums.225

While Nolte and Ludwig undoubtedly created sensations with their
arguments, and in the process attracted supporters, they ultimately
failed to win over the intelligentsia or the general public. Most Ger-
mans, notwithstanding Nolte’s arguments, were not prepared to
renounce a sense of guilt for the Holocaust.226 Ludwig and the defend-
ers of Breker also failed to convince the public that the sculptor
deserved to be rehabilitated. Exhibitions of Breker’s work continued to
provoke passionate responses: Klaus Staeck assembled many of the crit-
ical reactions in a 1987 book, Nazi-Kunst ins Museum?, and in the late
1980s, an exhibition of Breker’s work in a commercial gallery in Berlin,
in the words of a Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung correspondent, “‘endan-
gered the internal peace and reputation of Berlin’ and invited the inter-
vention of the Allies.”227

Most observers realized that a rehabilitation of Breker was difficult
for a variety of reasons. First, there was the obvious fact that he had
been a Nazi artist. Second, he was dishonest about his own past. And
third, even years later, he remained an apologist for the Nazi regime.
Breker, for example, wrote in 1977 to architect Paul Giesler, who had
headed the team commissioned to design the Special Project Linz
buildings: “Hitler’s primitive, deluded opponents had no idea that here
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stood a man who sought to create a new epoch (also architecturally).
. . .The world is still deceived today and has misunderstood all of
Hitler’s policies.”228 In 1980, he admitted that his friendship with Albert
Speer had come to an end, noting, “I haven’t had any contact with him
for four years. . . . I don’t like his view of the past. . . . I can’t condemn
my work. . . . I have nothing to regret, nothing to repent for, nothing to
add.”229 In that same year, Breker even denied that French Jews had
been dispossessed of their property—an opinion that is comparable to
Holocaust denial in its absurdity and insensitivity.230 There was also the
foreign reaction to consider. The French, for example, viewed Breker as
a symbol of the painful occupation years. The 1981 exhibition Paris
1937—Paris 1957, which was held at the Centre Pompidou and sched-
uled to include Breker’s sculpture from the Third Reich provoked such
an outcry (including a petition) that the curator of the exhibition, Ger-
main Viatte, was compelled to withdraw Breker’s works.231

The mainstream German and world press, then, refused to accept
Breker’s rehabilitation or to view his art apart from the Third Reich. A
1987 review of Breker’s oeuvre by the highly regarded art historian
Max Imdahl featured a subtitle that played upon Maillol’s earlier com-
pliment: “Arno Breker—No Successor to Michelangelo.”232 In a detailed
and scholarly way, Imdahl definitively explained why Michelangelo’s
art was so vastly superior to that of the Nazi sculptor.Walter Grasskamp
noted of Imdahl’s article, “In different circumstances it might seem
absurd that proof of the groundlessness of this comparison had to be
produced by a respected art historian who certainly had better things to
do; but under the circumstances we must be grateful to Imdahl for hav-
ing taken the trouble and for having dissociated the two artists so con-
vincingly.”233 Karl Ruhrburg, a former director of the Ludwig Museum
in Cologne wrote an article titled “No Place for Arno Breker,” in which
he argued that “Breker’s subservience to the National Socialist ideology
destroyed his gift” and that “the devil’s sculptor . . . celebrated triumphs
while the best artists of the German nation were oppressed, persecuted
and killed.”234 The mainstream art establishment thus remained critical
of Breker, even though the artist won over many supporters in other
sectors.

Arno Breker died in February 1991. He evidently had never over-
come his feelings of victimization. One visitor in 1984 commented,
“Considering his life-style and his elegant house, surrounded by immac-
ulately kept gardens dotted with replicas of his statues, he appeared to
me excessively bitter. In one breath, he maintained that art, including
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his own, had nothing to do with politics, and that he had always been
free to sculpt as he pleased. The next moment, he would exonerate
himself of the taint of Nazism by referring to the many people he had
saved during the war.”235 Breker’s goal, his “credo concerning art” as he
called it, had been “the portrayal of a human, ideal representation of
man.”236 His own life, in comparison, revealed the ethical fragility and
imperfectibility of humans. On his ninetieth birthday, Eduard Beau-
camp wrote in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, “he is the classic
example of a seduced, deluded and also overbearing talent. Breker’s
case teaches that the modern artist may not give into blind creative illu-
sions, that one needs ‘self-awareness.’ Breker’s all too conspicuous, all
too unreflective natural gift became his fate. He put his talent at the dis-
posal of his patrons and identified with their will.”237 Breker indeed pos-
sessed considerable talent. He himself, never lacking in self-confidence,
believed this and probably accommodated himself to the various polit-
ical systems in which he worked for this reason. Art took precedence
over morality. It is ironic that the great proponent of the philhellenic
style and concomitant idea of permanent accomplishment in art turned
out to be such a chameleon, riding the waves of taste and market forces:
from modernist in the twenties to Nazi in the thirties and forties to a
toned down, sober naturalism in the postwar period. He never seemed
to realize this. In this way Breker deviated from the character of Faust:
in most versions, the mythic figure repented and asked to be pardoned
for his transgressions. Arno Breker lived his life in denial.

In Arno Breker’s denazification trial in 1948, his lawyer Werner Wind-
haus quoted the former president of the Prussian Academy of Art, Pro-
fessor Arthur Kampf: “One used to say that one could not measure
artists by the standard used for other people because they are big chil-
dren. I contend that the powers of judgment of artists are now mea-
sured on a standard that far exceeds that which is applied to the sons of
other muses.”238 Windhaus elaborated on his belief that visual artists
were being persecuted as he named creative figures in other fields,
including composer Richard Strauss and actor Gustaf Gründgens, who
had been exonerated.Windhaus argued that “great artists must actually
be measured by standards other than those applied to normal mor-
tals.”239 It is not clear whether this separate standard ever existed: while
artists who collaborated with the Nazi regime were extremely success-
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ful in escaping responsibility for their actions, this, as earlier chapters
have demonstrated, also proved to be the case for the other professions
in the art world. One should note, however, that a number of modern
artists in the postwar period—primarily from the ranks of those who
had suffered attacks during the Third Reich—became angered by the
success of “Nazi” artists and in 1950, signed a petition titled, “Against
Hitler’s Favorites: A Protest of German Artists.”240 Prominent figures,
including Erich Heckel, Karl Hofer, Willi Baumeister, Gerhard Marcks,
and Karl Schmidt-Rottluff were certainly of the opinion that those
artists who had served the regime were unacceptably successful in
reviving their careers.

In Germany, where artists have traditionally been held in high
esteem, there is also a tendency to view them as exceptionally scrupu-
lous or divorced from corrupting political and economic influences.
Even former Chancellor Kohl remarked, “if an artist sells his soul to a
political system, he also in a fundamental sense ends his existence as an
artist.”241 While there was a minority of mostly modernist artists who
remained in Germany and repudiated the regime—usually living in iso-
lation in “inner emigration”—this was a fairly rare phenomenon. Indeed,
the notion of artists resisting the Nazis has been exaggerated and is now
part of the myth of the avant garde. The reality was that most painters
and sculptors who remained in the country found accommodation with
the regime, and this extended to many who had, and retained, positions
at the acme of their profession.The sculptor Fritz Klimsch, for example,
who was highly regarded during the Weimar Republic and who
regained considerable respect in the postwar period, executed portrait
busts, of Hitler, Frick, and others, among his commissions for the
regime. He had even permitted Robert Scholz and Alfred Rosenberg to
organize an exhibition in the former house of the promodernist Seces-
sion in Vienna.242 Georg Kolbe, who was initially not in favor with the
regime (and was even accused of communist sympathies, which he
denied) ultimately had his art exhibited at the Olympic stadium in
Berlin and the German pavilion in Paris, among other notable venues.
He executed busts of General Franco of Spain (which Hitler owned)
and Reich Labor Leader Konstantin Hierl, and Hitler awarded him the
Goethe Medal for Art and Science in 1942. Kolbe is now recognized as
one of the great sculptors of the twentieth century, and there is a
museum in Berlin dedicated to his work.243 The experience of Expres-
sionist painter Emil Nolde, who was an early supporter of the National
Socialists and tried for years to gain official acceptance, is another well-
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known example.244 In light of the complicity of so many notable artists,
one must pose the question whether it really was those who were less
talented and less established who joined forces with the Nazi leaders.

It appears that both gifted artists and those lacking real talent sur-
rendered to the totalitarian temptation; however, there were far more
of the latter.Additionally, individuals who had yet to make their careers
were often more willing to accommodate themselves in exchange for
support and publicity. There is also the fact that the aesthetic policies
laid out by Hitler, Goebbels, and their cohorts hardly constituted a
recipe for great art.Those who adhered to the official line were likely to
produce uninspired work (though it does raise the contentious question
whether there was “good” Nazi art). Suffice to say that there was art
produced in service of the regime that displayed real technical ability
and that elicited reactions from contemporaries in a manner desired by
both the artist and the Nazi leaders. But if one is to understand artists
and their work during the Third Reich, one must consider the many
ambitious painters and sculptors who produced the strange and sterile
art now associated with the regime. Even Hitler and Goebbels were
cognizant of the unsatisfactory quality of much contemporary art and
commented on it after visits to the GDK.245

The classic example of the successful painter producing a sterile, yet
somehow distinctively National Socialist art, is Adolf Ziegler (1892–
1959), who also served as president of the Reich Chamber for the
Visual Arts from 1936 to 1943. Even during the Third Reich he was
mocked as the “master of the German pubic hair” because of his stiff,
hyperrealistic nudes.246 Despite this ridicule, Ziegler cannot be disre-
garded. He possessed considerable technical ability, which was adequate
for him to gain an important appointment as a professor at the Acad-
emy of Fine Arts in Munich (1933–34) and become director of the
highly prestigious Doerner Institute for the Techniques of Painting—
although the professorship was later disavowed because his appoint-
ment was never approved by a vote of the Academy members but had
come as a result of an executive order.247 Ziegler’s work usually pleased
Hitler and Goebbels: the Führer, for example, purchased his triptych,
The Four Elements, and hung it in a prominent place in the Führerbau in
Munich (it was also rendered as a huge tapestry and hung in a central
location of the German pavilion at the Paris World Exposition of 1937,
where it was awarded the Grand Prize for painting and tapestry).248

Ziegler’s success enabled him to amass power steadily so as to become
one of the most prominent cultural bureaucrats in the Third Reich.249
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Both his career and art make Ziegler representative of Nazi Germany:
his career serves as a prototypic case of finding accommodation with
the new rulers, and his art captured in a difficult to describe way a
mind-set and style so common at this time (Ziegler’s canvases have
been included in nearly all exhibitions about Nazi, fascist, and totalitar-
ian aesthetics).250

Although Ziegler’s association with Hitler dates back to 1925, he evi-
dently gave up an early modernist style and compromised his work in
order to cultivate the Führer’s favor. Not surprisingly, there are no extant
examples of Ziegler’s modernist work (the master purger of “degener-
ate” art did not leave his own creations to be found). But contemporaries
reported on his youthful predilection for Expressionism. Museum direc-
tor Alois Schardt noted while in exile in the United States in the late
1930s that Ziegler, “whose name and works became so very important
in the new Germany, was in former times a modern painter and a zeal-
ous admirer of the works of Franz Marc. . . . His transmutation pro-
ceeded by slow degrees. . . . Before he took this position, he was one of
the most extreme modern painters, but one of inferior rank.”251 Addi-
tionally, Ziegler came from “an old Bremen art family” (his father was an
architect), and he studied at academies in Weimar and Munich.252

Ziegler was knowledgeable about art and grew up surrounded by art stu-
dents. He switched to a representational and realistic style in the 1920s
at a time when he had increased contact with Hitler. The two met on
numerous occasions in Munich to discuss aesthetic issues in the years
prior to 1933 and got on so well that Hitler appointed him the Party
expert on art and gave him a corresponding official position (as Sach-
bearbeiter für Bildende Kunst) within the Reich Leadership of the Nazi
Party.253 Nonetheless, the nature of Ziegler’s transformation remains
unclear. Perhaps he had first embraced the work of the New Objectiv-
ity, which at times also featured a form of realism. Exiled museum direc-
tor Alois Schardt thought that Ziegler “continued the technique of
Richard Müller,” whom he called “the inventor of the New Realism.”254

What is less murky is the evolution of his political views.
Adolf Ziegler was a convinced National Socialist who got on well

with the most ideologically inclined Nazi leaders. His file in the former
Berlin Document Center contains an active correspondence with Peas-
ant Leader (Bauernführer) Richard Walther Darré, the blood-and-soil
enthusiast who, for example, was wont to compare the breeding of
horses with the engineering of human populations.255 Ziegler’s art,
which he consciously populated with “racially pure” figures, had quali-
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ties that enthralled many Nazis. Education Minister Bernhard Rust, to
take one case, noted in November 1936 that “[Ziegler’s] last work . . . is
an incomparably beautiful masterpiece [of] classical Hellenism.”256

Hitler also praised Ziegler for both his political views and art (the two
were related), and offered private commissions (a postmortem portrait
of Geli Raubal in 1933), as well as visible support that translated into
widespread exposure.257 His works were reproduced on postcards and
featured in periodicals throughout Germany. Certain artists in the
Third Reich even modeled their work after Ziegler’s. One group of fol-
lowers called themselves the “Nachziegler” (after Ziegler) and emulated
his style, colors, and posed figures.258 There was something peculiar and
trivial about Ziegler’s art that elicited humorous, and often snide, com-
ments from observers. As mentioned above, even Party members joked
about him as the master of the German pubic hair. When Hitler heard
this, he noted (his humorous intentions being unclear—although he
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was reportedly laughing), “Ziegler is the best flesh painter in the
world.”259 Yet Hitler also once remarked about a Ziegler painting por-
traying nude women, “They don’t have the right breasts. Botticelli, yes,
he understood it.”260

For Hitler to comment on women’s cleavage suggests that there was
indeed something about the works which was jarring and disquieting.
Ziegler’s precise yet unreal style, his naked but unnatural figures, and
his rich but cold colors all made for unsettling results. Even the phrase
sometimes used to describe the style of his art—”pseudo-neoclassi-
cism”—suggests a strange combination.261 Observers have often been
thrown off by the paradoxes of his work (for example, it featured “the
most basic” poses but “a certain luxurious element in [the] depiction of
the naked human form [that became] stronger with every passing
year”).262 This incongruity also evidently applied to his personality. One
American observer who interviewed him in 1937 noted, “This man, I
thought, either has a perverse Swiftian sense of humor or else is an
imbecile.”263

While Hitler sensed the odd qualities of Ziegler’s work, he did not
question the latter’s intelligence—though perhaps more importantly, he
liked the fact that Ziegler was very subservient. Therefore, toward the
end of the tumultuous and divisive debate over Expressionism—a pro-
tracted affair that lasted well into 1936 and involved officials at the
highest level (most notably Goebbels and Rosenberg)—Hitler replaced
the relatively independent-minded president of the Reich Chamber for
the Visual Arts, Eugen Hönig, with the more obedient Ziegler. Hitler
knew that putting Ziegler in this position would afford him more con-
trol in the arts administration, that his hard line antimodernist policy
would be enforced without questions or troubling deviations. Ziegler
was so passive that, according to the findings of the postwar denazifica-
tion court, he learned of his appointment over the radio: Hitler had not
even bothered to ask his consent for the appointment.264 Ziegler wel-
comed the December 1936 appointment because it confirmed his posi-
tion as a leading artist and entailed considerable power. Six months later
Hitler entrusted him with a momentous project: purging modern art-
works from the state galleries.265

In postwar statements, Ziegler presented himself as a moderate in his
views about modern art, but one who was forced into a leading role in
the “degenerate” art program. He talked about wanting to help artists
such as Oskar Kokoschka, about his attempts to help the museum
directors cope with the disastrous purges, and about his opposition to
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“hard-liners” like Willrich, Hansen, and Schweitzer.266 Such assertions
may have elements of truth to them—it is believable that Ziegler appre-
ciated a select few modern artists and behaved in a more professional
and decorous way than some of the other agitators—but these protes-
tations obscure the leading role he played in the defamation of modern
art and artists during the Third Reich. While he may have still evinced
some sympathy for the work of his early favorite, Franz Marc, he obedi-
ently removed Marc’s canvases from the museums.267 He also escorted
Hitler through the Entartete Kunst exhibition in Munich and took much
of the credit for the initiative. In the end, Ziegler wanted to have it both
ways: to be viewed as having been important, yet also innocent. At his
denazification trial, he admitted that he had delivered a famous radio
address opening the 1937 exhibition, but claimed that he did not write
the vitriolic and anti-Semitic diatribe against modern art, and was
handed a prepared text by the Propaganda Ministry.268 If this is in fact
true, it is an indication of the price he had to pay for his power.
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From this position atop the art world of the Third Reich, Ziegler
appeared unassailable. As a result, his fall from grace in 1943 is all the
more dramatic. During that summer, Ziegler was arrested by the
Gestapo and imprisoned in a concentration camp for six weeks because
of “behavior detrimental to the state.”269 The reasons for this turn of
events were twofold: first was his defense of Professor Constantin Ger-
hardinger, an artist who refused to deliver paintings to the House of
German Art for the 1943 GDK out of fear that they would be
destroyed in a bombing raid. When Hitler got wind of this “defeatist”
thinking, he reacted hysterically, and Ziegler, who had defended Ger-
hardinger’s decision in a letter to Goebbels, also suffered the conse-
quences.270 The second reason for his imprisonment stemmed from his
association with Arnold Rechberg, a sculptor who was concerned about
the course of the war and attempted to mobilize support for a cease-fire
with the Western Allies. Ziegler evidently approached Munich
Gauleiter Paul Giesler with Rechberg’s plan for sending peace feelers to
the Americans and British, and the fanatical Gauleiter reported him to
the Reich Security Main Office.

The consequences could have been worse. The regime was far more
malignant at this point, and thousands lost their lives due to behavior
that was considered subversive. In 1942, Hitler had formalized his posi-
tion as Germany’s “supreme judicial authority” and appointed former
president of the People’s Court, Otto Thierack (“a notorious Nazi radi-
cal”), as the new Minister of Justice, but two symbols of the more bru-
tal and lethal regime that was imposed during the last years of the war.271

Historian Robert Gellately has written, “The growing awareness of what
was in store for anyone suspected of the slightest sign of ‘treason,’ even
if they merely voiced the slightest doubts, began to give some citizens
cause to reflect about running to the authorities with denunciations.”272

Ziegler’s case was, of course, exceptional, and Hitler personally issued
orders that he be released from the Dachau camp and allowed to
retire.273 After the war, Professor Leonhard Gall reported that Hitler “at
that time (in 1943) himself declared that ‘Ziegler should be happy that
he was not shot.’”274

Adolf Ziegler lived about as quietly as possible after this amnesty.
This was facilitated because newspapers were ordered in August 1943
not to publish anything about him.275 He moved to the town of Soltau
near Hannover, where he remained until apprehended by the occupa-
tion authorities in early 1947. Ziegler had kept such a low profile that
the search to find him had taken two years: there had been, for exam-
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ple, rumors of him living near Baden-Baden and Lake Constance.276 His
first trial for his activities during the Third Reich occurred in 1949
under the auspices of the Denazification Main Committee for the Pro-
ducers of Culture of the City of Hannover.277 In the verdict of 18 May,
the judges were most critical about his involvement in the “degenerate”
art program; that complicity was the main reason they placed Ziegler in
Category IV as a “fellow traveler” and charged him DM 500 for court
costs. While most would consider this a remarkably lenient sentence,
Ziegler did not. He was no doubt aware that many peers had been com-
pletely exonerated. Ziegler, after expressing an interest in settling in
Bavaria, arranged through his lawyer for his case to be retried by the
Munich Main Chamber in 1953.This trial yielded an acquittal, with the
state picking up the costs, which ran to DM 39,600.278 The judges, in
the opinion of the chair, A. Blitz, were convinced that during the war
Ziegler effected a “distancing from National Socialism and its violent
methods.”279

Because Ziegler’s paintings were closely associated with the Third
Reich, he was unable to rehabilitate his career in the postwar period to
any significant extent. There were published reports that the Ben Uri
Gallery in London exhibited his work in the 1950s, but the gallery,
which still exists today, reports that the artist in question was an Adolf
Zeigler (and not Ziegler), a Jewish painter from the East End of Lon-
don.280 Not that a postwar rehabilitation was fully out of the question:
a recent visit to the Galerie Wimmer on the chic Briennerstrasse in
Munich found works there by Paul Hey, known during the Third Reich
for idealized blood-and-soil landscapes, and Paul Matthias Padua, who
had painted the sexually explicit Leda and the Swan that created a scan-
dal at the GDK in 1939 (and was purchased by Martin Bormann). The
German magazine Der Spiegel reported in 1965 that Ziegler’s works,
“once the ‘incarnation of German art,’ were treated as souvenirs in
1945—the majority disappeared in America. The Nationalist Socialist
works now hang in the homes of middle class Americans.”281 Yet Ziegler,
unlike many other artists from the period, struggled in vain for rehabil-
itation. In the 1950s, he made repeated attempts to be reinstated at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Munich (taking advantage of the same reap-
pointment clause as had Ernst Buchner), but German authorities were
not prepared to let him return and denied all his lawyers’ petitions
between 1955 and 1958.282 Ziegler also penned an elaborate response to
Paul Ortwin Rave, arguing with assertions made by the National
Gallery curator in his pathbreaking book Kunstdiktatur im Dritten Reich
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(1949).283 But experts like Rave were also not prepared to view him in
a positive light. Ziegler, unlike Breker, did not revive his career and lived
his last years quietly in the town of Varnhalt near Baden-Baden. He died
in September 1959 at the age of sixty-seven.

During the Third Reich, only one other artist rivaled Arno Breker and
Adolf Ziegler in terms of official approbation: the Austrian-born sculp-
tor Josef Thorak. Thorak’s early life fits the pattern established by 
the other two. His roots lay in the modern movement. He possessed
considerable technical facility and used this ability to glorify the Nazi
leaders and to articulate ideological tenets. And Thorak struggled for 
a postwar rehabilitation—although he did not live long enough to 
enjoy it.

Josef Thorak rose to prominence as a sculptor at an early age. Born in
Vienna in 1889, but with a Prussian father (which enabled him to
become a German citizen), he trained from 1911 to 1915 at the Vien-
nese Academy of Visual Arts under Anton Hanak, whom one scholar
called “the most important Austrian sculptor of this time.”284 If this was
not impressive enough,Thorak came to the attention of famed museum
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director and art historian Wilhelm von Bode, who became a key sup-
porter and arranged for him to travel to Berlin in 1915 to study in the
master class of Professor Ludwig Manzel.285 Bode recognized Thorak’s
considerable talent (which was more in evidence at this early stage,
prior to his adoption of a monumental style) and even penned a mono-
graph about Thorak in the year of his death (1929)—according to
Robert Scholz, the only study concerning a living artist that Bode ever
published.286 The museum director also sat for a portrait bust. Bode’s
backing helped the young sculptor gain recognition. In 1928, the Edu-
cation Ministry of the Weimar Republic awarded Thorak the State
Prize.287 By 1932, his yearly income had already reached RM 70,000.288

Official commissions began in 1933, and Thorak gradually became an
international figure: in 1933 he executed a bust of Poland’s leader, Mar-
shal Pilsduski; in 1934, he won a Golden Papal Medal for his submission
to the Exhibition for International Christian Art at the Vatican; and in
that same year, he won a competition sponsored by the Turkish govern-
ment to complete the National Monument in Ankara (begun by his
teacher Hanak) and to create a series of new monuments, including a
massive statue of Kemal Ataturk on horseback.289 Thorak, who special-
ized in large and figurative sculptures at an early point, did not abandon
a style as radically modern as Breker’s (although he exhibited with the
Berlin Secession in the 1920s and his early work, which featured natu-
ralist elements, was grouped with more abstract art). Thorak’s accom-
modation with the Nazi regime was on the whole more subtle than
Breker’s: his sculptures became larger and the subjects became more
suggestive of the Nazi ideology. More specifically, Thorak favored his-
torical figures and themes from German myth.

Thorak’s early success, combined with his prominence in the capital,
brought him to the attention of Hitler and other National Socialist lead-
ers.Although Hitler and Thorak did not meet personally until 1936, the
dictator was evidently aware of him much earlier.290 Thorak became a
doyen of the Nazis in 1935 after Alfred Rosenberg and Robert Scholz
organized an exhibition of his work in the Natonal Socialist Cultural
Community’s (NS-KG) gallery in the heart of the Berlin Tiergarten.
This show was publicized in both the Party and the national press and
launched his career as a state artist (Staatskünstler).291 Thorak was one
of the first sculptors chosen by the Nazi leaders to represent the regime
and ideology. Conscious of this position,Thorak wrote a letter to Hitler
thanking him for the first of the “new ateliers” of the Third Reich.292

Among the early venues for his works were the Olympic stadium
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(Reichssportfeld) in Berlin in 1936; the propagandistic exhibition Give
Me Four Years Time in 1936; the German pavilion in the Paris World
Exposition of 1937; the inaugural GDK in the House of German Art
(1937); the grounds of the Nuremberg Party rallies (the commission
came in 1939, though the work was never completed); and the new
Autobahn, where he executed a gigantic monument near Freilassing.293

Thorak longed for recognition: in a 1935 divorce trial in which he testi-
fied, he identified himself as a “professor,” and was subsequently repri-
manded for this impropriety (at that time he had an appointment at the
Pforzheim Arts and Crafts School, which did not permit him to use the
title).294 Later in the decade he received the honors he so coveted.
Hitler signed his professor title in 1937, and Thorak was made the
leader of a master class at the Academy of Visual Arts in Munich
(Breker, although also appointed a professor in 1937, did not receive a
Meisterklasse until 1944). Hitler’s appreciation of Thorak’s work was
also expressed by his commissioning a portrait of a beloved niece, Geli
Raubal (an honor earlier accorded Adolf Ziegler). This bust of his
deceased niece was placed in the Reich Chancellery.295

Because the Nazi leaders expected important work from Thorak,
they offered generous support in return. Hitler visited Thorak’s Berlin
studio in 1936 and the two men discussed “great projects.” In January
1937, Thorak wrote Adolf Wagner—a Gauleiter and the Bavarian min-
ister of interior, education, and culture—and requested a new studio,
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reporting, of course, on his recent meeting with Hitler.296 This initiative
paid off, and in October, Wagner accompanied the recently appointed
professor at the Munich Academy to the lake region fifteen kilometers
southeast of Munich to inspect potential sites.297 This led to the con-
struction of (the first) studio at Baldham, which was paid for with state
funds—a sum in excess of RM 215,000.298 The initial structure, how-
ever, was soon perceived as too small, and the following year, Hitler
commissioned Albert Speer, a good friend of Thorak’s, to design
another. The new atelier was so large—over four stories high—that it
easily accommodated figures with heights in excess of fifty feet, as was
the case for the Autobahn monument.299 The massive stone atelier,
which postwar experts considered razing but deemed “virtually inde-
structible,” cost around RM 1,500,000.300 This structure reflected the
usual grand patronage of the Nazi leaders, but also their typical means
of proceeding: after the war, the man who owned the land used for the
Thorak structures claimed that it was “earlier his family property which
he had sold only under pressure.”301 Such considerations were of slight
importance at the time, however, and amidst the construction of
Speer’s building in February 1939, Thorak held a huge party (ein Richt-
fest) which attracted a throng of Nazi Germany’s political and cultural
luminaries.302 A week later, Thorak departed on a trip to Sicily and
southern Italy with Speer, Magda Goebbels, Arno Breker, Wilhelm
Kreis, and Nazi physician Karl Brandt.303

Josef Thorak’s income also rose rapidly along with his stature and
fame. His work fetched among the highest prices for contemporary
artists: a bust of Nietzsche that Hitler bought in the 1944 GDK for RM
50,000 was the most expensive item purchased that year by the dicta-
tor.304 As with Breker, the government gave him enormous sums to main-
tain his atelier and to work on various commissions. Speer’s GBI also
funded Thorak’s projects, such as works for the assembly field (Märzfeld)
at the Reich Party Grounds in Nuremberg, in a way comparable to, but
not equal to, Breker’s.305 With his considerable wealth—for example, he
reported an income of RM 343,000 in 1943—he had no difficulty pur-
chasing Schloss Prielau in Zell am See near Salzburg in April 1943 for
the bargain price of RM 60,000.306 The property was available at that
price because it had been seized from a Jewish owner, the widow of
Hugo von Hofmannsthal.307 In autumn 1942, when Gauleiter Scheel
had begun to make the arrangements for the castle, he requested that
the sculptor keep the deal “confidential.”308 One writer later described
Schloss Prielau as a “small fifteenth-century residence, beautifully fur-
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nished and immaculately maintained. . . .A majestic eight-by-ten-foot
fifteenth-century French fireplace was built into its entrance hall.
Equally imposing were the Greek marble columns and Byzantine Christ
on the Cross that were the centerpieces of value for the estate.An assort-
ment of Austrian peasant furnishings was scattered throughout in a most
agreeable manner.”309 The sculptor also had a fine art collection, which
was comprised of a combination of historic and contemporary works.310

Additionally, Thorak possessed another property: a castle in Hart-
mannsberg, Bavaria, where he settled after the war.311 This residence was
also well appointed.As one paper noted upon his death in 1952,“behind
his studio he had created a small museum in a second room, in which
gothic sculptures and wonderful period furniture stood.”312 It is not clear
exactly what works Thorak had in his art collection nor how he obtained
them, but some of them came from Kajetan and Joseph Mühlmman:
OSS investigators determined that he purchased from them at least five
medieval stone sculptures, six Renaissance chairs, two gothic chests, and
a wood carving of the Madonna and child.313

The degree to which Thorak subscribed to National Socialist ideo-
logical tenets remains unclear. One would suspect a certain sincerity of
convictions in light of his muscular Übermenschen, teutonic themes, and
his close relationship to Nazi patrons, as well as his willingness to
acquire property taken from Jewish victims.Yet Thorak became a Party
member only in 1941. (This membership was backdated on Hitler’s
explicit orders to 30 January 1933 for the sake of appearance.)314 The
situation is not clarified much by Martin Bormann’s observation that
Thorak had made halfhearted requests to join in previous years.315 At
times Thorak used Nazi rhetoric. For example, he frequently signed let-
ters with “Heil Hitler” and he wrote to Adolf Wagner in 1937 with ref-
erence to his appointment as a professor that “under no circumstances
is it known to me that my parents are not of Aryan extraction.”316 But
such language does not necessarily speak of political convictions. Karl
Meier, a sculptor who worked with Thorak for eleven years prior to
1935, said, “Thorak was always modest, politically clueless, and
naïve.”317 Perhaps, then, Thorak was simply a naïve artist who was car-
ried with the ebb and flow of the political tide because he wanted to
work. Indeed, this was the thrust of many defense witnesses in his first
denazification trial. One press report noted that the “certificate of
release” portrayed Thorak as a “a primitive, peasant-like man.”318

A more damning interpretation of Thorak’s career is also feasible—
one based on the indications of his desire for fame and fortune. There
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are clues from his complicated personal life:. Thorak struck many as
lacking scruples or character. His SS/SD file contained a range of
reports that included being banished from one of the ateliers at the
academy for taking some silk material and then lying about what had
happened to it, and avoiding front-line service during World War I by
securing easy service as a sketch artist.319 Additionally, in 1929 he
entered into his second marriage with a British citizen of Russian Jew-
ish extraction named Gilde Lubowska.320 According to the Provincial
Court in Berlin, the two separated in December 1933—with Thorak
bearing the responsibility for breaking off the relationship. However,
the couple continued to share the same residence throughout the
1930s. Thorak told the SS that he could not afford a divorce, which
they, of course, found implausible.321 After the war, Thorak told the
denazification board that the attacks by ardent Nazis had become so
intense that the artist and his wife feigned the separation.322 This, how-
ever, would constitute damning evidence, for if he cared for his wife and
sought her protection, their union would have been considered a “priv-
ileged mixed marriage” and would have maximized her security.Thorak
evidently sought to have it both ways: his relationship and the support
of Nazis. To his credit, Thorak did assist his wife in her return to Eng-
land in 1939.323 But there are grounds for the claim of one postwar
critic who called him “a pitiful example of a man, who broke the trust
of his Jewish wife because the acceptance of the Nazi leaders was more
important.”324 Thorak’s motivations remain unclear, although there can
be no doubt about his ambition. The SS investigators concluded in a
1938 report that Thorak was an “outspoken careerist.”325

The findings of the SS investigators may have more merit than those
of the majority of the postwar judges who evaluated Thorak’s behavior
during the Third Reich. Granted, the members of the various tribunals
who heard his case were not in complete agreement. Josef Thorak was
first tried in Austria and acquitted of all charges.326 Then, a German
Spruchkammer (a denazification board) rendered a verdict, this in
Munich on 24 May 1948, which cleared him, deeming him “not
affected by the law” (with the costs of the trial covered by the state).327

The panel found that “Thorak had neither rank nor position within the
Nazi Party, his works had no discernible National Socialist tendencies or
characteristics, [and] he was completely indifferent politically.With his
artistic creations he also cannot have contributed to the strengthening
of a National Socialist-rule of violence.”328 A Munich Court of Appeal
rendered the same verdict in a 25 July 1949 decision.329 But Thorak was
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not yet in the clear. Government authorities, specifically the minister
for political liberation in Bavaria, negated these exonerations and
reopened the case in a judgment of 4 October 1950.330 They argued
that Thorak was not “a normal sculptor, but classified as the sculptor of
the Third Reich.”331 They noted the many political works he created—
from SA monuments in Nuremberg to Führer busts in Berlin—and
cited documents where Thorak acknowledged that his art served as
“foreign propaganda.”332 With the lifting of previous judgments setting
him free, Thorak went through one final round of denazification. This
culminated in a 9 February 1951 decision by another appellate court,
where Thorak was once again exonerated.333 The judges were convinced
that he “only nominally participated in National Socialism” and rejected
the prosecutor’s claims that he should be considered a “fellow traveler”
(that is, put in category IV);Thorak, they ruled, should “again be recog-
nized as ‘not affected.’”334 Therefore, in June 1951,Thorak had his posi-
tion as a civil servant (Beamter) restored and qualified for a full pension
of DM 10,500 per year.335

Despite the legal proceedings,Thorak had already resumed his career
as an artist after 1945. He remained in the quiet town of Hartmanns-
berg near Rosenheim, but received commissions from further afield.
Monks at a cloister in Linz, for example, commissioned him to execute
statues for their grounds.336 Indeed, most of his art in the postwar period
dealt with religious themes. There is little doubt that Thorak would
have enjoyed increased success with time had he not died in 1952 (at
age sixty-three). In the summer of 1951, for example, he induced a
Bundestag deputy to write on his behalf to the Bavarian Education Min-
istry and successfully plead his case for a revision of his pension.337

Despite the opportunity to work and his victories in the denazification
courts, Thorak’s last years were characterized by bitterness and alien-
ation.The right-wing Deutsche Nationalzeitung, which continued to cel-
ebrate his career and work, published one of his last letters: “I have little
social contact—none whatsoever with colleagues. . . . I drink my bottle
of wine alone. Now and then I head into Salzburg where I get the
impression that the people are nicer. . . . It all seems over, cold and bit-
ter, just like the art of this [postwar] time. It was a truthful statement
when a man once said ‘art is an expression of the events of the time’—
and see, now we have it.”338 In addition to this nostalgia for the Third
Reich, Thorak was deeply bitter that some of his bronze works from
this period (including figures that had stood in front of the German
pavilion at the 1937 World Exposition in Paris) had been confiscated by
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the German state from his Hartmannsberg studio, smelted down, and
turned into church bells.339 Thorak’s bitterness, however, was really
more a reflection of how well he had once had it, for there was little
reason for him to complain about his life after 1945. He had kept his
home, had a family (three children), and was given the opportunity to
work again.

Josef Thorak was not nearly as marginalized as he claimed. During
the Salzburger Festspiele of 1950, Thorak was celebrated with an exhi-
bition of fifty of his works, including the colossal Grünewald-Pilgrim,
Nursing Mother, Copernicus and Paracelsus, among others. An official
announcement stated that “[t]he exhibition is an expression of a debt of
thanks to Salzburg’s famous son, who made a gift to his hometown of
[the statues of] Paracelsus and Fischer von Erlach.”340 The show was very
well attended (4,000 visitors during the first three days as compared to
500 who visited an Egon Schiele exhibition in an entire month). The
critical reception was quite positive, and few noted that many of these
works had once been in the Great German Art Exhibition at the House
of German Art.341 And not long thereafter, his funeral was covered in
both the German and Austrian press and attended by “numerous well
known artists and personalities from public life.”342 Thorak was buried
in a prominent place in the central cemetery of Salzburg (St. Peter’s),
where one can still visit his elaborate crypt, decorated with a large mar-
ble sculpture. It is little known that he purchased the crypt with express
permission from Gauleiter Gustav Adolf Scheel in 1943.343 But Thorak
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remains a source of pride for the Salzburgers: his large sculpture of
Paracelsus from the Third Reich today stands in the garden of Schloss
Mirabel and one of the affluent western suburbs features a prominent
road called the Josef Thorak Strasse.344

As the cases of Thorak, Ziegler, and Breker reveal, it was very difficult to
prove, at least in a judicial sense, that their artistic creations had bol-
stered the Nazi regime or contributed to the crimes of the period. The
artists themselves agreed that their work expressed the times, but they
denied responsibility for how the public responded to them. And
because the issues raised are fundamentally unresolvable (who is to say
if the monumental sculptures really enhanced support for Hitler or
incited certain individuals to pursue a program of war and genocide?),
the artists were by in large exonerated in postwar trials.345 Prosecutors,
of course, tried to show that these premier figures enriched themselves
as a result of their collaboration. But this was not unique in the Third
Reich: there were scores of industrialists and businessmen who had
given their support to the regime in exchange for huge profits. Most of
the artists who served the Nazi leaders sought a double standard. On
the one hand, they thought of themselves as gifted and above the quo-
tidian concerns of most compatriots. Yet after the war, they argued that
they had behaved like everyone else and should not bear any special
responsibility. German and Austrian laws worked in their favor, but the
difficult question remains, what were the consequences of their Faust-
ian bargain? The personal histories discussed in this book suggest that
these consequences were serious indeed: propaganda was “the war that
Hitler won”; it was used effectively to generate support for the regime
and its policies; and the Nazi leaders relied on these experts, in a sense
artistic technocrats, to implement their ideological aesthetic program.
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As hostilities in Europe came to an end in the
summer of 1945, Thomas Mann already understood the central and
even criminal role played by many intellectuals during the Third Reich.
He wrote to Joseph Pulitzer, “Should one make accountable only the 
visible political and military figures of the regime who are now assem-
bled in the hotel-prisons? What about that thoroughly guilty stratum of
intellectuals who stood and served National Socialism?”1 This book has
offered an examination of approximately twenty figures who, unlike
Mann, worked with the Nazi leaders to implement a repressive and
rapacious aesthetic program. Of course, there are many other figures
who might have been included. One could have discussed, for example,
of Baron Eberhard von Künsberg (1909–45), who was commissioned by
the Foreign Ministry to lead plundering commandos in France and the
northern section of the Eastern Front; or SS officer Pieter Menten; who
stole artworks from vulnerable Poles; or a scholar like Franz Dölger, “an
important Byzantinist” who headed the ERR Sonderkommando in
Greece.2 It must be underscored that there were many individuals who



carried out the National Socialists’ artistic initiatives. The multiple
branches of the ERR alone had over 350 employees.3 In total, thousands
participated in the greatest art plundering operation ever, and there were
additional thousands in the Nazi art world who played supporting roles.

This study has dealt with a stratum that lay somewhere between the
top leaders and the faceless bureaucrats. Buchner, Haberstock, Scholz,
Mühlmann, Breker, and the others discussed here were accomplished
and respected figures in powerful positions. They may subsequently
have been largely forgotten, but they had considerable influence during
the Third Reich and made important decisions. They also, as noted ear-
lier, had direct contact with Hitler, Göring, Goebbels, Himmler, and
other Nazi leaders. It is the relatively elevated and even distinguished
position of these subjects that makes Timothy Garton Ash’s query so rel-
evant: after examining individuals who informed on him for the East
German secret police, Garton Ash asked,“What is it that makes one per-
son a Stauffenberg, another a Speer? Twenty years on, I am little closer
to an answer. A clear values system or faith? Reason and experience?
Sheer physical strength or weakness? Firm roots in family, community,
nation? There is no simple rule, no single explanation.”4 The figures in
this book had the capacity to become members of the resistance like
Stauffenberg, but instead chose the route of collaboration, like the
shrewd and self-interested architect-armaments minister. The reasons
behind their career paths, as Garton Ash notes, defy easy explanation.

Scholars have suggested various motivations for intellectuals who
supported the Nazi regime. Most recently, Daniel Goldhagen has
advanced the idea of an “eliminationist anti-Semitism,” or a deep-seated
hatred of Jews shared by large segments of the German population,
including the intelligentsia.5 While the members of the Nazi art world
discussed here were often anti-Semitic, this prejudice in itself cannot
account for their behavior. It is an ingredient in the recipe for their moti-
vation, but insufficient on its own. Joachim Fest added another element,
writing,“The problems of the intellectual with a longing for contact with
the idealistically misconstrued world of the primitive man of violence—
the ‘noble savage’ returned in a barbaric modern guise—led thousands
of members of the educated classes to take the way of National Social-
ism.”6 This notion has appeal because it denotes the violence inherent in
the Nazis’ plundering program (that is, the direct connection to the
Holocaust) and because it conveys the arrogant mentality of a con-
queror, which was indeed common among the Germans. However Fest’s
thesis, if taken literally, would apply to only a few in this study: primar-
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ily the leaders of the plundering commandos, like Mühlmann. Most of
the figures in this study were not out on the front lines assuming the role
of the Übermensch run rampant. Yet they were not exactly Schreib-
tischtäter (desk-bound perpetrators).7 Rather, they represented a mix-
ture of bureaucrat and conqueror. If one interprets Fest’s formulation
more loosely—that these individuals wanted to be associated with vio-
lence—then there is broader application: one could have contact with
the world of the primitive man of violence by cataloging the loot in a
warehouse or by creating a sculpture called Swordbearer.

It is not clear that the individuals in the Nazi art world had an
entirely lucid picture of themselves during the twelve-year Reich,
although all had a sense of what they were doing when they dispos-
sessed people of their cultural property and helped glorify the regime
through grandiose aesthetic projects. Subsequently, in the postwar
period, this awareness became less straightforward. Primo Levi has
observed,

anyone who has sufficient experience of human affairs knows that
the distinction . . . good faith/bad faith is optimistic and smacks of
the Enlightenment, and is all the more so, and for much greater
reason, when applied to men such as those such mentioned [per-
petrators of the Holocaust]. It presupposes a mental clarity which
few have and which even these few immediately lose when, for
whatever reason, past or present reality arouses anxiety or dis-
comfort in them. Under such conditions there are, it is true, those
who lie consciously, coldly falsifying reality itself, but more
numerous are those who weigh anchor, move off, momentarily or
forever, from genuine memories, and fabricate for themselves a
convenient reality. The past is a burden to them. . . . The silent
transition from falsehood to self-deception is useful: anyone who
lies in good faith is better off. He recites his part better, is more
easily believed by the judge, the historian, the reader, his wife, and
his children.8

The art experts who implemented the Nazis’ policies often
retouched the mental photos they had from the Third Reich. One of
the reasons why it is so difficult to write this history, and more specifi-
cally, to ascertain their motives, is that they were not honest with them-
selves. They rarely admitted to wrongdoing or searched for the reasons
underlying their own behavior. They rationalized their conduct by say-
ing that they were “merely” art dealers or artists, or that in their heart of
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hearts they were “opposed” to the Nazis’ policies. Robert Scholz, to take
one specific example, argued in his denazification trial that he had not
been a plunderer. He had merely ameliorated an unacceptably chaotic
situation by cataloging “ownerless” property that had been abandoned
by Jews as they fled in panic.9

One of the more difficult issues to answer is whether those in the art
world who implemented the official aesthetic program were subjected
to extreme pressures by the Nazi leaders, or in other words, whether
they were forced to plunder. This was a common claim. Conscription
and the increasingly onerous demands made by the government were
not insignificant considerations, and individuals sometimes assumed
positions that they would not have taken if they had been completely
free or independent. Even Kajetan Mühlmann maintained that he hated
his assignment in Poland and asked for a transfer out of the General
Government. But in his case, the request came when the plundering in
Poland was virtually completed, the situation had grown increasingly
unpleasant and tense because of the infighting between Nazi leaders
(Frank, Göring, and Himmler), and because this was where much of the
killing occurred. A request to move on and plunder elsewhere hardly
seems a mitigating factor.There were also instances where the plunder-
ers tried to resign and serve at the front. Robert Scholz and Bruno
Lohse both asked out of the ERR at certain points. Others, such as their
ERR colleague Walter Borchers, felt threatened by the Gestapo. There
is no doubt that the work was unpleasant at times and that the opera-
tives felt the pressures of a police state.Yet the subjects of this book also 
frequently found moments of enjoyment (the champagne flowed in
Paris, even for the ERR staff), and they themselves still initiated certain
looting actions. It is very difficult to view them as victims of coercion.
Indeed, their claims that they had no alternatives but to plunder must
be rejected in a manner similar to those of Holocaust perpetrators 
who said that they had no choice but to shoot or release Zyklon-B gas
pellets.10

In addition to arguing that they were forced to carry out the Nazi
leaders’s policies, the complicit members of the Nazi art world offered
a variety of additional claims after the war that were meant to be excul-
patory. The first was that the Nazi leaders deceived them about the
nature of their policies. In a version of the old compartmentalization
argument, some in the art world maintained that they were small cogs
in a large machine and did not grasp the implications of the entire oper-
ation. In a related claim, some reported that they discovered what was
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transpiring too late and were unsuccessful when they tried to distance
themselves from the regime. Others contended that they had
attempted to act scrupulously, most commonly pointing to the safe-
guarding of cultural property for humanity. It was also not uncommon
to find those who said that they exerted a moderating influence and
counteracted radicals.They sometimes pointed to cases throughout his-
tory where individuals took positions of responsibility in order to miti-
gate the harshness of a government. In Germany, for example, Thomas
Mann joined the theater censor board in Munich in 1911 because “he
believed that he could fight for artistic freedom on the council.”11

Despite the potential merits of the aforementioned arguments, one
must recognize the special and unambiguous circumstances that pre-
vailed during the Third Reich. While some may not have compre-
hended the scope of the depredation—after all, millions of objects were
stolen or destroyed—it was indisputably clear that the National Social-
ists were oppressing those whom they declared their enemies and were
contravening international law to acquire cultural objects.12 It may be
true that the figures who implemented the Nazi cultural program were
not entirely without a conscience and that there were limits to resis-
tance, but this does not mitigate their actions. Just because Hans Frank
submitted his resignation as General Governor in Poland does not
absolve him of responsibility for what transpired there.

As Primo Levi observed, it is much easier to create versions of the
past in which one is a passive actor rather than own up to one’s deeds.
These fictions also help explain why these individuals felt so little
remorse for their actions. Of course, this self-deception was not unique
to the art world. In discussing managers at Daimler-Benz, Neil Gregor
noted, “It is . . . indicative of the extent to which the Third Reich had
eroded moral norms that the appalling suffering of the victims was not
discussed.”13 Thomas Mann also remarked about his countrymen, “They
have learned nothing, understood nothing, regret nothing.”14 This blind-
ness and lack of compassion occurred both during and after the Third
Reich, although the motivations usually changed.Whereas earlier there
was the concern that the regime might pursue them, in the postwar era
there was anxiety about judicial proceedings.

This study has confirmed prior findings about the failure of denazifi-
cation. The breakdown of the judicial process began with the Allies,
who, while doing an admirable job with the restitution of artworks 
and the investigations into the looting, did not seek justice for the 
vast majority of the perpetrators. It was the Allies who began the
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“amnesties” of individuals in various categories as early as July 1946 and
then subsequently failed to remain involved in the rebuilding of the
German arts administration.15 The Americans also engaged many of the
Nazi art experts to help locate and identify works: Buchner, Haber-
stock, Scholz, Mühlmann, Hofer, Lohse, and many others were regu-
larly brought to the Central Collecting Point in Munich in the late
1940s, and the appearance of cooperating with the Americans afforded
them a veneer of respectability that facilitated the rehabilitation of
their careers. Despite the Americans’ softness with respect to denazifi-
cation, more responsibility lies with the Germans. Even in 1949, Harry
Sperber observed in Congress Weekly that “the American occupation
forces turned these courts over to the Germans early in 1947. It took
but a few months to show that Nazi after Nazi, big and small, got off
scot-free or with a ridiculously low fine because these courts were
impotent or dishonest.”16

Subsequent studies have refined our understanding of why the
courts were so lenient.17 Most have stressed the West Germans’ wish to
move beyond their painful past in order to focus on rebuilding their
country (the Wirtschaftswunder) and develop a new sense of collective
self-worth (“Wir sind wieder wer,” or “we are again someone”). Some
have noted Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and others were increasingly
preoccupied with communism as a threat and therefore had greater
faith in former Nazis than in Social Democrats or others on the Left.18

In certain cases there was inadequate information: in Josef Thorak’s
denazification trial, for example, the judges did not even realize that he
was a Party member. It was also significant that the denazification
judges in the American zone in the south were not professional jurists.19

These factors combined to create a highly imperfect system—what
Lutz Niethammer and others have called the fellow-traveler factory
(Mitläuferfabrik)—where those who implemented the policies of the
regime were rarely saddled with full responsibility.20 This, as Nietham-
mer showed, was especially the case in conservative Bavaria, the heart-
land of the Nazi movement, and it is no coincidence that most of the
figures in this study settled there after the war. Yet throughout Ger-
many, these individuals were helped by the widespread devastation and
dislocation, which created a pressing need for artistic experts. One finds
an analogous situation with respect to architects, who were required to
design buildings for the reconstruction of cities. One review of a book
on German architects from 1900 to 1970 summed up the situation in
its title, “We were all in the Party.”21
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The most notable quality of the members of the art world who col-
laborated with the Nazi regime was their instinct to survive.This goes a
long way toward explaining how individuals who were intelligent, pro-
fessional, and in certain cases, even progressive (such as Hans Posse, who
was once a supporter of modernism) accommodated themselves to
Hitler and his cohorts. In the postwar period, it was this intelligence,
combined with elaborate social and business networks, as well as wealth
acquired during an earlier epoch, that facilitated the rehabilitation of
their careers. One finds a similar trend, albeit with different particulars,
in Germany today with respect to those who flourished in the former
East Germany. Tomas Venclova noted in a review of Timothy Garton
Ash’s The File, “Incidentally, many of [the Stasi officials who oversaw
the informers] have already found their niche in neocapitalist society.”
This, he noted, was in contrast to the many dissidents who have contin-
ued to struggle.22

The majority of the elite in the art world during the Third Reich
revived their careers after the war. Perhaps more strikingly, they kept in
touch with one another and maintained an informal network that
afforded both security from investigators and profits from the sale of
artworks.There were also a number who emigrated and enjoyed success
outside Europe: the restorer Eduard Kneisel, who had worked with the
Mühlmann brothers in Poland, moved to the United States and report-
edly continued his craft at the Frick Collection in New York; while the
dealer Alois Miedl, who had sold a tremendous quantity of art to
Göring, is reported to have plied his trade in Australia and South Africa,
among other countries. Yet the majority of the elite in the Nazi art
world remained in Germany and continued their activities as before.
Some, like Haberstock, Mühlmann, Walter Andreas Hofer, Eduard Pli-
etzsch, Bruno Lohse, and Maria Almas Dietrich, concentrated on com-
mercial activities. Whether all of the art they sold had clear and
legitimate provenance is highly doubtful. Marc Masurovsky, an expert
on Nazi art plundering who has worked for the Holocaust Art Restitu-
tion Project, believes that certain individuals “used what they stole as
their pension.”23 He talks of a parallel market that existed completely
out of private view, where plundered works changed hands among
those who were trusted. The works would remain in homes, or quite
commonly, be smuggled to Switzerland where they were laundered
(Swiss laws facilitate this by granting legal title to a work regardless of
provenance or previous ownership five years after the theft).24

Obtaining evidence of this parallel market is, of course, very difficult.
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But one finds many clues. The so-called Krinner case, for example,
where approximately three dozen paintings were stolen in 1947 from
the Central Collecting Point in Munich by a German guard and then
recovered by American investigators, offers one series of clues. It was
discovered that these works changed hands numerous times immedi-
ately after the theft; that a number were sold to “respectable” individu-
als; and that there was also a concerted effort to transport works over
the border to Switzerland.25 Appropriately, most of the works were of
the Austro-Bavarian school favored by the Nazi elite (Spitzweg, Leibl,
Grützner).The clandestine art world of former Nazi dealers is a kind of
puzzle: one can locate pieces—and even the general outline is visible—
but many blank spots remain. The larger picture, however, is clear
beyond a doubt. The elite of the Nazi art world rehabilitated their
careers after 1945, and they maintained contact with one another in a
manner that protected their own interests and impeded the restitution
of looted artworks.

In a sense, this situation leads back to the issues of guilt and justice.
This book has stressed the ethical implications of the art experts’
behavior. Granted, this is but one possible approach, but morality lies at
the center of this history.26 It is also inextricably linked with the concept
of a Faustian bargain, as Doctor Faustus struggled to reconcile ambition
with ethics. Just after the war, philosopher Karl Jaspers, like many Ger-
man intellectuals, thought carefully about the issue of ethical transgres-
sions, and he constructed four categories of (decreasing) culpability:
criminal, political, metaphysical, and moral.27 These categories entail
complex ideas and cover a spectrum ranging from the contravention of
national and international law (criminal guilt) to the failure to oppose
the regime (moral guilt).What is most striking about Jasper’s structural
analysis of ethical responsibility as it relates to the art experts of the
Third Reich is that these figures came up short in all four categories.
The art experts were not merely devoid of courage or integrity; in most
cases they were responsible for criminal actions. While certain officials
in the immediate postwar period recognized this—the Americans who
investigated art looting recommended that most of the figures in this
book be tried for war crimes—there was insufficient resolve to take
action.28 The art experts of the Third Reich largely avoided punishment
while they were alive; it is therefore imperative that they not be exon-
erated by history.
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